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ABSTRACT
NVDRS collects data from medical examiners and police reports, offering a comprehensive
representation of circumstances surrounding violent death. Using about 1,000 legal intervention
cases from the NVDRS data base, this study further tests the researcher's decision tree model
modified from Best and colleagues (2004) to examine subjects' intent to use suicide by cop (SbC)
to end their lives.
The relationship between the United States the International Criminal Court dates back a hundred
years. Since the adoption of the Statute of the International Criminal Court in 1998, the United
States has had an inconsistent relationship with the Court. President George W. Bush's
Administration was quite hostile towards the Court in its first term, but was more cooperative with
the Court in its second term. President Obama's Administration was expected to change the
United States' relationship with the International Criminal Court to a more positive one. This
paper analyzes the United States' current relationship with the International Criminal Court.
The Bureau of Justice Statistics reports that at least two-thirds of all offenders recidivate within
three years of release. Preliminary results from this study show that Indiana has an 80%
recidivism rate. Since there is a clear problem with recidivism, the important question is how to
motivate ex-offenders to not commit future crimes? A local offender reentry program from
Evansville, IN that provides offenders with housing, job training, counseling, and drug and alcohol
treatment is being evaluated to determine effectiveness in reducing recidivism. This program has
been in place for 12 years making the study longitudinal in nature.

The War on Drugs has been the intermittent topic of political discourse in minimizing criminal
activities. These set of drug policies are perhaps one of America’s major public policies and one
in which government has invested a significant amount of appropriations for over forty years.
This research will be a sequential exploratory mixed methods analysis of the federal drug control
policy, its applications, the auxiliary consequences of its implementation, as well as the
implications on interrelated public policy domains. Ultimately, this study will postulate a better
understanding of the factors that contribute to the potentially ineffectiveness future policy
considerations.
Prior research suggests that marijuana and cocaine are the most common drugs of abuse by
police officers who use drugs. Using data from a larger study on police crime, this study is a
quantitative content analysis of news articles reporting the arrests of 239 non-federal sworn law
enforcement officers throughout the United States during 2005-2007 for drug-related crimes.
Cases were coded in 27 categories of controlled drugs and other substances identified by the
DEA as drugs of abuse that are narcotics, depressants, stimulants, hallucinogens, cannabis,
anabolic steroids, and inhalants. Findings and policy implications will be discussed.
Recently, representatives from the social media website, Facebook reported over 750 million
active users and at least six million of those are under the age of 18. Given the interaction of
Facebook allows one to view all posts of their friends and many minors are “friends” with persons
over the age of 18, an adult posting a nude/semi-nude photo can be viewed by all their
“friends”—thus, exposing a minor to pornographic material. Although the one who posted it may
not have the intention to distribute pornography to a child, this in fact occurs. This paper involves
an examination of the legal issues involved and includes the results of a survey to youths
regarding their exposure to material that could be construed as pornographic material. Recent
response from social media website along with suggestions for policy development is also
discussed.
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On May 11, 2009 the city council of a small mid-western town adopted an ordinance that allowed
local bars to extend their hours of operation from midnight until 2:00 A.M. The objective of this
initiative, which went into effect June, 2009, was to reduce noise complaints and other problems
related to the consumption of alcohol. The present investigation uses interrupted time series
modeling techniques to analyze monthly data to assess the impact of the ordinance on a number
of outcome series, including, but not limited to, arrests for public intoxication and arrests for
disturbing the peace.
Much of the rational choice research utilizing hypothetical scenarios has involved samples of
university students, and the generalizability of these results has been questioned. We examine
this issue by comparing several hundred university students to over 1000 adult felony-level
incarcerated offenders. Each group considered a drunk driving, and a physical assault scenario.
Comparisons are made in the types of consequences each group reported, and in the
relationships between hypothetical offending and the certainty and severity of reported
consequences. Limitations of the current study, as well as suggestions for future research and
theoretical development of the rational choice perspective are discussed.
In higher education today there has been a good deal of discussion and assessment regarding the
proper role of innovative pedagogy and its place alongside classroom learning. One such novel
approach to teaching and learning is the accelerated program. In an effort to critique accelerated
learning programs student evaluation data from traditional 16-week courses and 8-week classes
was analyzed to ascertain student perceptions of these classroom structures. In addition, 1-week
intensive graduate courses were analyzed to determine whether such arrangements would offer
students a useful learning environment while still maintaining the rigor required by a graduate
program.
Beginning in 2006 a unique program was implemented to treat adolescent methamphetamine
users. A select number of youth are court ordered into six months of treatment in a secure facility
followed by six months of intensive aftercare in the community. Youth are paired with counselors
who provide treatment services within the institution and then monitor their progress during the
aftercare phase. This paper documents the basic features of the program as well as its evolution
over time.
This paper examines how and why credit cards are sold on virtual black markets (VBMs). It offers
a CRAVED analysis, an acronym referring to six elements making products attractive, or ‘hot’, for
theft: products must be Concealable, Removable, Available, Valuable, Enjoyable and Disposable.
Furthermore, the characteristics of digital environments that permit VBMs to flourish are also
examined, which is accounted for by the acronym SCAREM: Stealth, Challenge, Anonymity,
Reconnaissance, Escape, and Multiplicity. The paper concludes by proposing that hot products
and digital environments interact and share a symbiotic relationship, and examines the nature of
this relationship.
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According to City of Canton v. Harris (1989), a municipality is liable if constitutional rights of
individuals are violated because of deliberate indifference" in failing to adequately train police
officers. This article examines legal cases filed under Title 42 United States Code Section 1983
involving the use of electronic control devices (ECDs) by police officers where municipalities have
been sued for their failure to train officers on the correct use of ECDs. We conclude that a single
training session on the use of tasers and stun guns is inadequate as officers must be made
aware of the medical implications of this weapon in order to avoid liability."
Abstract

Some studies have established genetic linkages between levels of testosterone, aggression, and
domestic violence (Wilson & Hernstein, 1985; Walters, 1992). Other studies have used
neuroandndrogenic theories to suggest that more aggressive males pass on genes for higher
levels of testosterone (Ellis, 2005). The present study seeks to test hypothesized neurobiological
differences between abusers and non-abusers. Using a meta-analytic approach, this paper is
designed to discover (1) whether abusers are “wired” differently from non-abusers, and (2)
whether abusers are unable to sympathize with the pain and suffering of victims. The implications
of these findings are discussed in terms of prediction, treatment, and prevention of domestic
Neurobiology, Aggression, and Domestic Interpersonal Victimization (Domestic Violence, Child Abuse, violence.
Violence: A Meta-Analysis
Stalking, Infanticide)
Deterrence is meant to prevent future behaviors or actions from occurring due to anticipated
punishment or negative consequences for parties involved. In the United States, the legal drinking
age is 21, however traditional college freshmen are significantly younger than this when they
begin school. The popular culture on many college and university campuses involves heavy
consumption of alcohol, even among those students who are considered underage. This study
Underage Drinking Citations: Do They
discusses the deterrent effect underage drinking citations have on American youth’s decisions to
Have a Deterrent Effect on Teen
consume alcohol illegally and also highlights potentially more efficient alternatives to minor in
Drinking?
Research and Pictorial Showcase
possession citations.
This study used logistic regression to examine the association between federal prisoner assaults
and co-occurring psychiatric and substance abuse disorders. The major study findings were that
1) prisoners with co-occurring disorders were more likely to be assaulted than prisoners without
co-occurring disorders; and 2) prisoners with co-occurring disorders were as likely to assault
The Contribution of Co-Occurring
others as prisoners without co-occurring disorders. Evidence suggests that prisoners with coPsychiatric and Substance Use Disorders
occurring disorders are bringing with them an inherent vulnerability to being assaulted in prison.
to Inmate Assault Perpetration and
That inmates be screened for these disorders and provided with effective prison-based coVictimizatio
Mental Health and Other Special Needs Offenders
occurring disorders treatment are two study implications.
This paper summarizes what is known about capital punishment in North Carolina based on
available empirical data as well as studies of the state's death penalty system. The goal is to
establish the realities of the state's capital punishment system for the purpose of providing
important information to policy-makers. The five major findings of the paper are that capital
punishment is: 1. Extremely rare. 2. Not a greater deterrent to murder than alternative sanctions.
The Death Penalty in North Carolina: A
3. More expensive than alternative sanctions. 4.Characterized by serious disparities based on
Summary of the Data and Scientific
extra-legal factors such as race and gender. 5. Used against the innocent.
Studies
Capital Punishment and Death Row
In this paper, I introduce and then compare and contrast well-known theories of justice. Then, I
introduce realities of capital punishment practice in the United States using both descriptive
empirical data and summaries of recent studies of the death penalty. Finally, I assess capital
punishment in terms of ways in which it is consistent and inconsistent with the major theories of
Is Capital Punishment Just? Assessing
justice. The primary goal of the paper is to answer the question of whether capital punishment in
the Death Penalty Using Justice Theory
Capital Punishment and Death Row
the United States is just or not, and why.
This paper examines national drug control policy under President Barack Obama. The author
identifies changes that have occurred in the nation’s drug policies under Obama and also
illustrates what has not changed. The paper assesses both the 2010 and 2011 versions of the
Change We Can Believe In? Assessing
National Drug Control Strategy produced by the Office of National Drug Control Policy (ONDCP),
National Drug Control Policy Under
the lead federal agency responsible for national drug control policy, and compares and contrasts
President Obama
Drugs, Alcohol, and Crime
them with multiple years of past data.
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When Young (1990) analyzed introductory criminal justice textbooks, he found no mention of
American Indians. At the time of his analysis, American Indians faced a wide array of social
issues such as alcoholism, poverty, and above all, high rates of crime – both as offenders and
victims. Twenty years later, as these problems have only worsened, this study explores the extent
to which the topic of American Indians has been integrated into the field of criminology. A content
analysis was conducted on thirty-one introductory criminal justice textbooks to determine whether
American Indians have received more increased coverage since Young’s (1990) study.
Using data from the Federal Justice Statistics Resource Center (FJSRC) maintained by the
Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS), information from the U.S. Marshals Service (USMS),
Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts (AOUSC), the U.S. Sentencing Commission (USSC) and
the Federal Bureau of Prisons (BOP) will be combined to track offenders over time and across
criminal justice agencies to provide improved estimates of the magnitude and locus of cumulative
racial disadvantage in federal justice.
The panelist will discuss reentry programs, specifically the initial reactions of the Northern
Kentucky Reentry Mentor Program for state inmates, and the need for reentry programs and
mentors for long term jail inmates.
Lowney and Best (1995) argue that there are three key eras in the social construction of stalking:
“obsession and psychological rape,” celebrity victims, and stalking and domestic violence. In
order to gain insight into how stalking is currently constructed, content analysis was conducted on
articles about stalking in Ohio’s five major newspapers between 2006-2011. Using guidelines
adapted from Surette (2011), 106 articles were analyzed. Findings suggest that stalking
continues to be seen as an adjunct of domestic violence and draws media attention only under
unusual circumstances. Stalking is presented as relatively rare, instead of as a common and
psychologically-damaging crime.
This paper explores Youth Advocacy Programs (YAP) and their impact on the incarceration of at
risk juveniles. Youth Advocacy Programs are designed to provide at risk youth and their families
with a strong community advocate and an array of wrap around services in their home community
in an effort to deal with the underlying issues leading to delinquency. The goal of YAP is to
prevent the incarceration of at risk youth. This paper utilizes 2 years of data from three pilot sites
to evaluate the success, effectiveness and efficiency, and overall viability of YAP as an alternative
to incarceration.
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This paper demonstrates the dilemma faced by the criminal justice system when a defendant is
found guilty of arson/murder and sentenced to death based on evidence that is no longer valid as
a result of new scientific knowledge. Even after experts' affidavits are presented to the appellate
court demonstrating that knowledge at the time of the trial is no longer accepted by the scientific
community, the courts, prosecutors, and law enforcement are unwilling to accept it. In fact, the
court is placing the burden of proof on the defense requiring it to prove" the fire was accidental. "
War crimes and crimes against humanity are unlike any other criminal investigation. There are
differences in criminal law and criminal procedure. Indeed, these laws and procedures often form
a hybrid of the common law and the civil law systems. Investigators, prosecutors, and judges
must adapt to these unique circumstances. One area of special importance is the interviews of
suspects and accused in connection with these heinous crimes. This paper will present
information from cultural, legal, and technical aspects on how to maximize successful interviews
while respecting fully the rule of law. The presenter is a former international war crimes
investigator.
Existing literature indicates that various factors affect police stress. This paper used data from the
“Work and Family Services for Law Enforcement Personnel in the United States, 1995.” It was
downloaded from the ICPSR website. The respondents include 1,632 sworn police officers from
51 agencies in three geographic locations. Using structural equation modeling to analyze the
influence of demographic variables, coping mechanisms, and work environment on job stress, the
findings showed that gender, race, and tenure only have an indirect influence on job stress, and
have a direct impact on a positive working environment, coping mechanisms, and a negative
working environment. Rank has a direct impact on job stress and both a negative and a positive
working environment. In addition, coping mechanisms and both a negative and a positive working
environment have a significant direct impact on police job stress.
The purpose of this presentation is to explore the impact of the California Witness Protection
Program (CWPP) by reviewing cases in which program funds were used to protect and relocate
witnesses in gang prosecution cases, including case dispositions for cases in which the CWPP
program funds were utilized. It is hoped that practioners will understand how to disrupt a gang’s
ability to commit crime by ensuring cooperation by protecting and relocating witnesses in gang
cases. This research involved a survey of police officers that utilized CWPP funds and gauge
police opinions as to the necessity and usefulness of the program.
This discussion will explore the importance of practioners; such as fulltime or retired police
officers, parole agents, and probation officers to get involved in publishing in academic journals,
books, and magazines. The discussion is related to the practioner versus academic debate and
identifies the resources available to practioners that have an interest in scholarly publishing, and
how publishing can help a practioner in academic and research institutions. The discussion will
also explore the importance of professional development of practioners, maintaining curriculum
vitas, and how to increase marketability by using journals and publishers to increase knowledge in
the field of study.
To illustrate the elements of the felony murder rule, prosecutors and law instructors often use the
example of the armed robber who threatens his victim only to have the victim immediately fall
dead from a heart attack. The question is then posed as to whether this conduct constitutes
murder under the rule. This paper explores the case law that has examined this and similar
circumstances and makes suggestions for legislators, judges, and juries to consider before
extending the felony murder rule to deaths of physically fragile victims.
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This qualitative study examines eleven female California drug court participants' narratives to find
out why and how drug court works. Focused interviews, participant observation, and analysis of
video-taped interactions found that to foster motivation and promote strategies and services to
reinforce treatment goals, sanctions must be perceived as reasonable and must be responsive to
participants' needs. Dedicated staff, graduated supervision, accurate drug testing, wraparound
services, resources, and referral, treatment facilities that accepted children, and individualized
treatment plan and therapists who are ex–addicts, and preferably females, increased these
women’s sense of self-efficacy perception and motivation to lead a drug-free life.
Twelve Ethiopian Israeli immigrants account for the rise of battering. Through in-depth interviews,
the interviewees remember with nostalgia clear sex role divisions in Ethiopia, when men worked in
the fields and women provided for their needs. Wife beating was educational and seldom gave
rise to complaints. Marital conflicts were resolved informally by the extended family members
and elders. However, in Israel men experience unemployment and status degradation and women
who work challenge their authority. Women's demands for equalitiy are seen as attacks on men's
self worth and authority and are hard to endure. Social workers and police further humiliated the
men.
While a significant number of studies have examined the influence of gender and the
combined effects of racial group membership and age on perceptions of the police, there has
been limited research on the simultaneous effects of all three – age, race, and gender- on
perceptions of the police. This paper considers historical and other influences that have
contributed to negative perceptions of the police held by black male youths. Implications of
identification of causes are discussed.

Patterns of Criminal Achievement in
Sexual Offending: Unravelling the
“Successful Sex Offender”

To examine the “successful sex offender”, the study proposes a concept of achievement in sexual
offending defined as the ability to maximise the payoffs of a crime opportunity while minimizing
the costs. The study findings show that the most productive offenders are older, in a stable
relationship with an adult partner, involved in a high number of sexual crime events, they tend to
limit their number of victims targeting mainly children, including their own. Most importantly, they
are more efficient at delaying detection (up to 40 years) which is partly explained by their ability to
avoid the use of serious physical violence combine with their crime specialization. Offending
productivity when defined in terms of crime events was unrelated to sentencing, suggesting that
the successful sex offender is not “detected” once he enters the criminal justice system, nor is he
handled in a way that may deter him from sexually reoffending in the future.
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New Zealand is known in the international criminology literature for two reasons – the rise of
penal populism in the adult criminal justice system and its tolerant non-punitive youth justice
system. This divergence within a single jurisdiction is unusual amongst similar jurisdictions and
occurs despite the same social, cultural and political factors. This paper examines possible
reasons for this bifurcation.
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Previous scholarship has identified the gang affiliation / delinquency nexus, the consequences of
gang affiliation on official measures of delinquency, and time to recidivism for gang affiliates.
These approaches have undeniably increased our understanding of the legal consequences of
gang affiliation. However, the insolence thesis suggests that the most appropriate official measure
of recidivism over-estimates gang affiliate delinquency. Specifically, the insolence thesis purports
that the conflict between law enforcement officers and gang affiliates increases the likelihood of
arrest beyond the legal determinants of their interaction. Based on the insolence thesis, this study
incorporates validation measures of delinquency and revisits gang affiliate recidivism through
flexible parametric event history analysis.
Practitioners and academics agree that the churning of offenders throughout the criminal justice
system is both expensive and ineffective in its current state. Federal initiatives such as Access To
Recovery (ATR) assisted offenders with substance abuse in their reintegration into their
communities through a “carrot and stick” approach. This paper presentation examines the three
year efficacy of an ATR program to reduce recidivism in Lake City.
The presentation by Sharon Fischer who worked for ten years as a crisis intervention training
specialist includes her report of her shift during 9/11. She will describe the types of calls she
received and how she and her team were able to effectvely utilize thier crisis intervention training
despite an overhwhelming volume of calls and levels of anxiety, fear, and hysteria. Sharon will
discuss methods of call prioritization and referal during 9/11 and in general. Dr. Fischer will
provide insight from his experiences while living in Israel as well as from the literature about
Critical Incident Debrefing.
The role of the U.S. Border Patrol largely remained secretive prior to 9/11. In the years since, the
agency has redefined its role in securing the nation. The new Border Patrol is reaching out to
select community members with a public relations-oriented citizen's academy. The presenters
completed the academy and will report their findings at the ACJS conference. This participantobserver project is a vital tool that bridges the gap between field work performed by Border Patrol
Agents and academics who will certainly help to shape student opinions as they contemplate a
career with the Border Patrol.
With the diffusion of internet technologies, newer generations are developing innovative methods
of collective consciousness and activism. Specifically, younger feminists are embracing
technology as they construct their own identities; however, this self-definition often leads to being
labeled deviant, failing to conform to hegemonic norms. Feminist urge for systematic analyses of
cyberfeminist communities examining them for their liberatory potential. To this end, we
qualitatively examine a variety of cyberfeminist websites (Black, punk, leisure, cybersexuality,
etc), uncovering their unsuccessful attempt to liberate women within these communities. We
further argue that this potential could be reached by adopting a critical cyberfeminist orientation.
An array of sex offender laws and policies have been enacted across the nation. Wisconsin is one
of twenty states with civil commitment statutes in place whereby convicted sex offenders serve a
period of incarceration and then may be civilly committed to a special facility. Those sex
offenders deemed to be “sexually violent” or “sexual predators” are then confined on an indefinite
basis. How their families and significant others cope throughout this somewhat arbitrary and
ambiguous process is the focus of this paper. In depth interviews were conducted of a sample of
ten families who chose to remain in contact with their loved ones throughout their commitment.
Their daily struggles and challenges are detailed in this study. Their immediate and longer-term
coping strategies are also described. Suggestions for ways for the Criminal Justice and Social
Service Systems to foster and maintain family relations during the civil commitment period are
another point of discussion.

This study examines the effectiveness of the treatment modalities among juveniles who sexually
offends in the Louisiana. Several reviews of the delinquency treatment literature in the 1970s
concluded that “nothing works” (Borduin, Cone, Mann, Henggeler, Fucci, Blaske, & Williams,
1995; Henggeler, 1989). A decade later, Kazdin (1987) reported several empirically driven
treatment approaches such as behavioral parenting training and cognitive-behavioral therapy
were promising. This study seeks to understand what treatment approaches work with juveniles
who sexually offend and are treated by service providers in the State of Louisiana. Questionnaires
were completed to service providers statewide who identified what works most effectively with this
population.
Research and Pictorial Showcase
This study examines the effectiveness of the treatment modalities among juveniles who sexually
offends in Louisiana. Several reviews of the delinquency treatment literature in the 1970s
concluded that “nothing works” (Borduin, Cone, Mann, Henggeler, Fucci, Blaske, & Williams,
1995; Henggeler, 1989). A decade later, Kazdin (1987) reported several empirically driven
treatment approaches such as behavioral parenting training and cognitive-behavioral therapy
were promising. This study seeks to understand what treatment approaches work with juveniles
who sexually offend and are treated by service providers in the State of Louisiana. Questionnaires
were completed to service providers statewide who identified what works most effectively with this
population.
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Police use of force has been a key issue for every police department. Especially, when it comes to
officer-involved shootings, public and the media is very meticulous and observant of police
actions. This study is a product of a long term data collection from media sources about three
main elements: the victim/suspect, the officer and the incident. Data provides key findings on the
time, location, demographics and the number of bullets fired by officers within the years of 20002010 in the United States.
In this study, the excessive use of deadly force by police that leads to the death of another person,
who might be an innocent or suspect in the situation, is examined. This is an exploratory
research that investigates the situational factors of an officer-involved shooting. It looks at
suspects, who were shot at during an encounter with police officers. The data consists of more
than 1300 hundred shooting incidents in 50 states between 2000 and 2010. There are 27
variables used to analyze the shootings.
We are flexible on the times and dates. Below is a description of the panel.

The primary accomplishment of the Nuremberg trials was to apply the rule of law even in the
most extreme circumstances. This panel will examine the lessons of Nuremberg and the legacies
that resulted from these trials including the precedents established for war crimes, military
tribunals and the international court of justice. Students will examine whether the indictments of
high-ranking Nazis were proven based on evidence presented at trial. Students had the unique
opportunity through experiential learning to travel to Nuremberg and to the International Criminal
Court. They will describe what impact these trials had in terms of contemporary justice.
Hans Fritzsche was a popular radio commentator and head of the radio division of the Nazi
propaganda ministry. He was responsible for controlling the news and spreading Nazi propaganda
including anti-Semitism. He was indicted on counts (1) common plan or conspiracy, (2) crimes
against peace and (3) war crimes. He was found not guilty on all counts and acquitted of all
charges. He was subsequently tried and convicted in a German court. He was released in 1950
and died in 1953.
Rudolf Hess was considered third in command until 1941 when he flew solo to Scotland in an
attempt to negotiate peace with the United Kingdom. He was indicted on all four counts: (1)
common plan or conspiracy, (2) crimes against peace, (3) war crimes , and (4) crimes against
humanity. The evidence supported guilty verdicts for the first two counts. He was sentenced to
life in prison and died in 1987, at the age of 93. His death was ruled a suicide, as he was found
with an electrical cord around his neck.
Baldur von Schirach was Hitler’s Youth Leader. He subjected German youth to an extreme
program of Nazi propaganda and participated in the deportation of the Jews from Vienna. He was
indicted on counts (1) common plan or conspiracy and (4) crimes against humanity. He was
found guilty only on (4) crimes against humanity. He was sentenced to 20 years imprisonment
and served the entire sentence.
Alfred Rosenberg was Chief Nazi Philosopher and Reichminister for the Eastern Occupied
Territories. Rosenberg wrote a book, “The Myth of the Twentieth Century,” promoting Nazi
philosophy. He helped plan the attack on Norway and developed policies to exploit and
exterminate opponents of Nazi rule. He plundered art and furniture from Jewish apartments in
Paris. He called for segregation of Jews in Ghettos, resulting in mass killings. He was indicted
and found guilty on all four counts: (1) common plan or conspiracy, (2) crimes against peace, (3)
war crimes and (4) crimes against humanity. He was sentenced to death and hanged.

A discussion of issues, problems and education/training in and for the private security profession.
Sharon Fischer's presentation draws upon her experience of working for Delta and TWA for 10
years as a crisis intervention training specialist, including her shift on 9/11. She will describe the
types of calls she received and how she and her team were able to effectively utilize their crisis
intervention training despite an overwhelming volume of calls and levels of anxiety, fear, and
hysteria. Sharon will discuss methods to prioritize calls and make referrals used on 9/11. Dr.
Fischer will provide insight from his experiences while living in Israel as well as from the literature
about Critical Incident Debriefing.
The overarching goal of the criminal justice system is viewed as the restoration of trust- on both
personal and social levels. Rather than replacing other, more traditional goals, it would become
the overriding consideration in sentencing, providing rationales for and limits to the application of
goals such as incapacitation and punishment.
The restoration of trust approach integrates conventional sentencing theories under the new goal
of repairing the harm of crime that applies to all cases, not just minor crimes and cooperative
offenders. Using this approach, restorative justice might move from the margins to the
mainstream of criminal justice practice.

Women’s representation in police work is a prerequisite to a functioning democracy and scholars
have identified a number of variables associated with women’s representation as police officers,
but not yet studied women in private investigation. Herein, correlates of women’s representation
in private investigation agencies are identified and empirically assessed. Women’s representation
is predicated upon three factors: environmental (including region demographics), institutional
(such as state licensing requirements), and internal (i.e. women in upper management).
Preliminary analyses suggest that the gender of the owner, and the owner’s previous law
enforcement experience, are significantly related to women’s representation in these agencies.
Abstract
Articulation agreements exist as a link to the achievement of a successful baccalaureate degree,
transfer of “summer courses” by four-year college attendees, and concurrent enrollment. The
formal documented articulation agreement between two Central Texas criminal justice programs
moved towards a better understanding of student needs through the idea of “faculty exchange”.
“Faculty exchange” provides a unique opportunity for full time faculty to interact with students as
adjunct faculty. This partnership has promoted a successful transition from the community
college environment to the four-year campus experience.
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The Art of Yoga Project (AYP) aims to provide gender specific intervention services to girls in
juvenile detention facilities by providing yoga, meditation, mindfulness training, and creative arts.
The goal of this research is to determine the effectiveness of the overall program, specific
curriculum, and gender based responsiveness. Yoga and mindfulness programs are relatively
new to the criminal justice field which is why the AYP program evaluation is especially important
to the field of gender specific treatment of juveniles. This evaluative research hypothesizes that
AYP is beneficial to participants, improves mindfulness, meditation, relaxation, and ultimately
lowers recidivism rates among participants.
The proposed project introduces a novel approach to discovering the unconscious decisionmaking process for making veracity judgments. Using eye-tracking equipment to track the eyemovement of veracity judges attempting to discern whether they have just seen a lie-teller or a
truth-teller, this project seeks to determine a) what people actually attend to while making veracity
judgments, b) whether people’s visual processing of liars and truth-tellers differs, c) whether
people continue to ignore their implicit judgments even when they have spoken them aloud, and
d) whether people actually attend to the cues to deception that they self-report.
Disproportionate minority contact (DMC) refers to the overrepresentation of youth of color who
come into contact with the juvenile justice system. Through pass through funding from the federal
Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Planning, several states are addressing this problem
through education, infrastructure development and data analysis. This presentation will report
preliminary findings from Phase I activities in a California county, focusing on the relative rate
index (RRI) and an examination of the juveniles detained at county juvenile detention facilities in
2010. Comparisons between county-level and state-wide data provide some perspective on these
data.
ACJS Certification Standard H.2 indicates that information from Senior Exit Surveys/Interviews is
an appropriate indirect measure of undergraduate acquisition of knowledge and skills identified in
program objectives and student learning outcomes. However, very few examples of tested
models for such a survey instrument exist. This paper examines the utility and efficacy of a
specific survey instrument used to examine program quality and inform program development in a
prominent undergraduate criminal justice program. The value of information gleaned through
such a survey is also examined in the larger context of the competing demands of curriculum
rigor, program accountability, and ‘student satisfaction’.
Multiple clustering models and calculations are used to identify hot spots for four years of street
robbery data from an urban, downtown neighborhood. The year to year predictive accuracy and
recapture rate of the generated hot spots across techniques are compared. Next, the street
robbery data are disaggregated by time of day and new hot spot models developed. The identified
hot spots and the predictive accuracy of the “all day” (aggregated) and disaggregated hot spots
for the various clustering models are assessed.

Juvenile drug courts introduced a new approach to justice by having a team of court professionals
make weekly decisions that are therapeutic in nature with the goal of reducing the problems
associated with juvenile crime and adolescent drug abuse. This is an exploratory case study that
attempts to gain a better understanding of the external influences that impacted the lives of
juvenile drug court participants. Data are comprised team decisions on each participant and
external influences such as family support, school engagement, and peer influence that are
Drug Courts and Other Specialty Courts
salient in the team’s outcome decisions to impose sanctions, treatments, and rewards.
Organizational job embeddedness predicts turnover intentions and job search behaviors but has
not been tested as a mediator between leadership and those negative organizational outcomes.
Police officers in a large southern police department were surveyed to measure participants’
perceptions of leader-member exchange, organizational job embeddedness, turnover intentions,
and job search behaviors. Data were analyzed through structural equation modeling and it was
found that the relationship between leader-member exchange and turnover intentions and job
search behaviors was mediated by organizational job embeddedness. An improved relationship
with one’s first line leader increases job embeddedness which reduces turnover intentions and job
Police Administration and Management
search behaviors.
There is a growing body of literature that examines the relationship between veterans, post
traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), and intimate partner violence (IPV). Specifically, research has
shown increased risks of IPV among veterans suffering from PTSD (National Center for PTSD,
2009). In addition, it has been shown that female veterans have a higher risk of IPV, as
compared to their civilian counterparts. This paper will examine the research currently available,
Interpersonal Victimization (Domestic Violence, Child Abuse, as well as the effectiveness of programs and services available for this population.
Stalking, Infanticide)
Recommendations for future research and policy implications will also be discussed.
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The aftermath of military service may take a dramatic toll on the American veteran. This is
especially true for a population of nearly 1K jailed military men and women veterans post- service.
VA correctional outreach and veteran courts are provided to facilitate reentry, diversion and
support services. The goal is facilitating the seamless transition of veterans to a productive life in
the community and ensuring that these veterans receive timely services. The jailed veterans
encountered during outreach were primarily from the non-conscription eras. Thus, veterans that
commit crimes may do so as matter of choice, life-course or associated traumatic experiences.
The presentation will discuss student involvement in clubs within schools and universities and the
impact on leadership abilities, school success, service and citizenship. Also covered will be the
effects of club participation on at-risk students"."
This presentation critically examines the contemporary U.S. restorative justice movement and
race. Are there roots of the restorative justice movement in the civil rights movement? Why is so
much written about restorative justice yet so little on race and restorative justice? Can any U.S.
social movement succeed without intentionally addressing issues of race? Does this new – but
ancient – paradigm of justice have the potential to render mass incarceration (particularly of
African American males) obsolete? If not, why not? If so, how, and what obstacles exist? The
presentation will also investigate promising race-conscious restorative practices in the U.S.
Over the past decade, prison documentaries have become a staple on American cable television.
Now countless numbers of viewers of learning about the American penal system by tuning into
programs such as Lockup, Lock Down and Hard Time. First seen in the 1960s, televised prison
documentaries have transformed from critical exposes to highly sensationalized, infotainment
driven programming. This study examines this transformation, considering the factors that have
shaped these documentaries over time, the messages sent to viewers and the potential impact on
viewers.
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Episodes such as Columbine and Virginia Tech have forced those responsible for campus
security to consider changing their organization’s culture and safety procedures. The active
shooter scenario is of particular concern. Proactive efforts that include building and strengthening
law enforcement partnerships, educating the campus community on safety and survival, plus
more effectively assessing threats have been introduced. While it is difficult to assess the
effectiveness of these measures in that success is a non-event, this paper offers insights on the
extent to which campuses might be deemed safer than they were pre-Virginia Tech.
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Product counterfeiting, a form of intellectual property crime involving material goods, is commonly
considered white-collar crime by researchers and practitioners. However research has not
examined whether product counterfeiting is consistent with definitions of white-collar crime. We
demonstrate that known incidents of pharmaceutical counterfeiting have concurrent properties of
both white-collar and “traditional” crime. We argue that product counterfeiting is multidimensional
and classifying it broadly may be limiting for research and could influence perceptions, health
risks, and enforcement and prosecution priorities. To better understand counterfeiting and its
prevention, we propose developing a ‘counterfeiting criminology’ which focuses on key
dimensions of this crime.
The growing pace of e-commerce has helped facilitate the sale and distribution of counterfeit
products. Consumers using on-line auction or retail sites cannot validate goods before making
purchases and instead must depend upon “faceless” sellers to deliver items, thus greatly
expanding opportunities for fraud. Despite growth of on-line counterfeiting, little research has
examined this form of intellectual property crime, limiting our understanding of the problem and
victim reporting. Research is lacking because very few organizations provide data on this type of
victimization. Drawing on 2009 and 2010 complainant data from the Internet Crime Complaint
Center, we examine characteristics, costs and reporting of on-line auction and non-auction
counterfeiting victimization. We discuss implications of our findings for improving law
enforcement and industry prevention and response, increasing victim reporting and advancing
knowledge about the nature of these crimes
Given the growth and ease of e-commerce and rising prescription drug prices, many consumers
now purchase medicine from online retailers instead of brick-and-mortar pharmacies. However,
research suggests that the sale of counterfeit, unapproved or sub-standard prescription drugs
online is a large and growing problem. We argue that it may be possible to infer from the
appearance and messaging of certain prescription drug websites the potential risk of purchasing
such medicines. Therefore, we content analyze a sample of accredited and non-accredited
prescription drug websites to examine differences in form, features and content. We discuss the
implications of our findings for improving consumer safety in purchasing medicine online.
Many consumers utilize the World Wide Web and e-commerce sites to research and purchase
goods and services. In fact, on-line shopping now constitutes a multi-billion dollar industry, which
many offenders have begun to manipulate through fraudulent practices in order to turn a profit.
One of the most common on-line fraud schemes involves the distribution of counterfeit products
advertised through the use of unsolicited bulk email, or spam due its efficiency, low cost, and the
ability to direct targeted messages directly to consumers. Few have considered the linguistic
devices employed by spammers to advertise potential or actual counterfeit goods in order to
entice prospective consumers to act. Additionally, minimal research has explored the relationship
between counterfeit spam message distribution and other forms of cybercrime such as malicious
software infections. Thus, this study examines a sample of counterfeit product spam collected
from individuals across the country to identify the most common phrases used by spammers and
the utility of these messages in distributing and infecting unsuspecting consumers through the use

At one time, product counterfeiting may have been given little attention by the justice community.
However, it is now described by the FBI as the crime of the 21st century, accounting for an
estimated $600 billion in global trade and wreaking dire global health, safety and economic
consequences on individuals, corporations, government and society. In response to the this
burgeoning problem, faculty at Michigan State University created the Anti-Counterfeiting and
Product Protection Program (A-CAPPP) to more fully explore the scope and substance of this
specific form of intellectual property crime. A-CAPPP is an initiative with the goal of engaging in
and providing independent, interdisciplinary evidence-based research, educational programs,
information, and partnership opportunities to assist in protecting brands and products of
industries worldwide. This roundtable is intended to review current A-CAPPP research as a way to
initiate discussion about what we do and do not know about product counterfeiting and where
research and partnerships can be developed to build the knowledge base.
Law enforcement requires the officer to invoke reason and critical thinking skills in order to solve
intricate problems in real time, on the job. The research study to be reported examined the
course development of State Police Academies to ascertain what strategies are being used in
their courses to promote training for higher order, critical thinking skills. The discussion will
center on the instructional strategies that are presently reported by those academies surveyed
that included in the course development of State Police Academies to teach higher order, critical
thinking skills to learners, and the assessments presently in place.
Police leaders are expected to utilize effective strategies, while also improving police
management. One way police leaders can realize these demands is through research and
development, a private sector practice used to learn, innovate and change. There are multiple
dimensions to Police R & D processes and outcomes, yet our understanding of these dimensions
is severely lacking. This presentation provides a visual illustration of a research agenda to better
understand the processes and outcomes, as well as the challenges and opportunities of Police
Research and Development Units.
The aim of this study is to broaden the scope of existing knowledge regarding a range of attitudes
and beliefs of security officers regarding their occupational environment. More specifically, the
goal of this study is to expand our knowledge of U.S. security officers’ views on job challenges,
work complexity, satisfaction with supervisors, work, social networks, overall job satisfaction, and
on the adequacy of training. Using a snow-ball sample, data will be drawn from structured
interviews with 25 security guards in a mid-western state on various dimensions of their work
environment. Findings and policy implications will be discussed.
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A number of studies have demonstrated a link between race/ethnicity and attitudes toward the
police. These studies find that African-Americans and Hispanics are more likely than whites to
give an unfavorable evaluation of the police. Yet despite this relationship, it comes as a surprise
that little research has been produced by scholars examining the relationship between self-control
and attitudes toward police. This study examines how a juvenile’s level of self-control influences
their attitudes toward the police. Results demonstrate that youths with low self-control are more
likely to hold negative views of the police than youths with higher levels of self-control.
The influence of neighborhood context and school dynamics on youth conflicts is an important
issue in criminological research. In this paper, we underscore how the structure of neighborhood
and school settings in inner-city communities provide staging grounds for youth conflicts by
influencing the nature of motivation, the role of third parties and the use of weapons in these
violent encounters. Interestingly, we find that the impact of these situational antecedents on youth
violence is gender-specific.
The traditional approach of social science mentoring in higher education typically occurs at the
doctoral level. In that context doctoral candidates often work with tenured faculty on funded
research projects in their areas of specialization. The paper examines an innovative approach
taken within one criminal justice department in a non-doctoral granting institution. By mentoring
through rigorous undergraduate research, students have undergone personal transformations with
faculty finding a new form of professional satisfaction. The essay concludes with a call for greater
consideration of undergraduate research as both a pedagogical tool and an element of the tenure
& promotion process.
Many professors of criminal justice are exceptionally committed to providing students with quality
classroom instruction; however, the same professors are often mystified as to what that actually
entails. This seminar offers an opportunity to review the basic elements of classroom instruction
and the role peer observations can play in that process. Join us for an informative and useful
session aimed at providing professors with important ideas to improve instructional time with
students.
Recent research regarding the management of sex offenders in the community has yielded best
practices that are accepted as the preferred methods to manage sex offenders. These practices,
most notably include shared living arrangements, where sex offenders are housed together to
allow for more specialized programming and resources. Even with research showing these
practices as being the most effective way to manage sex offenders in the community they are not
regularly implemented into probation and parole agencies. I will be conducting interviews with
parole and probation officers this Fall in Colorado to explore this disconnect between best
practices and implementation.
The present study examines outcomes for a sample of participants in the Washoe County MHC
and suggest what occurs during MHC enrollment that is associated with these outcomes. MHC
participants served significantly fewer jail days as compared to a nonparticipant group and as
compared to their own pre-MHC histories. Observations of the MHC sessions reveal a
nonadversarial atmosphere in which participants interact directly with the judge and in which
praise, encouragement and sanctions are issued far more often than sanctions. These
interactions with the judge are associated with the positive outcomes and serve to contextualize
them.
Asian countries often maintain that the current view of human rights being
touted by Western democracies as the universal standard is an affront to the culture, and
traditions of Asian countries. These countries have argued that any view of human rights must
contemplate these characteristics of their region. After 1945, Japan has made a concerted effort
to become a leading figure in the international community. This paper will address the role of the
international conventions in Japan generally, and the human rights conventions specifically. It will
conclude by articulating a view on the status of human rights in Japan today.
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Restorative justice practices started to formally influence the work of federal capital defense
teams with the Timothy McVeigh case. More recently, a number of states have tried to develop
initiatives to increase the use of restorative justice in capital cases at the state level. This study
summarizes qualitative semi-structured interviews with lawyers in Georgia, Louisiana, and Texas
conducted in 2007 and 2010. Insights are gained about the potential of this practice, common
obstacles faced by attorneys who desire to include restorative justice values in their work, and
reflections on some early cases where restorative justice was introduced in capital cases.
This research focuses on the discourses and practices within genetic forensic evidence and the
investigative process, specific to property crime scenes and the perspective of stakeholders within
the investigative process. Using a mixed-methods approach, this research describes how routine
genetic forensic processing is within property crime scenes and the factors that influence the
decision to process such evidence.
The roundtable will examine the use of centers of excellence as vehicles to improve criminal
justice education, achieve learning outcomes, enhance student careers, and foster faculty
excellence. Centers of excellence have been used by government agencies to widen the
application of best practices for criminal investigation and crime control.
An educational center of excellence can represent the work of thought leaders, innovative
educational practices, the collection of learning outcomes matched to skills needed by employers,
and interdisciplinary expertise. The roundtable will examine how such centers could meet the
needs of collegiate criminal justice programs.
Hierarchical modeling was used to test hypotheses about the influence of a Punitive Progression
Index (measure of the rate of growth towards or away from a more punitive approach to law
enforcement), and other state-level contextual variables on sentence length. At the individual
level, the model suggests the race of the inmate has some, though nonsignificant, influence on
sentence length. At the state level, PPI is significant (p = .011) for predicting states’ average
sentence length. Type of state probation system oversight (judicial or executive), also significantly
affected length of sentence, with judicial oversight associated with shorter periods of
incarceration.
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Using wave 1 data from the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health, this study explores
the impact of social and individual religiosity on participation in delinquent behavior. Findings
suggest that individual religiosity may actually increase the odds that a juvenile will engage in
violent delinquent behavior, while social religiosity may decrease the odds of participation in at
least one type of violent delinquent behavior. Further, it appears that social religiosity has no
impact on non-violent delinquency, while individual religiosity does decrease the odds of
participation in most types of non-violent delinquency examined in this study.
A survey of 445 adults documents whether knowledge of minimum federal requirements of sex
offender registration policies influences support for stricter regulations and greater access to
information for community members. The study found that the majority of respondents had
limited knowledge, yet overall support for even stricter regulations. The study further found that
knowledge of the law had a significant negative impact on public support, suggesting that the
public is largely misinformed and may be supporting policies for the wrong reasons. Future
research considerations and policy implications are further discussed.
Stress is a part of our everyday lives. Stress in the workplace is also very common. Some
occupations are impacted with stress more than others. For instance, law enforcement deal with
extreme levels of stress related events on a regular basis. Higher levels of stress have been
shown to produce physical and psychological ailments in law enforcement personnel (Hassell,
Archbold, and Stichman (2010). This presentation will educate law enforcement personnel on
recognizing physical and psychological stress reactions, exploring work related stress on the job
and in their personal lives, and will share ways law enforcement personnel can reduce and
manage stress.

Correctional Personnel and Staff
Stress is a part of our everyday lives. Stress in the workplace is also very common. Some
occupations are impacted with stress more than others. For instance, law enforcement deal with
extreme levels of stress related events on a regular basis. Higher levels of stress have been
shown to produce physical and psychological ailments in law enforcement personnel (Hassell,
Archbold, and Stichman (2010). This presentation will educate law enforcement personnel on
recognizing physical and psychological stress reactions, exploring work related stress on the job
and in their personal lives, and will share ways law enforcement personnel can reduce and
manage stress.
Correctional Personnel and Staff
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In rural Alaska, people can be excluded from jury service based on their home community’s
distance from the trial site and the costs of transportation and per diem. Prior research proffers
these exclusionary factors jeopardize a criminal defendant’s right to an impartial jury. However,
these studies are limited in focus, looking at the earliest stages of the jury selection process. This
investigation expands on prior research with a qualitative analysis of the last stage of jury
selection: voir dire. This study explores whether these, and other factors of rural Alaska, influence
decision-making practices of attorneys and judges during voir dire.
Black Feminists recognize that criminal justice has a color and class. Poor, black female o
ffenders have always been more harshly treated. They face greater stigmatization as they are
more likely to be arrested, processed, and sentenced to jail than middle class white respectable"
women. This panel examines the impact of race, class, and gender on CRJ and drug offender
processing and rehabilitation referrals and outcomes. Data analysis includes (1) Treatment
Episode Data Set (TEDS) (2) participant observation court records and interviews with key court
officers in Norfolk VA and (3) research on drug courts. The TEDS-D 2006 has been drawn from
treatment programs in 42 states and included 356 701 Black and 926 216 White participants.
Analysis revealed that Black women were not only underrepresented but also less likely to
graduate from drug rehabilitation programs. Norfolk court records also indicated that Black youth
were more likely that White youth to be transferred to adult court. Discrimination and inequity on
the basis of class gender and race are consistent with other research findings The intersection of
race gender and class multiple marginality play a fundamental role. Analysis of drug court
referral and treatment outcomes has also found similar disparity.
A 2006 survey of new recruit training programs for law enforcement shows that 100% of
respondents offer a median of eight hours of ethics and integrity curriculum at the training
academy (Reaves 2006). Does this training have any impact on whether officers commit
disciplinary infractions during their careers? This article examines new recruit as well as inservice training in the U.S. and compares that training to the rates of disciplinary infractions
broken within each state.
Research suggests that the proliferation of batterer treatment programs was one of the main
reasons for the development of state treatment standards for DV offenders. Many state standards
have similar content and are likely to stipulate the length, format, content, provider qualifications,
and method of treatment for offenders. Members of this round table will discuss aspects of the
offender standards in their respective states with a particular focus on talking about how treatment
standards can be used by the criminal justice system as a form of sustainable justice.
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This open seminar will discuss the pros and cons of incorporating an iPad or other like device into
your class. Is it worth the expense? What are the limitations? What software is out there that
actually helps with teaching? The moderator has been using an iPad in the classroom for a year
and has bought her fair share of useless apps. This seminar is open to those with and/or without
an iPad. Come share your experiences if you have an iPad or like device.
There have been a number of studies analyzing educational programming in jails and prisons.
This article seeks to compare recidivism rates for participants in these programs taking into
consideration race/ethnicity. Other factors considered include the level of education the
participant possesses at the time of incarceration, the type of program completed (graduate or
undergraduate, religious or secular), and the utilization of other reentry programs upon release.
The panelists will provide a discussion about issues surrounding 'getting an academic job' to
include preparation, application, presentation, and negotiation. Audience members are highly
encouraged to ask questions.
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Prior research has established that when sexual assaults are reported to the police, the police rely
on both legal and extralegal factors to determine how to process the incident. Prosecutors rely
heavily on those same factors when deciding whether or not to charge and which charges to
pursue. The current study compares the way that police officers classify sexual assault cases to
prosecutorial charging decisions to assess the level of similarity/difference between these two
groups. This study uses eleven years of police reports and corresponding court records for
reported sexual assault cases in a medium-sized Midwestern city.
The current research examines how masculinity is constructed, enforced, and “embodied” within
Canadian federal prisons. Interviews were conducted with over 30 men with active warrants.
Preliminary findings suggest a general code of “masculine” behaviour exists in prisons, where
men must mind their own “business” in order to survive. Moreover, one’s crime also plays a role
in determining how men are viewed, treated and if they are accepted by other inmates – and the
prison guards. Some prisoners discussed going into protective custody rather than mix in a
general population that would not accept them, while others presented a “macho” masculinity that
is consistent with their “solid” crimes (e.g., crimes largely respected by other prisoners that are
related to drugs or non-sexual violence). Prisoners all describe an idealized conception of the
dominant man in prison.
The current research looks at the stigma experienced by sex offenders serving a federal prison
sentence in Canada. Interviews were conducted with over 30 men with active warrants. This
research examines how convicted felons view sex offenders, the experiences of stigma among
sex offenders and the challenges they face in prison. Findings suggest that sex offenders are at a
higher risk of experiencing physical and verbal violence in prisons , elect to move to protective
custody, and worry more about their crimes being revealed to other inmates in comparison to
men convicted of other crimes. Sex offenders discuss fears of “paper parties” where fellow
inmates demand seeing paper work stating their convictions, fears of being “googled” and,
attempts to pass as “solid” criminals.
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Previous research looking at spatial behavior of sexual offenders focused on the journey to crime.
The current study adopts a different analytical standpoint by looking at criminal mobility of sexual
offenders during the event. Specifically, we looked at the sexual assaults committed by 788
sexual offenders sent to the Massachusetts Treatment Center for Sexually Dangerous Person
between 1959 and 1991. Mobility of offenders during the four stages of a sexual assault
(encounter, attack, crime and victim release) is analyzed. The location of each stage of the event
is considered, and patterns of mobility are identified. Implications are discussed.
On March 11, Great East Japan Earthquake and Tsunami hit huge area of East Japan and
caused neclear catastrophe in Fukushima No.1 Nuclear Power Plant. Despite this hard situation,
most Japanese including victims are calm and enduring this disaster. Amazingly, the number of
crimes in disaster area decreased compared to the previous year. Japanese police are playing
important roles in crime prevention, rescue operation, identification of dead bodies, victim support
and so on. I will introduce how Japanese police are tackling this difficult situation and discuss
problems to be fixed up.
This study adds to the growing body of literature on racial disparities in formal social control by
attempting to discern the salience of both the racial and symbolic threat perspectives to
understanding racial bias in pre-adjudication detention. Specifically, we employ multilevel
modeling techniques to examine whether racial disparities in length of detention are contingent
upon the relative size of the Black population and/or the symbolic threat engendered by interracial
socioeconomic inequality. To accomplish this, we merge Census data on county characteristics
with data on nearly a decade’s worth of delinquency cases handled by the Arkansas juvenile court
system.
This paper includes an extensive literature review of what programs currently work in reducing
recidivism for adults, what programs might work, and what doesn’t seem to work. Information
regarding where each program was successful (urban, suburban, rural), how each measured
recidivism, and program details are included. Cost information for programs is provided
whenever available. Additionally results from a focus group of practitioners in Vermont are
reported. The practitioners were asked what is or isn’t working locally. The paper also identifies
what principles seem to be found in the successful programs.
Unwarranted disparity stemming from the exercise of prosecutorial discretion has long been a
research interest for sentencing researchers. Research exploring the effect of offender race on
prosecutorial decision making, however, has produced conflicting and inconclusive results. Some
studies concluded that minority offenders faced more unfavorable outcomes than White
offenders, whereas others found a minority advantage. Still others found no significant impact of
race on the decision point for prosecutors. Given these inconsistencies, the present research uses
meta-analytic methodology to assess empirical findings from a body of scholarship that focuses
on the charging decision. Analyses of homogeneity and moderator variables also are conducted
in order to examine whether there are factors accounting for variability in effect sizes across
contrasts.
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A review and analysis of cases dealing with liability and habeas corpus
The need for correctional agencies to monitor admissions and releases to control populations has
become paramount to cope with expanding populations and decreasing budgets. Using a case
study from the Montana Department of Corrections, Statistical Process Control techniques
including Shewhart, Cumulative Sum (Cusum), and Exponentially Weight Moving Average
(EWMA) Charts will be explored to demonstrate how Montana could have identified changes in its
revocation process nearly a year prior to having to institute an early release program to cope with
a budget shortfall due to an unexpected population increase. Optimal admission and release
monitoring measures will be discussed.
Guyana, like several other Caribbean countries, is currently experiencing significant challenges in
the security sector. This paper will present the results of survey research conducted in the mining
town of Linden, Guyana (summer 2011) on perceptions of the police, public safety and fear of
crime.
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Drawing on Robert Cover’s Violence and the Word, I examine the imposition of a language on the
ethnic minorities grouped by the State. Two categories are discussed: 1) the criminalization of
language; 2) “official language” or “English only” laws. Focusing on the latter, I argue that laws
that require business to be conducted in English or that prohibit state and local governments from
using languages other than English, not only serve to exclude immigrants from participation in
public/social life, but that they adversely affect the “excluders” by obstructing linguistic diversity
and the concomitant transmission of different woldviews and meaning systems.
This study will provide a profile of female religious terrorists, specifically the female suicide
bomber, and will explain and review factors that cause them to join terrorist groups, including
social, economic and family influences. An outline of their emotional and physiological
characteristics will be provided, as will an analysis of the feminine and maternal influences that
lead to their joining a terrorist group. The symbolism of why placement of the bomb on certain
parts of their body will be explained. Case studies of these types of females and the situation
surrounding their martyr act are included.
The homeless are an understudied population, and the homeless mentally ill even more so. This
stigmatized group may be viewed with even more fear and suspicion if they are perceived to be
involved in criminal activity. In this preliminary study we examine the pre-program and postprogram criminal involvement of the first two hundred participants at the Winnipeg site of the
Mental Health Commission of Canada’s At Home /Chez Soi research demonstration project. Data
sources involved the Manitoba’s provincial corrections and court data bases. Charges and
convictions pre and post program were collected. Criminal involvement, including charges, time
in custody and under community supervision was substantial. Post program results were
promising, with statistically significant reductions observed in most areas. Implications for policy
and programming for mentally ill homeless populations is discussed.
In part as a step in its accession to the European Union, Croatia has recently enacted broad hate
crime legislation that closely resembles similar laws in the United States. This paper discusses
the current state of Croatian hate crime law and compares it to laws in the United States and
elsewhere in Europe. The paper also examines the current state in Croatia of crimes committed
because of ethnicity, religion, or sexual orientation.
This poster presentation reviews all of the animated Walt Disney films released from 1937
through 2011 and identifies the antisocial acts within and between the films. Specifically, we
analyze acts of personal violence, threats, indirect aggression and emotional abuse, property
offenses, victimless and status offenses, and general deviance.
Police Research and Development Units are vital to the 21st century police organization.
Research and Development Units can build capacity for innovation and change, yet there are
tremendous hurdles facing police leaders who are committed to innovative and effective police
service. In fact, no “one-size-fits-all” exists as the decentralized nature of American policing
means that leaders must figure out how to operate this type of unit given the context in which they
exist.
This Seminar will focus on the various roles of practitioners and researchers in establishing and
supporting an innovative and effective Police Research and Development Unit.
Police Research and Development Units are vital to an effective 21st century police organization.
Research and development is traditionally utilized by private business as a way to learn, innovate
and change. These units can foster and help build capacity for police innovation, learning and
change, yet tremendous hurdles face practitioners and leaders who are committed to effective
police service.
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Sexuality in federal prison: Inmates'
negotiations of same-sex activities within
prison cultures
Protecting Valuable Resources:
Correctional Staff Issues

This paper discusses an exploratory inquiry into the opportunities and challenges in effectively
managing a Research and Development Unit. Data were collected from field experts, who offer
insights for future empirical and practical endeavors. Implications and future research
opportunities are discussed
Police Administration and Management

Issues in Institutional Confinement

Research on sexuality in prison has primarily focused on the nature of coercive sexual acts, as
well as inmate attitudes toward homosexuality. Yet, how inmates define and enact consensual
sexual acts is not well-understood. Via in-depth face-to-face interviews with male parolees with
active warrants from Canadian federal prisons, we explored how ex-inmates negotiated and
performed their sexuality while incarcerated. Findings suggest that consensual and nonconsensual, same-sex activities in the primarily male environments mimic the dynamics of power
and control of hierarchical heterosexual relationships. In this way, rather than being a violation of
norms of prison culture, non-coercive same-sex relationships may serve as acceptable avenues
through which dominant males perform and maintain hegemonic ideals of masculinity. Findings
are situated in theories of masculinity and implications for future research are discussed.

Correctional Personnel and Staff

Correctional Personnel and Staff

Although the amount of training conducted online is increasing, most research on online training
has primarily been exploratory, descriptive, or causal-comparative. Little research has been done
in criminal justice settings that have compared online training with traditional classroom training.
The participants in this experimental design were 222 supervisory staff in a juvenile correctional
agency undergoing training on how to conduct performance evaluations of their direct reports as
required by state law/policy. After randomly assigning supervisors to either an online or
classroom training group, we conduct analyses of covariance to assess whether any differences
exist in post training knowledge scores.

An Assessment of Training Needs among
Juvenile Correctional Facility Staff
Correctional Personnel and Staff

Accurate identification of staff training needs is essential if agencies are to teach personnel what
they are expected to know and to do when performing their jobs. This study reports the results of
a statewide needs assessment conducted with supervisors of line staff working in juvenile
correctional facilities. The focus is on discrepancies between: (a) knowledge/skills levels that
supervisors expect new staff to display after finishing basic training and (b) the actual levels that
supervisors observe being displayed. We explore differences by types of facilities and by position
of the supervisor. Implications are covered for training design, delivery, and research.
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Correctional staff are a valuable resource. There is a growing body of research that has examined
how workplace variables affect correctional staff. There, however, much that still needs to be
studied. One area is how workplace variables affect organizational citizenship behaviors.
Organizational citizenship behaviors are prosocial behaviors that go up and beyond what is
expected in the workplace. This study examined the effects of different types of work-family
conflict on organizational citizenship behaviors among correctional staff. The results will be
reported and discussed.
There is a growing body of literature that suggests that organizational commitment is an
important staff attribute. There are different forms of organizational commitment. The past studies
have mainly focused on affective commitment. Another form of organizational commitment is
continuance commitment. This study examined the effects of both types of commitment on the
organizational commitment, life satisfaction, absenteeism, and turnover intent. The results will be
presented and discussed.
Using data from a national sample of students, this study further explores the utility of an
integrated approach to understanding student adaptive avoidance behavior. More specifically, the
interactive influences of school disorder/incivilities and previous experiences with school-based
victimization are assessed in estimating fear of victimization and student avoidance behavior.
Results imply promise for an integrated, interactional approach to theoretical understanding of
student fear-related avoidance.
White-collar crime costs more economic harm then all street and property crime combined. The
scandals of Enron, Martha Stewart, Worldcom and Bernie Madoff have received some media
attention, but many go ignored. If white-collar crimes do exist and cost taxpayers billions of
dollars then it would make sense that these crimes are taught to future criminal justice
practitioners in the various criminal justice departments in the United States. Yet less than 10%
of the criminal justice departments across the United States have a dedicated course on whitecollar crime. This paper examines this issue and gives several reasons why such courses are
needed.
Using Tell Me A Story" students are required to use creativity to develop case scenarios that
demonstrate their understanding of content learning. This type of assignment and/or test
question also encourages critical thinking and requires students to demonstrate college-level
writing skills. The benefits and challenges of using this strategy will be discussed. Examples of
assignments and test questions from policing courts and corrections will be provided to
participants."
Researchers have started examining the impact of early juvenile court decisions on subsequent
court outcomes for youth. The empirical literature generally finds that after controlling for legal
and extra-legal factors, early decision points can have a negative effect on youth later in the court
process. The present study contributes to this body of knowledge through the examination of
youth adjudicated delinquent during 2005 in West Virginia. Using both propensity score matching
and multi-level modeling, the findings indicate that preventive detention increases the probability
of out-of-home placement for youth. Policy implications and directions for future research will be
discussed.
The purpose of this paper is to analyze the relationship between the community and the civil
police in Brazil through the data gathered under an international project called the “Police Station
Visitors Week” – PSVW.
This project has been charring out since 2006 in 20 countries. It expects to collect information
about the quality of the police’s service to the population and also to bring police and residents of
neighborhoods near police stations together so that both will recognize the strong and weak
points of police service.
The qualitative data gathered in 2010 show that several visitors and police officers highlighted the
Police Station Visitors’ Week’ role in helping to demystify stereotypes as the event’s most positive
point. They noted that stereotypes were overcome on both sides, both among community
members in relation to the limitations of police as well as among police in terms of the role of the
community in developing the police.
On the other hand, it was also possible to access various innovations in terms of the
improvement of relationships between police and the community. Some police stations stood out
for their use of policies explicitly based on the recommendations made during the workshop for
returning results collected during the Third Police Station Visitors’ Week (2009), and for their
attempts to replicate good practices mapped in previous editions of the project.
In this sense, this project might be used as an example of research public police pilot that can be
replicated in other places helping the improvement of the role of the community as agents of
police station change.
This paper is a follow up to the paper that I presented at the ACJS conference in 2009 that
addressed my 25 year (1980-2005) empirical study of battered Massachusetts women who killed
their abusive mates. This paper examines the trial court cases on point from 2005 to 2010. The
former study indicated that defense attorneys were increasingly expressing concern regarding the
perceived shift in the criminal prosecution of this class of defendants to a more prosecutorial one.
This study examines whether such a perceived trend was in fact a shift in the decision-making of
state prosecutors and judges. As this issue is a complex one, this paper also addresses specific
facts and details to offer a thick description of what transpired at all phases of the criminal
prosecution of this class of defendants: police, prosecutors, grand juries, petit juries, judges, and
appellate courts.
Although demonstrated effective in reducing recidivism, NY State’s system of 163 drug courts
lacks an evidence-based protocol for drug court screening and treatment-matching. To address
this, the Center for Court Innovation has implemented a randomized controlled trial of a validated
assessment tool (the LSI-R) in three NYC drug courts. The research examines the accuracy of the
LSI-R in the court context, as well as the feasibility of implementing a new protocol in a highvolume court population. Researchers will present findings regarding the implementation of the
assessment, with a focus on the challenges of conducting experimental research in an applied
setting.
This piece explores the perceptions of criminal justice and non-criminal justice students in regards
to homosexuality pertinent to hate crimes, as well as, investigates several other factors that can
be attributed to or predict prejudice and discriminatory actions. Possible correlates of these
differences in views towards the sexual minority community are also investigated. We discuss
the implications of our findings for the nature of the discipline, designing more effective
undergraduate curricula, and educating criminal justice students about the Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual, and Transgendered (LGBT) community.
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Previous research on presidential and gubernatorial rhetoric related to crime shows that both
presidents and governors use symbolic statements in their crime rhetoric, but no research to date
has assessed how U.S. mayors employ crime rhetoric. Drawing upon hypotheses from the
presidential/gubernatorial literature, a content analysis of six years (2005-2010) of the top 50 U.S.
City mayors’ State of the City" speeches was conducted to assess how mayors employ the issue
of crime in their political communication. Overall the results suggest that mayors employ crime
rhetoric in a different manner from other executives when speaking to the constituents about
crime. "
This presentation presents the preliminary results of an evaluation of a diversionary program for
probationers with mental illness. The program is centered on probationers’ psychiatric needs and
allows for a dismissal of charges for program completers. The presentation will focus on program
implementation, completion rates, and differences between those who successfully complete the
program versus those who fail to complete. Preliminary results suggest the program has been
implemented successfully and has a relatively high completion rate. We did find risk/need
differences between program completers and noncompleters.
A Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) pilot project commenced at the Scott Road Skytrain Station
Park and Ride in Surrey, BC. The pilot project was implemented and scheduled for one year.
This paper evaluates the CCTV system with regard to reductions in vehicle-related crime and fear
of crime considering results from a victimization survey and police/insurance data. The results
are sensitive to the method of analysis: the victimization survey and before-after analysis indicate
significant reductions in vehicle-related crime, but a trend analysis does not. We conclude that
longer time frames are necessary to evaluate crime prevention initiatives.
Executions were once public and should be so again. This is not for reasons of closure or
deterrence, however, but democratic transparency and accountability. Society must be willing to
face what is done in it's name.
The relevance of power and control in domestic relationships has been studied extensively by the
police, social workers, educators and theorist. However, relatively little research has examined
power and control in situations where technology in particular the use of cell phone’s text
messaging and GPS features may influence domestic abuse and stalking amongst college
students and domestic abuse victims. This research offers an examination of digital
communication and its availability to control, exert power and alter a partner’s behavior within
domestic relationships.
In the 1980s, the United States juvenile justice system shifted its focus from rehabilitation towards
a “get-tough” approach to a seeming increase in juvenile offending. One of the recommendations
for dealing with delinquent youth included placing them in residential facilities. Today, all states
place juveniles charged with certain offenses in a secure or non-secure facility. However, studies
focusing on the impact of residential placements on aggregate delinquency are virtually nonexistent. This study attempts to fill that gap. The literature on adults is used as a basis for
extending inquiry to juveniles. Findings are presented, and recommendations for research are
offered.
Research examining the effects of extralegal variables on prosecutors’ charging decisions has
been less extensive than research examining sentencing decisions. Using the focal concerns
perspective, the current study examines the effects of age, gender, and race on the prosecutor’s
decision to dismiss charges and on the decision to reduce charges. This research also examines
the possibility that the effects of these variables differ depending on the type of crime.
The Internet, through social networking sites, has provided a virtual opportunity for sexual
predators to entice their victims and begin the grooming process long before physical contact is
made. There are many common elements portrayed in the sexual predation process; such as
grooming through motivation, manipulation and secrecy. Such elements are critical to
understand, especially in terms of how they are used by a sexual predator. The main focus of this
roundtable is to inform educators, justice professionals and the general public of the danger of
sexual predators pose to society, the impact of their actions and the resources that exist to help
prevent this growing epidemic.

Prescription drug misuse (PDM), defined as use without a prescription or solely for the feeling or
experience caused by the drug, has become a popular topic among substance use researchers.
While the vast majority of studies on the topic tackle epidemiological questions surrounding PDM,
there is a notable gap in the literature that tests theoretical explanations. The current research
seeks to bridge this gap in the literature by examining theoretically based explanations for PDM
among college students utilizing three criminological theories commonly used to explain other
forms of substance use: Social Learning Theory, Social Bonding/Control theory, and General
Strain Theory.
In Brown v. Entertainment Merchants Association, the Supreme Court confronted a California law
that restricted minors from accessing violent video games. This presentation will examine the
implications of the Brown decision in relation to the First Amendment and the government interest
in limiting minors’ exposure to violence.

This study offers further testing of the Intimiate Partner Violence Control Scale developed by
Bledso and Sar (2011). Using a sample of college students we examine control along three
dimensions: control through surveillance and threats; control over everyday routines and decisionmaking; and control over autonomous behaviors. This paper adddresses our initial findings,
validity and reliability issues, and policy implications. Further we examined attitudinal and
Further testing of the Intimate Partner
Interpersonal Victimization (Domestic Violence, Child Abuse, behavioral differences across the college sample with particular focus on criminal justice students
Violence Control Scale (IPVCS)
Stalking, Infanticide)
and their differences and similarities with other majors.
One of the most abhorrent and least understood of crimes is the molestation of children. Studies
suggest that most of these offenses involve victims and offenders who have a familial or social
relationship. This paper is a qualitative study of statements provided to a criminal investigator in
a mid-southern city by offenders in 47 child rape cases. All of the subject cases resulted in a
Offenders in Incestuous Rape of Minors:
conviction of the accused for either rape or sexual assault. The study will explore the themes that
Interpersonal Victimization (Domestic Violence, Child Abuse, emerge regarding explanations, rationalizations and justifications offered by the offenders when
A Qualitative Study of Explanations and
Rationalizations
Stalking, Infanticide)
confronted with the allegations of abuse.
Many studies have scrutinized public attitudes towards police and criminal court practices.
Building on this body of research, the current study examines the effect that an individual’s
attitudes towards a court-ordered treatment, have on this person’s likelihood of successfully
completing the program. In other words, are individuals who perceive their sentence and
treatment staff as fair more likely to successfully complete the program, than those who view it as
: Does perceived fairness of the program
unfair? The current study attempts to answer this question by looking at data from an outpatient,
influence its successful completion rates? Correctional Rehabilitation and Treatment
court-ordered, drug treatment facility.
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Since the mid-1990s, the Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority Police Department (MARTAPD) and the Department of Criminal Justice at Georgia State University, have been working
together to deliver a unique system of promotion whereby MARTA-PD officers could advance in
rank according to their performance in a specially designed training curriculum. This trainingbased promotion" is built upon the concept that individuals should be trained and prepared for
promotion rather than promoted and then trained. Over 200 persons have participated in eight
different programs. In this presentation the development and delivery of the training will
discussed along with challenges and accomplishments. "
Barnes v. State, 945 N.E.3d 572 (Ind.2011), in which the Indiana Supreme Court held that the
state’s citizens do not have the right use force to defend their homes against unlawful entry by
police, touched off a firestorm of controversy. Blog rants now abound claiming that police may
now storm citizen’s houses with impunity and legislators vow to pass legislation to overturn the
ruling in Barnes. But what does the Barnes ruling really mean? This work examines the historical,
legal comparative, and policy issues from the Barnes decision that impact citizens and police
officers throughout the United States.
Over the past two decades, school resource officers (SROs) have become an increasingly
common fixture on the American educational landscape, with their ranks growing beyond 20,000
and their presence in a majority of middle and high schools. Despite their prominence in schools,
investigation into their arrest-making behavior has not occurred. This paper uses responses to a
statewide survey of SROs in Delaware (69% response rate), to explore SRO arrest decision
making. Specifically, it analyzes the effect of the school environment on SROs’ arrest decisions
and the factors that the SROs perceive as important to this decision in the school context.
The impact of incarceration on the parent-child relationship could have devastating effects for a
lifetime. Many incarcerated fathers have limited parenting skills and others may not know how to
actively parent from prison to maintain or develop a positive relationship with their child(ren).
This study compared the perceptions of parenting practices of incarcerated fathers who received
parent training to those who have not in a New York federal prison. The parenting training
included topics that focused on discipline, communication, financial literacy, respect and the
effects of incarceration. The post results showed incarcerated fathers enhanced their parenting
practices.
What purpose might attending the execution of an offender on death row serve for the families of
those murdered by the offender? This research examined the public statements made by these covictims in order to learn more about why they chose to attend the execution and how it made
them feel. Generally, results indicated that victims’ family members sometimes mentioned a hope
for closure in the future, but rarely felt that the execution itself resulted in closure. Other common
themes were the notion of justice being served, dissatisfaction with the process, and
disappointment with the offender’s final words.
In the present study, we draw on interviews conducted with sixty-two homeless women about
their experiences of violent victimization and their attitudes toward accessing mental health
counselling. Contrary to the research literature, which tends to over-emphasize pathological
responses to victimization within this population, what our data reveals is the extent to which
victimized homeless women exhibit signs of both trauma and resiliency. Further, their attitudes
demonstrate the existence of a complex set of relationships between trauma, resiliency and the
desire to access mental health services. These findings have significant implications for the
delivery of mental health services to this group.
This paper critically examines Justice Kennedy's application of the idea of proportional
punishment in recent Supreme Court cases involving the death penalty and life without parole. In
Roper v. Sullivan, Kennedy argues that the death penalty is a disproportionate punishment to the
culpability of juvenile offenders. In Kennedy v. Louisiana, Kennedy argues that the death penalty
is disproportionate to the crime of rape. And in Graham v. Florida, Kennedy argues that life
without parole is disproportionate to juvenile non-homicide crimes. This paper examines whether
Kennedy's proportionality arguments in the three cases have constitutional status.
This study describes circumstances when a homicide by a Black juvenile occurs in terms of the
likely mental and physical state of the parties involved and, what occurred leading up to the
homicide. It is a test of elements of David Luckenbill's theory (1977) of saving face" Elijah
Anderson's code of the street, Lonnie Athens' theory of brutalization, and Rollo May's ideas of an
eruption due ot disempowerment. It is a qualitative descriptive examination of archival
information (police data police reports and public documents such as newspaper articles) about
homicides where a Black juvenile has been identified as the perpetrator. "
Social science understanding of the role of plaintiff gender in shaping the judicial decision to issue
restraining orders rests upon only two studies. Both conclude that judges discriminate against
male victims. Each is constrained by small male sample size, few control variables, and limited
statistical analysis. We replicate one of these studies. In the issuance of temporary orders we
find a gender difference, though with a greatly reduced effect size compared to the earlier study.
Qualitative data suggest legally relevant gender differences may explain this disparity. Plaintiff
gender had no effect on the judicial decision to issue a permanent order.
The Curious Case of George: A Case Study of a Career Criminal
By
Paul Cromwell
University of South Florida Polytechnic
and
Michael Birzer
Wichita State University
Based on extensive interviews with a “retired” career criminal, this study examines the use of
techniques of neutralizations by an individual whose commitment to the conventional legal and
moral code is nearly non-existent. The subject, a “retired” 82 year old career offender admits to
over 200 arrests and numerous convictions. He has served 20 years in state and federal prisons
for a wide range of crimes including arson, robbery, burglary and racketeering. Despite his
openness regarding his criminal career and obvious attachment to the criminal subculture in
which he flourished, he readily makes use of techniques of neutralization including a newly
identified neutralization,“Relabeling.” The authors conclude that almost all offenders rely on
neutralizations to maintain self-esteem, provide themselves and others with mitigating
circumstances for their crimes and, except for the most sociopathic among the offender
population, neutralizations provide some mitigation for residual guilt as a result of their activities.
These neutralizations diminish accountability and are reinforced by distorted and self-deceptive
cognitive processes.
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Pierre Bourdieu suggests, the role of economic, cultural, social and symbolic capital can have a
dramatic effect on our ability to navigate social interactions and access resources for success.
Interviews with offender were used to understand the role of capital in the reentry process and
how homelessness affects it. We compare the experiences of individuals who were released
homeless to those who were able to leave prison with housing and discuss the implications of
what we found. We discuss the implications of these findings in terms of considerations for the
development and implementation of reentry programming.
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This paper reviews the development of a multidimensional approach to judicial activism as
conceived by Cohn/Kremnitzer. We explore the meaning of judicial activism before exploring the
development of the model. We propose a methodological shift that repositions the activism
analysis as an analysis of discourse. This allows for more rigorous empiricism in the literature
and for an analysis that opens up the activist project to all constitutional court cases, whether
impugned legislation is under scrutiny or not. The model provides the requisite indicia to inspire a
new descriptive language in activism studies.
Parole Reentry and Capital: The Critical Role of Homelessness

Police Legitimacy and Procedural Justice Police Behavior and Decision Making

In light of the recent economic environment in which law enforcement executives are tasked with
the responsibility of doing more with less, the desire to maintain innovation and implement
technologies is increasingly difficult. Perhaps now more than ever, public safety organizations
seek to establish partnerships with the private sector to bring new technologies to public safety
personnel. Such a business model has currently been implemented in a medium-sized municipal
police agency within the New England states. This paper explores this emerging model and
presents findings on how it impacts police operations and potential promises it may hold for
public safety.
In the criminal justice field, we often discuss how public perception shapes policy, yet we seldom
focus on better informing citizens as a crime prevention theme. This presentation will examine
recent examples of policies with wide-public appeal that often result in increased danger for
communities rather than increased safety. Additionally, an approach for slowly increasing public
awareness within communities (particularly by beginning with a focus on college / university
students and their social networks) will be presented and examined.
The Crimes Reduction Investigation Model for Evaluation Systems (C.R.I.M.E.S.) offers a
paradigm shift in theories and models for preventing crimes, particularly violent crimes. It fills the
gap between reaction to and prevention of crimes. In that it is minority developed and researched,
it fills the cultural gap in services left by traditional theories and models in addressing criminal
justice issues, particularly minority issues. It is a universal evidence-based system and process
for reduction leading to prevention of any type of crime across cultures. It is recognized in a
variety of international criminal justice settings.
This paper discusses analysis to determine whether there are trends in the use of Disiplinary
Housing Units (DHU) of incarcerated adult males in large U.S. jails. Currently, there is
quantitative research that illustrates demographic trends of incarceration of adult males.
However, there was no such data pertaining to the use of DHU in U.S. large jails. The study tested
the relationship between DHU assignments and the race of the adult male offender. This problem
impacts communities, and has implications for correctional institutions in the U.S.
Police legitimacy refers to the belief that when the public believes police are legitimate political
authorities, they are more likely to comply with the law. This study tested hypotheses from Tyler’s
process-based model. Study sought to understand whether perceptions of procedural fairness, or
the quality of police decision making and treatment, are antecedents for judgments of police
legitimacy, which influences cooperation with police and comply with the law. Data for this study
were obtained through a survey distributed to a residents (n = 427) and analyzed. Findings were
that procedural fairness and quality of treatment are predictors of police legitimacy.
Preliminary results of a survey distributed to members of ACJS will be discussed. In The Human
Side of Enterprise, McGregor (1960) said “theory and practice are inseparable.” A debate has
occurred over the benefit of having faculty with traditional academic credentials versus hiring nontraditional scholars, termed “pracademic” with a blend of educational credentials and practical
experience. This can cause divisiveness in the discipline.
This roundtable continues the lively and passionate discussion and will provide open discussion to
better understand and find common ground, while allowing for the introduction of several
perspectives.
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Chairing an academic unit is something many faculty contemplate at some point in their career.
However many times individuals assume that position without having a good understanding of
what the roles and responsibilities that position entails. This Open Seminar will provide
participants with an overview of the duties of an academic chair, as well as provide some practical
suggestions on how to overcome some of the challenges one might be confronted with during
one's tenure, and how one can parlay this position into opportunities for alternate administrative
roles (e.g., Dean) . Topics to be addressed include: supervising and evaluating faculty,
overseeing promotion and tenure, mentoring junior faculty, developing programs, mediating
conflict, and collaborating with administration.
Authoritarian regimes’ inability to derive political legitimacy from popular elections and other
democratic institutions requires them to derive a corresponding amount of political legitimacy
from other sources. I suggest that punishment in certain types of authoritarian states is punitive
because they tend to resort to crime control to replace the political legitimacy they are unable to
obtain through democratic processes. I argue that these governments do not simply respond to
public anxiety over crime, but rather use the media to create public concern over crime in order to
crack down on criminals and thereby bolster the regime’s political legitimacy.
While much attention has been given to recidivism rates and factors associated with male
delinquency, there has been little focus on the recidivism of female delinquents. The present study
examines a sample of serious and violent female delinquents who were sentenced to and
released from state incarceration in a large southern state. Specifically, factors related to
recidivism among this sample of female youth will be explored. Findings and their implications for
the community and the juvenile and criminal justice systems will be discussed.
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There is a need to explore how the police organization interacts with and affects police officers'
behavior and attitudes. If we can identify the influencing factors, we may be able to improve
officers' contribution to departmental operations and overall effectiveness. This study examines
factors that influence officers' perceptions of being valued and supported in the department. Four
independent variables were examined: inclusiveness in decision making, professionalism,
relationships with supervisors, and communicated direction. Patrol officers from a medium sized
police department were surveyed. A regression analysis showed that these four organizational
factors accounted for approximately half of the variance.
The Korean criminal justice system developed primarily from an inquisitorial system. In roughly
the last ten years, the Koreans have been experimenting with Westernized adversarial criminal
justice. This article reflects on comparisons between the two systems, and where the Korean
justice system is headed.
Although situational crime prevention (SCP) evaluations have often shown successful reductions
in crime, the study of unsuccessful SCP initiatives is also instructive. Since the mid-1980s, federal
legislation has required the marking of selected parts for certain motor vehicles in the United
States. This effort is one of the most widespread forms of SCP ever implemented. Yet, several
previous quantitative evaluations of parts-marking have yielded poor results. This paper utilizes a
triangulation approach to understand the flawed logic and implementation of parts-marking in the
U.S. Further, this article explains how the experience with parts-marking should inform future SCP
efforts.
Florida received funding from the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Agency
(SAMHSA) for strategic planning, program implementation and diversion of individuals identified
as veterans from the criminal justice system to trauma informed care. The Jail Diversion and
Trauma Recovery (JDTR) program provides case management services and linkage to a veteran
peer mentor(s). A process and outcome evaluation of the JDTR program was conducted by
researchers at the University of South Florida. This poster will present preliminary evaluation
results, including recidivism, mental health symptomatology, quality of life, substance use,
housing outcomes, and implications for future research regarding justice involved veterans.
Community policing is a relatively new direction in Irish policing practice. It focuses on prevention
primarily in areas that are high risk for juvenile delinquency and crime. Like most areas of
juvenile justice in Ireland, little to no empirical work has been carried out in this area. This study,
based on qualitative interviews with young people and police officers, investigates the effects of
the Community Policing model on young people’s attitudes to the police more generally. While
results suggest that this approach improves police-youth relations, there are also a number of
other factors that are potentially damaging to this relationship which need to be considered in
practice, recommendations for overcoming these are made.
Sexual victimization on college campuses has received extensive attention in the academic
literature. Surprisingly, it appears that little research has investigated student perceptions of sex
offender notification policies at universities. This study explores how students at a Midwestern
university feel about sex offender notification on campus. In particular, we focus on who students
are most concerned about in terms of receiving notification and how they prefer to be notified.
Special attention is given to responses across gender.
The first juvenile court was established in 1899 in Cook County, Illinois. During this time, sexuality
overshadowed the issue of female delinquency and approximately 80% of the girls brought to
juvenile court were charged with immorality and incorrigibility. Girls often were charged with
moral offenses rather than criminal offenses. The current research explores the history of the
Hillcrest School for Girls in Salem Oregon through examination of historical archives and reports
from 1935-1969. The research includes a detailed and historical account of the girls who were
remanded to Hillcrest, including offense categories and demographic information. Contemporary
comparisons and policies will be discussed.
The death penalty is a topic that evokes strong emotional response and public outcry. The
rhetoric around particularly brutal capital murders as well as the resulting executions often
reaches a fever pitch of vitriol and outrage. It follows that major legal decisions impacting the use
of the death penalty would bring similar reactions. In this exploratory study, I examine online
comments responding to articles in two major Chicago newspapers reporting abolition of the
death penalty in Illinois. Major themes of these comments are identified and considered in terms
of what they tell us about death penalty opinion and attitudes.
This presentation is drawn from a research project on the prevention of juvenile delinquency in
Switzerland. Using a mixed methods design, we conducted a diagnosis examining both the extent
of recorded juvenile delinquency and prevention strategies used by law enforcement, criminal
justice, social work, health, and school professionals. First, we examined the evolution of juvenile
delinquency over the past 10 years. Second, we critically reviewed prevention policies and
practices currently at play in the various professional fields confronted to juvenile delinquency. In
particular, we identified preferred strategies, resources mobilized, and power struggles reflecting
both sociopolitical and professional tensions.
Killing bin Laden is “the most significant achievement to date” in counter-terrorism efforts
(Schabner and Travers, 2011). Many Americans feel a sense of symbolic closure. But are we
really any safer? Our emergency management system has had ten years to create new policies. A
“mega-organization” called the Department of Homeland Security was born, and United States
built a new security system so large, it may be counterproductive. No one can empirically say if
homeland security is keeping citizens safe. Therefore, we need to figure out how to measure if we
really are safer, and if anti-terrorist policies are working.
The Women’s Reentry Project (WRP) is a partnership between three organizations: Rochester
Institute of Technology, the Judicial Process Commission, and Monroe Correctional Facility. The
WRP provides pre and post release services (individual counseling, group counseling, mentoring,
and case management) for pregnant women and mothers with young children returning to the
community from jail. Through a case study analysis we determined what the needs truly are of
our women. Results of the analysis show that trust, healthy relationship building, and recovering
from trauma are essential components. This still remains a challenging population, but
incorporating these findings has greatly enhanced the program.
Citizen confidence in the U.S. Supreme Court has traditionally been very low with the percentage
of poll respondents who have a great deal" or "a lot" of confidence in the Court falling well below
fifty percent. Most citizens get information about the decisions of the Court through the mass
media. Analysis of media coverage of the decisions of the Court has been conspicuously absent
from social science research. This study examines the factors that predict media coverage and
intensive media coverage in three national newspapers: the New York Times, the Washington
Post, and the USA Today.
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Theories, Trends and Effects of Victimization

Panel studies of youth gang members have documented a systematic change in delinquent
behavior as youth enter and exit gangs, with periods of active gang membership associated with
substantially elevated levels of offending. While some argue that group processes associated
with gangs provide a unique social forum for violence amplification, non-violent offending has
been found to be similarly impacted by this milieu. This study examines whether gang
membership increases the odds of violent offending over and above involvement in general
delinquent and criminal behavior using a repeated measures item response theory model with five
waves of panel data.
Plagued with a high prison population, increasing recidivism rates and victim frustration, the
American criminal justice system necessitates alterations. Since our system continues to operate
under a retributive mindset whereby punishing rather than reintegrating and rehabilitating
offenders, we fail to maximize the benefits of alternative approaches to incarceration. This essay,
then, identifies the Japanese restorative justice model as a possible solution. Emphasis,
primarily, is given to the success the Japanese have had at lessening crime rates. Re-integrative
shaming, family-group-conferencing and victim-offender-mediation are all used in Japan, and the
objective was to see if these practices could work in the U.S.

It is no secret that police work causes many law enforcement officers to feel stressed. The mental
tolls of various assignments are often overlooked, and generally the source of this anguish is
examined anecdotally rather than empirically. Law enforcement administrators need to take a
closer look at how daily and traumatic events can alter their employees’ world views and senses
of spirituality, which ultimately affects the well-being of both personnel and their organizations.
This article will examine research related to the affects of the job on officer wellness as well as
address a strategic approach to implementing a wellness/spirituality program.
Using data from the Capital Jury Project, we analyze former capital jurors’ impressions of defense
and prosecuting attorneys’ personal characteristics and the impact these perceptions have on
sentencing outcomes. Findings show that the jurors’ impressions focused on the attorneys’
physical appearance and personalities. Impressions of the defense attorneys were markedly more
negative than their impressions of the prosecutors. Impressions of the defense attorneys, but not
the prosecutors, were significantly related to sentencing outcomes such that negative impressions
of the defense attorneys were associated with death sentences
This study examined referrals to the Washoe County MHC to determine characteristics associated
with acceptance. Those with a thought or mood disorder and a felony or misdemeanor index
charge were more likely to be accepted; those with a crime against a person or the community
and males were less likely to be accepted. Violent index crimes or criminal histories were also
associated with rejection. These results have important policy implications for those referred to
the court but who receive another disposition of their case and for those with violent crimes or
criminal histories who are rejected by the MHC.
Finding employment and career planning is important in the development of criminal justice
students. Many faculty members spend a great deal of time advising students on various career
opportunities. This roundtable discussion will focus on various opportunities, outlooks, and
obstacles of career planning. Furthermore, the discussion will address the use of various
websites, internship programs, and classroom activities that support career planning.
In correctional settings, some offenders engage in a specific type of sex offense, namely public
autoerotism, an aggressive form of masturbatory behavior designed to harass, antagonize, or
unsettle employees. This paper examines interview data with male inmates who admitted to
intentionally exposing themselves to female correctional employees. Using a subcultural
sociological framework, specifically Sykes and Matza's (1957) techniques of neutralization we
explain why some inmates persist in public autoerotism, despite the presence of institutional rules
which prohibit this type of behavior. Also, suggestions are provided as to how correctional
administrators can reduce or eliminate this form of deviant behavior.
The Nigerian state has in recent times been at the receiving end of a dramatic upsurge of
violence, and sectarian conflicts particularly in the Northern Regions,and most of the participants
are children who have never attended schools. Based on 2010 Nigeria Education Data Survey
discussed in this report, there are incidences of educational deprivation in Nigeria with the
majority of the vulnerable located among the lowest economic quintiles. This lend credence to the
fact that child victimation through educational deprivation has a multiple impact on the lives of
Nigerians and may be precariously responsible for reported upsurge in youth criminalities.

The Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force (OCDETF) Program: Silver Bullet or Smoke
& Mirrors in the War on Drugs
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A Study on Korean Inmates’ RuleViolation Behaviors: Focusing on Prison
Culture as a Mediating Variable

The Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force (OCDETF) Program forms the centerpiece of
the United States Department of Justice counternarcotics strategy, using a prosecutor-led, multijurisdiction and multi-agency task force concept, designed to combat the most dangerous and
violent drug cartels and organizations operating within the United States. This paper will provide a
critical examination into the successes and misgivings of the OCDETF Program, from the
perspective of a former police-detective and ten year member of an OCDETF.
Special Units, Task Forces, and Crime Reduction Initiatives

Other Correctional Issues

The purpose of this study is to examine factors affecting prison culture and to assess whether the
inmate subculture acts as an important parameter for inmates’ rule infractions. Previous research
on prisonization has been limited due to issues related to empirical validity. This study attempts to
expand our knowledge about prisonization and to reinterpret rule violations of prisoners through a
contemporary criminological perspective.
Analyzing a sample of 986 inmates in South Korea, the results indicated that age, visiting
experience, pains of imprisonment, procedural justice, low self-control, and self-esteem variables
significantly affected prison culture. In this study, prison culture as an intervening variable was an
important variable between low self-control and inmates’ rule violations. Implications for further
research and policy are discussed.
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This study analyzes the relationship between the level of police diversity relative to the community
and the outcome measures of efficiency and effectiveness using a cross-sectional sample of 202
municipal police departments in Florida with at least 10 full-time sworn officers. First, while there
appears to be equitable minority representation at the aggregate level, these findings are quite
variable at the departmental level, with the average department having a white officer population
13% greater than the white population in the jurisdiction. Furthermore, the diversity level explains
very little of the variance of either efficiency (R2 = .01) or effectiveness (R2 = .03) outcomes,
controlling for other factors. These results, though exploratory in nature, suggest that diversity
policies may not be achieving their desired utility relative to police performance outcomes.
This article integrates the new governance of public administration, systems theory and
community development theory to advance the concept of community-based policing. First, each
type of policing system is presented within the context of the type of community development that
accompanied its application. Community-oriented policing is seen in its current form as an opennatural system defined by the technical assistance approach to community development. This
leads to the application of new governance concepts to fully understand the next logical transition
in the organizational field—community-based policing—which is founded in open systems and the
self-help approach to community development. This transition involves the use of tools, networks,
sector convergence, enablement and negotiation/persuasion. The paper concludes by integrating
these concepts holistically and discussing why this approach would be both pertinent and difficult
to implement.
College level criminal justice programs flourished in the early 1900’s, as college academic
programs for criminal justice professionals were introduced increasingly across the country’s
college and university campuses (Walker, 1980). There are approximately 25 doctoral degree
granting criminal justice programs, over 100 masters programs, and several hundred bachelors
programs in the United States (Clear, as cited in Deflem, 2002; Southerland, 2002). In response
to workforce needs, courses/concentrations/degree programs in emergency management,
forensics, public safety, and homeland security are often sought out. This roundtable will
examine the future of the criminal justice degree program and its relationship to these “new”
disciplines.

Sex Crimes and Offenders

Community College Issues

This presentation will be delve into the results of a case study done by community college
students. These students did research in the area of resident attitudes about terrorism and the
cultural diversity issues involving Muslims that may exist in Indiana. The focus of this study was
on the Muslim faith and suspicion and mistrust of Muslim religious practitioners. The study was
conducted over 2 succeeding semesters for an online class on terrorism and consisted of
interviews of people all over the state of Indiana. The results of the study will consider the
acceptability of profiling or even practices reminiscent of the WWII of separation of Japanese
immigrants in the USA from the general population into resettlement camps" around the country."

Islamophobia: Examining Anti-Muslim
Sentiment among Future Criminal Justice
Professionals
Other Issues Related to Race and Ethnicity

New York Law School

Preventing Sex Offender Recidivism
Through Therapeutic Jurisprudence
Approach and Specialized Community
Integration

Exploring Community College Student
Research on Terrorism, a case study

The defines what constitutes a dangerous offender" and then outlines the main provisions of the
2003 Act as well as recent attempts at reforming the Act.
Much research of late has been devoted to the issue of reentry. Most of this research has been
done on men. Furthermore, most of this research has been done through survey research. This
paper details the findings of interviews and participant-observation of urban and rural women that
have served time in prison and are trying to “make it” and stay out of trouble. Several important
themes emerged confirming the many common challenges reported in available literature. Other
findings suggest that women returning to urban and rural communities face challenges that are
unique to their particular environment and culture. Policy implications and areas for future
research are discussed.
Terrorist groups are nested within countries and subject to local counterterrorism policies. It is
argued that different group characteristics as well as the differing cultural and political traditions in
countries significantly contribute to explaining different terrorist group behavior. This study will
use multilevel modeling to evaluate how global jihad groups that develop in the West, where
Muslims are a minority, are similar or different from those that develop in Muslim-majority
countries in relation to the cultural differences as well as counterterrorism policies.

A decade after the September 11 terrorist attacks, Anti-Muslim sentiment in the United States is
again on the rise. Fueled largely by opportunistic politicians and other activists, Anti-Muslim and
Anti-Arab hatred has resulted in the vandalism of mosques, beatings, and even death.
Nevertheless, little research exits concerning views towards Muslim-Americans among criminal
justice majors. As aspiring criminal justice professionals, expected to protect and serve all
Americans, Islamophobia and prejudicial attitudes may adversely impact future job performance.
The following study explores anti-Muslim sentiment among criminal justice students.
Comparisons with students of other majors, implications and future research are addressed.
Laws created to restrict sex offenders in the community are anti-therapeutic and inhumane.
Incarcerated or civilly-committed offenders are not adequately prepared for re-entry. The absence
of meaningful and effective treatment during confinement, combined with inhumane conditions
upon release, destroy any attempt to foster productive members of society. Once released,
offenders are subjected to laws which ostracize and isolate and potentially increase recidivism
and destroy any hope of integration.
Our Courts and Legislators are reluctant or resistant to incorporate therapeutic interventions, yet
only through therapeutic jurisprudence, effective treatment and humane conditions in the
community, will recidivism be reduced and rehabilitation successful.
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This paper examines the rule against bias and its application in the criminal courts of England
and Wales. The paper argues that despite allegations of racially motivated convictions, jury’s in
the UK are for the most part, fair and impartial. The rule against bias is considered as well as jury
research from the UK. This is then compared to international research from the US and Canada.
Domestic legislation, which has the effect of limiting jury research in the UK, is also discussed.
Remedies of how best to avoid racially biased juries are then considered, from which conclusions
are drawn.
This paper addresses the mandatory sentencing provision for dangerous offenders contained in
the 2003 Criminal Justice Act, and argues that they were both misguided and unsuccessful in an
attempt to reduce crime in England and Wales.
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Police organizations in the United States had been transformed featuring a police-civilian
collaboration. However, several scholars view the organizational transformations as merely
programmatic and not structural. Travis and Langworthy argued that true community policing
could only occur with the community having effective control of the police. This research argues
that the type of civilian review established in the community influences community policing
implementation. Utilizing the 2003 Law Enforcement Management and Administrative Statistics
and the National Association for Civilian Oversight of Law Enforcement (NACOLE) data, this
drama of control will be systematically analyzed. Implications and policy recommendations will be
proposed.
Police organizations in the United States had been transformed featuring a police-civilian
collaboration. However, several scholars view the organizational transformations as merely
programmatic and not structural. Travis and Langworthy argued that true community policing
could only occur with the community having effective control of the police. This research argues
that the type of civilian review established in the community influences community policing
implementation. Utilizing the 2003 Law Enforcement Management and Administrative Statistics
and the National Association for Civilian Oversight of Law Enforcement (NACOLE) data, this
drama of control will be systematically analyzed. Implications and policy recommendations will be
proposed.
Previous research indicates that youth behaviors and attitudes are strongly influenced by
individual perceptions of peers’ attitudes and behaviors; too often, however, the true prevalence of
these behaviors is overestimated and adolescents may use these misperceptions to rationalize
engaging in the behavior themselves. One way to correct these misperceptions is to offer students
accurate data on their peers’ behaviors, using a variety of marketing tactics and strategies. This
study examines both the ability of these social marketing campaigns to accurately correct student
misperceptions of their peers’ substance use and the effects that those corrections have on
students’ self-reported substance use.
Although stress in policing is well documented, less is known about the social stressors officers
experience. Guided by General Strain Theory and using self-report surveys from 750 US police
officers, the current study examines the effects of critical incidents, alcohol use, coping, and
social stressors on Post-Traumatic Stress symptoms controlling for demographics. Results
indicate that coping has main effect and it mediates the effects of critical incidents on the
development of PTSD. Further, the lack of social support reported by officers also predicted
PTSD above and beyond the effects of critical incidents, alcohol use, as well as all other
predictors.
This study examines public perceptions of the prevalence, perception of the nature and extent of
the problem of human trafficking in the United States. Generally human trafficking is perceived to
be and brushed aside as an overseas" and/or “third world” issue even though it exists everywhere.
Data are collected from a sample of interviews with 40 student lawyers and criminal justice
graduate and undergraduate students and 40 service providers who provide services to victims.
The causes and different types of trafficking are discussed. Finally strategies for prevention and
control of trafficking are discussed.
What is transparency, why is it so prominent now, and is it good for government? As the author
explores and attempts to define transparency’s new place in government today, the answers to
those questions will lead her to conclude whether transparency makes government better or
whether it is a double-edged sword which is just not worth all the trouble. The conclusion should
offer some insight into what we—as citizens and constituents—expect from our elected public
officials when they make decisions that will affect us, our future, and the rest of the world.
Many studies have examined the causes and correlates of police use of force. Much of this
research examines the role of officers’ characteristics, situational characteristics, and
organizational characteristics in explaining police use of force. Most of these studies however do
not make a distinction in the specific type of force used. Using data from official “use of force”
reports (N = 476) of a large police department in 2010, this study examines the role of officer,
subject, and other situational characteristics in understanding the specific types of force used by
officers in force situations. Implications of the findings are discussed.

Attempting to address crime in Oakland, the police department implemented several innovative
policies. Under pressure from citizens, city council and budgetary constraints, the Oakland Police
Department mandated a 12-hour shift strategy with rotating days off. Drawing upon quantitative
and qualitative data, this study assesses the impact of this innovative shift strategy on officers.
Through the use of variables assessing sleep habits, general health scales, and the indexes of the
Profiles of Mood States and SF-36v, our findings suggest significant deterioration in officer
physical and psychological well-being and increased fatigue over a 1-year period. Policy
implications will be discussed.
Courts determine whether police-citizen encounters are consensual – and therefor not triggering
4th Amendment protections -- by employing a reasonable-innocent person test. They do so
without any empirical research on the perceptions of reasonable, innocent individuals about those
encounters. This research fills that gap by capturing the perceptions of individuals immediately
following “consensual” encounters with security officers (N = 82) on a university campus in a
Southern state. Both quantitative and qualitative interview answers are examined, and the themes
that emerged as well as the differences in perceptions based on demographic characteristics are
discussed.
Wrongful convictions are a major concern in the criminal justice system. No data exist on the
number of wrongful convictions, but studies estimate that at least 7,500 individuals will be
wrongfully convicted each year. Wrongful convictions may be due to various factors: investigative
failures, false eyewitness testimony, misinformation provided by informants, and false
confessions. Organizations such as the Innocence Project have helped to increase public
knowledge; however, more work must be done. This poster presentation reviews the literature on
wrongful convictions, discusses the work of the Innocence Project, and explores new areas for
research and public involvement.
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Several urban crime theories provide the framework for the argument that, despite the massive
illicit dealings of the Italian-American Mafia, the residential neighborhoods in which they live and
work remain relatively free of violent crime, more so than other similar urban neighborhoods.
This study examines the characteristics of the defended neighborhood and how they are uniquely
applied to New York City neighborhoods. The expectation is that neighborhoods with an ItalianAmerican concentration have significantly lower rates of robbery than other neighborhoods within
these cities due to the influence and informal social control exerted through ethnic concentration
and organized crime.
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This presentation covers three main parts. First, it provides rationale for the establishment of a
new international police force. Second, it traces the history nature past and present international
police cooperation with discussions of their fit in the emerging global and international crime
trends. Third, the presentation presents a framework for the establishment of a Global Police
Service including its organization, mandate, and logistics.
Issues and controversies surrounding terrorism and homeland security dominate headlines and
generate intense interest. Issues, such as the September 11th attacks, border security, and the
wars in Iraq and Afghanistan have and continue to be foremost in the minds of most Americans.
Likewise, most experts agree that careers in homeland security are one of the fastest growing
areas in the job market today. The following study explores attitudes toward surveillance,
restriction of civil liberties, and feelings of threat from terrorism among future criminal justice and
homeland security professionals. Comparisons with students of other majors, implications and
future research are addressed.
Abstract
The United States has been engaged in a “War on Drugs” since the 1980s. This “war” has been
waged through a number of avenues that mostly target the adult population. However, several
policies are designed to prevent juveniles from engaging in drug use and abuse. Long-standing
prevention programs (e.g., DARE) have been evaluated more rigorously in recent years. Newer
strategies have also been explored; and the policy implications of these programs are discussed.
The current research reviews the evidence based studies on drug prevention for youth, and its
effect on existing programs and policies in juvenile justice.

Juvenile Corrections (Institutional or Community)

Over the past few decades, there has been a flurry of public outrage, and subsequently, legislative
activity directed at sexual offenders. There has also been a significant amount of scholarship
focusing on sex offender issues, including recidivism, reentry challenges, residence restrictions,
registration and community notification. However, one topic that remains underexplored is
sentencing. Although the public has called for harsher sanctions for sex offenders, little is known
about how these offenders are actually being sentenced. To address this gap, the current study
uses data from Florida (1994 to 2009) to examine patterns and trends in the sentencing of sexual
offenders.
This research focuses on why defendants do, or do not, choose to take advantage of the social
service programs available free-of-charge through the Midtown Community Court in Manhattan.
These social services include job training, substance abuse, health education, mental health
counseling, housing assistance, and GED programs. The data for this study consists of selfreport questionnaires distributed to adult defendants completing their court-mandated community
service sentences.
Concerned reports of sexual play among the young involving sex bracelets and rainbow parties
spread internationally during the past decade. While both topics received some attention from
traditional media, they attracted far more comments from ordinary citizens participating in on-line
discussions. This discourse involved people adopting very different positions, from credulous
warnings that these were real phenomena that were spreading and would have serious moral
consequences, to skeptical dismissals the these tales. We analyze the content of these
interchanges to better understand how contemporary legends spread, and their role in social
problems construction.
Substantial barriers confront offenders who are trying to find and secure full-time employment
during re-entry. Employers are hesitant to hire ex-prisoners because of workplace and business
concerns. However, prior research has found that employers are more willing to call back white
men with a criminal record than Black or Hispanic men without a record. When comparing Black
women to White women, however, this relationship does not appear to hold true. Using previous
research as the point of departure, we present the results of an experiment auditing employers in
a metropolitan area in a southwestern state. To determine the effect of a criminal record for Black,
Hispanic, and White men and women, matched resumes were submitted online. Unlike prior
studies, we also assess the effect of a two-year college degree on employment chances.
Implications for re-entry and future steps are discussed.
Age of sexual consent laws are unique in that they are the only laws that can result in a child
being both a victim and the offender of a crime, at once, merely due to age. They are also unique
because some states have used these laws to deter teenage romances in an attempt to reduce
teen pregnancy rates. This study was designed to measure and report on public support for the
use of age of sexual consent laws to control and punish consensual teenage romances, with a
focus on states that have set their age of consent relatively high.
The application of criminal justice sanctions is often misguided by failure to recognize the need for
a comprehensive approach in transforming offenders into law abiding citizens. Restorative justice
is a growing movement that recognizes the disconnect between offender rehabilitative measures
and social dynamics within which offender reentry takes place. In this study we examine factors
that contribute to failed prisoner reentry and explore how restorative reentry processes can
address these factors, as well as the needs, attitudes, and perceptions that help construct and
maintain many of the obstacles and barriers returning inmates face when attempting to
reintegrate into society.
Although considerable research has documented the link between juvenile victimization and
offending, few studies have explored relationships between victimization and mental health
problems among populations of incarcerated youth. The present study analyzes data from a
statewide database of youth confined in juvenile correctional centers and examines the cooccurrence of several types of victimization (physical abuse, sexual abuse, and exposure to
domestic violence) and a variety of indicators of mental health problems (history of inpatient and
outpatient treatment, psychotropic medication, suicidal history, and current diagnoses of
disorders.) Implications for correctional treatment programs are discussed.
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Recently released offenders often face numerous barriers during reentry from prison to society.
The coping strategies of female offenders often differ from those of their male counterpart. This
research stems from similar studies conducted on male offenders’ coping strategies during the
reentry phase. The participants in the study are females who have been recently released from
prison (n=20). The research question, which will be investigated, further asks, “What
characteristics describe how individuals cope with the reentry phase.” The research question is
derived from similar studies conducted with male participants, but will seek to analyze a gendered
approach to this phenomenon. In an effort to capture how women cope with reentry, interviews
were used to investigate themes surrounding ones coping strategies once released. Data for this
Barriers to Reentry: Coping Strategies for
study combine quantitative and qualitative analysis. The Coping Inventory for Stressful Situations
(CISS; Endler & Parker, 1999) was used to determine coping strategies and reentry barriers.
Female Offenders
Gender and Crime
Much research has investigated sources of disparity in the juvenile justice system. One
perspective that may prove useful is the focal concerns perspective outlined by Steffensmeier,
Ulmer and Kramer (1998). This perspective asserts that the decisions of key stakeholders, such
as intake officers, detention administrators, Judges and Prosecutors are influenced by three
concerns: guilt of the offender, community safety and the impact of decisions made on the
community at large. Using focal concerns as a lens , this study will explore disparities in the
juvenile justice system related to decisions on detention in a Southeastern state. Information
from key stakeholders will be examined to determine the presence and relative importance of
Juvenile Detention Decisions: A Focal
focal concerns in the assessment of juvenile detention decisions. Implications of the findings for
Concerns Perspective
Other Juvenile Justice Issues
policies and practices within the juvenile justice system will be discussed.
A considerable amount of research has explored the characteristics of offenders and victims in
kidnapping incidents; however, little attention has been given to exploring variation in the nature of
kidnapping and in the context in which it occurred. The purpose of this study is to update
kidnapping literature by including county level variables, such as neighborhood disadvantage and
residential stability, for a more complete understanding of how kidnappings vary across
Taken: The Examination of Contextual
Interpersonal Victimization (Domestic Violence, Child Abuse, communities. By merging data from the National Incident Based Reporting System with Census
Effects on Child Abductions
Stalking, Infanticide)
data, Hierarchal linear modeling can be used to examine this variation.
This study reports the findings of an analysis that looked to establish relationships between
policies/procedures used in Massachusetts schools and levels of school disorder. A total of 204
principals from Massachusetts (N=204) responded to the survey and provided information about
their schools respectively. The findings suggest that a number of relationships are present.
Variables such as an urban community, number of classroom changes, high/moderate crime
communities, and total security strategies were shown to be predictors of school disorder. Other
School Violence and Policy Responses:
variables also identified in the research demonstrate relationships that are of some interest to the
An Analysis of Massachusetts Schools
Student Panels
subject of school disorder.
The Transnational Drug Trade:
Terrorism, Human Trafficking, and Other Transnational
Interdiction, Suppression, Treatment, &
Prevention
Crimes
This working paper provides a rich perspective into arguably one of the most controversial issue
of today – immigration and law enforcement. It will report on current efforts to collect the
perceptions of Hispanic and Latino immigrants in Kentucky. The survey consists of items that
identify the respondent’s immigration status and proceeds to assess their attitudes, knowledge
Immigration in the Bluegrass: Hispanicand fear of law enforcement. While the study is in its preliminary stages, it will be useful in
Latino Attitudes, Knowledge and Fear of
providing information from a lens that is often ignored in the literature– the views of the
Law Enforcement
Immigration, Crime and Justice
documented and undocumented immigrants that live and work in the state.
One important goal of theory-testing research is to assess the cross-cultural applicability of a
theory developed in a particular cultural context. A prominent attempt to explain why boys commit
more crime than girls is John Hagan’s Power-Control-Theory. It posits that work-related power
differentials between parents determine levels of control levied over sons and daughters. Genderspecific differences in parental control are linked to higher risk preferences and lower risk
perceptions of boys compared to girls, which result in boys being more delinquent than girls. In
this study, a test of Power-Control-Theory is performed that is based on a large student survey
How general is power-control theory?
conducted in Austria. The results support both the power- and the control-related arguments of
Evidence from Austria
Gender and Crime
the theory and thus corroborate its generality.
Volumes of research exist on capital punishment. The legal aspects, moral ramifications, racial
component and deterrent effects of the issue have all been examined at length. However, rarely
has the discourse on capital punishment examined the perspective of those most impacted by it:
the condemned. Rarer still is analysis of the condemned perspective close to the hour of
Not so famous last words: A qualitative
execution. This paper examines the final statement of the 472 inmates executed in Texas since
analysis of executed inmates' final
1982. The analysis of inmates’ last words presents a unique voice from which to examine the
statements
Capital Punishment and Death Row
issue of capital punishment.
Crime mapping has been a powerful tool for predict spatial and temporal patterns of crime. The
present study uses the crime mapping technique to accomplish two goals. The first one is to
identify spatial and temporal patterns of university campus crimes in order to decide why some
places and times have more crimes than their counterparts. The second goal is to recommend
crime prevention strategies for these criminogenic places and times. The current study focuses on
Hotspot mapping and campus crimes
Mapping and Spatial Analysis
the most recent police reports for the crimes on the campus of University of Central Missouri.
The presence of school resource officers has rapidly expanded over the past decade in American
law enforcement agencies and the educational communities that they serve. Interviews were
conducted with a sample of middle and high school resource officers in order to gain a better
understanding of policing with respect to the uniqueness of these school environments. The
protocol permitted interviewees to discuss a variety of noteworthy experiences and concerns.
School Resource Officers Discuss the
Several common themes emerged and the findings revealed the distinctiveness of policing
Uniqueness of Policing Educational
schools that were attributed to these institutions’ structural and social contexts. Policy implications
Communities
Special Units, Task Forces, and Crime Reduction Initiatives of these findings are discussed.
Several studies have found that offenders do not always perceive prison to be a harsher sanction
than community-based punishments. Moreover, white offenders tend to estimate prison to be
relatively more severe than do black offenders. The present study develops eight possible
explanations for the observed racial gap in perceptions and tests these explanations using data
The Perceived Severity of Alternative
from 393 inmates in a large urban jail. Multivariate analyses show that the racial gap was
Punishments: Why is there a Racial Gap? Other Correctional Issues
attenuated but not eliminated by the explanations. Implications are discussed.
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Theories on the role of society in law enforcement, the negative influences of an officer's
department, and a person's own natural tendency to engage in unethical behavior have been
offered as explanations of police corruption. One major consideration in rooting out misconduct is
by not hiring unethical people through screening processes. For those who are already in the
profession, law enforcement executives can influence the leadership of a police organization, the
work environment, and even the police subculture. It is in these areas that executives need to
focus their efforts in order to maintain a high ethical standard within their agencies.
Criminal justice purports to operate as a system in the United States. Yet, the allocation of
resources and treatment of offenders often takes place in organizational silos, which impacts the
sustainability and effectiveness of the system. An ongoing partnership between Portland State
University and Multnomah County Oregon simulates the streams of offenders through the criminal
justice system via discrete event simulation. The model simulates the work of all system partners
as a fully integrated whole with the goal of: promoting system-wide collaboration, and creating an
artificial world in which to test the effects of potential budgetary, policy and legislative changes.
Reentry after incarceration is one of the most difficult transitions a person can make in life. The
odds of rebuilding their lives as constructive citizens are stacked against them with a wide range
of civil disabilities imposed in the name of public safety. This paper summarizes the impacts of
social exclusion, marginalization and discrimination against formerly incarcerated people on
recidivism; and, suggests that application of restorative justice theory and principles to reentry
may improve social controls, reduced recidivism and improve public safety in communities to
which the formerly incarcerated return.
This research examines recent reports of increased gang participation amongst whites, middleclass youth, and females from the perspectives of gang members in an emergent gang city and a
chronic gang city. Results describe acknowledged and perceived causes for participation,
variation between locations, and perceptions of membership composition.
This research focuses on the protection granted to convicts against torture and ill-treatment in
Europe and Canada. The parallel between a regional judicial system (the European one) and a
national one (Canada) will be developed by discussing the human rights case law and legislation
in Europe and Canada, the abuses that take place in corrections and most important, how these
abuses are addressed and remediated by the authorities. The aim of the research is to asses
which system works best, why and how the protection of convicts’ rights can be improved in both
regions.
The research proposed is constructed as a comparison between the correctional treatment in
European prisons and Canadian prisons. The discussion will focus on three aspects which, under
certain circumstances, can amount to torture or cruel and unusual treatment: prison conditions,
physical and mental abuses and health care. The problems in both regions will be pointed out, as
well as improvements made throughout the past years. The comparison is based on a review of
the most important reports of the monitoring mechanisms in these areas. Based on each region’s
experiences improvement suggestions will be made for the systems under consideration.
This research focuses on the protection granted to convicts against torture and ill-treatment in
Europe and Canada. The parallel between a regional judicial system (the European one) and a
national one (Canada) will be developed by discussing the human rights case law and legislation
in Europe and Canada, the abuses that take place in corrections and most important, how these
abuses are addressed and remediated by the authorities. The aim of the research is to asses
which system works best, why and how the protection of convicts’ rights can be improved in both
regions.
This research focuses on the protection granted to convicts against torture and ill-treatment in
Europe and Canada. The parallel between a regional judicial system (the European one) and a
national one (Canada) will be developed by discussing the human rights case law and legislation
in Europe and Canada, the abuses that take place in corrections and most important, how these
abuses are addressed and remediated by the authorities. The aim of the research is to asses
which system works best, why and how the protection of convicts’ rights can be improved in both
regions.
Even though the link between physical punishment and aggression is still unclear, the majority of
toddlers (age 2 – 4) experience some form of physical punishment. Aggression and conduct
problems at a young age can be predictive of behavior problems later in life; as a result there is a
need to understand the causal links between discipline tactics and aggressive behavior. Many
factors contribute to the development of aggressive behavioral problems; one example is the
experience of corporal punishment. We attempt to clarify the causal relationship between
corporal punishment and aggression in a sample of toddlers by using a Propensity Score
Matching (PSM) analysis. Using 2 waves of the longitudinal cohort study from the Project on
Human Development in Chicago Neighborhoods (PHDCN). We add to previous work using this
sample by investigating this issue with the group of children most likely to experience physical
punishment.
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Abstract: Victimizing and Empowering
Young Prostitutes: Power relations and
the subject in process.

This paper seeks to understand the discourses that underpin the division of prostitution by age theoretically, experientially, and legislatively. What do these discourses reveal and conceal about
the life of young people involved in prostitution and the way young people are represented,
constructed, understood, and governed. The paper reviews and discusses the limits of existing
Canadian research on youth prostitution specifically its focus on victimization and at risk and
deviance discourses. It is argued that the primary reason for the separation of adult and youth
prostitution lays not in the experience of sex work but in the location of children/youth vis a vis
adults and the state and its various policy statements. The paper examines the primary
development of the risky sexual child as portrayed in Canada’s Badgley Report in 1984 through to
the construction of the acronym the Commercially Sexual Exploited Child (CSEC) twelve years
later and varying pieces of Canadian provincial legislations including Protection of Young People
involved in Prostitution Act and The Secure Care Act. Youth prostitution comes under dual
discourse – the prostitute as profane and youth as pre-moral, at-risk, and delinquent. Through the
voices of young women involved in prostitution, this paper examines how their lived realties both
contradict and confirm the prominent discourse and how young women’s identities mesh and play
with these discourses. This allows us to think of young women as ‘subjects in process’, and
examine the plurality of relationships in which they are enmeshed, including these dominant yet
Theories on Criminal Justice Legislation, Policy and Practice contradictory disciplining and helping discourses.
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The goal of the project was to develop a comprehensive assessment of reentry services offered at
one house of correction in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. To do so, our research team
was granted access to the facility and employed a number of evaluation methodologies including
program observations, staff and inmate surveys, and focus groups with key stakeholders (e.g.
administrators, vendors, program facilitators and volunteer mentors). Here we discuss how
current practices and procedures at this correctional facility shape the effectiveness in improving
offenders’ chances at reentry. This service assessment will help correctional administrators
identify areas for improvement and develop strategies for addressing prisoner reentry concerns.

This study examines the efficiency of closed circuit television cameras (CCTV) in crime prevention
and suppression, analyzes problems and obstacles, and offers guidance for improvement and
development. This research is qualitative,focusing on the study of CCTV operated and installed by
police stations in the Bangkok Metropolis.Proposed guidelines and recommendations for
Crime Prevention
improvement of CCTV in the prevention and suppression of crime are also provided in this study.
This paper first makes the case that optimism in the reform potential of criminal offenders has
recently increased among federal-level policymakers, as evidenced by the passage of the Second
Chance Act of 2007, which encourages prisoner reentry and sets ambitious targets for recidivism
reduction. It then sets this apparent renewal of “penal optimism” in historical context by drawing
on American evangelical Protestant traditions and examining how these affect the perceived
Theories on Criminal Justice Legislation, Policy and Practice redeemability of criminal offenders.
When Attorney General Eric Holder unveiled the Department of Justice
initiative “Defending Childhood” in 2010, he signaled that the
government was prioritizing victimization and abuse of children and youth.
In juvenile justice, there has been an increasing awareness of
youth victims and the effects of punitive sanctions. In this paper,
the authors identify and discuss concerns that have surfaced in
three areas: zero tolerance, police interrogation, and institutional sexual
victimization and physical abuse. Some developments indicate that the system is returning to its
earlier model where youth are perceived as victims rather than mini-adult offenders, and where
greater emphasis is placed on interventions
designed to protect and treat child victims.
Juvenile Justice (Policing and Courts)
Women and girls were excluded from consideration as traditional theories first developed.
Increased attention on the positions of women in criminal events, both as offenders and victims,
yielded both critical and empirical examinations to determine the viability of traditional for
understanding not only female offenders, but also the gap in male and female offending. Feminist
criminologists have applied numerous methodologies and critical frameworks to criminological
theories. This paper summarizes key feminist epistemologies and identifies their influences on
the evolution of criminological theories. In addition, it provides a historical timeline to
Gender and Crime
contextualize the development of key traditional criminological theories.
The growing regulation and commercialization of the Internet has prompted many organizations
to defend the basic freedoms of Internet culture. This project analyzes the institutional design and
culture of the Electronic Frontier Foundation (“EFF”), within Internet culture. We analyze
significant EFF cases to compare and contrast the role of one of the leading defenders of free
speech, privacy, innovation, and consumer rights today manifested through a policy of freedom
and autonomy on the Internet. Specific litigation strategies, public policy, and extra legal factors
are considered in order to examine the EFF’s role in the development and protection of Internet
Internet/Cyber Crime
culture.
In twenty year cycles since the 1890s, the New York City Police Department erupted with major
corruption scandals that included investigative commissions, mass dismissal of officers, demands
for departmental reforms, and the launching or sinking of political careers. Of the many officers
implicated in wrongdoing, only some faced criminal charges. Research examines the
circumstances of those prosecutions, analyzes the decidedly mixed outcomes, and explores the
Other Issues Related to Courts
role of the criminal court in anti-corruption efforts.
Critical Time Intervention (CTI) is an empirically-based best practice that offers effective treatment
and services for chronically homeless individuals with severe mental illness and substance use
problems. By design, CTI provides time-limited case management for those discharged from
institutions, particularly jails, hospitals, and shelters. Funded through the Substance Abuse and
Mental Health Services Agency (SAMHSA), the Refuge program was developed to implement CTI
for eligible individuals. This presentation will present preliminary evaluation results, including
recidivism, mental health symptomatology, quality of life, substance use, housing outcomes, and
implications for future research regarding criminal justice involved homeless persons with
Research and Pictorial Showcase
behavioral health problems.
Recent initiatives (i.e., Red Flag Campaign) to raise awareness and promote the prevention of
dating violence on college campuses have focused on “bystander intervention”- getting friends
and other campus community members to “say something” when they see warning signs (red
flags") for dating violence in a friend’s relationship. In order to get involved students have to have
a knowledge base about dating violence and an ability to accurately identify warning signs. The
purpose of this study is to establish a baseline for perceptions/knowledge about dating violence.
In the present exploratory study we interviewed 1500 college freshman to assess their
Interpersonal Victimization (Domestic Violence, Child Abuse, perceptions about dating violence. Implications of these findings for the college community are
Stalking, Infanticide)
discussed."
DNA evidence has recently been proven useful and cost effective in the investigation of
property crimes. Property crime offenders are known to have a high rate of recidivism and the use
of DNA evidence may be used to apprehend suspects during their criminal careers preventing
future loses. According to findings from the DNA Field Experiment, DNA evidence has been
shown to identify a suspect in 31% of cases, whereas traditional investigative methods only
identified a suspect in 12% of cases. These findings have implications for the use of DNA
Student Panels
evidence in high volume crimes.
The American “War on Drugs” has been a long and protracted battle. On the front lines are local,
state and federal drug enforcement officers who are tasked with pursuing drug users and dealers.
Although there is an established body of literature which explores discretionary dynamics in many
arenas of law enforcement, we know almost nothing about narcotics officers’ attitudes toward
drugs and drug enforcement. This study fills that gap by examining the survey responses of over
1000 drug interdiction officers at all levels of law enforcement. The results are discussed in terms
Research and Pictorial Showcase
of their theoretical and policy implications.
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Underage drinking is a problem with negative consequences. Environmental strategies designed
to address it aim to reduce underage access to alcohol by altering community norms and
strengthening laws and policies. A survey of randomly sampled adults was conducted to assess
attitudes, perceptions, and norms regarding the underage drinking problem, its consequences,
and responses to the problem. Respondents reported concern about the underage drinking
problem and recognized greater social than retail access to alcohol by underage persons. These
and other survey results will describe the community’s readiness for change and support of
responses designed to reduce the underage drinking problem.
Study examines the social networking phenomenon from two perspectives: that of relevant
information available to those with social networking (e.g. Facebook, Twitter, Google+) accounts
as it pertains to potential employment; and that of prospective employers seeking to use social
network accounts to screen potential employees. Key research questions include the ethics of
using social network accounts for background information, the validity and reliability of such
information and the difference between the use overt versus covert means to access such
accounts. Research is part of an ongoing study of the social networking phenomenon and its
application to criminal justice employment issues.
A homeless shelter is a site of compassion for it caters to the needs of the most visibly
vulnerable. Its service providers thus are driven by an ethic of compassion and care. Yet, this
ethic often clashes with a mandate of order and discipline.
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This paper draws from fieldwork conducted at a homeless shelter in Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. It
focuses on the myriad meanings of order, safety and security as conceptualized by the staff and
management and seeks to elucidate the way these are made sense of, contested, negotiated and
deployed, often to the tune of inconsistency, confusion, and sometimes, drama.
This paper outlines a case study of the governance of research at the University of Winnipeg,
Canada. We argue that the ethics review process can restrict the kinds of projects Criminal
Justice researchers are able to conduct. Using Haggerty’s (2004) concept of “ethics creep”, we
argue that research ethics boards are redefining the concept of ‘risk’ and reconstituting ‘informed
consent’ as consumer rights discourse. We urge greater dialogue on ethics in our discipline as
these recent events and others (e.g. Palys and Lowman 2010) threaten the academic integrity of
our discipline while doing little to encourage ethical behavior.
In Kentucky v. King (2011), the Supreme Court held that police officers may enter a residence
under the exigent circumstances" exception to the 4th Amendment's search warrant requirement
even when it is the police activity which creates the exigent circumstance. This case is the latest
in a series of decisions in which the Supreme Court has weakened the protections of the 4th
Amendment in the interests of police efficiency and effectiveness. Even more discouraging was
the fact that the 8-1 decision was joined by the two newest justices suggesting further
undermining of the 4th Amendment may be on the horizon. "
Research shows that serial rapists offend close to home; however, the geographic offense
patterns of each offender vary considerably. This variance may be attributed to a lack of research
examining the impact that crime location, offender characteristics, and offense behaviors have on
the geographic pattern of offending. The aims of this study were to determine if geographic
offense patterns of serial rapists are impacted by a) offense location, b) offender demographics,
and c) offender-victim interaction. The study examined 27 series of offenses containing 171
victims using Multidimensional Scaling Analysis.
One of the most disturbing current trends in sexual and child abuse is the rape of infants and
toddlers, also known as baby rape." Although there are no specific statistics on rapes committed
on victims under the age of one year the incidence of media and medical reports of the same
continues to increase mostly in South Africa but now increasingly so in the United States. How do
we explain infant rape? This paper will focus on understanding the psychology of these offenders
as well as the ways that communities and police can respond immediately to this new trend."
Bullying is often defined in the educational research as repeated patterns of intimidation and
harassment directed at a particular student in order to humiliate and frighten the child. The fear of
being bullied is the most common fear among children. Because the severe, pervasive
harassment that often characterizes bullying behavior can occur in the schools as well as through
cyberspace, its damaging effects can be far reaching. This paper examines the psychological
factors often associated with those who bully as well as the victims of bullying. In addition, civil
liability issues of school administrators who are aware that a student is a victim of bullying but fail
to take corrective action are addressed.
Although low levels of job satisfaction have not been conclusively tied to poor job performance,
studies have shown that high job satisfaction can lead to positive behavior. Organizational
citizenship is workplace behavior that goes beyond the call of duty. An understanding of
organizational commitment and organizational citizenship can have important practical
consequences for police administrators. Identifying police officers with high levels of
organizational citizenship can positively impact personnel decisions such as promotions and field
training officer assignments.
With the likes of Columbine, the late 1990s presented a sensationalized notoriety for school
shootings. The 2007 Virginia Tech shooting brought the mediatization of school shootings into a
new spotlight with the killer himself using the media to construct society’s understanding of the
shooting, as many will never experience this first hand. News organizations vie for top ratings
based on the notion “if it bleeds, it leads”, and these stories are instant hits. This paper examines
the evolution of school shootings from rare social phenomena to mediatized spectacles with
evolved killers controlling the content.
Research collaborations in policing can be challenging, presumably due to academicans and
police holding contrasting philosophical viewpoints and perceptions about research. We surveyed
a sample of criminal justice researchers and police practitioners concerning their philosophical
orientations and perceptions of research collaborations. The philsophical orientations of the two
groups differed significantly. Further, knowlege integration predicted collaboration success for
researchers, while trust predicted success for practitioners. The results indicate signficant
philsophical differences between police and researchers and that they value different qualitites in
a research partnership. The importance of relationship building and collaborative methodologies,
such as action research, are discussed.
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Sentencing reforms may have widened the net" of imprisonment in three ways. First some minor
offenders may not have gone to prison prior to reforms which increased new commitments.
Second more criminals were sentenced to prison rather than probation resulting in a “widening
of the net”. Third increased parole violators returned due to increased supervised parole. The
current study assessed the effects on shifts in year-to-year changes in new commitment and
parole violators returned to prison in all 50 states from 1965 to 2008. The findings suggest some
reforms resulted in higher prison admissions while others did not."
School bullying is a serious social and global issue, having significant negative effects on both
victims and bullies physically, emotionally, and psychologically. Also, several empirical findings
indicate a positive relationship between school bullying and delinquent behaviors/crime in that
bullies are more likely to engage in criminal behaviors. However, limited studies have been
conducted to examine the etiology of school bullying, especially focusing on the applicability of
criminology theories to explaining school bullying. Using crosssectional data on 296 youths in the
United States, the current study examines whether low self-control theory can be applicable in
explaining the cause of school bullying. The findings show a significant positive relationship
between low self-control and school bullying in that youths with low self-control are more likely to
engage in bullying, consistent with the theory’s prediction. Theoretical implication and suggestion
for future research are discussed.
As of 2010 the imprisonment rate for adults nationally had declined a few points, and county and
city jails experienced similar decreases. Twenty-four states had a decrease in their rates from
2008 to 2009, and these states represented every region of the country. In three northeastern
states these declines constituted a discernable trend over the last decade. Not all states
experienced such declines, and a majority had increases. We explore the explanations for, and
implications of, a possible mass decarceration at the state, local and federal levels over the
coming years.
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Police-Community Interactions

Employee participation in organizational decision-making has been linked to a number of positive
workforce outcomes. Yet, there has been little research on employee participation in policing per
se. This study surveyed 1,831 police employees in 15 medium sized agencies across 10 states
concerning their participation in decision-making, as well as their sense of engagement, civic
attitudes, and perceptions of socio-moral organizational climate. Results indicate relatively low
levels of involvement in strategic decision-making and low to moderate involvement in tactical
decision-making. Structural equation modeling indicates that participation significantly predicts
socio-moral climate, which mediates level of engagement and civic attitudes.
The Turning Points program was developed specifically for use inside prisons. The purpose of
this presentation is to convey results of an evaluation of the program at the Chillicothe (MO)
Correctional Center for women. All women who participated in the program (N=110) were given
pre-tests and post-tests regarding parenting knowledge and observed to assess whether skills
were used during visits with their children. Women reported significantly more knowledge in all
subject areas and anecdotal evidence indicates women are utilizing the skills learned. Surveys of
caregivers indicated no significant negative impact on child behavior or school performance due
to mother’s incarceration.
This study explores whether a sample of unaccompanied alien children in the United States are
able to overcome several obstacles (racism, language barriers, oppressive laws, poverty, etc.). At
least 10 youths will be interviewed. The interviews will be transcribed, coded and examined for
patterns and themes in the responses. It is expected that many of these unaccompanied youth
will disclose encounters in which they have been exploited by employers, human smugglers
(coyotes), and such. Investigating the truth through discussion may disclose why these youths
abandoned their homelands for a place where they are not wanted or even know.
Sentencing research has demonstrated patterns in sentencing decisions of incarceration and
sentence length to help build an understanding of who receives what sentences. Past research
has not aided the discussion of why these sentencing patterns exist. This research uses the
symbolic interactionist theory of situated identity to develop an explanation of judicial decisionmaking. Survey data of Wisconsin circuit court judges will be presented to support that judges use
courtroom participants to aid sentencing decision-making processes.
This review covers the major Pretrial Services jurisdictions in Colorado and explores their
effectiveness as Pretrial Release and Supervision programs. This comprehensive review
evaluates these programs using the guidelines laid out by national professional agencies such as
the National Association of Pretrial Services Agencies (NAPSA) and the Pretrial Justice Institute
(PJI) as well as program review guidelines outlined by the Maryland Scale of Scientific Methods.
Current levels of effectiveness and potential for future improvement is explored. Additional
research areas and gaps are also identified.
Drug Abuse Resistance Education, better known as D.A.R.E., has grown into the largest schoolbased drug prevention program in the world and President Obama’s proclaimed that April 7 be
recognized as “National D.A.R.E. Day,” the 27th such Presidential Proclamation. However, the
outcomes of this program taught by police officers have been less than desired, leading D.A.R.E.
America to (re)envision their approach and develop new curricula based on the evidence-based
keepin’ it REAL curriculum. This roundtable will discuss the history of D.A.R.E. and its current reenvisioning along with some unexpected consequences of the program for community policing
efforts.

Police Administration and Management

Small municipal law enforcement agencies, while often equated with rural policing, may be
located within, adjacent to, or a great distance from metropolitan areas. Physical proximity to bigcity peers may generate benefits for small agencies, increasing training opportunities, mutual aid
options, and other advantages. This study examines whether this proximity enhances perceptions
of organizational efficacy—beliefs about the ability of an agency to effectively respond in the event
of a homeland security incident—among a sample of 350 small agency police leaders.
Predictors include physical distance, levels of interaction, preparedness measures taken, and
organizational benchmarking activities.

Conflict, Labeling, Marxist and Feminist Theories

Marxist criminologists have noted the relationship between capitalism and crime; they assert that
capitalistic oppression results in crime when the wealthy use finance as a tool to control the lower
class and protect themselves (Olena & Tittle, 2006). As such this paper explores the relationship
between state income gaps and financially motivated crime (e.g. robbery). Results comparing US
Census data against data from the Uniform Crime Report reveal that in states with a larger
income gap, violent crime that has an end of financial gain increases. This paper puts forth policy
recommendations for reducing crime which considers issues of inequitable income distribution.
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This paper explores the role and rights that victims have within the International Criminal Court’s
(ICC) proceedings. Differing from the United States criminal justice (CJ) system, the ICC is
unique in that it has embedded particular victim participation rights within its foundational treaty,
the Rome Statute, as well as in its Rules of Procedure and Evidence. Specifically, this inquiry will
take a particular look at those specific rights given during the investigation and trial period to
victims in regards to ICC jurisdiction outlined by the Victims’ Rights Working Group and its
applications.
Research stemming from the social disorganization perspective has held that as community
members feel more detached from their neighbors, they are less likely to intervene by either
personally stepping in during a disorderly situation or notifying the police. However, very little
attention has been paid to how the police and their interactions with community members might
influence this tendency to intervene. The current study looks to add to the field by utilizing data
collected in Seattle to incorporate perceptions of the police with regard to effectiveness and
fairness into the prediction of one’s likelihood of engaging in informal social control.
Law enforcement agencies have encountered difficulties over the course of the past few years
based upon a challenging economic environment in the United States. The Great Recession has
resulted in fiscal stress and reduced budgets for law enforcement. This paper examines the
impact of the Great Recession on law enforcement agencies and the methods employed by law
enforcement agencies to cope with the fiscal stress and budget reductions.
The present study enhances our understanding of police cadets’ negative attitudes toward
foreigners in the context of Turkey. The study not only helps us to have a better understanding
about xenophobia but also portrays the relationship between xenophobia and related independent
variables, including authoritarian personality, anomie, nationalism, cultural competition, and
economic competition. The sampling consists of police cadets who were studying at three
different police schools. The results suggest that the students’ sense of economic competition,
along with the subscale of authoritarian personality and right-wing strict rule subscale, were
significantly related to the students’ negative attitudes toward foreigners.
This study examined the relationship between parental controls and supports and the re-offending
patterns of juvenile probationers among a convenience sample of 88 parents in one jurisdiction.
Parents completed a questionnaire regarding their utilization of parental controls and social
supports with their court-involved children. Results indicated that among parental controls and
supports, parental supervision is significant, while other variables such as gender of the child,
parental income, and parental resignation are also significant determinants of the re-offending
patterns of known delinquents.

Community policing is one of the most popular contemporary approaches to the police work. It
focuses on a collaborative effort between the police and the community and involves identifying
the problems of crime and disorder that concern the community and attempts to include all
sections of the community in the search for solutions. The genuine community policing is
constructed within a framework of democratic accountability that necessitates service to the whole
community rather than ideological concerns of dominant groups. There are some reservations to
be made about contemporary appeal to community policing in the political and cultural context of
Iran. Community based security initiatives have tended to define community as special groups of
religious people. Critics have noted the variety of traditional and unscientific methods of
measuring public satisfaction, and their findings which support public demands for police
interventions on controlling deviant behavior of the youth, Hijab and illegal using of Ts for their
crimes and, except for the most sociopathic among the offender population, neutralizations
provide some mitigation for residual guilt as a result of their activities. These neutralizations
diminish accountability and are reinforced by distorted and self-deceptive cognitive processes.
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d for their attempts to replicate good practices mapped in previous editions of the project.
In this sense, this project might be used as an example of research public police pilot that can b
A growing body of literature suggests that street prostitution is changing with the increased use of
the Internet and computer mediated communications (CMCs). Few scholars have considered the
impact of technology on more unique aspects of the sex trade, particularly the service of
professional dominatrices who cater to individuals who desire
bondage/discipline/sadomasochism. Thus, this qualitative study will explore a sample of
advertisements for dominatrices through multiple online venues to understand how they market
services to interested submissives. The findings will examine the language of advertisements to
consider their structure and role in communicating expectations about sexual encounters, as well
as further the study of CMCs in sexual behavior off-line.

Gangs have been a chronic social problem in the United States. Accordingly, many theorists
attempted to find out why people join gangs with various approaches. One of those approaches is
social disorganization theory that emphasizes the ecological factors including neighborhood
contexts as important causes for gang membership. Based on the thesis of social disorganization
theory, this study explored causes of gang membership. Especially, this study divided the
neighborhood contexts into two different domains; actual and perceptual neighborhood contexts
and examined how those neighborhood contexts influence gang membership, focusing on
different impacts of actual and perceptual neighborhood contexts on gang membership.
Despite the salient role many criminologists place on peers as a source of influence in the
frequency and character of offending, little is known about the role peers play in promoting
offending versatility. The current study contributes to this understanding by exploring the offending
diversity of offenders isolated from peer groups. Using data from the National Youth Survey, the
analyses examine: a) the contemporaneous effects of peer isolation on offending versatility; and
b) how changes in isolation status affect changes in offending diversity. The findings describe the
nature of isolate deviance and highlight the role peers play in promoting offending diversity. The
discussion considers the implications of these findings and offers avenues for future research.
In 2008 New Jersey’s public child and adolescent mental health system began a large scale
implementation of two community-based treatment programs that have been recognized as
evidence-based: multisystemic therapy (MST) and functional family therapy (FFT). Multiple
evaluations for both therapies have assessed the efficacy of the interventions at the client level.
Using interrupted time series analysis, we evaluated the impact of the introduction of these new
treatment options on a system level outcome: statewide requests for out-of-home placements.
Results indicate a significant reduction in requests for out-of-home placements associated with
the implementation of MST and FFT and a net overall savings to the state.
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Sexual homicide is one of the most difficult types of homicide to solve by the police as they most
often involve stranger victims. Although evidence is likely to be found at the crime scene, it has
been suggested that offenders are increasingly taking steps to hide evidence in order to avoid
apprehension – what is now referred as “forensic awareness” (FA). Using ViCLAS data on 350
solved/unsolved sexual homicides, the study tests whether FA is related to the status of the case
and look at the evolution of the use of such detection avoidance strategies for the past 50 years.
This session begins the effort to define critical criminal justice" for the 21st century. Participants
will discuss the application of critical criminal justice perspectives to law enforcement prosecution
and adjudication and corrections policies and procedures. The session is sponsored by the
Critical Criminal Section of the ACJS."
Every American has the right to life, liberty, and justice. Unfortunately, Americans have
supported tough on crime legislation which has resulted in more mandatory sentences, a court
system barely able to process each person in a timely manner, and most convictions reached
without a trial during the plea bargaining process. In order to assert these rights, defense
attorneys, especially public defenders, should systematically request jury trials and force the state
to distribute justice in a fair and timely manner. This law review will show exactly how this can be
accomplished and how the state will respond.
The purpose of this research is to evaluate the Sacramento State Fall Law Forum. The goal of
the Fall Law Forum is to expose pre-law students to information about law admissions, the study
of law, and the practice of law by providing students with one-on-one access to law school
representatives as well as a series of workshops and “question and answer” sessions. The author
explores demographic trends and distinctions among attendees based on gender, class standing
and major/minor course of study. The author identifies areas for improving the Law Forum by
evaluating the responses from participants.
Terrorist innovation is defined as the act of introducing a new method or technology, or the
improvement of an already existing capability (Dolnik, 2007). For decades we have engaged in
reactive style counter-measures in an attempt to prevent similar attacks. While we focus on
preventing copycat offenses, terrorists find new ways to exploit available technologies. As this
cycle continues, our resources accordingly dwindle and we are left with comparatively little in the
ways of prevention. The purpose of our poster presentation is to depict evolving terrorist
techniques, examine the implications of reactionary measures, and discuss the future of terrorist
innovations.
Remembering a crime is not simply a cognitive activity, but a social activity as well. Culture—as a
framework for structuring social interaction—may therefore have important implications for
eyewitness memory. I argue that two dimensions of culture are particularly relevant to eyewitness
memory: Individualism-collectivism and egalitarianism-hierarchy. High collectivism increases an
eyewitness’s susceptibility to memory distortion caused by information provided by a co-witness
or interviewing officer. High hierarchy, on the other hand, leads to the status of the co-witness or
interviewing officer vis-à-vis the eyewitness playing a greater role in mediating the influence of
social factors on eyewitness memory.
One of the primary purposes of a Crisis Intervention Team (CIT) is to increase law enforcement
recognition and appreciation of mental illness in the community. Although many law enforcement
agencies have made significant progress in terms of citizen-police encounters as a result of CIT
involvement, performance measures should still be employed to gauge these efforts. The current
study assesses CIT-related outcomes using arrest data from a four-county area located in
southeastern Florida. Particularly, we examine the number of Battery on a Law Enforcement
Officer (LEO) arrests made by CIT vs. non-CIT officers involving citizens with mental health
issues. Overall arrest data is also examined.
While some musical artists have had brushes with the law, none to our knowledge have studied
criminological theory. Yet, from rap music to country music, some lyrics reflect criminological
themes. This presentation will examine specific artists and songs and portray how criminological
theory is exhibited within them. Methods for engaging students and preparing audio presentations
will be discussed. Avenues for future research will be considered.
Decades of research have established that a number of extralegal factors are related to the
application of capital punishment. These disparities are often noted in efforts to demonstrate the
arbitrariness of the death penalty. Theoretical explanations for the effect of such characteristics
are less frequently offered. Following the symbolic assailant perspective, it is assumed that the
decisions of criminal justice actors are affected by popular perceptions of criminality. Using data
from a Southern state, this paper tests the hypotheses that an interaction of characteristics
stereotypically associated with crime will significantly impact prosecutor and jury decisions
regarding the death penalty.
Alongside the formal court system in India, a new system of women’s courts, nari adalats or
Mahila Courts, have emerged. These quasi-legal arbitrators use human rights’ principles in
gender violence cases far more than formal courts. The newly emerged courts have
representatives from different communities. These adalats are referred to as “social justice forums
largely of women, for women, and by women. They have been very successful because their goal
is to protect the women’s rights and facilitate a change so that they could live a violent-free live.
This paper will present different models used by these courts and their effectiveness. "
Television shows suggest that scientific evidence is seamlessly weaved into American
courtrooms. In reality, however, the law wrestles with science. Although law and science both
seek the truth, they take different routes to find it. Law aims to stabilize society through
predictability, whereas science embraces change to understand the natural world. These
differences cause the law to respond slowly, reluctantly, and inconsistently to scientific
developments. This is demonstrated by the courts’ treatment of fingerprint, firearm, bite-mark and
arson evidence. Despite significant criticism, judges continue to allow “experts” to testify that
these forensic sciences can identify criminals with absolute certainty.
In 2008 the Wall Street Journal published an article on a former KGB Officer who predicted the
collapse of the United States. While the timeline for this prediction has passed, it is important to
revisit the issue. Using an accepted counterinsurgency framework, this paper will examine the US
in three categories: economic, governance and internal security. The latter section will
emphasize trends in civil disturbances, organized crime, illegal immigration, radicalization and the
ineffectiveness of the US prison system. If unabated, these conditions may serve as a potential
tipping point for civil war or collapse of government functions within the US.
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While researchers can develop theory for programming and provide research to guide program
practitioners, programs do not always get implemented as intended. Often, implementation
becomes altered in a process similar to the game of “telephone”. At different levels within an
organization, information can be misunderstood by practitioners and, consequently, the program
does not get implemented as designed. This poster will examine implementation issues of
programming, including the transfer of information between levels of hierarchy within a
correctional program. More specifically, the focus will be on the impact of miscommunication of
information between the program director, program staff, external providers, and clients.
Positive psychology suggests that people will be motivated to act in ways that increase their
overall life satisfaction. By extension, it is conceivable that when people understand that
behaviors may decrease life satisfaction, these behaviors will be avoided. Consistent then with
deterrence and rational choice models, if the consequences of criminal/delinquent offending are
believed to primarily result in decreased happiness, crime will be averted. This paper examines
the current state of integration between positive psychology and criminology, to include studies
testing these assertions. Based on the extant knowledge, recommendations are made for further
exploration and integration of these disciplines.
This presentation will be a combination of two independent studies:STUDY 1 -- The purpose of
the first study was to add to our understanding of the risks for partner aggression by police
officers by examining whether it is associated more with perceived aggression displayed by
powerful others and peers from the family of origin (such as parents, siblings) or from the police
family (such as supervisors, fellow police officers). STUDY 2 --According to Lazarus' and
Folkman's Theory of Stress Appraisal and Coping (1984), individuals can buffer the detrimental
effects of stress most effectively if they have good health habits, positive emotions and outlooks,
social support, and financial resources. The purpose of the present study was to examine how
well the four types of coping mechanisms suggested by Lazarus and Folkman (1984) serve to
buffer associations between police stress and partner aggression.
In recent years violent crime rates have risen across the United States, many believe due to
violence resulting from drug abuse. Violence is often committed while taking drugs because of the
resulting rage, hallucinations, or sense of euphoria experienced while intoxicated. In addition,
violence is sometimes committed in order to attain drugs; a deal gone badly, mafia and gang
influences, or theft for more money to purchase said drugs. The goal of this research is to
evaluate what is known about the link between drug abuse and violence, and to determine which
illicit drugs are strongly related to violent offending.
Online social networking sites have long been utilized by individuals seeking friendships, romantic
partners, and even sexual encounters. Additionally, within sites targeting men who have sex with
men (MSM), many individuals have created online profiles which they employ as a means for
acquiring and distributing illicit substances such as crystal methamphetamine, gammahydroxybutyrate (GHB), and ecstasy, to name a few. Through content analysis of several MSM
sites, as well as geomapping in the city of Long Beach, California, my paper will explore the
extent to which these individuals have created innovative drug networks that may elude traditional
law enforcement detection.
This paper reviews the origins of the Idaho Criminal Gang Enforcement Act and its impact on
gang problems in Idaho 5 years after being signed into law. Though the Act has produced some
positive outcomes (i.e., standardized definitions for terms like gang, gang member, and gangrelated crime), sentencing enhancements for gang-related offenses are rarely imposed. Indeed
federal gang-busting efforts in Idaho—rather than state-level interventions—have been much
more robust. Thus, Idaho’s gang statute is perhaps best understood as symbolic legislation
designed to pacify a moral panic about the rise of gang activity in this rural state.
This study pre-examined juror reactions and compares them to the actual jury verdict in the highly
publicized Casey Anthony trial. Data were collected over a two-week period with approximately
300 undergraduate students who could have been selected as actual jurors. A survey was
designed to assess students' media exposure, case knowledge, and attitudes regarding the case.
Following the jury verdict on July 5, 2011 of “innocent”, the results of this pre-trial survey were
shown to be non-predictive. The paper focuses on reasons why the measure was not predictive
and examines underlying issues that attributed to the media-hype and the overall verdict that
shocked the nation.
Police authoritarianism, as it is often used in research, refers to pre-fascist tendencies, closedmindedness, and prejudice. Research investigating the prevalence of this cluster of negative
personality traits in police officers has failed to show definitive support for the construct and is
often riddled with methodological issues. Utilizing Cochran’s (1975) research supporting authority
orientation in police officers as an alternative to authoritarianism, the author reviews the literature
on police authoritarian and proposes a new study. This research attempts to explore a
predisposition vs. socialization model of authority orientation. It involves developing a survey to
be administered to three different samples: police recruits, experienced officers, and a civilian
control group.
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With municipal budgets struggling, there has been a renewed interest in jail-based work release
programming. As the first phase of a larger study to access the efficacy of a particularly
progressive work release program in Florida, qualitative interviews were conducted with a group
work release participants and a comparison group of trustee status county jail inmates two weeks
post-release to determine reentry plans. Interviews covered a wide swath of topics ranging from
employment plans to individual assessments of post-release challenges. This paper discusses
similarities and differences in strategies between the two groups.
Risk assessment methodology has progressed over the last four decades from clinical decisionmaking, via static assessments, to dynamic factors and automated instruments. Recent
evolutions have shifted toward the use of machine learning and data mining strategies to develop
statistical models such as decision trees or neural networks, which mimic the decision-making of
practitioners. Utilizing a large sample of Washington State offenders (N = 495,316), the current
study examines the predictive validity of the currently used Static Risk Assessment instrument
comparing it with a Dynamic Risk Assessment instrument along with instruments based on
Random Forest and Neural Network models.
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After the passage of the 1996-97 welfare reforms, welfare rolls across the country declined. Some
researchers attribute this decline to the prosperous economy of the 1990s, but also argue that the
welfare legislation itself is associated with observed decreases in welfare recipients. While past
studies have concentrated on testing the relationship between welfare spending and crime rates,
analyses on reductions in welfare rolls and their impact on offense rates following the reform are
limited. The present study investigates this association drawing upon tenets of social
disorganization theory by spatially examining fluctuations in the percentage of welfare recipients
across four decades.
Mapping and Spatial Analysis
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Exploring County-Level Disparities in Jury
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Females have been responsible for committing more serious and violent crimes as depicted in
official arrest and survey data. As such, a theoretical analysis was conducted on the relationship
between both social control and social learning explanations of female offending patterns. The
results will provide increased understanding into the nature and extent of female serious and
violent crimes as well as offer future implications for research and program development.
The state of Alabama is a national leader in the use of the death penalty. Some have argued that
the biggest contributing factor to the extensive use of capital punishment is a procedural nuance
that allows trial judges to override a jury’s recommendation and impose a death sentence.
Alabama is alone in this practice. Since 1976, nearly twenty-five percent of all death sentences
have been the product of judicial override (98 of 431) and five counties are responsible for over
half of all of the jury overrides in the state. What could explain the apparent geographic
disparities of this practice? The current study examines fluctuations in violent crime rates,
distribution of homicide offending behaviors as well as demographic characteristics of population
as possible explanations for geographic disparities in the use of the jury override in Alabama
counties.
Most research on sentencing has focused on felony offenses. This research plans on looking at
predictors of sentencing outcomes for misdemeanor offenses. Munoz and Freng (2007) found
that age, race/ethinicity and gender did influence sentencing for misdemeanors. The current
research will replicate this research using sentencing data in a guideline state.
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Gottfredson and Hirschi (1990) argue that low self-control—the primary individual-level cause of
crime—results from ineffective child-rearing. To instill self-control, parents must monitor children’s
behavior, recognize misbehavior, and punish such behavior. Previous research provides mixed
support for this model, partly due to variation in variable operationalization; however, these
studies have failed to account for the role of “affection for or investment in the child,” which is
required to “activate” this child-rearing system. This paper examines Gottfredson and Hirschi’s
model by considering necessary conditions for teaching self-control, including the long-neglected
concept of attachment of the parent to the child.
This research showcases the main differences and similarities between girls and boys in gangs
while addressing program and policy implications using the Difference/Sameness Model.
Scholars have frequently examined the effect of rapid police response on apprehension
probability. Results of these studies have been mixed. The results of early research indicated that
reduced response time increased the number of arrests. With rigorous research design, the
results of later studies suggest that rapid response time does not influence apprehension
probability. Using the 2000 U.S. Census Bureau statistics and agency generated calls for service
data, the current study examines the effects of community characteristics and rapid response time
on apprehension probability of in progress burglary and robbery.
Data collected through the Violent Crime Linkage Analysis System (ViCLAS) were analyzed to
compare cases of sexual homicide that have been solved by police (N = 250) to cases that, as
yet, remain unsolved (N = 100). Latent class analyses were conducted to uncover typologies
based on crime scene variables, such as the presence of fingerprints. Typologies derived from
solved cases were tested against unsolved cases to determine if there is a typology present that
cannot be found within those cases solved by police. Thus, is there a “successful” type of sexual
murderer that better manages to evade police detection?
This paper examines how the collaboration of educational institutions and community
organizations help reduce the risk of school violence and conflict in a disadvantaged community.
This paper presents findings from qualitative interviews with young men and women involved in
extra-curricular programs that promote professional development and how their experiences
reduce the risk of violence in schools.
Predicting criminogenic risk for gang-affiliated juveniles has been particularly difficult. This study
assesses commonalities between gang involved juvenile offenders using the Youth Level of
Service/Case Management Inventory (YLS/CMI) in a midsized Midwestern city. Juvenile court
officers reported gang involvement of adjudicated youth. Specifically, gang involvement is
assessed in relation to YLS/CMI composite score, subscale scores, across risk levels, and
profiles of offender risk and needs. As well, differences between gang involved youth and nongang involved youth are explored. Policy and programming implications will be discussed.
Thrasher’s 1927 study of Chicago gangs devoted a chapter to violent youth who intimidated
voters for local politicians. While the North American political landscape has changed significantly
since then, this paper suggests that the utility of “gangs” within media and political discourses
remains strong. In 2011, the Conservative Party won a majority government in Canada, running
on a tough-on-crime platform that specifically targeted gangs as a threat to citizens’ safety.
Simultaneously, Prime Minister Stephen Harper argued that a coalition of opposition leaders was
ganging up on him. This paper examines the power of gang discourses during the election.
This paper will look into the past association with witchcraft and crime as it moves ahead through
the centuries in the western culture. The paper will look at the condemnation of witchcraft of the
past versus the glorification of it in the present. Americans are still frightened over the effects of
witchcraft, so it is still stigmatized, but it is no longer illegal in this country. What made this crime
of antiquity, and one of the first crimes, no longer a crime?
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This research compares the profiles and correctional outcomes of mentally disordered offenders
in the Correctional Service of Canada to federal offenders with no history of mental disorder.
Results indicated that mentally disordered offenders had higher overall risk and need ratings and
higher rates of substance abuse. Contrary to some previous research this study found that
mentally disordered offenders had poorer outcomes both while incarcerated and on release. The
factors that best explained the outcome on release were mental disorder, drug abuse, and
criminal attitudes. Further analysis examining the impact of co-occurring substance abuse and
mental disorder will be presented.
Research on the victimization of college students has gained considerable ground in the past
several years. Much research has focused on victimization among female college students, with
few studies focusing exclusively on males. The current study expands the literature on college
student victimization. The fall 2008 National College Health Assessment-II, a national sample of
college students is used to examine the prevalence of physical aggression among males.
Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder, which has been linked to aggression in children and
adults, is examined as a risk factor for experiencing physical victimization and displaying
aggression within the lifestyles/routine activities context.
Florida is one of thirteen states with SAMHSA funding for the Jail Diversion Trauma Recovery
(JDTR) program that involves diverting veterans from the criminal justice system to trauma
informed care. The authors of this presentation are carrying out the evaluation for Florida’s JDTR
project and have included concepts of Risk/Need into the evaluation. This presentation will
include a review of risk/need measures, analysis of items/scales measuring risk need concepts in
the baseline, six month and one year interview protocols, and a discussion of the rationale for
choices made for how to measure these risk/need concepts in this evaluation.
This paper examines the impact of the EPICS model on offender perceptions of their collaborative
working relationships with supervising probation officers. The data in this study was collected as
part of the Effective Practices in Community Supervision (EPICS) project at the University of
Cincinnati. Results compared the nature and quality of offender perceptions of their probation
officers in the experimental group (i.e., trained officers) and control group (i.e., untrained officers).
A discussion of the success and challenges associated with teaching officers relationship skills
will be provided. In addition, this paper examines the psychometric properties of the PO
Questionnaire.
Using journals, the paper will assess a ten year production and knowledge base about Latino
(Hispanic) topics in the discipline. The Census projected the growth of this group for decades; at
the state level, politicians have taken measures to arrest its growth, while Washington is still silent
on basic legislative solutions. If the Academy is called to address the crime and criminal justice
issues within this group, what will the answer be? What do we know and don’t know about Latino
crime and criminal justice issues? What are the leading research concerns and who are experts
on the subject?
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Previous research has supported the principles of effective intervention with offender populations.
Increasingly, there is discussion about the relevance of the “what works” literature for specialized
populations, such as sex offenders. The purpose of this paper was to test the principles of
effective intervention on a sizeable sample of sex offenders involved in community corrections in
a mid-western state. Sex offenders terminated from these programs were matched to, and
compared with, a group of sex offenders on parole or other post-release supervision. In addition
to individual level data, information on program characteristics and treatment integrity were
obtained through site visits and staff interviews. Results contribute to the growing literature on
effective treatment interventions with sex offender populations.
The purposes of this qualitative research study is to; (1) examine the current processes by which
various disciplines provide services and or address antisocial and delinquent behaviors, and; (2)
determine if there are valuable insights and undocumented procedures that different disciplines
use to address antisocial and delinquent behavior. The review of various research perspectives
compares the research literature in order to better understand ways to address antisocial and
delinquent behaviors. The intent is to strengthen collaborative services, encourage proactive
methods, and implement effective early interventions.
Although the First Amendment is an important bulwark against tyranny, the dissemination of
information that provides “how to” guidance to would-be criminals does not protect freedom and
serves no legitimate purpose. While there are a number of types of speech like obscenity which
are already without First Amendment protection, the Supreme Court needs to go further and
announce a broad exclusion for criminogenic information, specifically information detailing how to
“successfully” commit a crime. With the proliferation of this type of information via the internet, it
is more important than ever that law enforcement be empowered to punish its dissemination.

There is an urgent need in Law enforcement for a new leadership framework and vocabulary for
talking about humanity and spirituality. The basis for this assertion is new bodies of knowledge
informed by law enforcement executives examined by the Behavioral Science Unit, Federal
Bureau of Investigation over the past three decades. Both empirical and anecdotal evidence
underscores the need for law enforcement to engage in conversation at every level about what it
means to be human and to enforce laws, even to use deadly force, against other humans. This
project is currently titled Beyond Survival Toward Officer Wellness (Project BeSTOW).
The overarching goal of Project BeSTOW is to equip leaders so they may develop, and implement
training curricula, policies, procedures to ensure the physical, cognitive, emotional, and spiritual
well-being of law enforcement personnel. Empirical data collected pursuant to multi-year, a multisite research project will shape curricula and policies. Through the development and
implementation of informed curricula, Project BeSTOW will help establish favorable conditions
needed to spark robust, critical partnerships between individuals, agencies, and communities that
will help stem the tide of maladaptive behaviors that threaten to overtake the noble men and
women call to police service.
Project BeSTOW relies on the individual, the organization and the community for the robust
development and implementation of critical partnerships and innovative training methods that
identify and address maladaptive behaviors normalized in law enforcement as costly and toxic
coping mechanisms with widespread negative implications for the spiritual wellbeing of officers
and the organization and community they serve. The purpose of Project BeSTOW is to enhance
the vitality, longevity, performance, and practice of law enforcement at all levels, by infecting
current and future generations with a dynamic spirituality in education, training, and
assessment.
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Project BeSTOW addresses, Spirituality, Wellness, and Vitality Issues in Law Enforcement. The
BeSTOW research project continues to be enlightened by the collective efforts of law
enforcement, clergy, and education professionals from multiple disciplines dedicated to helping
police personnel move beyond simply surviving the toxicity of the routine daily exposures and
stressors of their vocation to embrace a robust and multi-faceted concept of spirituality, wellness
and vitality that helps them thrive in all facets of life. The premise of this research and training is
Police Administration and Management
that human spirituality is the core of wellness.
This study explores the abuse histories of 214 women serving life sentences in one southern state
including important indicators of self-report partner abuse, injuries incurred from the abuse, and
actions taken to stop the abuse. With over two-thirds of this sample reporting physical, sexual, or
emotional abuse, findings indicate that many of these victims experienced extensive battering and
went to great lengths to make their situations safe. Those reporting an abusive past also suffered
severe mental health consequences as measured by depression, anxiety, and interpersonal
conflict. Personal narratives describing specific abusive situations provides further evidence of
Interpersonal Victimization (Domestic Violence, Child Abuse, how a pervasive context of intimate partner abuse often leads to a pathway of crime and
Stalking, Infanticide)
incarceration.
Using a convenient sample of participants from the adult oriented Darkness to Light Childhood
Sexual Abuse Training program, the current study addresses student retention and application of
Interpersonal Victimization (Domestic Violence, Child Abuse, the desired learning objectives in a comparison of the online based training program verse
Stalking, Infanticide)
residential facilitator led training program. Limitations of both programs are discussed..
External funders often rely on data that is either unavailable to program administrators or not
collected by officials in the juvenile justice system. As a result, many do not receive allocated
monies past their inaugural year. Traditional standards of success, like lowered recidivism rates,
used in funding decisions are unrealistic for programs where contact is brief. It is imperative that
funders consider the environment, curricula, and the program’s application before rendering a
decision on its success or failure. The model I propose combines the perspectives of all
stakeholders, including program participants, to create an alternative form of success
Juvenile Corrections (Institutional or Community)
measurement.
The Supreme Court case of Graham v. Florida (2010) ruled that a life without parole (LWOP)
sentence for a juvenile non-homicide offender was unconstitutional under the Cruel and Unusual
Punishment provision of the 8th Amendment. Of particular concern are recent arguments from
Arkansas that the Court’s intent was that juveniles who did not physically commit the murder
could not receive an LWOP sentence. Application of the felony-murder rule in which juveniles
were involved in homicide cases, but were not responsible for the homicide, could be exempt from
LWOP sentences. Interpretation of the Graham decision could necessitate changes to Arkansas
Research and Pictorial Showcase
laws.
Research literature as well as official and self reported data show clearly that minorities are
overrepresented in the U. S. juvenile justice system. While accounting for a very little percentage
of the nation’s population, minorities make up 61% of juveniles in confinement.
Society bears the costs of minority overrepresentation in the form of costs of the crimes
committed by juvenile offenders (Welsh, 2001) and the operational costs of the agencies that deal
with these children at every point (Loeber & Farrington, 2001).
The objective of this paper is to evaluate the consequences of minority overrepresentation in the
juvenile justice system.
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A recent study analyzed the impact of a Florida Supreme Court ruling that allowed county sheriff
deputies the right to engage in collective bargaining. While that study was informative, Doerner
and Doerner (2010) failed to provide a complete picture of how unionization affected job
conditions throughout the state. More specifically, county sheriff offices account for only 20% of
all local law enforcement agencies and half the sworn personnel in Florida. As a result, the
present study incorporates the municipal portion of the law enforcement community to gain a
fuller understanding of how unionization influences salaries and other job conditions.
Do formal sanctions deter future crime among juveniles? This is a long-lived debate for scholars
of crime and penal institutions. Deterrence theorists contend that punishment can reduce the
likelihood of offending while a stark opposition is provided by labeling theorists. While these two
doctrines offer completely opposite recommendations for policy, empirical evidence remains
largely inconclusive about the deterrent effect of formal sanctions. This study aims to develop
robust causal analyses to further our understanding on the effect of formal sanctions. By
exploiting a discontinuous increase in the likelihood of criminal sanctions, we discuss designbased inferences on formal sanctions in the context of juvenile justice.
The study of deviance has been a popular topic in the criminal justice literature but such studies
often focus on police misconduct. There are few studies that have explored correctional officer
misconduct and even fewer that have explored the depth of misconduct by correctional officers.
This study describes administrative and criminal violations alleged to have been committed by
correctional officers in the state of Florida between 2007 and 2010. Data obtained from the
Florida Criminal Justice Standards and Training Commission provides a window in which to view
correctional officer deviance and the extent of such behavior.
Web-based courses in criminal justice education have become the norm. The literature indicates
web-based courses do provide cost savings to students and institutions, maintain equivalent or
higher educational outcomes and facilitate student access to global expertise. Unfortunately little
is known regarding how these new models impact the student perceptions of the instructor role in
the classrooms of our discipline. Survey data from one criminal justice program’s educational
assessment (n=684) indicates student perception of the instructor’s role does indeed shift
depending on the course delivery model. Institutional data provides additional evidence of
diminished student satisfaction depending on model of delivery.

This paper presents results from an empirical analysis of the initial screening decision for over
10,000 domestic violence cases. Theoretical arguments and policy implications regarding
observed differences by victim race and the interaction between defendant and victim race will be
discussed.
This paper empirically examines prosecutorial discretion in handling prostitution cases and
explores the relationship between race and gender for two discretion points—the initial screening
decision and the decision to offer deferred prosecution. Policy implications for police-prosecutor
relations and community prosecution will be discussed.
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Theory suggests that greater racial disparities in discretionary outcomes may be observed for
prosecutorial decisions involving lower level offenses over which prosecutors have the greatest
discretion with the least internal oversight. This paper explores this theory by examining racial
disparities in the decision to prosecute charges for resisting or obstructing an officer, a relatively
minor offense involving a high degree of both police and prosecutorial discretion.
Researchers are rarely given access to data on prosecutors’ discretionary decisions. When data
is shared, research is often conducted in isolation from prosecutorial practices, resulting in
findings that are less useful to prosecutors concerned with managing discretion within their offices
and with ensuring the equitable treatment of defendants. The Vera Institute’s Program on
Prosecution and Racial Justice (PRJ) builds relationships with DA’s offices, obtains access to
administrative case file data, collaborates with prosecutors throughout data analysis, and
translates findings so prosecutors can reform office practices and policies. This paper discusses
some specific research challenges PRJ faced and overcame.
This paper examines whether exposure to critical-incident trauma affects crime scene
investigators differently, and more comprehensively, than law enforcement officers in general.
Indidivual and organizational attribution factors are analyzed through the use of self-report data
collected from crime scene investigators working in a large Midwestern state. Initial findings
suggest a continuation of post-traumatic stress in the foreseeable future given the organizational
challenges currently facing police agencies, and an over-reliance on therapeutic intervention
programs exclusively aimed at reducing indidivual attribution factors relating to post-criticalincident trauma.

Demographic research suggests that gays and lesbians have higher levels of education and are
more likely to align with liberal politics (which correlates with lack of death penalty support).
Further, studies suggest that gender differences in attitudes toward capital punishment is because
women are more empathetic than men; however, it is unclear how these gender differences in
empathy may be related to views among gays/lesbians. Using the GSS, we find that similar to
heterosexuals, most gays/lesbians support the death penalty; however, being gay exerts a
significant negative effect on death penalty support. Does empathy and political beliefs matter
more?.
This paper examines questions about probationers’ needs as measured by official needs/risk
instruments based on survey data from a fast-growing county (population 131,533) in a southern
state. 1). Are probationers accessing all available support services? 2). What barriers exist when
failure to access services is due to deficits on the part of probationers? 3). Are there identifiable
groups of probationers that face barriers distinctive to those groups? 4). Do the documented
needs of probationers match the self-identified needs of probationers? E.g., are drug problems
identified by official assessments seen by probationers as being rooted in residential and
employment instability?
The group nature of adolescent offending is a well-established “fact” in criminology (Warr, 2002).
Research has also demonstrated that co-offending groups have a tendency to consist of
individuals who share similar characteristics, such as age. Nevertheless, some theoretical
perspectives suggest that the characteristics of co-offending groups may be influenced by the
nature of the neighbourhoods in which individuals socialize (Shaw, 1931). Using a national
representative sample of adolescents, this study investigates whether the tendency toward
homophily in co-offending groups differs across areas in structurally disadvantaged
neighbourhoods. Implications are discussed In terms of theory and policy.
Juvenile Detention Assessment Instrument (DAI) is a standardized instrument used by the
probation officers whenever detention or detention alternative is being considered. Based on some
known factors the DAI assign each juvenile a score and the overall score determines which
juvenile should be detained and which juvenile should be released or placed into detention
alternatives. Utilizing data from a Pennsylvania juvenile probation department, this study makes
an attempt to assess the effectiveness of DAI in predicting which juvenile is safe to be released or
placed into detention alternatives.
The number of online courses offered in criminal justice higher education has exploded over the
past ten years. Yet with skyrocketing enrollment in online classes, little is known about the impact
on students and the field, much less those who teach these courses. Utilizing semi-structured
interviews to gain educators' perceptions, online education in one criminal justice department was
evaluated. Instructors discussed workload, communication issues, grades, student evaluations
and general preferences. Instructors' perceptions were referenced to student survey data (n=408)
and institutional data; revealing a fairly accurate view of the online program’s impact on the
individual instructor, student and program overall.
The purpose of this research is to assess how incarcerated registered female sex offenders
anticipate support, challenges, difficulties and means of successful re-entry to the community.
Attention will focus on challenges women face as they attempt to re-enter communities and
restore relationships with their families, their children and members of the community.
Considerable research has examined predictors of crime quantities yet less attention has been
directed toward exploring patterns in the nature or quality of violence within and across
communities. This study adds to the literature on qualitative variations in violence by assessing
the incident and contextual level predictors of physical injuries sustained by victims of robbery and
aggravated assault. Specifically, we merge incident data from the National Incident Based
Reporting System with contextual data on the counties in which the incidents occurred. We then
use hierarchical linear and non-linear modeling techniques to explore variations in predictors of
extent of victim injury.
How “general” is self-control theory? Comparing data from members of the Deaf and hearing
communities, we test the following propositions to determine if Gottfredson & Hirschi’s theory is
culturally invariant: (a) exposure to ineffective parenting techniques leads to poor self-control; and
(b) low self-control leads to higher rates of crime (analogous) behaviors. The results and
implications of our findings will be discussed.
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Evidence-based policing requires more than just generating good research or hoping scientific
findings on “what works” stand on their own merits. Rather, achieving evidence-based policing
requires developing and sustaining translation tools, which either convert that evidence into
usable and operationally meaningful forms, or institutionalize the adoption of scientific research
by altering organizational infrastructure. The Matrix Demonstration Project, conducted by the
team who developed the Evidence-Based Policing Matrix (Lum, Koper and Telep) is developing
more concrete efforts and tools by which research might be incorporated into police decision
making.
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Restorative Justice Theory, Practice and Evaluation
This research explores the change in social dominance in a cohort of police officers in police
departments located in a suburban New York county. Social dominance is a social-psychological
theory that predicts group-based hierarchy. Officers assigned to recruit training in the police
academy were measured on their social dominance orientation through a self-administered
written survey. The same group of officers was surveyed again five years later to determine
changes in their reported levels of social dominance. Data from the survey and qualitative
responses obtained during focus groups indicate a marked change in attitudes and self-reported
levels of social dominance.
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An important question in efforts to make police agencies more evidence-based is to what extent is
evidence-based policing happening in practice? Individual officers play a key role in translating
research into practice, making their views on evidence-based policing important to examine.
Standardized assessment tools provide a means to assess whether officers understand and use
evidence-based tactics. Officers in the Sacramento Police Department were surveyed to examine
their knowledge about research evidence, view of science and innovation, actual practices, and
demographic information. Results will be presented to provide an initial assessment of how well
evidence-based policing is “taking hold” in Sacramento.
Evidence-based policing is becoming increasingly important as agencies face drastic budget cuts.
The Sacramento Police Department implemented a randomized trial of hot spots policing with no
outside funding in an effort to show that police could more effectively respond to high crime areas
in a cost-efficient manner. The study incorporated Koper’s (1995) research recommending
officers rotate between hot spots, spending 15 minutes in each. Results showed significant
declines in Part I crimes and calls for service in the treatment hot spots compared to the controls.
Efforts to build upon the successful experiment to institutionalize evidence-based policing in the
department will be discussed.
Beginning in 2009, the Jacksonville Sheriff's Office (JSO) began a randomized controlled
experiment to test the crime control effectiveness of saturation patrol and problem solving at hot
spots of violent crime. Findings from this study showed that problem solving at hot spots was
more effective than saturation or random patrol alone. After presenting the findings from this
study, the author will discuss JSO's ongoing efforts to continue with the treatment postexperiment, discussing lessons learned.
The purpose of this research was to explore the relationships between faith-based social capital
variables and rates of violent crime between three distinct geographic clusters. Using county-level
data from the Social Capital Community Benchmark and the FBI Uniform Crime Reports,
counties in the Chicago metro area, West Virginia, and South Carolina were compared with
respect to how various measurements of religious social capital (e.g., church attendance, faithbased philanthropy) impact rates of homicide, burglary, and aggravated assault. Some
discussion of potential autocorrelation between counties is also provided.
This is an exploratory look at the use of restorative circles by a police agency after the shooting
death of a street wood carver by a police officer. Police shootings create concerns in the
community and introspection from the agency regarding justification for the death. In an effort to
make amends to the community and to the victim, one police agency met in restorative circle.
Agencies are usually slow to respond publicly in police shooting cases due to internal
investigation and legal liability which causes more community anxiety about the police and leaves
the victims with unanswered questions.

Other Issues Related to Race and Ethnicity

Youths involved in gang activities are a concern both in the U.S. and the U.K. This study will
compare the effectiveness of both U.S. and U.K. gang/youth violence prevention/diversion
programs to see what progress these programs have made in getting youths to leave gangs or
prevent them from joining gangs. A brief observation of the social context of these gangs will be
explored, followed by an examination of the inner-dynamics of several outstanding U.S. and U.K.
programs. This study will make use of qualitative interviews aimed at determining whether or not
the overall goals of these programs have been achieved.
Most research on police crime reporting has found that “situational” factors, especially indicators
of crime severity (e.g., offender used a weapon), are strongly associated with a victim’s decision
to call the police. Often absent from this line of research, however, are situational measures that
identify actions taken by the victim during a crime. With data from the National Crime
Victimization Survey, we account for whether a victim resisted (e.g., used physical force against
perpetrator) and assess the potential effect of such situational factors on a victim’s willingness to
notify the police.
Building on international collaborations established by the University of West Florida, Manchester
Metropolitan University and Glasgow Caledonian University, a student-focused initiative entitled
“Murder(?) at Golden Bay” was the second iteration of the “Murder” projects These projects were
created to develop undergraduates' skills in critical thinking, collaboration and problem solving.
Students work with international partners online to engage in discussions and tasks resulting in
the creation of a wiki that chronicles the investigation of solving a local “murder”. Using a costfree technical infrastructure, this initiative points the way towards supporting the next generation
of global learners.
The term “social control” has different interpretations. Some find it synonymous with “social
order”, while others interpret it as a degree of governmental regulation. This often often causes
confusion among young scholars when unaware of the particular context. Certain scholars have
classified these definitions in an attempt to avoid further confusion, while others have used it to
build theories. However, none have attempted to create a comprehensive definition. This paper
aims to discuss existing interpretations of “social control” and proposes a clear, and
comprehensive definition, original to the field of criminology that is applicable to all of its contexts.

This roundtable will present an opportunity for participants to learn about new
Criminology/Criminal Justice scholars who are women, people of color and/or LGBT. It will
introduce participants to the work that these scholars are engaged in, their current publications
and pending manuscripts. It will also include a discussion of the importance of recruiting and
retaining such scholars and explore methods for effectively doing so.
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Recent years have brought increasing attention to the characteristics of police organizations and
their sworn employees. However, despite the notable increase in the use of civilian employees,
there has been relatively scant research on this facet of police organizations. The purpose of this
research is to provide a picture of where civilians are functionally and structurally situated within
police organizations, how they compare demographically to sworn officers, and the inherent
tension between civilians being add-ons to the primary sworn structure, yet also being integral to
many of the core functions and day-to-day operations of the organization.
The evidence base in support of focusing police efforts at hot spots of crime is large and growing.
But which policing strategies are effective when directed at small, violent crime places is an open
question. Here we examine the relative effectiveness of three different policing strategies, foot
patrol, offender focus, and problem-oriented policing as compared to control sites across 81 of
the most violent areas in Philadelphia. Only foot patrol was associated with a significant
reduction in violent crime. Explanations for the findings and implications for practice and policy
are discussed.
This open seminar is designed to provide information on the textbook writing and publishing
process. The panelists include experienced authors who have published a number of textbooks,
edited books, and monographs on a variety of criminal justice topics, and a representative from a
major criminal justice textbook publisher.
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The panelists will offer some tips on how to formulate a strong book idea and proposal, how to
shop for a publisher, and how to organize the writing of a textbook. They will also discuss some of
the common problems that authors and publishers encounter. Audience questions are welcome!
Environmental criminology has highlighted the importance of understanding the journey offenders
take in the commission of their offences. Typically, journey to crime studies have focused on one
or two segments of an offender’s crime journey (e.g., from the offender’s anchor point/residence
to the body disposal site) and employ relatively small sample sizes. Using ViCLAS data, the
current study takes a more holistic approach to studying the crime journey of 195 sexual
murderers. Specifically, the study examines the victim, offender, and offence characteristics that
influence the distances that sexual murderers travel between anchor point and multiple crime
scene locations.
Throughout American history, young women have been criminalized in front of tribunals and
consequently have endured unjust conditions. Due to the fear of Islam post 9/11, young Muslim
women have come under this fire. Policies are being implemented that attract this fear. This
article calls into question the necessity of these policies and the insensitivity of these policies
towards young Muslim women. The recent events cited in this article demonstrate that young
Muslim women are subject to persecution in the United States Justice system.
Recommendations are made to reduce the incidence of these events in the future.
Evaluating recently enacted laws is important when trying to apply them in society. Congress
created the Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000 to inhibit the growth of human trafficking.
This law has now been in place for 10-11 years; however, research has shown that it may not
have helped to reduce the rate of human trafficking. Problems that the law tries to address
continue to make their presence known. This paper addresses the major reasons why the
Trafficking Victims Protection Act has not been effective, and it will suggest major ways to
improve the effectiveness of this law.
This paper presents the results of an in depth qualitative study conducted with 5 female prisoners
and 11 former female prisoners in the UK. The study focuses on the physical effects of
imprisonment aiming to determine the corporeal experience of imprisonment in terms of health,
wellbeing, and lifestyle choices. The study concludes that the female prisoner’s body undergoes
significant changes in prison and these changes mark women’s choices after prison. The paper
argues that prison is perceived by many women as easier than dealing with the hardships of a life
in the streets and with this in mind the paper challenges our liberal conceptions of punishment.
This research helps to identify which style and color of uniform is perceived best for policecommunity relations. Friendliness, professionalism, and intelligence are characteristics that can
influence a person’s interaction with an officer. The results found that an officer wearing the
common dark blue para-military uniform was most perceived as professional uniform. Lighter
colored uniforms were perceived as friendlier than the darker uniforms. Law enforcement
agencies can benefit from the information in this research by knowing the perception of the public
on uniforms and be able to adjust the color and style to make officers appear more positive for its
citizens.
The current study attempted to identify potential locations of where felonious killings of police
offcers (FKPOs) in the line of duty are most likely to occur, what individual characteristics may
make an officer more likely to become a FKPO victim, and what organizational variables within a
police department may put an agency at greater risk for having one of its officers become a FKPO
victim. Data was drawn from the Census Bureau, the FBI’s Uniform Crime Reports and Law
Enforcement Officers Killed and Assaulted, and Police Department Annual Reports.
Despite the prevalence and extreme cost of white-collar crime, there is a dearth of systematic
research examining the effects and perceptions of such a wide spread phenomenon. The current
study examines the misconceptions of financial crimes compared to street crimes. A local
telephone survey was conducted among registered voters in a large, urban city in Florida to
assess attitudes towards criminal activity as well as levels of support for crime prevention
programs. Policy implications and suggestions for future research are discussed.
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Placing police shootings in context: An
exploration of these incidents in the
Hampton Roads region from 1990-2010

Community Conversations: Exploring
Teen Dating Violence

The purpose of this research was to determine if the Wingspan LLC. Program, known as Al’s
Pals, is a reliable and effective tool for children to utilize in increasing positive social skills and
minimizing problem behavior. Within the last 10 years more emphasis has been placed on
developing programs for young children while neglecting programs for pre-school aged children.
Four hundred and fifty eight children ranging in ages from 4 to 5 years were introduced to the Al’s
Pals program. Data were analyzed using a paired t-test. Results indicated an increase in positive
behavior and a decrease in problem behaviors among participants in the Al’s Pals program.
Other Juvenile Justice Issues

Other Policing Issues

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention has defined teen dating violence as a type of
intimate partner violence occurring between two people in a close relationship. We hypothesize
that dating violence is part of a continuum that is not domestic, occurs beyond the scope of
committed partnerships, and varies in degree and quality. This paper discusses the process of
building partnerships with the community to gain support for local research on teen dating
violence. Key steps include organizing community conversations, a conference, and interviews
with youths. Preliminary findings will be discussed.
Qualitative Methods: Ethnography and Field Research
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For years academics and practitioners have noted that what is unknown about police shootings
outweighs what is known about these events, to include a reliable national estimate of frequency.
This study evolved from the effort to contextualize a single use of deadly force incident and the
discovery that little empirical information was available for comparison. The limited information
on frequency of police shootings is discussed before the results of a content analysis of
newspaper articles are examined to determine the prevalence of and the basic situational
characteristics of police shootings in seven cities of the Hampton Roads region of Virginia.
Community Conversations: Exploring Teen Dating Violence

Police and Diversity

Comparative/International Criminology and Victimology
Internet/Cyber Crime

While representation of women in policing has increased in recent years, employment statistics
show that simultaneously the percentage of women holding top command positions has
decreased. Current scholarship on this topic lacks updated comprehensive and comparative data
on the life course of the careers of women in policing. Using in-depth qualitative interviews with
women who are currently or were previously sworn officers, we explore the reasons why women
decide to become police officers, their experiences in the academy and subsequent interactions
during their careers. Preliminary results include a map of structural barriers to success in policing
and identification of the factors that lead to retention.
Research indicates that citizens view their interactions with the police as being more legitimate
when the officer and citizen are of the same race. Through data available from the Police-Public
Contact Survey, 2005, the present study examines citizen perceptions of police legitimacy in
traffic encounters in an era of racial profiling and post 9/11 policing. Specifically, we explore
relationships between citizen race, officer race, and other factors relevant to traffic encounters to
understand citizen views of police legitimacy.
Juvenile curfew laws are a popular means of dealing with juvenile crime and delinquency.
However, there is a potential conflict between the limits on juveniles imposed by these statutes
and the civil liberties of juveniles. Hemmens and Bennett (1999) conducted a review of juvenile
curfew laws up to 1997. This paper builds on the previous research, focusing on caselaw changes
since 1997. Additionally, this article will look at the changes in how courts have dealt with juvenile
curfew laws over time.
Recent trends indicate an increase in non-medical prescription drug use by adolescents. Previous
research indicates that marijuana and prescription drug abuse by teens is greater than the
prevalence of other illicit drug use. Some studies show a correlation between illicit drug use and
prescription drug abuse by adolescents. Despite these findings, few studies explore adolescent
prescription drug abuse. An even smaller amount use criminological theory to examine nonmedical prescription drug use by teens. The current study utilizes the National Survey on Drug
Use and Health to examine the relationship between gender, social bonds and non-medical
prescription drug use among adolescents.
Police officer turnover is approaching critical levels for many policing agencies across the United
States. Turnover can diminish the job satisfaction of officers’ and be costly to police agencies.
The relationship between job satisfaction and voluntary turnover of patrol officers was assessed in
this study. Logistic regression revealed that satisfaction with benefits (p = .002), position (p =
.008), recruitment and benefits (p = .001), age (p = .000), and length of employment (p = .008)
were statistically significant predictors of voluntary turnover. Satisfaction with benefits and
assigned position remained the strongest predictors of voluntary turnover across statistical
models.

The efforts of numerous Innocence Projects in the United States, together with formal applications
for the exoneration of the wrongfully convicted in Canada and the United Kingdom inexorably
require a finding of actual innocence as a primary threshold for post-appellate review. In those
jurisdictions where DNA testing is available for inmate’s fortunate enough to have such evidence
to rely upon, a successful scientific result vaults over the actual innocence threshold. For the vast
majority of cases where there is no empirical evidence however, actual innocence may prove to
be elusive even in the face of an acquittal which reinstates the presumption of innocence. The
thesis of this paper will be to argue that the standard of innocence at law is the fairest and most
holistic test to apply in the exoneration process
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More and more Americans are using the internet, but concerns about a digital divide between
users have persisted. The advent of web2.0 and social networking sites (SNS) provides more
opportunities for individuals to benefit, whether by generating social capital or having access to
useful information. Research on these areas is limited though, and has focused on college
students or working professionals, neglecting those who would fall on the “other side” of the
divide. This study seeks to understand both internet and SNS use among a sample of 400 socially
and economically marginalized youths and young adults from five U.S. cities.
Malicious software infections, such as viruses and Trojan horse programs, have particular utility
for cybercriminals because they automate attacks and enable offenders to remotely control victim
computers. It is difficult to determine when an infection has occurred due to the ability of these
programs to hide and mimic system errors that may otherwise occur within a computing
environment. Limited criminological research examining the correlates of malware infections
have found limited success in identifying behavioral or protective factors that reduce the risk of
victimization. In order to expand our understanding of the problem of malware, this study utilizes
multiple measures for infection in a sample of university students. A routine activities framework
will be used to identify the role that social and physical protective measures, as well as personal
activities play in this form of online victimization.
The internet plays an increasingly important role in the lives of people throughout the world. As
such, social media continues to blur the divide between online and offline social worlds.
Criminology has been slow to examine the implications these digital movements, especially in the
context of internet-facilitated opportunities for criminal behavior and victimization. Using data
collected from over 400 youths and young adults with varied involvement with the criminal justice
system, this study examines crime, deviance, and victimization in online settings.
The increasing global connectivity afforded by the Internet has greatly expanded the number of
prospective targets available to cybercriminals. In fact, cybercriminals have come to depend on
malicious software to quickly compromise servers and sensitive on-line resources. Though a
limited body of research has explored the factors that predict individual level risk of malware
infection, few have identified the macro-level correlates of infection in an international sample.
Thus, this study will examine the country-level social, economic, and infrastructure factors that
affect the likelihood of malware attacks to improve our understanding of cybercrime in a global
context.
History inspires literature; literary texts are rooted in actuality. However, these texts also become
representations of particular moments in history and influence their readers’ perception of those
facts. Over the last century, organized crime has become a predominant feature of American
popular culture. In some cases, such glorified images influence the criminals themselves, offering
them romanticized identity on which to model their behavior. The culture presented within these
books and movies may not, however, indicate the true history of organized crime. This project
compares organized crime’s fictional representations to its actual history to discover where and
why they deviate.
Although bias in sentencing is a popular research topic in a number of countries, traditionally it
has received little attention in Brazil. However, a number of studies have in fact tried to address
this issue and, in this sense, this paper is a contribution to the relatively limited studies on this
topic. It draws upon findings from our research, which was conducted in São Paulo and Rio de
Janeiro. The research objective was to understand the legal determinants in criminal sentences
for homicide and robbery.
The purpose of the present study was to test confirmatory measurement and structural models of
Reintegrative Shaming Theory (RST) to assess the underlying theoretical model and application
of this theory in response to drunk-driving. Nine latent constructs (i.e., reintegration,
stigmatization, perceived fairness, self-esteem, shame-guilt, embarrassment-exposure,
unresolved shame, offender responsibility, and family support) were assessed in this secondary
data analysis, where offenders were randomized to RST conferencing or court processing. The
current study supports Braithwaite's theory of RST: more positive outcomes were evidenced in
response to reintegrative shaming practices, including higher self-esteem, shame
acknowledgement, family support, and responsibility acceptance.

Arrestee populations are underrepresented in the procedural justice literature. This study
examines a sample of 337 arrestees in Arizona who have been interviewed as a part of the AARIN
project. Descriptive statistics and regression analysis are used to examine views of the procedural
justice experienced by arrestees during arrest, perceptions of police legitimacy by arrestees,
voluntary compliance to the law, and voluntary cooperation with police. Results of the study show
that perceptions of legitimacy work through procedural justice, and that procedurally just
interactions with police mediate the use of force and ethnicity effects on views of legitimacy.
Working with crimes against children requires individuals to be directly and indirectly exposed to
graphic material including images, videos, and statements made by child victims. Having an
exposure to traumatic events can have a profound and lasting effect on everyone who is directly
and indirectly involved. Because of this, the impact for helping professionals who have an
extended exposure to traumatized populations may be more susceptible to psychological distress.
This study will explore the presence of risk for compassion fatigue and burnout among individuals
working with crimes against children and examine the relationship that various demographic
variables and self-care practices may have on such risk levels.
Research has indicated that criminal justice students have a higher degree of punitiveness and
lack the empathy trait. The purpose of this paper is to explore feelings of punitiveness and
empathy among students who have participated in the Inside Out Prison Exchange Program. The
Inside Out Program is a program that has provided the framework for college courses to take
place inside the walls of prisons and jails. The pedagogical approach calls for college and
university students to study with residents of correctional facilities, behind the institutional walls.
Throughout the 15-week semester, students are required to write reflection papers that detailed
their observations, analyses, and reactions to the class sessions. To explore the concepts of
punitiveness and empathy among these students, their reflection papers were analyzed to
examine their feelings towards the inside students in particular, and punishment philosophy in
general.
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This paper presents the results of an analysis of partisan attitudes towards war for the Korean,
Vietnam, Iraq, and Afghanistan wars. In total, 85 surveys conducted by the Gallup Organization
starting in August 1950 (near the beginning of the Korean War) and ending May 2011 (recent
events from the Afghanistan War) were analyzed. Previous research of public opinion during
wartime indicates how powerful the influence of political party affiliation is in the United States on
individuals’ war attitudes, with several scholars suggesting that most people follow the cues
provided by their most salient political reference group—their own party. Therefore, they are
inclined to follow their President’s lead no matter the Administration’s policy on foreign affairs.
There has been evidence to suggest that the earlier wars in modern America, the wars in Korea
and Vietnam, that this was in fact true. In the later wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, two wars closely
linked to the “War on Terror,” this did not occur. During times of regime change, the shift in
power from a Republican Bush regime to a Democratic Obama regime has indicated that citizens
are no longer following their party cue and in fact are more likely to reject the policies of their own
party leaders. The evidence in this research points out that partisans can no longer be thought of
as followers, which may suggest that leaders can no longer rely on their own party base for
support on war policies.
Terrorism, Human Trafficking, and Other Transnational
Crimes
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Criminal Justice Policy and Legislation
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The U.S. and its allies face an emergent “battlefront” in the “War on Terror”—the threat of “homegrown terrorists” who attack domestic targets. The proposed research seeks to understand the
factors which lead the American public to have positive or negative attitudes toward foreign wars
and other government responses to perceived threats, foreign and domestic. We are interested in
public attitudes toward wars in which the U.S. is currently involved—including the current conflicts
in Iraq, Afghanistan, and Libya—and toward wars the U.S. may possibly enter into (or choose not
to enter). We are also interested in public attitudes toward another type of perceived threat,
namely, the threat of domestic terrorism. Accordingly, the proposed research will also investigate
Americans’ reactions to recent acts of violence by domestic, “home-grown” terrorists, from the
lone gunman in Norway to the foiled terror plot by Naser Jason Abdo and the trial of Major Nidal
Malik Hasan, accused of the Fort Hood incident here in the U.S.
The U.S. and its allies face an emergent battlefront" in the "War on Terror"-the threat of "homegrown terrorists" who attack domestic targets. The proposed research seeks to understand the
factors which lead the American public to have positive or negative attitudes toward foreign wars
and other government responses to perceived threats foreign and domestic. This research is
interested in public attitudes toward wars in which the U.S. is currently involved-including the
current conflicts in Iraq Afghanistan and Libya-and toward wars the U.S. may possibly enter into
(or choose not to enter). This research is also interested in public attitudes toward another type of
perceived threat namely the threat of domestic terrorism. Accordingly the proposed research
will also investigate Americans' reactions to recent acts of violence by domestic "home-grown"
terrorists from the lone gunman in Norway to the foiled terror plot by Naser Jason Abdo and the
trial of Major Nidal Malik Hasan accused of the Fort Hood incident here in the U.S.
The needs of girls and women both as victims and as offenders receive attention from social
systems at large but continue to receive modest resolution. The objective of this paper is to
provide a feminist explanation of the understanding of restorative justice, with the ultimate goal of
improving gender specific policy and practices. This is not an attempt to provide a comprehensive
summary of restorative justice. But an attempt to enlighten you on how we came to this
paradigmatic view point. Then a more insightful exploration of feminist applications of restorative
justice is provided. After which measures and concepts of feminism practices and restorative
justice practices are given based on prior research.
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The initial discrepancies between the UCR and NCVS data sets decreased with time, and the two
data sets are assumed to have converged for most of the crime categories. Different convergence
studies have used different definitions and methods and reported different and sometimes
conflicting results. The objective of this study is to understand the convergence between the two
data sets. A multiple analytic strategy is used to test the convergence. Graphic and correlational
analyses support the convergence between the two series for all the categories. However, the
cointegration test indicates that the two series are cointegrated for burglary and are in the process
of converging for robbery. The study provides important research, policy, and methodological
implications and suggests future research directions on the subject.
The National Scope Demonstration Project to Integrate Crime Victims’ Issues into University and
College Curricula (funded by Office for Victims of Crime) is designed to increase the number and
diversity of students exposed to information about crime victims to develop their understanding
and interest in crime victim issues and to ultimately improve services to victims. UMass Lowell
(UML), Boston (UMB), Dartmouth (UMD), and Medical School (UMW) along with faculty across
the U.S. have tested curricula designed to maximize ease of adoption by faculty in many courses
and disciplines. This seminar will inform and seek input from participants.
On March 11, Great East Japan Earthquake and Tsunami hit huge area of East Japan and
caused nuclear catastrophe in Fukushima No.1 Nuclear Power Plant. Despite this hard situation,
most Japanese including victims are calm and enduring this disaster. Amazingly, the number of
crimes in disaster area decreased compared to the previous year. Japanese police are playing
important roles in crime prevention, rescue operation, identification of dead bodies, victim support
and so on. I will introduce how Japanese police are tackling this difficult situation and discuss
problems to be fixed up.

Police-Community Interactions

Slovenian Police Act recommends that police agencies establish collaborative projects with local
communities specifically in areas related to crime prevention and mandates the development
annually police and local community coordinated security plans. While these mandates have been
in place for a while, it is unclear the extent to which the various parties involved in these
cooperative efforts view each other’s efforts and the overall mission of the mandates. In this
paper we examine Slovenian police officers and local citizens’ views on various dimensions of
local safety provisions in Slovenia to develop best practices related to community policing.
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In spring 2011 the police integrity study was conducted on representative sample of 572
Slovenian police officers. The measurement was consisted by 14 hypothetical case scenarios. A
part of the survey was perception of the fairness of discipline, measured by two questions related
to severity of discipline – one addressed the discipline the respondent felt the behavior should
receive and the other the discipline the officer felt would receive. The scores on the “would
receive” scale were subtracted from the scores on the “should receive” scale. We classified
respondents into three groups: fair; too lenient; and too harsh.

Issues in Security and Private Policing

Resolution on national security strategy of the Republic of Slovenia (passed in 2010) is the
highest political and strategic document that deals with internal and external security of the state.
The document defines various sources of threat that could endanger the Slovenian society. A
survey among the citizens and police officers was conducted in 2011 in which (non) consistency
between politically defined and publicly perceived threats was measured and analyzed, because
major distinction in perception of threat in society can negatively affect certain security measures
imposed by the state or even the legitimacy of security policy in general.
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Local safety/security councils are a significant part of community policing in Slovenia. Councils
represent an organized way of setting priorities in the field of crime prevention and provision of
safety/security on a municipal level. Safety councils are currently established in 153 municipalities
(72 per cent of all municipalities). Structured interviews with representatives of the police,
municipal local safety council members and municipal administrations in small, medium and
large Slovenian municipalities were conducted in 2011. The results show a qualitative insight to
the police – local community interactions in the field of local safety/security provision.

The security is of those goods and goals, which contributes to the quality of life and sustainable
development of contemporary society. Changes in the security environment have contributed to
the redefinition of providing security, and dictated the reform of formal social control. The nature
of contemporary threats requires multiagency approach also at the local level. The cooperation or
partnership between civil and formal institutions is an important issue in the process of security
providing and problem-solving. The police are aware that the success is questionable if there is a
weak cooperation with others and no consensus on the community problems.
A modern society is facing environmental crime as a serious threat to environment and human,
due to unlimited exploitation of natural resources and pollution. The aim of national research
project was to study environmental issues in Slovenia from criminological, victimological, crimepreventative, psychological and legal aspects. The research results show that in Slovenia the
interest for environmental issues in the research field is growing what is evident also in the
development of the green criminology and other sciences. The gained findings represent
important basis for the awareness raising and for the further development of the social sciences
and higher education programmes.
Today, society is facing environmental degradation as one of the consequences of development in
modern era that is on the top of security and survival issues. Illegal threats against the
environment, defined as environmental crime, are described as actions in contrast to criminal
code of environmental protection.
The doctoral dissertation thesis, in form of four research questions, was based on the
Sutherland’s (1939) definition of criminology. The research analysis was grounded on
triangulation of research methods. Furthermore, crucial issues of environmental crimes were
highlighted by comparative criminological insight. In conclusion, assessment of the analyzed
situation in Slovenia is presented.
This paper will explore media impact on perceptions and accuracy of knowledge of crime
amongst college students. Exposure to national and local news programming, in addition to
scripted crime shows, is examined with specific focus on general perceptions of crime.

Many causes of wrongful convictions are attributable to police errors or misconduct, T including
the failure to collect exculpatory evidence, contaminating crime scenes, inappropriate witness
interviewing methods, tunnel-visions and stereotyping, flawed lineups, showups, coercive
investigations, and corruptly allowing the conviction of a suspect known to be innocent.
Numerour reform proposals to correct these errors and reduce the incidence of wrongful
conviction are put in ideal terms as rules or legislation. This paper will consider the police
structural, organizational, and cultural factors that can be impediments to reform and suggests
ways to increase the implementation of innocence reform proposals.
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Age is one of the most robust correlates of prison misconduct, with younger inmates more likely
to commit disciplinary infractions. There has been, however, little attention to the potential nonlinear effect of age on prison misconduct. The current study examines the potential non-linear
relationship between age and prison misconduct. In doing so, it expands on prior research by
examining granular age categories to predict several types of disciplinary infractions. Further, the
study examines if the age-misconduct relationship varies by race/ethnicity and gender. The study
draws on a FDOC admission cohort from 1995-2000 and uses logistic and negative binomial
regression analyses.
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Issues in Institutional Confinement
The development of personal computers and mobile telephones has led to new public safety
issues. For instance, the development of text messaging has provided an new avenue for
distracted driving. This study examines the plausibility of multiple theoretical perspectives to
understand texting while driving (TWD) in a sample of undergraduates at several universities.
Research suggests that people define a behavior as violent not simply because it involves the use
of force, but because of the context in which the act takes place and the characteristics of the
people involved (Stanko, 2003). In this paper, the meaning of violence is explored through a
model that predicts the social structural position of witnesses and participants, along with
characteristics of the act, violent socialization, and violence approval, are important to
understanding whether an individual defines an act as violence. We test this model using
vignettes, paying particular attention to gender.
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The understanding of behavioral consistency is key in linking serial homicide. There has been a
lack of focus on the “cooling off” period, relating to behavioral consistency (Osborne, Horning, &
Salfati, 2011, under review). Personality psychology found that individuals tend to be more
consistent over shorter periods of time (Pervin, 2002). Thus, it can be argued that behavioral
consistency will increase in serial homicide when committed in close succession. Osborne at al.
(2011, under review) re-conceptualized the temporal construct as being the time interval between
murders, allowing for quantitative study. The current study is the first statistical analysis of the
effect of time intervals on behavioral consistency in serial homicide.
Local labor market conditions may be associated with imprisonment rates in the US. Declining
manufacturing production in recent decades eliminated high-paying job opportunities for lesseducated workers, as social policies toward poor populations became more punitive. Research
has not considered how labor market shifts affected economic situations of less-skilled and
minority workers and may also influence imprisonment rates. Further, no research has examined
these shifts as they coincided with political movements targeting poor populations. This research
investigates these issues using National Corrections Reporting Program (NCRP), Integrated
Public Use Micro Sample (IPUMS), and citizen and government ideology data (Berry et al 2010).
Teaching terrorism in the criminology context offers a way for students to understand the human
dimension of terrorism and allows them to apply their understanding of this behavior to crime
theory and criminal justice. This research considers the characteristics of terrorist groups both
collectively and individually. Terrorist groups such as Al Qaeda, the Irish Republic Army, the Ku
Klux Klan and others are analyzed in terms of historical, cultural, religious, political, and economic
aspects. Then comparisons can be drawn between these groups. Moreover, this research
considers the nature of the violence across each group as well as the goals of the terrorists, the
long range objectives of the actors and the origin of the hatred.

Today states utilize a vast array of legislation and technologies in the management of sex
offenders in the community. An example of this technology is the use of global positioning satellite
(GPS) monitoring systems to track the day-to-day movements of sex offenders after their release.
To date, little research has considered how GPS monitoring serves to structure the reentry of sex
offenders. Utilizing a qualitative research design, we conducted semi-structured interviews with
approximately 75 sex offenders under community supervision in a Midwestern state. The thematic
discussion will include the practical implications and collateral consequences of GPS monitoring.
This analysis explores the formation of stable hot spots and overall shifts of repeat and near
repeat residential burglaries (RRB). Data on 1513 residential burglaries at 356 addresses
occurring between 2003-2009 were obtained from a city police department in a small Midwest
college town. Based upon past research, it is hypothesized that RRB will cluster in time and
space, creating stable hot spots. Further, the centrographic measures of these hot spots remain
relatively constant. Support is found for the formation of stable hot spots but with an important
caveat, the areas in which the RRB were occurring increased over time.
This paper and presentation addresses the inability of the International Criminal Court (ICC) to
prosecute international crimes such as human trafficking and crimes against children, and
whether these crimes can be prosecuted under International Law as it currently stands. The
International Criminal Court is in its infancy and has only initiated the prosecution of a small
number of cases. Crimes against children, such as human trafficking, are a growing epidemic
world-wide, and the ICC needs to take an active role in prosecuting the perpetrators of these
heinous crimes in order to deter and eliminate these crimes.

For over thirty years state-level prison administrators in the United States have utilized interstate
inmate transfers as a discretionary management tool. While current data do not allow us to arrive
at any generalizable conclusions regarding the impact that IIT’s have on criminal offenders, their
use in the American penal system appears to be consistent with postmodern analyses of current
penal trends. This paper argues that the American Supreme Court’s response to IIT’s embodies a
legal subterfuge (Bleichmar, 1999) generally consistent with both Foucault’s (1977) punishment
theses as well as the underlying assumptions of Feeley & Simon’s (1992) new penology concept.
The United Kingdom is policed by 43 police forces under the auspices of the Home Office and all
are committed to the philosophy of Community Policing. There is a mutual aide policy where
specialist units are deployed in a mutual support capacity to the requesting force. It is because of
the common training policy that the Police Support Unit’s (PSU's) can act independently or in
unison as a larger mobile unit. This paper will discuss the effectiveness of such units and the
rationale behind their deployment’s to maintain the status quo whilst maintaining their
commitment to the Community Policing Philosophy.
The purpose of this article is to discuss an “off-season” faculty job search process in the United
States, its potential implications for the fields of Criminology and Criminal Justice and propose
more comprehensive research on accelerated faculty recruitment and hiring processes. This
paper argues that the accelerated nature of the “off-season” hiring process, in combination with
poor planning, may compromise future professional relationships between hiring faculty and
faculty candidates. Using the confessional ethnography method, the author describes past
faculty job search experiences and reinterprets them using Hegelian identify philosophy and
conflict theory.
This paper presents the findings of a study of the transformation in the policing of political protest
in Taiwan and England/Wales, 1980-2010. We argue that an adequate understanding requires
contextual knowledge of the changing nature of the social, economic and political orders within
the state as well as the forms and foci of political protest. Research questions examine four key
themes: policy and practices; political decision making and police strategic measures; the
technological context of modern protest and policing; the significance of the ‘human rights’
approach. Our findings illustrate these themes and are based on documentary analysis and semistructured interviews.
Research from control theorist Walter Reckless has shown that positive self-image acts as an
insulator from delinquency. Current research investigates the connection between an individual’s
self-perceptions and their inclination toward delinquency, hypothesizing that rates of delinquency
will be lesser for an individual with a positive perception of self. Data from the National
Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health during the 1994-1995 school year is compared to followup data with participants in 1996 so changes in self-reported delinquency may be analyzed.
Variables considered include self-efficacy and self-expectations, which are compared to rates of
delinquency and other risk factors among the sample.
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Both research and theory on desistence from crime have focused on employment and family as
meaningful social bonds related to the desistence process. Other theorists have suggested that a
decision to change precedes these bonds and factors such as employment or relationships assist
in cementing change. This presentation utilizes qualitative data from a sample of offenders
released in the 1990s to investigate how the decision making process relates to changes in
behavior and how employment and relations both impact and are impacted by decision making.
Narratives of the desistence process are highlighted, and implications for theory and policy are
discussed.
The war on drugs has employed various mechanisms to identify and bring the main suppliers and
traders of illicit drugs to justice. One such mechanism is the publicizing of personal details of
dangerous DEA fugitives. However, who are they and what qualifies them to be labeled as such?
By analyzing demographic data and crime reports on DEA fugitives in the United States and
overseas, this paper creates a profile of the quintessential international drug offender.
Implications for theory are discussed, and the paper concludes with recommendations for law
enforcement agencies and practitioners.

Incarcerated women and the role of family
in their lives
Other Issues Related to Gender and Criminal Justice

Recent years have witnessed the rapid growth of female incarceration. This roundtable will focus
on women in prison, their growth, their characteristics, and the impact of their incarceration on
families and communities. Some researchers note that female inmates face a “triple threat” –
substance abuse problems, traumas due to sexual abuse and violence, and mental health
problems. In addition, the role of families during incarceration will be addressed. Finally, genderspecific models of treatment and care in prison and after release will be discussed.
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Recent controversies in large urban jurisdictions in the United States raise questions for the
courts systems concerning their ability to “deliver” justice. For example, the courts system in
Philadelphia has been portrayed as failing to satisfy concerns of victims or adequately ensure
public safety. Using Philadelphia as a case study, this paper focuses on four particular symptoms
of justice system dysfunction: the generation of fugitives, the dismissal of criminal cases, court
delay, and jail overcrowding. These symptoms of dysfunction are closely interrelated and raise
Symptoms Of Dysfunction In America
difficult issues about the capacity of large, modern court systems to deliver on promises of
And Their Implications For Justice Policy:
producing justice in democratic societies. The paper discusses the implications of these
Temple University, Department of Criminal Justice Lessons From Philadelphia
Theories on Criminal Justice Legislation, Policy and Practice symptoms for justice and the challenges they pose for policy and corrective strategies.
Since the 1990’s, popular music has played an instrumental role in the normalization of alcohol
and drug usage in the United States, especially among teenagers and young adults. Through a
content analysis of “Top 40” cross-genre song lyrics for a 20-year period, as well as an analysis of
music sales across the U.S., this study will explore the potential influence of popular music
themes on drug and alcohol use. These data will also be compared to annual crime reports of
Intoxicated By Music: The Effects of
drug-related offenses for the same 20-year period —from possession and sales, to manufacturing
California State University, Long Beach
Popular Music on Drug Use
Student Panels
and distribution.
Histories of drug use are prominent among prisoners. Many are in need of treatment, but few
receive services. Upon release, unresolved issues may enhance risks for relapse, revocation of
supervision, and recidivism. The present study explores perceptions of treatment need and
experiences in the management of use behaviors through longitudinal panel interviews with 40
subjects in a small, industrialized, Midwestern city. Data on two waves of interviews conducted
The Management of Drug Dependencies
shortly after release (wave 1) and 3 or more months after the first interview (wave 2) will be
Indiana University-Purdue University at
during the Process of Transition into the
presented. Discussion will emphasize the implications of management techniques on future
Indianapolis
Community
Re-Entry and Parole
prisoner reentry strategies.
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Following several weekly group sessions of Principle-Based Correctional Counseling, 54 adult
probationers completed two measures of Thought Recognition, the Well-Being Inventory, and the
Mindful Attention Awareness Scale. Results found thought recognition to be positive related to
both psychological well-being and mindfulness. Possible explanations for these relationships are
discussed along with value of teaching thought recognition to clients in correctional settings.
This study examines the association between school level factors (e.g. public versus private
schools, availability of school activities, student safety measures, etc.) and the rates of bullying
(both physical and electronic). A further emphasis will focus on the interaction between individual
level (e.g. gender, age, race, etc.) and school related factors on bullying. Secondary data analysis
will be conducted utilizing data from the National Crime Victimization Survey: School Crime
Supplement, 2009. A primary goal of this study is to analyze the association between individual
and school level factors and bullying and how such findings differ from previous research.
The aim of this study is to determine the effectiveness of criminal investigations conducted by the
Trinidad and Tobago Police Service by examining the clearance rates of serious crimes in the twinisland state of Trinidad and Tobago. The study will analyze official crime data for the period 1990
to 2000 collected from the government agencies responsible for the collection, storage, and
publication of the official statistics.
This paper presents the results of an analysis of partisan attitudes towards war for the Korean,
Vietnam, Iraq, and Afghanistan wars. In total, 85 surveys conducted by the Gallup Organization
starting in August 1950 (near the beginning of the Korean War) and ending May 2011 (recent
events from the Afghanistan War) were analyzed. Previous research of public opinion during
wartime indicates how powerful the influence of political party affiliation is in the United States on
individuals’ war attitudes, with several scholars suggesting that most people follow the cues
provided by their most salient political reference group—their own party. Therefore, they are
inclined to follow their President’s lead no matter the Administration’s policy on foreign affairs.
There has been evidence to suggest that the earlier wars in modern America, the wars in Korea
and Vietnam, that this was in fact true. In the later wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, two wars closely
linked to the “War on Terror,” this did not occur. During times of regime change, the shift in
power from a Republican Bush regime to a Democratic Obama regime has indicated that citizens
are no longer following their party cue and in fact are more likely to reject the policies of their own
party leaders. The evidence in this research points out that partisans can no longer be thought of
as followers, which may suggest that leaders can no longer rely on their own party base for
support on war policies.
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Drug-related Offenses in Electronic
Monitoring Home Detention : Program
Effectiveness through Recidivism Rate

The purpose of this study is to examine the effectiveness of Electronic Monitoring Home Detention
program in Vigo County Community Corrections, Indiana. This paper focuses primarily on adult
offenders who have been placed in this program for committing drug-related offenses. These
offenders have been divided in two groups: offenders with drug-related offenses and offenders
without drug-related offenses. Recidivism was recorded on those who have completed the
program and those who have failed to complete it. This study is to find out whether there was a
statistically significant difference between the two groups of offenders in terms of post-program
recidivism.
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Although there are a variety of methods for preventing gang activity and other forms of
delinquency, communities experiencing these problems expect specific solutions from their police
agencies. In response, police sometimes utilize hot spots policing, which focuses law enforcement
resources on small geographic areas that are particularly problematic. However, important
differences between youth and adult crime may impact the effectiveness of place-based strategies
for addressing juvenile crime. This paper critiques hot spots policing as a delinquency prevention
policy and makes recommendations for adapting the features of these efforts to young offenders.
The first juvenile court was based on the belief that children and youth do not understand the
gravity of their illegal actions and are more amenable to treatment than adults. However, youth
waived into the adult system no longer have the same rehabilitative opportunities that their
delinquent peers do. This paper discusses the type of offender that is generally waived into adult
court, the rehabilitative programs available for youth in prison, and the effectiveness of juvenile
waiver.
The showcase will highlight the three-year evolution of the Insight Development Group (IDG) at
the Oregon State Correctional Institution. This restorative justice based group began at the
request of four inmates within the institution and offers numerous contributions to restorative
justice theory and research applied in correctional settings. A unique component of the IDG is the
requirement for all participants to share the crime for which they are presently convicted.
Exploration into the effect of this on the group dynamic as well as inmate collaboration with
curriculum development will be examined. Lessons learned and future recommendations will be
offered.
A panel of experts in the field will discuss implementation, treatment, and quality assurance
issues as they relate to sustaining evidence based practices in correctional settings.

Youth experiencing homelessness are often viewed as ‘out of place’, as excluded components of
civil society (Mitchell, 2003, Waldron, 1991). Devising solutions to social and criminal matters
with this population are rarely framed from those with lived experience. Qualitative, participatory
approaches to research may alter knowledge production by including such marginal voices,
working towards social change and social justice. Framed in participatory work with 30 youth
experiencing homelessness, this project utilizes ‘methods from the margins’ to explore subjective
interpretations of homelessness, crime and social justice. This paper assesses the utility of
participatory, ‘methods from the margins’ approaches with this population.
Previous research has examined the changes in bullying experiences as students transition from
primary to middle school and from middle school to high school; many of these studies reveal
that there is a significant relationship between school transitions and bullying (Pellegrini 2000,
Faye 2010). To date, however, no research has examined how transitioning to college may affect
bullying experiences. This research examines how bullying and victimization are experienced at
the college level. Results will explore the developmental trajectories associated with bullying and
discuss the policy implications of these behaviors as they apply to adults.

This paper provides a critical overview to the study of the major criminal justice systems of the
world. This paper builds upon an analysis developed in the evaluation and comparison of the
worlds criminal justice systems, and considers ways in which criminal justice can be examined
and evaluated comparatively from a global perspective. This will be accomplished through a close
contextual study of particular jurisdictions, both in their historical and contemporary development.
This paper offers an analysis of the international growth of inquisitorial methodology, whether in
continental European and Russian justice (especially under twentieth century-totalitarianism) or in
Chinese and Islamic justice. This paper offers an examination of the development of adversarial
due process around the world, from its origins in England and the US, through to its modern
renaissance. The globally important tradition of popular justice represented both in the western
jury and in traditional or radical forms of participation in Africa, Asia and Latin America, is also
examined. This paper concludes by addressing the implications of comparative method for the
reform process and the development of global standards of due process.
The institution of modern policing began in the countries of South Asia more than one hundred
and fifty years ago with the enactment of the India Police Act of 1861, Indian Penal Code of 1862,
India Evidence Act of 1872, and Criminal Procedure Act of 1882 by the British colonial
government. Colonialism ended in the region in the late 1940s and efforts for further reforms and
modernization in policing began with the beginning of modern state-building in the region in the
1950s. After more than half a century of efforts for reforms, it is now, however, recognized that
the basic structure and the nature of policing in South Asia did not significantly changed from
what it was at the time of the colonial rule. The politicization of policing, the lack of police
accountability, widespread use of police tortures and police brutality, and policed corruption are
some of the common problems in the countries of South Asia (India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri
Lanka, Nepal, and Bhutan. Because of the lack of a political will, in most countries of South Asia,
police reforms did not make much progress. This paper will examine how in recent years the
judiciary has become involved in forcing the agenda for police reforms in India and Bangladesh.
The paper will examine the ruling of the India Supreme Court made in the case of Prakash Singh
v The Union of India in 2006, and the ruling of the High Court Division of the Bangladesh
Supreme Court made in the case of Bangladesh Legal Aid Services Trust (BLAST) v. Peoples
Republic of Bangladesh in 2003.
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The Federal Bureau of Investigation estimates that the retail industry loses more than $30 billion
annually to organized retail crime groups. Dismantling these organizations has proven to be
difficult utilizing current statutes. In an attempt to assist law enforcement in stemming this
criminal activity, New Jersey and Pennsylvania among other states have passed new legislation
targeting these groups by increasing penalties and addressing the command and control
structure. This presentation will look at the effectiveness of this legislation in investigating and
prosecuting these organized criminal groups.
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Like many Third world countries police organization in Bangladesh is repressive and politicized.
Policing in Bangladesh is primarily reactive in nature. It has been argued that community policing
provides an opportunity for police to build trust and earn public confidence. Thus, Police Reform
Program (PRP) in Bangladesh which commenced in 2005 has initiated the Community Policing
Program as one of the approaches for crime prevention. The purpose of this study is to assess
the implementation of community policing in Bangladesh. The study will also identify the major
obstacles to achieve the success of this program. It is found that in implementing the community
policing initiative Bangladesh Police has formulated a National Strategy in 2008. The strategy
includes establishment of Community Policing Forum (CPF) comprising representative of the
police force, political parties, interest groups, professional groups. It is observed that one of the
major objectives of the CPF is to gain police legitimacy through community consent. Interviews
suggest that the selection of representative is not transparent and in many cases members were
selected on the basis of their political affiliation. As of 2010, 20 Model Thanas (Model Police
Stations) were established in metropolitan and rural areas to ensure community engagement
through community consultation process. Also, 3,000 new female police officers were appointed
The process of cultural diffusion has helped different countries to come closer to form a global
neighborhood. Specially, after 9/11 countries of different cultures are working on to reduce their
differences to create a common ground to achieve individual and national securities. For that
matter diffusion of ideas of community policing model became popular in many third world
countries. This paper will investigate the forces working behind the diffusion process to determine
whether there have been any economic interests of either country—exporters (developed
countries) and receivers (developing countries) are more pressing than the issues related to law
enforcement. To address the issue it will investigate and analyze the spread of community
policing model in Bangladesh, India, Maldives, Pakistan, and Sri Lanka—the region known as
Commonwealth South Asia.
It has been increasingly common for local governments to respond to tension between minority
communities and the police by implementing high-profile police accountability mechanisms. It is
often argued that these types of programs will increase citizen confidence and trust in the police
and local government. This paper uses four years of anonymous mailed government satisfaction
surveys (n=3383) administered in Denver, Colorado and hierarchical linear modeling to examine
the individual and group-level predictors of public satisfaction with local government efforts to
respond to police officer misconduct. The policy implications for police accountability initiatives
are discussed.
Case studies in a new, widely praised book by Bill Geller and Lisa Belsky show how police and
other cj and local government agencies can produce dramatic, durable crime reductions and
improvements in neighborhood vitality by partnering with locally-based community developers.
Building Our Way Out of Crime: The Transformative Power of Police-Community Developer
Partnerships" (Foreword by Bill Bratton and Paul Grogan) shows how -- and to what effect -developers in Providence Minneapolis and Charlotte collaborated with police to deploy
neighborhood physical revitalization strategies. The authors and practitioners who have lead
implementation efforts will discuss implications for policy and practice."
Given the significant constraints affecting criminological research in the developing world, donor
interventions comprising programs for law reform and rule of law projects in such countries often
provide the only means to conduct culturally specific research. Given donor reluctance to allow
sufficient time and resources for sustained periods of research, modes of action research are
often the best method. This paper discusses action research as a mode of culturally specific
criminological research in the context of justice reform projects in developing countries, using an
action research project in Bangladesh on juvenile justice, as a case study.

As part of my internship with the Newton, MA Chief of Police, I was asked to research and
prepare an emergency management scenario for an epidimiological disaster. I am going to share
how I researched every possible contingency of a bio-medical emergency and prepared the
appropriate response for the police department.

Recent research on the causes and correlates of automobile crashes that result in fatalities and
using mapping technology to coordinate the sites where the highest frequency occurs. This is a
report on collaborative research with the Massachusetts State Police that I did as an
undergraduate student at Bridgewater State University.
I was an intern at the Newton, MA Police Department. I was exposed to a wide variety of
experiences in the department but the one that was the most exciting and from which I received
the most experience was the opportunity to create a working scenario of an emergency
management plan for first responders in the event of a biological hazard outbreak. This paper is
about my direct experience in doing this as well as the other valuable things I learned interning in
a police department.
My internship was for the Federal Public Defender's office in Washington, D.C. This experiential
learning was done through the auspices of The Washington Center. I would like to present on
what I learned from my experiences there and how this type of learning, experiential learning,
should not be underestimated for college students.

There are basic principles regarding the utility of experiential learning:
For personal reasons: Improve communication and interaction skills; prepare for life after
graduation; gain a greater clarity about careers.
For academic reasons: Integrate classroom theory with real-life experiences; understand the
relevance of your course work;
For professional reasons: Explore a potential career field; develop career-related skills and
abilities, build a network of professional contacts.
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As an educator/internship coordinator I am faced with a unique pedagogical challenge: how do I
help students to learn from these opportunities and integrate their experience withing the larger
academic culture. This paper will discuss these strategies.

Civic community theory is a macro-level social control perspective that provides an explanation
for variations in community crime rates. The current study aims to determine the perspective’s
applicability to urban homicide rates within Orleans Parish (Louisiana) census tracts. Negative
binomial regression techniques are utilized after accounting for spatial autocorrelation between
tracts. The results reveal that each civic community measure is negative and significantly related
to homicide rates. Additionally, an interactive effect is found between civic engagement and
resource disadvantage, indicating that the protective effect of civic engagement is stronger in
areas with high disadvantage. Conclusions and implications are also discussed.
Restorative justice theory has five theoretical foundations: it uses lay judges as it is communitybased and victim-centred; reitegrates offenders; it is the opposite of retributive justice; uses
mediation and restitution; restorative justice advocates' aim for restorative justice to be come a
fully fledged justice system. Based on emperical findings, the current restorative justice models
fail to demonstrated this relationship between theory and practice. This paper examines the ward
tribunals' justice system, a system that runs parallel with the criminal justice system in Tanzania.
This model presents theory and practice that will realize a restorative justice system.
The internet has become a virtual Madame of cyberspace by facilitating connections between the
sex industry and the real world. Almost since its inception the World Wide Web’s infinite realms
have offered a convenient, easily accessible and practically secure environment for the purveyors
of mail order brides, pornography, swinging, domination and sex. Mans oldest profession has
taken its darkest secrets to an uncharted world filled with wireless bandwidth and clandestine and
not so clandestine meetings. In an industry that boasts few regulatory controls; what is law
enforcement to do? This ongoing study examines the strategies and tactics that law enforcement
agencies employ to combat this growing trend.
This paper explores the largest-ever bid for services in American correctional privatization history,
the 2011 initiative to privatize up to 29 correctional facilities in Florida Department of Correction’s
southern region for approximately $1.5 billion. After presenting a history of correctional
privatization in Florida and a detailed breakdown of the proposal itself, dimensions of the current
initiative are explored through interviews of key stakeholders, including legislators and other
public officials. Implications of the changing business model of correctional privatization are
summarized.
More than 10 years after the final Yugoslavian conflict, the government of the “Republic of
Kosovo” continues to move toward a functional democracy. Under the supervision of the UN, EU
and the USA, Kosovo government administrators continue to be supported into shaping a
democracy and a credible rule of law mechanism. Much has been accomplished in creating
professionally functioning actors, but the local Kosovo Police and international CJ professionals
are plagued by overwhelming caseloads involving OC, war crimes, and corruption. The successes
and challenges in coordinating rule of law in Kosovo will provide insight into similar issues faced
by other developing democracies.
The purpose of this roundtable is to explore the current challenges in meeting the educational and
social developmental needs of at-risk youth. We will explore strategies for addressing such
challenges by providing insight specifically into the two disciplines, juvenile justice and special
education. A review of these two perspectives compares and discusses the possible benefits of
connecting disciplines that frequently work together and identifies those challenges or gaps within
the current system.
There has been a great deal of research conducted that has examined inmate behavior. Two of
the most prominent theories offered to explain this behavior are importation and deprivation
theory. The existing research has not provided consistent conclusions on which theories best
explain inmate behavior; further, much of the existing research has examined the behavior of
male inmates only. Using data on inmates incarcerated in the North Carolina Department of
Corrections between 2005 and 2009, the current research attempts to determine if importation
and deprivation variables are related to inmate misconduct, and whether there are differences
across male and female institutional behavior, particularly misconduct.
This psat summer I coordinated aCriminal Justice Seminar" for area High School students on the
campus of Seton Hall University. The purpose of the seminar was to inform & educate students
who were interested in pursuing careers in criminal justice. In addition a secondary goal was to
encourage those students to pursue their education at our University. This was a non credit
curriculum emphasizing the 3 major parts of the Criminbal Justice System(Law Enforcement
Courts & Corrections). Guest speakers both educators & practioners were part of the faculty.
Field trips to a Jail and Police Academy were also part of the curriculum. The students were
required to complete an evaluation at the end of the 1 week program. The evaluations rated the
program as excellent and therefore our Dept. of Continuing Education and Criminal Justice are
planning to replicate the program .
Human trafficking, the forcing of people into sexual or labor exploitation or the involuntary
removal of organs, is a social injustice plaguing the world today. The purpose of this research is
to discover whether, within the United States federal court, the individuals convicted of sex
trafficking are being sentenced more harshly than those convicted of labor trafficking. Fifty
sentences of sex traffickers and fifty sentences of labor traffickers are evaluated to determine if
either, overall, are receiving harsher punishments.
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In the past decades, the international community's response to transgressions of international law
by national leaders has shifted from granting unconditional amnesty to pursuing prosecution.
This study reviews cases of heads of state accused of crimes and examines whether national
governments have followed this trend. It explores whether national governments are now more
inclined to prosecute errant heads of state than in the past and, if so, the reasons for such change
in policy. Understanding how national governments respond to the issue is important given the
number of documented cases of official abuse in recent years.
For the past decade anti-black incidents of hate has been the leading category of bias motivated
crimes (UCR, 2011). Even though blacks maintain a steady control on racially motivated hate
crimes, little is still known about the impact on the black community. With the recent surge in
studies on responding to hate, it has come vital for black communities to respond properly to
crimes of hate. By analyzing past literature this content analysis aims to explore those methods
used in the past. I and implications on how black communities may respond to hate crime in the
future will be presented.
Levels of distracted driving are increasing as widespread availability of cell phones and other
wireless devices become available (US Congress, Committee on Commerce, et al., 2010). The
purpose of this paper is to focus on policies related to cell phone and other electronic devices
used in the course of operating motor vehicles. This paper examines laws and studies related to
driver distraction (e.g. drunk driving, texting, talking on the phone, navigation and all in-one
applications) and their effectiveness. Finally, the author makes recommendations for future policy
to prevent and reduce the incidents of technology-based distracted driving.
Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) is an applied technology that seeks to reduce crime by
increasing the perceived risk of capture. For all the current enthusiasm for CCTV, there has been
a lack of high quality, independent evaluations. This paper reports the quantitative results from a
large-scale, quasi-experimental research study tailored to the individual viewsheds of over 100
cameras in Philadelphia, PA. Unlike traditional spatial approaches that simply measure crime out
from a camera to an arbitrarily-selected distance, individually constructed GIS polygons for each
camera site were examined. Results are reported for interrupted time-series models across a
range of crime types.
Unemployment is a major factor associated with recidivism. This research examines employers'
willingness to hire convicted felons in a two-county area in Northwest Florida. Two hundred of the
area's largest businesses are surveyed to determine, 1) their willingness to hire convicted felons,
2) their knowledge of tax benefits associated with hiring convicted felons, and. 3) variables
affecting their willingness to hire convicted felons including veteran status, employee readiness
training, applicant's gender, and the availability of tax benefits. The results are compared with a
similar survey conducted in Jacksonville, Florida.
Recent research has begun to examine the extent to which community-oriented policing (COP)
affects citizen reporting behaviors (Schnebly 2011). This line of inquiry suggests that COP
programs may in face decrease citizen reporting. Previous studies have not been able to
determine whether the level of efficacy of the community policing approach had any impact on
reporting. This study advances upon a previous examination of the role that a COP intervention
had on decreasing crime rates in a suburban police beat (Connell, Miggans and McGloin 2008) by
exploring what impact, if any, the change in policing style had on citizen reporting behavior.
This study examines the relationship between ethnicity, acculturation, and crime among a sample
of Hispanic adolescents drawn from the Project on Human Development in Chicago
Neighborhoods (PHDCN) dataset. Prior research has shown that Hispanics who are more
acculturated are more likely to engage in crime, but there is a lack of empirical evidence to
explain why this is, and little research that has explored Hispanics relative to one another. This
study explores the impact of ethnicity on criminal offending among Hispanic adolescents. This
study also examines whether acculturation, net of ethnicity, predicts criminal offending among this
group. Findings indicated that, on average, Mexican adolescents were less likely than other
Hispanics to report violent offending while Puerto Ricans were significantly more likely to report
violent offending. Consistent with prior research, first generation immigrants were significantly
less likely to engage in delinquent behavior, even after controlling for relevant criminological
variables.
In the U.S., men have frequently been found to have more punitive views of crime and
punishment than women. It is unclear, however, whether a similar gender gap would be found
among citizens of other nations, especially non-Western nations, such as Bangladesh. Using
survey data from college students from a single university in Bangladesh and a single university
in the U.S., gender differences on crime and punishment were explored. The results will be
presented and discussed.
River City had a violent crime rate of 684 incidents per 100,000 population - higher than its home
state and the nation (FBI Uniform Crime Report, 2008). The city was thus in the 98% percentile
in the state for Violent Crime and is in the 86% percentile rank nationally. This poster session will
present a hotspot analysis of violent crime from 2003 to 2010 for this city. It will display
clustering, density, location quotient, and displacement of hotspots for 8 years. The analysis will
display data, related charts and tables, thematic maps, theoretical association with the clustering
and possible policy analysis in a visually appealing poster format.
In New York v. Belton the Supreme Court held that when an officer has arrested the occupant of
an automobile, the officer may search the automobile's passenger compartment. In Arizona v.
Gant the Court held the Belton rule did not apply when the arrestee has been removed and
secured. In Davis v. U.S. the Court applied the good faith exception and allowed a Belton search
to stand since it was conducted prior to Gant. Davis is the most recent in a series of Court
decisions weakening the exclusionary rule. In this paper we examine the state of the exclusionary
rule.
Poker—arguably one of the most popular card games in the world, has lately come under
heightened law enforcement attention. Several recent criminal court actions have focused on the
question of whether poker playing is legal, and if so under what conditions, in venues other than
government sanctioned casinos. This paper investigates the legality question of poker under the
skill versus chance debate using a data set of more than one billion hands of online poker, the
largest statistical study yet of actual poker play. The results of this study are contextualized within
the various types of state gambling laws.
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The Art of Yoga Project (AYP) provides gender specific intervention services to girls in juvenile
detention facilities. AYP teaches yoga, meditation, mindfulness training, and creative arts. This
study employed a pre and post test to examine the effectiveness of the program. Results indicate
a favorable impact on self-awareness, self-respect, self-control, and mindfulness of participants.
The extent to which this curriculum impacts girls in the long term or has a measurable effect on
recidivism remains to be seen. Practical implications of the results are discussed and suggestions
for the wider implementation of yoga and mindfulness training in custodial settings are presented.
Sugar baby dating refers to dating that involves a younger person who seeks out relationships
with older, more financially secure persons who agree to pay regular monetary allowances for the
relationship. The process of sugar baby dating has recently experienced a growth in recognition
and participation as websites devoted to the activity have been developed. The current study will
examine the characteristics of persons who post profiles on sugar baby websites in order to
determine whether or not the activity is in fact a new form of dating or whether the activity is
merely a new method of facilitating prostitution.
Exposure to violence has been linked to a variety of negative mental health and behavioral
outcomes. The Recent Exposure to Violence Scale (REVS) has been shown as a reliable
measure for assessing self-reported violence exposure in the past year. The present analysis is a
replication of the Van Dulmen et al. (2008) study to find the best fitting conceptualization of the
REVS on a sample of juvenile justice involved youth. Similar to the school samples in the Van
Dulmen et al. (2008) study, the data showed that exposure to violence is specific to the location in
which the exposure occurs.
This open seminar will explain and demonstrate how criminal justice faculty can engage students
via a unique class activity that uses popular song lyrics as a thematic springboard for discussing
criminal justice issues. The activity, which encourages reading across the curriculum, employs
“close reading” and other techniques associated with literary analysis while also drawing from
etymology. This open seminar will include demonstrations of the proposed activity where
attendees will listen to songs about domestic violence and Marxist theory and then participate in
large-group discussions. Criteria for selecting appropriately challenging songs will be discussed.
Attendees will receive a sample lesson plan.
Case attrition in criminal justice processing, a well-recognized phenomenon, occurs in all criminal
justice systems, regardless of their underlying legal foundations. Despite its universal wide
prevalence, little literature has attempted to explain its variation from a comparative justice
perspective. This paper attempts to fill in this gap. It focuses on case attrition that occurs at
advanced processing stages (i.e., dismissal of charges after the cases have passed investigation
stages and have been brought to the court) in two major legal traditions in the world—the
inquisitorial one of Continental Europe and the adversarial one of the United States. The paper
draws on available comparable aggregate data and on relevant literature in the US and Europe
attempting to explain attrition within each type of system. The paper emphasizes the implications
of case “mortality” for the achievement of shared justice goals and the utility of comparative
examinations of this justice phenomenon.
The purpose of this study was to empirically evaluate the effectiveness of the Student Success
learning module of non-freshman students at the University of Central Florida. The Student
Success, Sexual Assault program includes fourteen videos, including testimonials by
victims/survivors of sexual assault, staged group conversations, and suggestions on how
participants can change their behavior, as well as how to intervene in group situations.
Participants in this study included 803 male and 1169 female non-freshman students entering the
university in the semester of 2010. Results of the current study suggest that the learning module
had a strong effect among students.
Gottfredson and Hirschi claim that low self-control explains a wide variety of criminal and
noncriminal analogous acts. Most tests of self-control do not include an examination of
analogous behaviors. This paper seeks to fill this gap by testing two measures of self-control as
explanations of crime equivalent acts. The self-control measures utilized for this study include the
popular Grasmick’s scale and Hirschi’s revised conceptualization of self-control. The findings are
discussed within the framework of theory development.
This paper will present the results of a qualitative focus group designed to better understand
results of a quantitative survey on student attitudes about gender roles and sexual and domestic
violence. What did we learn about how students interpreted the questions and how they really
feel about these issues?

This paper explains the rise in incarceration rates across states based on the relationship between
the politics and drug policies utilizing nationwide state-level data. I tested the influence of these
factors on prison rates and data indicates mixed support for the relationship between politics, drug
laws and higher incarceration rates. Important related to rising incarceration rates includes citizen
and governmental political ideology, , religion, violent and property crime rates, the gini
coefficient, welfare rates and percent of population that is African American. Habitual violation of
laws, including drug crime, was positive but not significant on the incarceration rate.
Criminal justice ideals have long been implicated with the tenets of Christianity, with the role of
religion in the correction of offending remaining pervasive. The present study employs a metaanalytic design to explore the average impact of faith-based interventions on recidivism. Overall, a
moderate effect size is observed (.20), though tremendous variation according to program
integrity and methodological rigor is noted. Specifically, the effects of faith-based programs were
smallest for more scrupulous measures (rearrest), and greatest for subjective measures
(attitudinal change). Accordingly, findings demonstrate the lack of procedural causation in
generating legitimate behavioral change beyond spiritual inspiration.
The South Korean yearly national report revealed that since 2006 there has been a steady
increase in juvenile delinquency (Seoul Police Department, 2009). In South Korea, the age-crime
curve sharply peaks at age sixteen, holds constant until nineteen, and then begins to decline.
Using panel data from 595 students attending high school in Seoul, Korea, latent growth curve
modeling (LGM) will be used to test the General Strain Theory by Agnew (1999) to examine the
trajectory of delinquent youths’ individual growth or change curves, as well as the influence of
strain theory on juvenile delinquency over time.
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Increasingly, there has been a demand for evidence-based research, which has resulted in more
meta-analyses of correctional juvenile interventions. While these meta-analyses have made
significant contributions to our understanding of “what works” with juvenile offenders, researchers
often find considerable variation in outcomes among studies and, as a consequence, fail to reach
firm conclusions about the overall effectiveness of the interventions. In planning more
comprehensive and effective correctional juvenile interventions for the future, it is imperative to
integrate and compare extant meta-analytic findings across diverse correctional intervention
programs to characterize how well they have succeeded. The purpose of the current study is to
synthesize extant meta-analyses of intervention programs for juveniles in prison, jail, probation, or
parole settings. Specifically, it is of interest to (1) examine and compare effect sizes across
differing intervention programs in order to determine how interventions have performed across
populations; and (2) examine which moderators of effect size have been found most frequently to
be associated with larger intervention effects.
Juvenile Corrections (Institutional or Community)

Juvenile Justice (Policing and Courts)

The juvenile justice system is premised on the notion of rehabilitation because adolescents are
still developing cognitively, emotionally, and physically, meaning they are less able to discern
right from wrong and more malleable to rehabilitation (Roper v. Simmons, 2005). Although most
juvenile courts aim for fair and equitable court outcomes, decisions are not always equally
distributed across social statuses, especially as it relates to race, gender, and age. Using a
random sample of youth processed in Phoenix, Arizona from 2008-2010, the current study
investigates these differences by testing for interactions between race, gender, and age at various
stages in the juvenile justice system. The theoretical, socio-political, and public policy
implications are explored.

Prior studies on the explanation of inmate violence suggested three models: deprivation,
importation, and administration. This study examined this issue by using an integrate model
approach. The authors developed a model including 20 variables across three models and used a
data set from Taiwan. This data set consists of 943 cases involving inmate violence in seven
Taiwanese prisons in 2007. The logistic regression was employed to analyze the data. It found
that the integrate model explains 16.7% of variances of inmate violence, while the administration
model has the highest coefficient of determination (14.1%) among those three models.
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Adult onset offending is an understudied area of the criminal career. This study examines in detail
the archival clinical files of a sample of adult onset sexual offenders to explore the situational
context of offending in adulthood. A small group of 60 men were identified (from a larger sample
of over 800 sexual offenders) as having begun their offending after age 21. Variables including
marital difficulty; unemployment problems or sudden job loss; death of a family member or
partner; substance abuse; and, serious health crisis were explored. Interesting stories emerged by
looking at the data qualitatively. Theoretical implications are discussed.
The exodus of immigrants into South Africa seeking asylum has been overwhelming. The
research explores channels to survival utilised by undocumented African migrants within South
Africa. This is done through an analysis of the literature and through qualitative interviews
conducted among a handful of migrants in Du Noon, Cape Town. The paper analyses modes and
challenges to their access to services and belonging. Results reveal numerous ways refugees and
asylum seekers survive amidst their foreign status. Findings present an extension of
understandings of social capital, and diversity as both a supporter and antagonist of the concept
of community.

David Russell Williams is a serial murderer and former Colonel in the Canadian Forces. On
February 7, 2010, Williams confessed to numerous crimes during an interrogation conducted by
the Ontario Provincial Police. It is the intention of this paper to examine the prevalence of
nonverbal communication portrayed throughout the interrogation of Russell Williams. I will focus
on the nonverbal elements contained in the speech of Williams including the voice quality, tone,
emotion and speaking style. By analyzing the usage of nonverbal communication I was able to
construct a personal viewpoint on the emotional state of Russell Williams during the interrogation.
This paper will cover the areas of drug use/presence in college dorms and the issues that
surround drug enforcement in this environment. Specifically the paper will explore the issues
surrounding the use of K-9 searches of dormitory rooms and their surrounding areas. Relevant
court cases will also be covered.
In an effort to rehabilitate youthful substance abusers, juvenile drug courts were created in the
mid 1990s. These courts provide the juvenile offender the opportunity for rehabilitation and
treatment through therapeutic jurisprudence. This paper will explore some of the issues the
Juvenile Drug Courts have confronted with a specific focus on the courtroom work group and its
role and relationship with offenders; the structures and strategies employed within the courts, and
goals for offenders. The author will present research on both the challenges and successes within
these courts, and recommend areas for future research.
The Rochester Youth Violence Partnership is an intervention directed towards youth treated for
shooting or stabbing injuries at URMC. The intervention consists of a video, Document of
Understanding, Psychiatric evaluation, and referral to appropriate services. An evaluation of the
program was completed through a secondary data analysis to assess violent injury recidivists,
school performance, criminal involvement, and the mental health needs of the participants.
Further, interviews with partnership members were conducted to better understand the
Partnership and its Intervention. Determining accurate data points, working closely with a
hospital, and obstacles to conducting an informative evaluation will be shared.
The Women’s Reentry Project (WRP) is a partnership between three organizations: Rochester
Institute of Technology, the Judicial Process Commission, and Monroe Correctional Facility. The
WRP provides pre and post release services (individual counseling, group counseling, mentoring,
and case management) for pregnant women and mothers with young children returning to the
community from jail. Through a case study analysis we determined what the needs truly are of
our women. Results of the analysis show that trust, healthy relationship building, and recovering
from trauma are essential components. This still remains a challenging population, but
incorporating these results has greatly enhanced the program.
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Since 2005, the Vera Institute of Justice has managed and evaluated the Legal Orientation
Program (LOP) under contract with the Department of Justice’s Executive Office for Immigration
Review (EOIR), which administers U.S. immigration courts. The multi-site LOP program provides
non-citizens detained by the Department of Homeland Security with legal rights information. The
LOP evaluation, aiming to assess the impact on individual case outcomes and immigration
courts, found that LOP participants’ cases took fewer days to go through the immigration court
system than those for non-participating detainees. A history event analysis confirmed statistically
that LOP accounted for shorter case processing times, implying savings for the government.
Unaccompanied immigrant children facing removal proceedings in the United States encounter a
complicated web of policies and practices, interact with numerous government agencies, and face
a legal process which may take years. Since 2005, the Vera Institute of Justice has administered
a government-funded program to provide access to legal services for unaccompanied children.
Vera analyzed government and subcontractor data and reviewed recent literature to produce a
comprehensive description of children’s flow through the system- from apprehension by
authorities, to release from government custody and completion of immigration proceedingsdemystifying the immigration removal process faced by thousands of unaccompanied children
annually.
Federal initiatives targeting illegal immigration have started to rely more on the cooperation of
state and local actors in identifying undocumented immigrants for removal. Declaring the removal
of 'criminal aliens' a priority, Immigrations and Customs Enforcement (ICE) encourages local law
enforcement officers to refer individuals suspected of being undocumented to federal officials.
Although these programs are designed to identify 'dangerous' individuals for removal from the
United States, many undocumented youth charged with misdemeanor or non-violent offenses are
caught up in these enforcement initiatives as well. Based on qualitative research conducted with
legal service providers (LSPs), this presentation will explore the challenges that children identified
as 'unaccompanied alien minors' face, when they have involvement in both the criminal and the
immigration justice systems.
Over the past decade, the demographics of the United States include growing numbers of foreign
born persons and persons who speak a language other than English. As the population
increasingly becomes a cultural and linguistic mosaic, fields that provide direct services, such as
law enforcement, develop ways to continue effective service to and communication with the
diverse community. Since 2008, Vera’s Center on Immigration and Justice has performed
national assessments of policing practices and programs to build stronger police-community
relations. This presentation will explore the common barriers to police-community relations, the
consequences of those barriers, and some of the broad categories of promising national
programs and practices that we have encountered in our national assessments.
This study represents a partial replication of Mackey and Dupre's 1999 study examining second
generation letters to the editor. The Sun, a newspaper published daily in Lowell, MA, encourages
e-mail and voice-mail submissions by readers which are published daily in a column titled
BackTalk" as part of the local section. A content analysis was conducted of published emails and
phone mails to the Sun over a one year period. Themes identified in the current analysis were
compared to themes from the 1999 study with special emphasis placed on the discussion of
themes related to crime and justice."
Teaching research methods in criminal justice can be challenging, especially when students doubt
either the utility of research or its relevance toward their chosen career path. A simple
collaborative research project based upon a campus issue can help to bring such students
around. This paper details a project implemented with two medium-sized (<30 students) sections
of Research Methods. Successes and obstacles are discussed, with an eye toward creating an
integral research experience for students who may never conduct original research otherwise, and
refining the project for future sections.
To understand why people act the way they do, we need to understand that there are many
explanations offered for a singular phenomenon. Specifically, in explaining crime, we look at an
individual’s background, family upbringing, and surroundings amongst other factors. This
research will be examining how some street-level bureaucrats, administrators of government
programs, lend themselves to perpetrating the labeling theory, which is one of the many
sociological perspectives of crime. This paper explores whether or not those individuals
responsible for reducing recidivism actually support it through negative labels that they can apply
in their roles as administrators of governmental agencies.
This paper will examine issues of restorative justice in the Republic of Ireland. The paper will
outline the system of justice in which the restorative conferences operate. In addition, it will outline
issues in community policing and community snactions, and in the prison system as it exists in
the Irish case. Furthermore, the paper will explore the potential for restorative justice to be
introduced on a larger scale in Ireland. The paper will included analysis of the key literature on
restorartive practices, by authors such as Braithwaite and Cunneen, and end with
recommendations for the Irish justice system.
In 1998, Gregory Stanton identified eight stages through which most genocides progress. In the
early stages of genocide, the normal social processes that define how we view those who are
different than us are warped into hatred and fear. As time goes on, the differences between “us
versus them” are exacerbated and groups are polarized, at which time laws are made to keep one
group in a state of powerlessness and eventually deprive them of rights. In this paper, we argue
that Stanton’s “Eight Stages” can also be used to explain attitudes toward Mexican immigrants
into the United States.
This research measures the frequency and intensity of stressors in the professional lives of public
defenders in Mississippi. Defenders in that State were administered a survey at a state-wide
conference to determine major areas (client, judge, prosecutor, public and structural) accounting
for stress. Demographic factors (age, sex, marital status, years in office and size of office) were
also gathered for determining correlations and significance with stressors. This research, where
relevant, will also compare and contrast results obtained from the same survey previously
administered to public defenders in Tennessee.
This research measures the frequency and intensity of stressors in the professional lives of public
defenders in Mississippi. Defenders in that State were administered a survey at a state-wide
conference to determine major areas (client, judge, prosecutor, public and structural) accounting
for stress. Demographic factors (age, sex, marital status, years in office and size of office) were
also gathered for determining correlations and significance with stressors. This research, where
relevant, will also compare and contrast results obtained from the same survey previously
administered to public defenders in Tennessee.
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Sprcial populations of offenders require programs designed to meet their unique rehabilitative
needs. Sex offender treatment programs, in particular, necessitate a victim empathy component.
Research has shwon that reading a story or viewing a DVD of a victim does not have as much of
an impact as hearing the victim speak in person. Thus, the purpose of victim impact panels is twofold: they provide a portion of the empahty component in a restorative justice context, as well a
empower survivors of sexual abuse. This paper details the development and implementation of a
victim impact panel solely for sex offenders.
This study examines a program evaluation of three Domestic Violence Courts in the state of
Missouri. Each court has its own unique processes which blend local innovation with current
national best practices. The study examines the history, objectives, and processes as applied to
both felony and misdemeanor domestic violence cases, and cases with domestic violence as a
significant element. Additionally, an analysis of the population, success rates, and future trends
for these courts will be discussed.
Nearly a half century after President Johnson signed the Civil Rights Act (1964) and The United
States Congress passed the Fourteenth Amendment (1968), contact at all stages of the American
Juvenile Justice System remains disproportionately African American (Piquero, 2008). This
paper examines the over-representation of minority youth documented in the published literature
and official data. The author attempts to determine if the policies and practices of the juvenile
justice system have contributed to the discriminatory treatment of African American youth.
Recommendations for more inclusive policies and alternative strategies are also discussed.
This study examines fear of crime in relation to physical characteristics of a college campus. A
survey was administered to the undergraduate student population at the University of Northern
Colorado to measure the effects of physical characteristics on student perceptions of crime on
campus. Fear of crime is highest in areas of potential refuge for offenders and where escape
routes for potential victims is limited. This study tests this hypothesis. The implication for college
campuses is that changes in designs of the environment to manipulate refuge and escape could
reduce student levels of fear, as well as opportunities for crime.
This presentation will cover the controversy and ramifications which allow law-abiding citizens to
use force, including deadly force, against an attacker in their home and any place outside of their
home where they have a legal right to be in Pennsylvania. It would also protect individuals from
civil lawsuits by the attacker or the attacker's family when force is used.
Over the past decade, the number of women entering United States prisons has been rising.
Almost 80% of women entering the prison system are mothers (Joseph, 2001). These women
were estimated to have a total of 1,498,800 children (Bureau of Justice Statistics, 2000) under the
age of 18. Joseph (2001) and Henriques (1996) point out, that as a result of the mother's
incarceration, family relationships are disrupted, and ties with children are often severed. This
presentation will explore the types of challenges faced by incarcerated mothers and the types of
services and resources that can help them reintegrate back into society.
The power of reliable eye witness identification is remarkable. Finders of fact rely heavily on this
type of evidence to reach just verdicts in criminal trials. Yet research shows that a significant
number of wrongful convictions are based on improper eyewitness identification. The Supreme
Court of the United States has recently agreed to revisit the issue of identification procedures in
Perry v. New Hampshire (2011). This paper will first review the research regarding the impact of
eye witnessed identification. Next, the prior cases regarding the practice will be reviewed. Third,
the case of Perry v. New Hampshire (2011) will be explored. Last, the policy implication of the
Perry decision will be detailed.
Victim assistance agencies have grown since the 1970s in response to increasing concern for
victim’s rights. However, there has been little research, particularly using large samples that have
examined factors associated with victim service help-seeking. This study used data from the
National Crime Victimization survey to explore variations in who is more likely to receive services.
The results suggest that females, white respondents and people who have greater family incomes
are more likely to be assisted by victim services, which contrasts from the profile of people who
are statistically most at risk: males, minorities and victims with lower family incomes.
Unhealthy and unfit police officers cost their agencies in term of disability, early retirement, and
healthcare. Agencies without fitness programs have more early retirements, more injuries, more
lost time due to sick leave, and limited duty. This paper explores the attitudes towards physical
fitness and fitness levels of local law enforcement officers. Data were collected on officers’ body
mass index, age, gender, and physical activity rating. Officers’ fitness levels were assessed
utilizing multiple regression to estimate their VO2max scores. Furthermore, the relationship
between officer fitness scores and the perception of their ability to enjoy physical activities in
retirement was analyzed.
Troy University is a multi campus institution that has criminal justice degree programs at several
sites and on-line. Furthermore, the criminal justice department has the goal of providing students
with a quality education across all locations and methods of delivery. Assessment of student
learning and program outcomes within the criminal justice discipline is accomplished using
several assessment measures. One assessment that is utilized is the Educational Testing
Service (ETS) Criminal Justice Major Field Test. This test is used to evaluate curricula and
measure student progress. This paper analyzes major field test scores, evaluates comparative
data, and discusses improvement plans.
My new book, Teaching Justice, explores the role that teaching and learning can play in solving
social justice problems. Examining a range of pedagogical approaches, it considers the
challenges that exist in teaching about justice, social justice and activism by drawing on empirical
data gathered from college lecturers and professors, as well as my own experience. With an
analysis of the strategies commonly used, this book will shed light on overcoming student apathy
and promoting activism and community engagement outside of the classroom.
Extant work on sexual offenders focuses on males. The current work rests on a purposive sample
of female sexual offenders, who have been released, in the Hampton Roads area of Virginia. This
work explores how these individuals inform our understanding of why females sexually offend and
what challenges they face with regard to reentry. Current work that focuses on male sexual
offenders is at a loss with regard to explaining why females engage in like behavior. This work
fills a critical gap in the current literature on sexual offenders.
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Several notable studies have examined the general effects of the state of the union on the public
agenda, however, no studies to date have examined the impact that the President’s state of the
union address has had on policy outcomes in the war on drugs. This study explores the
relationship that exists between the influence of presidential rhetoric concerning the “war on
drugs” and the social construction of drug control policy. Through a content analysis of the
presidents’ state of the union addresses beginning in the year 1970 through the year 2011, drug
policy will be examined, measured, and compared.

Homicide in New York City has dropped precipitously in New York City from a peak of 2,250
murders in 1990 to 536 murders 20 years later in 2010. Some of the explanations for the
significant decline include better Policing and law enforcement, a shift toward criminal justice
policies, changes in socioeconomic structure, social reorganization in urban areas and changes in
social relationships (Karmen, 2000). This research will focus on explanations outside of the
criminal justice policies and focus on changes in external society such as crime offending toward
cyber crime and other institutions such as better trauma care for victims of serious assaults.
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Veterans Treatment Courts hold great promise for helping non-violent offenders. This paper will
discuss the development and establishment of a court for the culturally-specific population of
veterans who have served our nation. Topics discussed will include why veterans need a
specialized treatment court, the modification of key components of Drug Courts and Mental
Health Courts, and the particular resources available to veterans.
Due to high profile school shootings such as Columbine, secondary schools have responded with
investments and changes in their security measures and/or procedures. However, very little
research has been conducted to evaluate the efficacy of these measures. Using the first two
waves of the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health (Add Health) dataset, this paper
will examine whether the use of both physical (e.g., cameras) and non-physical (e.g., photo
identification) security measures reduces school misbehavior as reported by both students and
school administrators, controlling for individual and school level variables. School policy
implications will be discussed.
In response to violent juvenile crime in the 1980s and 90’s, numerous states created or expanded
the use of statutory waivers as a way to process these offenders. Although they vary by state, the
laws require that a juvenile charged with specific violent crimes are automatically prosecuted in
adult court. This undergraduate, interdisciplinary honors thesis will assess the use and outcomes
of these laws. In assessing the philosophical underpinnings of the laws and their implementation,
the study explores whether or not these waivers represent a new and fixed view on adolescence or
are another temporary “tough on crime” phase.
Since 2007, French probationary service experiments a recidivism prevention program.
Authors will try to compare French and North-American’s treatment models. While models of
Relapse Prevention and Risk-Need-Responsivity seem efficient in North-America, Good Lives
Model paves the way for thinking about personal’s interests rather than society’s ones.
We’ll place deviance concept as the main difference between North-American and France
approaches, as its normative conception is a problematic deal in French conception of recidivism
prevention. As French probationary service inspire its program from North-American's programs,
does it try to create good citizen or lead to personal values elevation, which GLM aims for?
Albanian organized crime groups are making themselves known not only in Europe but also in
parts of the United States, especially in New York, where they have enjoyed comparisons to the
major Italian-American mafia families. This empirical and theoretically founded paper elaborates
on the origins, culture, structure, and action of Albanian criminal groups in New York. It draws a
systematic comparison between the methods of operation of Albanian crime groups in New York
and those operating in Europe, including the Balkans. Emphasis is given to the issue of culture
and cultural defense in the context of Albanian organized crime.
Though certainly not new, flash mobs have become far more prevalent and violent. Is this a gang
strategy/tactic for the 21st century?
Students studying incarcerated offenders often view them as less than fully human. This research
examines whether a series of experiences in a class influence student attitudes. Students read
the writings of offenders, view videos examining the lives of prisoners, meet with those previosuly
incarcerated in the classroom, and spend a minimum of 20 hous in a correctional setting.
Empathy scales are administed at the beginning and end of class. Student reflective essays
throughout the courses are content analyzed. It is hoped that these teaching strategies result in a
more well rounded, empathetic view of those who are confined.
This paper will discuss the process of establishing a service learning course with the local
Guardian ad Litem program. One night per week, the students in the course completed the inclass portion of the program along with community volunteers. The students in the course then
met for another night each week to reflect, through journals, what they learned in the GAL training
program. Each student also utilized what they learned in the GAL training program to complete a
paper outlining how they would approach a scenario regarding a youth who would need a GAL.
This research project examines charges filed in a rural Oklahoma county against Native
Americans and Whites by a District Attorney's Office in which alcohol and/or drugs influenced the
crimes. Cases are traced to assess if any disparities exist in Criminal Justice System processing.
For decades the literature has repeatedly found that the arrest rates of Native Americans are
higher than for any other race or ethnicity. The extent of alcohol and/or drug fueled crime is
documented in a single Indian Nation and findings point to possible alternatives to incarceration.
This presentation will describe the components of human trafficking and the ramifications
worldwide, the legal issues and policy implications.
Over the past several decades, the role of the American policeman has changed drastically. Key
events and policy initiatives such as the attacks of September 11th and the “War on Drugs” have
expanded the services that the public demands of its law enforcement personnel. Unfortunately,
this also has led to several abuses of their new-found role. This paper discusses the impetuses
and mechanism of this change and reviews data logged by the Cato Institute in its “Raid Map;” a
compilation of problematic police paramilitary events.
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A multitude of organizational studies have examined the relationship between job stress, job
satisfaction, and organizational commitment. Generally speaking, these studies have revealed a
negative relationship between job stress and job satisfaction, and a strong, positive relationship
between job satisfaction and organizational commitment. Using data collected in a large
Midwestern police department, the current study contributes to the extant research on police
occupational attitudes in two key ways. First, we further explore the relationship between officer
demographic characteristics, job characteristics, and job stress, satisfaction, and organizational
commitment. Second, we further clarify the relationship among these three occupational
attitudes.
This paper presents a class assignments designed to instructed student in the creation of a
criminal profile. The assignment operated as a group project utilizing real closed homicide case
files to teach principles of applied criminology. The project was incorporated into a Criminal
Behavioral Analysis course course, though it could be easily transported to any number of
courses. The project gave students an opportunity to take theories of both criminal behavior and
criminal evidence and apply them using a scientific approach that produced written assessments
of criminal behavior and investigation.
Between 2000 and 2007, 255 individuals were prosecuted in U.S. federal courts for providing
material support to known terrorist organizations, a violation of the Antiterrorism and Effective
Death Penalty Act of 1996. Data were collected from official court records on the prosecution of
these individuals. Patterns in the data were observed and these offenders were categorized into
four groups. Various regression models were used to look at the between group differences for
these categories. Results show significant differences in the prosecutorial strategies, odds of
conviction, and sentence length between financers and non-financers. Implications of this data
and results are discussed.
Wikileaks, Anonymous, and Lulzsec have stirred controversy over disseminating classified
government documents. These and other cyber groups retrieve or receive classified and
confidential state information, which is then released to the public. A conflict of competing
interests exists over (1) the public’s right to observe and judge government actions, and (2) the
need for government to keep certain information classified. This paper will examine the laws and
acts the United States has available to prosecute these groups with respect to the their
constitutional rights to publish what governments do.
A unique combination of previous research studies provides insight into the involvement and
demographic of the women who commit white collar crimes. Women are generally never studied
in Criminology, let alone in the stereotypical man’s world of business and white collar crimes.
However, both celebrity and everyday women are discussed in their acts, including topics from
embezzlement to insider trading. Women today are committing more property crimes than ever
before and the theoretical application of General Strain Theory helps provide explanation as to
why they commit these crimes.
Teaching Criminal Justice using Fully On-line vs Hybrid Method –Which is Better?
This study compares two teaching techniques in Criminal Justice to examine : Fully On-line and
Hybrid Teaching from students and Professors’ perspective – to determine whether there are any
differences in their students' and professors' perceptions, what these differences are and is one
better mode of instruction than the other? The results present a picture of the online students’
perceptions about online-learning, their expectations, frustrations and rewards through online
classes. Some practical tips for the making online teaching more creative and interesting are also
presented.
Existing evaluations of correctional education programs typically assess single jurisdictions or are
limited in their ability to measure differences across facilities, programs, and inmates. To remedy
this, a national census of correctional education programs has been piloted with ten states to
document differences across facilities, programs, and inmates. An assessment of the process of
developing the data guidebook and soliciting state-level participation in the piloting process is
presented. Results are analyzed and presented as a statistical abstract of the current status of
correctional education programming. The viability and utility of a long term national census will be
presented.
To date, there is no statewide human trafficking database in the State of Texas. The only
available human trafficking database is a national database, Human Trafficking Reporting System
(HTRS), which has recently begun collecting the information in January, 2007. Therefore, even
though lack of a database is the main obstacle in conducting research, it is still necessary for both
the academic and law enforcement communities to better understand the nature of this crime.
This study will employ the content analysis method to analyze Texas newspaper reports about
human trafficking between January 1992 and December 2006.
Despite the efforts of federal and local governments to provide incentives to businesses for hiring
ex-offenders, a criminal record is today the most obvious reason for being rejected in a dry and
demanding labor market where ex-offenders compete with a large pull of qualified applicants.
This presentation focuses on the connection between prison work programs and the expectations
of ex-offenders in the labor market. An overview of the current prison work programs in US
correctional facilities is provided. In addition, an analysis of the expectations and experiences of
ex-offenders seeking employment is discussed together with those of potential employers.
The link between sprawl and crime has received increased attention in recent years. Empirically,
sprawl is related to crime (see Jargowsky & Park, 2009). Efforts to combat sprawl have included
urban growth boundaries (UGB), which limit land development outside the boundary. Utilizing
time series analysis, this study examines the impact of an UGB on the violent and property crime
rates for the city of Portland, OR.
Pro-pedophile activism groups have long taken a stance to legalize sexual relationships between
adults and children. Groups that both promote and advocate sexual relations between children
and adults include NAMBLA (North American Man Boy Love Association), the Rene Guyon
Society, the Childhood Sexuality Circle, the Pedophile Information Exchange, the BoyLove
International Support Society, the Free Spirits, and others. While the activities promoted by these
groups are illegal, First Amendment protections allow them to advocate for their beliefs. This
poster will examine the foundations of pro-pedophile activism groups, as well as the impact these
groups have on communities and offenders.
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The dangerousness of domestic violence incidents escalates when suspects use weapons against
victims or responding officers. Nevertheless, few studies have examined the dynamics of weapon
use. In the literature, while situational and demographic factors appear to be associated with
weapon use, mixed findings and relevant theories suggest the need for weapons classification and
multilevel approach. Using over 9,000 domestic violence cases across 422 census tracts in 2005
Profiling Weapon use in Domestic
that were responded to by Houston Police Department, hierarchical linear models examine
Violence: Multilevel Analysis of Situational Interpersonal Victimization (Domestic Violence, Child Abuse, correlates of weapon use by suspects. Results indicate that situational, demographic, and
and Neighborhood Correlates
Stalking, Infanticide)
neighborhood factors are distinctively associated with particular types of weapons.
Theoretical research suggests that the presence of strong parent-child social bonds is an
important protective factor for controlling delinquency. In keeping with this premise, this paper will
discuss the preliminary evaluation of the “Reading for a Change” program that was developed and
recently implemented by the Indiana University of Pennsylvania student chapter of the
Pennsylvania Prison Society. This program allows incarcerated parents to read to their child via
“Reading for a Change”: The Process of
audio recorded books. In addition to the initial findings, a process evaluation of the program is
Implementing an Inmate Parenting
discussed, with suggestions for the future implementation of similar programs for other
Program
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researchers.
There are many types of violent crimes. This study concentrates on the
investigation of such violent crimes that have occupied the minds of many Nigerians in
recent years. The crimes are robbery, kidnapping for ransom, hired assassination,
burglary, and aggravated political assault. This study analyzes the reaction of the public
to the offenders in a society fraught with police corruption. This study finds out that in
the absence of stringent law enforcement system, mob justice takes the place of rule of
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law. How this mob justice is initiated and executed is delineated.
To date, there is no statewide human trafficking database in the State of Texas. The only
available human trafficking database is the national database, Human Trafficking Reporting
System (HTRS), which has recently begun collecting the information in January, 2007. Therefore,
even though lack of a database is the main obstacle in conducting research, it is still necessary
for both the academic and law enforcement communities to better understand the nature of this
crime. This study will employ the content analysis method to analyze Texas newspaper reports
about human trafficking between January 1992 and December 2006.
Legal databases such as Westlaw and Lexis are now being used for both quantitative and
qualitative research in the field of criminal justice. In is important, therefore, for researchers to
understand both the limitations of these databases as tools for studying the criminal justice
system as well as the possible opportunities for research that they present. This paper will
discuss the constraints presented by the construction of these legal databases, as well as their
components, KeyCite and Shepard's, and the consequences for criminal justice research.

Using GST, this paper investigates how prison strains influence inmates’ behavior while
institutionalized. We hypothesize that prison-based strains will adversely affect inmates and
increase their misconduct. Data from a large southern state’s inmate population is used to
examine how environmental strains measured at the prison level influence inmates’ propensity for
violent misconduct. Our analytic plan is to estimate a group-based trajectory model on monthly
counts of violent misconduct for the first three years-of incarceration and assess whether the
Examining the Effect of Prison Strains on
strains of the environment impact the groups equivalently. The analysis will employ finite
Inmate Misbehavior
Strain and Anomie Theories
multilevel mixture modeling with deprivation as both a within- and between-class predictor.
This study evaluates the relative effectiveness of a women-focused (WF) re-entry court program
with wrap-around services to promote positive behaviors and well-being among female parolees
and probationers diverted from prison and into the Second Chance Re-entry Court Program. A
total of 50 female probationers and parolees participating in the Second Chance Re-entry Court
Diverting Women Offenders from Prison:
Program were matched with a comparison group of female prisoners from Valley State Prison for
An Evaluation of the Second Chance ReWomen (VSPW). Preliminary findings from this evaluation with regard to drug use, criminal
Entry Court Program
Drug Courts and Other Specialty Courts
justice outcomes and psychological functioning will be presented.
A variety of empirical literature exists on motorcycle gangs. This literature dissects the
socialization of these “biker” gangs, the roles that gang members fill, and the responsibilities
associated with each role. Using this as a guide, the researchers analyzed the myths and realities
Socialization, Roles, and Responsibilities:
presented in one popular, albeit fictional, serialized television series. The presentation will discuss
The Myths and Realities of a Television
the results of the content analysis and provide discussion of Hollywood’s glamorization of the
Biker Gang
Crime and Justice in the Media
violent subculture of motorcycle gangs.
In this exploratory and comparative analysis of citizen attitudes toward domestic violence, we
explore citizens’ perceptions in European Countries: Albania, Maldova, and Ukraine. Particularly,
we study factors that tend to explain justification for wife beating. Using logistic regression, we
A cross national comparison of attitudes
examine the correlates than explain wife beating, and further highlight the gender difference in
Interpersonal Victimization (Domestic Violence, Child Abuse, each country and overall wife beating acceptability differences cross-nationally. Findings and
towards spousal abuse in Albania,
Moldova and Ukraine
Stalking, Infanticide)
implications will be discussed
As the increasing recognition of counterfeit goods makes their way into public welfare domains,
this once intellectual property issue has changed to a criminal enterprise. Individuals and
businesses have engaged in the purchasing of counterfeit goods, with or without full knowledge
that the product or its components are actually counterfeit. This paper will examine counterfeit
websites related to ‘popular’ imitation items to explore site design, disclosure of fake items,
To Be OR Not To Be a Fake? A Content Terrorism, Human Trafficking, and Other Transnational
country of origin, policies and procedures, and other relevant variables. The legal specifications
Analysis of Counterfeit Websites
Crimes
that allow the site to exist, at least for a short time, will also be explored.
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The imprisonment is the only legal sanction and this conservative ideology of punishment is
responsible for the present crisis in jails in Bangladesh. Though the government formed several
reform committees since independence but there have been no significant efforts to improve the
miserable state of jails across the country in the past three decades. The purpose of this paper is
to examine the various reform efforts of the government for the improvement of the jails in
Bangladesh. Using semi-structured interview and content analysis method data for the present
study were collected. In 2006, the past government took steps to reform certain provisions in the
Jail Code and in the administration of the prison system. The proposed reform includes
introduction of parole, increased remission of sentences, and better health care facilities for the
inmates and employment of psychologists in jails. But none of these recommendations have been
implemented as a result, the conditions of jails remain largely unchanged over the last 30 years.
Preliminary findings suggest that lack of political will and resource constraints are the major
barriers to the implementation of the proposed reform.
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According to the NCVS, roughly 3.7 million burglaries occur annually. The rate of victimization is
higher in some areas than in others, suggesting the presence of attributes in some areas that
make them more attractive targets to burglars. The present study builds on prior research in
examining burglar target selection from a situational perspective and allows for multiple
interactions between variables. This paper presents initial findings of a qualitative analysis of
burglaries based upon five years (2006-2010) of incident reports from a small city in the
Northeast. Findings will help in creating profiles of the targets most often victimized by burglars
and aid in crime prevention and prediction.
Correctional philosophies have generally aligned itself with faulty research and the ramifications it
has had on public policy. Social scientists have attempted to dismantle the theory of offender
rehabilitation. However, research supporting their claim has no scientific or statistical merit.
Theories of punishment and deterrence do not reduce recidivism. In fact, employing these tactics
actually increases reoffense rates. Correctional treatment is scientifically possible when utilizing
evidence-based approaches. This paper will analyze the invalidities of prior research and then
focus upon tools toward reducing recidivism and rehabilitating the offender. Topic areas will
include: criminogenic assessments, treatment programming, case management and
responsivity.

Policing Race in the State of Mississippi:
A Case Study Approach

Recent mass media reporting of high profile police encounters with prominent minority individuals
raise troubling issues that race remains a factor in policing in America. Allegations against the
police by minority communities include, racial profiling, unwarranted stops, high handedness,
verbal abuse, brutality and corruption. Reforms instituted by the police establishment to
ameliorate the concerns of minorities, including the increased hiring of minority police officers
have done nothing to enhance the trust and confidence of minority groups on the police. This
study reviews the relationship between the police and minority communities in the State of
Mississippi, particularly the Mississippi Delta area. The study specifically seeks to find out if
minority communities in the Mississippi Delta area’s experience with the police and policing
generally are reflective of what obtains in other parts of the country, especially the bigger
cosmopolitan areas of America. Data for this study was garnered through interviews of the police
and citizens in the area. Field observations of police officers were also undertaken to observe first
hand police encounters with minority individuals in the community. To complement the data, a
review of extant literature on the issue of race and policing in the country was undertaken.
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Jung's Concept of the Shadow - Shedding
Biosocial and Psychological Theories
some Light on Criminological Theory

In Japan, the traditional conviction rate for all crimes stands at 99.7%. Since 1945, there have
only been four exonerations of capital defendants, and all occurred between 1983 and 1989. In
the last couple years, three defendants on life terms have been exonerated, and three prosecutors
have been charged with malfeasance. This presentation will examine the rising tide in the
Japanese legal milieu and public consciousness contributing to the exoneration trend.
C. G. Jung put forward the concept of the shadow as an individual’s unconscious internal
opposite. Jung believed that if this opposite remained unrealized in the psyche, the individual
would project it outwards and act out the conflict between their conscious mind and the shadow in
everyday life. Various criminological theories are congruent with Jung’s concept of the shadow,
though an explicit Jungian perspective is novel to the study of criminology. This paper seeks to
explore this congruence in major schools of criminological theory and to identify how the shadow
contributes to the incidence of deviant and criminal activity.

“Blaming Others”: Fear of Crime, Rape
Myth Acceptance and the Just World
Belief

Other Issues Related to Gender and Criminal Justice

The present study examined the relationship among fear of crime, just world beliefs, and rape
myth acceptance. The concepts of just world belief and fear of crime should be addressing
opposite constructions. In addition, if one believes in a just world they may be more likely to
victim blame, especially in the gendered crime of sexual assault. Using a student sample, we
examined whether belief in a just world was related to victim blaming attitudes, measured by the
participants’ adherence to rape myths. After controlling for sex, race, and prior victimization, we
found that both types of just world belief, belief in a just world for oneself and belief in a just world
for others, predict adherence to rape myths. This presentation will examine whether race and sex
moderate the significant relationship between just world belief and rape myth acceptance.

Life Course Theories and Criminal Careers

Low self-control holds that those with low self-control have a greater propensity for delinquency.
The theory is written to be invariant - cultural differences have no effect on delinquency. Research
testing for invariance has been conducted, most of which has ignored the Hispanic population.
This population is characterized by familism values which are said to keep adolescents from
committing delinquent acts better than other ethnicities. This study explores whether self-control
is in fact invariant when ethnicity is taken into account. The data used in this research come from
a survey of undergraduate students at a southern university in fall 2011.
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The Efficacy of College Campuses’ Rape
Prevention: Do Policies Work Better when
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Theories, Trends and Effects of Victimization
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The Graying of Prisons: Policy and
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An Experimental Comparison of
Telepsychiatry and Conventional
Psychiatry for Mentally Ill Parolees

Recent research suggests the relationship between perceived racial threat and size of the minority
population is complex. Consequently, research cannot rely on simple definitions of racial context,
such as the size of the minority population, but must also take into account the spatial dispersion
of minorities within a particular area. Measuring levels of segregation requires examining spatial
patterns of racial groups as well as how groups cluster. A recent study of death sentencing in
Alabama (Adger and Weiss, forthcoming) found that this clustering measure is key to
understanding the relationship between racial composition, segregation and capital punishment.
We discuss the methodology of deriving and incorporating this measure of residential segregation
into future research.
Authoritarianism has been one of the most discussed concepts in social science. Likewise, the
legal right to deprive citizens of their liberty and to use force against them lies nearly exclusively in
the criminal justice profession where some researchers have found higher levels of
authoritarianism (Altemeyer, 2006). The current study is a replication of Owen and Wagner’s
research on authoritarianism utilizing Altemeyer’s RWA Scale to measure and compare levels of
authoritarianism between criminal justice majors and non-criminal justice majors in a sample of
undergraduate students. Unlike the original study, this research utilizes a historically black
college/university (HBCU) population to determine if race matters. Results indicate that criminal
justice majors at the HBCU did not have statically higher RWA scores as previously found in the
original study. Theoretical and practical implications are discussed.
This paper, a routine activity analysis of lingerie theft, revisits the work of Marcus Felson and
Magnus Seng in exploring the ways in which the crime triangle (a suitably motivated offender, an
available target, and an absence of capable or effective guardians) contributes to “shrink” or theft
of merchandise in retail stores. Applying an environmental perspective, three branches of
Victoria’s Secret stores are analyzed in order to identify which ecological variables, regardless of
the criminal inclinations of the individual offenders, appear to contribute most significantly to loss
of merchandise.
This research discusses the role of gray markets and their effect on criminal activity,
predominantly on crimes impacting national security. This is important as a tool for combating
money laundering, an increasingly effective way for terrorist and organized criminal entities to
secure and move their sources of funding. Vulnerabilities in regulatory and enforcement practices
currently used by the U.S. government, as well as the potential impact of increased law
enforcement regulation of gray market transactions, will be discussed.
Undergraduate students majoring in criminal justice at the University of Cincinnati are required to
complete an internship in order to fulfill graduation requirements. This education presentation will
focus on the Cincinnati model of field placement and internship. Topics include tips on building
and sustaining relationships with community agencies, the professional aspect of the course and
classroom requirements.
Abstract
Contemporary thoughts and assumptions on human trafficking hold that human trafficking for the
purpose of prostitution is a worldwide form of exploitation in which men, women, and children are
bought, sold, and held against their will in involuntary servitude or slave-like conditions. This
study argues that these assumptions are grossly misleading, baseless and unscientific. They
serve the interest of the political powerful, thus falsifying policies derivable from such definitions
and assumptions. Consequently, the study presents and examines the alternative assumptions as
they relate to human trafficking for the purpose of child prostitution with the view of providing the
rationale for its practice.

Public Opinion and the Social Construction of Crime

Mental Health and Other Special Needs Offenders

Correctional Rehabilitation and Treatment

In 1972 Thurgood Marshall, in his opinion in Furman v. Georgia, stated that the public was poorly
informed about capital punishment and that they would be less inclined to support capital
punishment if they were informed about its application. This study tested these hypotheses using
a Solomon Four Group design and found several unique findings adding to the literature.
The literature is filled with evidence that social support has many positive effects on well-being,
including a marginal reduction in both violent and nonviolent criminality in young adulthood.
Attachment and social support are usually treated as distinct constructs in our field, but are likely
to be interconnected. In the present paper we use two well-known data sets, National Youth
Survey (NYS) and Add Health, to test the relationships between parental attachment, social
support, and various types of delinquency.
The Campus Sex Crimes and Prevention Act (2000) is one of a myriad of efforts, both formal and
informal, that is aimed at preventing sexual assault and violence on college campuses. Although
some policies and advocacy groups have received a lot of attention and praise, the consistency of
overall policies and procedures established through university police departments and health
services have not been examined. Therefore, the aim of this paper was to analyze current
established procedures and to then determine the prevalence and degree of integration of
criminological theories and how this is related to campuses' rape statistics.
The graying of prisons mirrors the United States population as a whole. Individuals age 65 and
older represent the fastest growing age group in the United States. Changes in sentencing
practices have also greatly influenced the number of elderly inmates in prisons. Sentencing
guidelines adopted in the 80s are “age blind” as mandatory sentencing policies have prevented
judicial discretion to consider inmates’ age, health, and mental health. This paper provides data
on the overall trends and needs of elderly inmates. It also discusses the unique set of dilemmas
posed to correctional administrators and current policies.
The course for the subsequent trial and its outcome often is set already during the first stage of
pre-trial proceedings. Additionally this is the phase a suspect often is alienated and needs even
more factual legal protection. Suspects’ rights are recently in the focus of legislators and
researchers in Europe. New empirical research on suspects’ rights during the first police
interrogation, new EU legislative developments and minimum standards established by recent
case law of the European Court of Human rights will be presented and compared to US
standards.
The UCLA Integrated Substance Abuse Programs received funding from the
National Institute of Justice to test the effectiveness of providing
psychiatric services via telemedicine to mentally ill parolees. A total of
800 subjects will be randomized into one of the two study conditions:
telepsychiatry or face-to-face interactions. The overarching goals of this
study are to (1) assess perceptions and effectiveness of providing
psychiatric services via telemedicine to mentally ill parolees, and (2)
estimate the potential cost savings of telemedicine with this population if
used on a larger scale. Preliminary findings from this study will be
presented.
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This paper presents an exploration of the theory of coupling as a theoretical framework for the
study of police organizational failures. The police organizational failures documented in the Knapp
and Mollen Commissions of New York City are analyzed through an exploratory qualitative
analysis and application of the coupling theory to the results. Analyzing these catastrophic
organizational failures through the theoretical concepts of loose coupling and decoupling, an
Coupling as a Theoretical Framework for
understanding of these failures as a product of normalized deviance and subculture emerges
Explaning Police Organizational Failure
Police Administration and Management
which supports a process of decoupling as an impetus for organizational failure.
This paper aims to utilize a decision tree induction approach in the
AN EMPIRICAL COMPARISON OF
prediction of intimate partner violence reassault. The analysis will compares
LOGISTIC REGRESSION TO DECISION
four classification procedures: CHAID, Exhaustive CHAID, CART, and Quest. The
TREE INDUCTION IN THE PREDICTION Interpersonal Victimization (Domestic Violence, Child Abuse, decision trees will be compared to one another using classification tables and under the area
OF INTIMATE PARTNER VIOLENCE
Stalking, Infanticide)
ROC curves.
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A multi-sample, multi-method
psychometric test of the Grasmick et al.
scale measuring individual self-control

Many children within the juvenile justice system come from single-mother homes, which may be a
contributor to their overall level of delinquency. Coming from a single-mother home is a prominent
characteristic, but not all of these children commit serious offenses. Hypothesizing, the researcher
asserts that the parent’s level of education may be a mediating factor. To examine this, the
researcher performed a correlational study that utilized secondary data collected by the Texas
Youth Commission (TYC) in 2000 and 2001. The results ultimately indicated that participants that
come from a single-mother home, with a more educated mother, commit less serious offenses.
Restorative justice is an approach to justice that focuses on offender accountability and repairing
the harm caused to the victim and the community as the result of a criminal action, as well as
reintegrating the offender back into society. Restorative justice is most often used with juvenile
and property offenders, but is growing more popular in the University campus setting and as a
part of campus judicial programs. The presentation will evaluate the frequency and most
common elements and tactics of restorative justice programming on college and university
campuses in the United States.
A discussion of the development of homeland security and emergency management programs
within criminal justice ten years after 9-11. Panel members will provide examples from a state
university program and a multi-campus consortium as case studies to guide the conversation.
Several published studies have evaluated the psychometric properties of the Grasmick et al. scale
measuring individual-level self-control. This study leverages that literature and extends it by
simultaneously examining the Grasmick et al. scale with several analytical tools, including
exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis, Rasch and item response theory (IRT) models.
Scale performance is compared across two independent samples of college students and
currently incarcerated offenders, and multiple dependent variables that capture anticipated and
actual behaviors. Preliminary results suggest that the scale exihibits some differences in
psychometric properties that could influence substantive findings. Implications for future research
designs are discussed.
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This project analyzes the hate crime rate per capita in 200 U.S. cities as a product of
geographical and demographic factors, including community size, population density, spatial
heterogeneity, target group visibility, and social disorganization. It argues that pro-active hate
crimes are characteristic of densely populated, spatially heterogenous communities, while
reactive hate crimes are more common in sparsely populated, spatially homogenous
communities. Social disorganization factors, including poverty, mobility, and crime, do not have a
substantial impact. The implications for hate crime prevention and response are discussed.
Coppin State University is an Historically Black College and University (HBCU) in Baltimore,
Maryland. Coppin State is urban university located in the heart of West Baltimore. Despite its
location in a high crime area, Coppin State University has among the lowest crime statistics of
any college or university in the University of Maryland System. University Police Chief Leonard
Hamm, a former Baltimore Police Commissioner, has implemented extensive student and
community oriented partnerships and programs. Key aspects of these partnerships and
programs, as well as enforcement strategies and emergency plans, will be highlighted in this
poster session. Coppin Police Officers, graduate and undergraduate students will have the
opportunity to showcase their research in this session.
Victimization can be detrimental to the overall well-being and development of all youth. School
victimization is alarming because a successful educational process is essential towards
establishing socioeconomic success later in life. The consequence of school victimization,
particularly for an educational system with a persistent history of gender, racial, and ethnic
disparities, is uncertain. This study utilizes data from the Education Longitudinal Study of 2002
and incorporates multilevel modeling techniques to examine the impact of school victimization on
dropping out. The implications of the evident gender, racial, and ethnic disparities between school
victimization and dropping out within US schools are discussed.
Law enforcement has many inherent stressors associated with this profession. Officers encounter
daily stressors associated with their daily encounters in the field, departmental stressors,
relationship stressors, and stressors associated with hypervigiligence. Officers often experience
difficulty finding ways to deal with the stressors they encounter. The frequent exposure to the
stressors encountered often leads to various problems including addictions, psychological
disorders, physiological health problems, interpersonal and intrapersonal relationships, and
financial management difficulties. The role of Critical Incident Stress Management Teams allows
officers a safe and confidential environment attempting to mitigate the long term post traumatic
stress disorder symptomology frequently encountered.
This round-table focuses on issues associated with academic, physical and practical aspects of
entrance level police academy training in the United States. Alternative international models are
considered for purposes of comparison. Following a brief overview of the current state of police
academy training in the U.S., we discuss training curricula, content, climate, instructional
methodologies and outcomes assessment. We also address training needs related to community
policing, compstat and intelligence-led policing. We explore existing and potential roles for
colleges and universities in police education and training.
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Should the Government restrict sales of
violent video games to minors?

Assessment and Evaluation

The criminal justice profession is beginning to embrace online training programs to meet training
goals, provide basic and advanced skill training, and meet specific state and agency training
requirements. Proceeding into this environment without proper policy and procedures could lead
to unintended damaging consequences potentially setting back the recent advancements and
inroads online training has gained in this discipline. By directly addressing the criminal justice
online training environment and the changes in policy and procedure necessary to effectively use
this new training medium, continued use and expansion of online learning can occur in the
criminal justice field.
Our paper will analyze the satisfaction levels of reentry programs. Generally, we seek to explain
client-oriented services offered by faith and non-faith reentry programs. That is, we seek to learn
the correlates of satisfaction with reentry programs. Specifically, we examine whether faith-based
or non-faith reentry programs provide more satisfactory client-oriented services. We examine the
link between former probationers and their personal satisfaction levels with program
administrators, program participation, and program satisfaction.
Consistent with the prediction of General Strain Theory, research has indentified a link between
experiencing prejudice and violent offending among minority adolescents. The theory would also
predict the same relationship between prejudice and the intentional destruction of property--a
behavior which, like violence, can be the expression of negative emotions. Using a nationally
representative sample of black and Latino adolescents, experiencing prejudice at school is found
to raise the risk of vandalism, net of relevant controls.
Cultural ambiguity surrounding drugs and other addictions will be explored via analysis of the
reality television program Intervention. This presentation engages in what Alison Young defines as
“criminological aesthetics,” focusing on how we view images of crime and deviance. Departing
from research that measures whether the images represent “realities” of addiction, this
presentation analyzes cinematic techniques utilized in the show that impact how the viewer
connects with the image. Placing the show in a larger social context of mediated existence, where
suffering is on public display, the presentation explores the viewer’s moral obligation.
Accurate information about blind victimization is virtually nonexistent. To clarify what actually
happens when a crime victim is blind, this research employs document analysis and examines
decided legal cases from 1973 to 2010. Approximately one-third of victims may have been
targeted because they were blind or because they lacked blindness skills. Routine activities
theory may prevent the victimization of blind people. Improved special education and
rehabilitation would enhance the capabilities, not the vulnerability, of blind people, thereby making
them less available as targets. More accurate information about blindness in the criminal justice
system would enhance its efficacy as a guardian.
This paper highlights findings from my qualitative research on informal police-community
collaborations in educational settings that involve cyberbullying situations (e.g., via text
messages, e-mails, Facebook, etc.). Interviews reveal that as primary agents of control, police are
coupling with school principals and other secondary agents to expand their surveillance of youth
at school and beyond. Through sharing information and monitoring on-line forums to determine
where the “hot spots” will be, police, school officials, and parents struggle with the complexities of
a generation of youth that has “grown up digital” (Tapscott) and that is commonly viewed as a
delinquent and violent (Hartnagel).
The increasing publication of collaborative work in the field of criminology is well documented
over the last fifty years by scholars (Fisher, Vander Ven, Cobane, Cullen, and Williams; 1996,
Tewksbury and Mustaine, 2011), with some suggesting that this process reifies the transformation
of academic research from the industry of a sole individual academic to a collective process
many. Using a national sample of criminal justice faculty members, the current work examines
the both the general perceptions of this trend by faculty and the individual explanations for their
own collaborations. These insights can inform promotion/tenure discussions and discussions
involving academic productivity.
Contrary to common belief, trends in policing exhibit that the chief of police does little policing,
and has increasingly become a more administrative position. Top CEO’s and business
administrators should be considered for the role of chief of police based on the nature of the
occupation. Therefore, a comparative analysis between the characteristics used in hiring a chief
of police versus a CEO is illustrated. Research will then be conducted by gathering
advertisements on chief of police and analyzing them based on the qualifications they list and in
order of importance.
Few studies have questioned how type of police coverage might influence citizen satisfaction with
the police. This analysis examined a sample of adult residents from four distinct regions of
Pennsylvania and New Jersey. Findings indicate that citizens with State Police-provided coverage
are less satisfied with the police, compared to respondents in municipalities with local and
consolidated police forces. In contrast, respondents with consolidated police forces exhibited
similar, or even higher, levels of satisfaction with the police than those with local police coverage.
Implications are discussed.

Other Policing Issues
This study examines people’s views of M-rated video games, and California law (AB 1179), struck
down by the Supreme Court, which would have restricted sales to minors.
A 2x2x2 factorial, between persons, non-repeated measures design was constructed that
examined parent vs. non-parent status of Ss, levels of experience playing M-rated video games
(high vs. low), and two levels of violence (high vs. low). Ss were given a pre-test, then shown the
game video, then given a post-test regarding the California law, being shown it's contents. Result
yielded interesting findings regarding Ss attitudes toward government restrictions on violent video
games.
Student Panels

Understanding identity formation and sex
offending using in-depth personal
narratives: The case of Catholic priests
accu
Qualitative Methods: Ethnography and Field Research

This paper explores the importance of understanding narrative structure of sex offenders through
an exploration of interview data. Traditionally, an understanding of sex offending has been
explored using quantitative data and individual level predictors. When sex offender narratives
have been explored, it the focus is on the content, rather than the structure. Do clerics accused of
the sexual abuse of minors present distinctly different narratives of their life experiences in coming
to the priesthood and living the cleric role than non-accused priests? How can narrative structure
be applied to other types of offending trajectories?
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Examining the Role of Life Satisfaction
and Negative Emotionality in a Social
Disorganization Framework

Research and Pictorial Showcase

Crime prevention challenges and priorities
in Bangladesh
Crime Prevention

Diener and Emmons’s (1985) Satisfaction With Life Scale (SWLS) as well as Cohen’s (1983)
Perceived Stress Scale (PSS) are measures of an individual's general feelings of happiness and
negative emotionality, respectively. These two factors are integrated into a traditional theoretical
framework of social disorganization in order to examine their mediating effects between
neighborhood structural determinants of crime and delinquency and various forms of informal
social control. Findings build on the existing body of literature by examining the role that life
satisfaction and negative emotionality could play in furthering our understanding of the
relationship between social disorganization and crime and delinquency.

Bangladesh, which is one of the most populous and poorest countries in the world, has already
been globally reputed as a lawless and violent place and the most corrupt country. Existing laws
and criminal justice system seems to be ineffective in crime control and prevention. Dense
population, high poverty level, lack of education, lack of support mechanism, and lower
population to police force ratio have negative impact on crime. Weakness of law and public
unconsciousness about crime are conceived of other reasons for increased crime rates in
Bangladesh. The Government has put criminal justice reform as one of the important national
development goals. But still there is not yet any crime prevention policy. The present paper is
intended to look at the major challenges and priorities of crime prevention in Bangladesh.
Secondary analysis and key informant interviews were used to gather information for the study.
Major challenges identified by the study are lack of public confidence in the police, absence of
police citizen partnership, lack of crime control research, resource constraints, non-committed
politicians, and least freedom for policing assignment. The study also revealed that street crime,
urban crime, women violence, prostitution, drug abuse, juvenile crime, organized crime,
trafficking, political crime, and corruption are crime prevention priorities. For effective crime
prevention, there is need to have appropriate laws, reform of police and existing laws and
institutions, policy and action plan, research, training, adequate budget and logistics for the law
enforcing agencies, correctional institutions.
The current study examines the applicability of social disorganization theory to auto theft in a
metropolitan area. The prevalence of auto theft and reported economic loss in the literature
reflects the importance of the study. Using 2000 U.S. Census data and Houston Police
Department data, we tested whether or not four dimensions of social disorganization are
associated with variation in the auto theft rate across census tracts. The multivariate analysis
found supports for social disorganization theory; each of concentrated disadvantage, residential
stability, and racial heterogeneity showed net effect on auto theft rate. Limitations in the study and
police implications are discussed.
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Unodcumented Immigrant Battered
Women and the Role of Police in the
Process of Adjusting their Migration
Status

Immigration, Crime and Justice

The importance of relationship-building and interaction is often cited as a barrier to moving
programs online. The perception is that students feel less connected and engaged when
instruction is delivered outside of a physical classroom. This study aims to contribute to the body
of literature by examining relationships between students' sense of community and demographics
as well as delivery method. Using Rovai's (2002) Classroom Community Survey, we will measure
Criminal Justice students' feelings of connectedness and perceptions of learning to explore the
differences and similarities in face-to-face and online classrooms.
Immigration is becoming an increasingly important policy concern both in the U.S. and Greece,
and also in many other nations. Importantly, there is an ever-growing number of women who
migrate, many of whom are undocumented. Violence against immigrant women is nearly
impossible to estimate. However, immigrant women who are abused face multiple barriers to
seeking legal protection from the abuse as a result of their migration status.
Despite the increase in female migration, there is a paucity of research on police response to
immigrant battered women once they will reach for help and contact law enforcement agencies.
This study sheds light on how the migration status of battered immigrant women affects police
officers and their supervisors’ willingness to help and provide services to such victims. Moreover,
this research highlights if politics in Greece and the United States interfere with police responses
to undocumented immigrant battered women and with process of determination of whom, when,
and under what circumstances the law will be applied.
The approach of the 2012 Summer Olympics, and the stimulus of such recent scandals as that
involving the Ohio State University's American Football players invites the inquiry why athletes, at
all levels, from world-class professionals athletes to those still in lower levels of K-12 school,
indulge in criminal behaviour.
In face of a surprising absence of suggestions in the criminological literature, the opportunity will
be taken here to begin a discussion of the possible explanations for this behaviour,
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With sports as the reference point for the criminal behaviour, a possible typology of the Athlete as
Offender" will be offered."
The relationship between juvenile delinquency and education has been explored by many
researchers. Katsiyannis and Ryan (2008) asserted that poor academic outcomes can indeed
affect a child’s behavior. However, most, if not all, studies typically examine the relationship
between education and deviant behavior of adolescents in the “free world”. This study attempts to
fill a gap in the literature by examining the effects of education on the behavior of incarcerated
youth. Findings in the study indicate that age of commitment, gang affiliation, age, both reading
and math scores, and offense classification were found to effect institutional misconduct.
Despite numerous community policing programs which have been created in recent years, some
adolescents still have negative perceptions toward police officers and their performance. This
study will examine the attitude of college students regarding police. By using an online survey to
ask among college students in a southern state, researchers will examine several factors such as
participant background information and academic performance to use as predictors of students
perception and attitude toward police.

There is a great deal of controversy over the effect of human activity on climate change. Most
scientists have documented drastic changes in the environment. Still, many Americans feel that
climate change is nothing more than a natural earth cycle. In recent years, there have been
several lawsuits against the United States and various corporations by sovereign nations, who
maintain that because the U.S. has been the largest emitter of greenhouse gasses, she should be
liable for environmental calamities faced by those nations. To test public conception of climate
change as a toxic tort, a study was conducted. A 2x2x2 factorial, between persons, non-repeating
measures design examined the effect of Ss political party, gender, and self-classification as either
an environmentalist or not. Ss completed 4 assessment tools regarding knowledge, attitudes,
liability, and behavior regarding climate change. Results yielded interesting findings regarding
American attitudes toward climate change as a toxic tort.
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Public Opinion and the Social Construction of Crime
Previous works on hate crime have examined the impact and response, as well as the policies
and practices to counteract hate crimes. While credible, such a line of inquiry omits crucial
information as to how hate crimes directed specifically towards Muslims are currently being
handled by law enforcement. This paper will critically examine hate crimes directed towards
Muslims, while evaluating policies that law enforcement could implement to rectify the
ramifications of said crimes. The intent would be to use this research as an optimistic and
efficient resource in effectively policing hate crimes against Muslims, while limiting overenforcement and animosity.
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Since its founding the United States has professed commitment to the rule of law. This
commitment requires the prosecution of public officers of any rank for violations of the law. During
the global war on terror, American officials have engaged in numerous activities that are arguable
violations of the law of war. This paper explores whether the United States has fulfilled its
obligation to treat offenders of different ranks and status similarly.
“Problem officer” refers to a wide range of behavior related judgment and thinking. The
International Association of Chiefs of Police provides guidance for crafting a reasonable
psychological basis for a behavioral disorder or impairment that interferes with officer function.
The threshold considerations for a fitness for duty evaluation (FFDE) are dependent on objective
and reliable information occurring over time. There are distinctions between pre-employment and
FFDEs. Psychological dimensions can serve as an anchoring point for administrators charged
with documenting problem officer behavior. This presentation offers a recommended
administrative framework that relies on the POST psychological dimensions.
The classic psychotherapy video of Ellis, Perls, and Rogers better known as the “Gloria” film has
made an impact on the training process of mental health professionals. Foreign, Hollywood,
television shows, and You-Tube offer an endless supply of case example material that in at least
limited ways can be used in forensic psychology training. One of these areas is in the
development of risk assessment skills. A forensically-relevant model that addresses diverse
learning objectives and competencies can promote the appropriate use videos in this context. This
presentation introduces a model for forensic psychology that integrates films into risk assessment
training.
Terrorism is fundamentally ill-defined psychological construct. There is an absence of an
operational definition found in research. For example, can the term terrorist be equally applied to
a state (North Korea), violent groups (e.g., Hamas, 911 operatives, supremacy groups or AlQaeda) or a seemingly lone wolf as in the incident at the Ft. Hood, or the Norway shooter? The
central focus of this presentation is that a forensic psychological approach can contribute to the
conceptualization of terrorists. Both in terms of research direction as well counter-terrorism policy.
A forensic framework for approaching such cases will be examined.
The 9/11 Memorial ceremony in New York is a reminder of the sacrifices that police often make
as first responders. Large police departments throughout the world rely on psychological
evaluations to determine an officer’s suitability. The International Association of Chiefs Officers
and the Peace Officers Standards provide useful psychological guidelines. Given post-911
security changes, a reasonable question is whether these forensic psychological methods are still
appropriate considering the demands of counter-terrorism. This presentation examines the
empirical research to determine if such methods should be enhanced or modified in the wake of
the contours associated with terrorism.
Lone wolf terrorism has increasingly become a security issue as well as a conundrum for forensic
psychology. The centuries have provided a sufficient list of individuals like the Unabomber or
Timothy McVeigh as representative examples of lone wolf terrorists. Ted Kaczynski was
evaluated as having paranoid type schizophrenia. Timothy McVeigh believed that most people
probably viewed him as being mentally ill. He indicated, “A shrink might look at what I have to
say and decide—he is a psychopath or sociopath… I did it for the larger good”. This presentation
uses the above cases as forensic psychological templates for profiling lone wolf terrorists.
In 2004, the Circuit Court of Pittsylvania County sentenced Teresa Wilson Bean Lewis to death for
two counts of capital murder (Lewis v. Commonwealth of Virginia, 2004). She was the first
woman to be given a death sentence in Virginia in almost a century. Years earlier, in Atkins v.
Virginia (2002), the court ruled that it constituted cruel and unusual punishment to impose the
death penalty on someone who is classified as mentally retarded. This presentation will address
considerations for IQ that arose as a result of the Atkins and Lewis cases.

Mentally ill offenders are especially challenging patients to treat. There are findings that indicate
that forensic patients have personality characteristics which preclude the development of
therapeutic dynamics. This presentation explores the model of Cognitive-Behavior Therapy as
modified for use in forensic services (forensic psychotherapy), within a forensic setting.
Forensic psychologists encounter a wide range of ethical issues as they deliver services.
Forensic skills used in these evaluations require an awareness of ethics in formulating opinions.
Ethics pose a major challenge because of the interaction across disciplines. For example, a
defendant’s attorney may ask the mental health professional to massage the evaluation so that it
may closely fit with the legal approach to the case as opposed to an appropriate psychologicallyrelevant issue. The presenters examine several forensic psychological factors related to ethics as
they apply to fulfilling several referral questions.
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This presentation offers guidance for offering effective treatment for culturally diverse patients.
Mental health professionals working in a forensic setting need to acquire cultural competence,
which can be distinguished by two dimensions of universal and specific cultural competencies.
Universal cultural competence includes the dispositions, knowledge and skill set deemed critical
for most mental health patients (e.g., the ability to form cross-cultural relationships). From intake
to termination, the presenters discuss the clinically and cultural issues under mental health
relevant categories.
Today’s headlines are full of stories about individuals finding new ways to commit crimes ranging
from simple robbery to those as daring as stealing copper from live wires. Many in law
enforcement attribute such increases to the tough times people are facing and in some cases use
stereotypical legends to explain why crimes actually occur when they do. The purpose of this
research is to determine using local crimes statistics whether correlations actually exist between
the rates crimes occur and urban referenced influences such as lunar cycle, time of month, or
seasons on a local level in Cherokee County, S.C.
Criminal justice conferences frequently promote the need for mental health professional to
promote partnerships aimed at services for adolescents involved in self-mutilation. There is a
troubling trend in the population of adolescents towards the use of non-lethal self-mutilating
behaviors. Researchers indicate that 53% of a social worker’s teen case load includes some form
of self-destructive behavior, with 14 to 16 year olds comprising the largest group (Klonsky, 2007).
This presentation reviews the main points of what mental health professionals require for the
client as well as safeguarding against ethical and legal breach complaints.
Forensic mental health cases often require a clinician to address issues a wide range of issues
that focus on one or two factors associated with the alleged offender—the mens rea (evil
intent)—in terms of mental state at the time of the offense (MSO) usually in the past. Some might
say the task is one to anticipate the past based on the actions taken by the accused that resulted
in their incarceration. This session focuses on a outlining a step-by-step assessment model, that
covers five key topics primary to psychological assessment in the context of MSO evaluations.
Advisee relationships are a universal experience within graduate programs. Yet, there is a paucity
of scholarship related to advising relationships within hostile cultural environments. For example,
three students of color (Black female, Gay Latino Male and Asian Female) independently leave a
small training program at the end of their first semester. When an administrator is apprised of the
circumstance, the response was “I was on sabbatical during that time.” One of the students
transfers to another program but eventually leaves the institution all together citing “uneasiness”
with one professor. This presentation explores advising issues for culturally responsive advising
challenges.
The principles guiding Oakland’s brief - yet underwhelming - success in Major League Baseball
have been parlayed to buttress evidenced-based corrections that support the rehabilitative idea.
This poster presentation offers an addendum to Cullen, Myer, and Latessa’s (2009) Eight Lessons
from Moneyball. These authors offer two additional lessons for corrections, including an
appropriate identification rule (like being called-up to the majors in baseball, only rehabilitationworthy individuals should receive the best efforts) and promise of long-term success (like a
player’s withering baseball success across time, only programs that instill the greatest long-term
success over time should be implemented).
Law enforcement personnel are called to respond to attempted suicide/suicide by cop cases. With
budget cutbacks in departments (police and mental health), there still remains a need for a crisis
negotiation teams responding to include at least one qualified mental health professional on the
scene. This presentation discusses ways in which mental health professionals can serve as
consultants and/or behavioral science specialists in support of a negotiation team.
This presentation provides an overview of a Native American Forensic Assessment Clinical and
Educational Service (NAFACES). NAFACES is a therapeutic justice approach for Native
Americans residing on the reservation or in urban settings. The cultural foundation is a preexisting Native American agency with a credible history of providing a wide range of support
aimed at this underserved CJS population. The CJS is viewed as adversarial by Native Americans
and other racial groups. NAFACES is a culturally-responsive extension of the criminal justice
system that offers forensic assessment and clinical treatment. Therapeutic justice approaches like
NAFACES have distinct culturally-relevant advantages.
Probation and parole have not been immune to the recent economic downturn. As a result, some
agencies been forced to implement hiring freezes for many supervision positions. For example,
when an officer leaves a position he or she is not replaced and the cases are divided among the
remaining officers. This poster presentation will take a simple look at the compounding problem
of hiring freezes, including issues with increased caseload and morale of the officers.
The purpose of this study is to examine specific aspects of SWAT operations. One objective of
this study is to determine the positive aspect of employing SWAT operations within the agency in
dealing with armed suspects. The second objective is to examine the relationship between the
SWAT response outcome, prevalence, and incidence involving armed suspects incidents.
Specifically, the analyses focus on the number of cases that SWAT teams managed to handle
special threat situations with minimal human injuries or loss of life. The analyses are based on a
national sample of 341 law enforcement agencies, which employed 50 or more sworn officers.
This paper applies the “sociological imagination”, as defined by C. Wright Mills, to the case of the
West Memphis three. The murders in West Memphis, Arkansas presented society with new
opportunities to express different views on the criminal justice system, the death penalty, and the
alternative lifestyles of three defendants. The paper addresses questions concerning the
effectiveness of the justice system, the role social bias played in the arrests, and the futures of
Damien Echols, Jessie Miskelley, Jr., and Jason Baldwin
Across our nation, students are bullying and being bullied to the point of devastation socially,
emotionally, academically, and physically. Each of these elements of bullying and being bullied
has far-reaching effects in our schools, communities, and home. When students find the
necessity to inflict pain on others rather than enjoying their youth, we must respond to their
actions of misery with life-valuing changes. More importantly, when students find it easier to leave
this world through suicide than live in this world as valued members of society, we know we must
aggressively seek resolution. This calls for a sense of urgency among all members of society
regardless of age, status, race, or gender, for bullying is beyond an isolated issue and should be
viewed as a serious threat to the future of our nation and its potential leaders. This article will
include an examination of bullying across this country in an attempt to raise conscious awareness
among all people and to evaluate the responses from leadership.
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Increased attention has been paid recently towards the role of court-mandated batterer
intervention programs (BIPs). One particular subset of such programs has been the use of faithspecific materials on intimate partner violence, particularly for Christian and Jewish men. But
what of Muslim men? The focus of this paper is the ongoing efforts in Atlanta, Georgia to create
the first faith-based intervention program in the nation, solely for Muslim male batterers. Attention
Yet Apart: Building a Muslim Batterer Intervention Program will be paid to the development of Muslim support groups as well as Islamic-themed educational
'A Part
from the Ground Up”"
materials using the traditions of Prophet Muhammad, as well as the Qur’an.
The purpose of this paper was to examine contributing factors to police casualties in Afghanistan.
As the country attempts to rebuild a criminal justice system in the midst of conflict, the U.S. and
Eupol have taken the lead in training the Afghan National Police Force. Police officers are often
the targets of insurgents because of their perceived lack of training, defense, and visibility.
Currently, the ANPF is experiencing high rates of casualties. Contributing factors are explored, as
Police Casualties in Afghanistan
Comparative/International Policing and Security
well as suggestions made to improve police mortality.
This paper will examine the correlates of prison misconduct. Specifically how prison status,
inmate maturity, and the nature of the institution itself may be related in the prediction of differing
An Analysis of Individual and Institutional
types of such misconduct. Both violent and non-violent rule infractions will be examined, with
Factors in Differing Types of Prison
these incidents used as the units of analyses. Data include all written up" rule violations within a
Misconduct
Issues in Institutional Confinement
state prison system over a 3-year period."
This study assessed the alcohol consumption habits of college students. The research focused
on underage alcohol consumption, specifically the link between alcohol consumption habits in
high school and alcohol consumption habits in college. We also assessed the link between
Trends in Alcohol consumption: Do
friends’ alcohol consumption and the participant’s alcohol consumption. The study further
alcohol habits transfer from high school to
examined the impact of the threat of increased sanctions applied by university policy on the
college?
Drugs, Alcohol, and Crime
participant’s current alcohol consumption.
While domestic violence occurs in all demographics realms (races, ethnicities, classes,
educational levels), research has been limited regarding wealthy batterers. Although domestic
abuse is more visible in lower-class communities, abuse in high socio-economic classes remains
more hidden and under studied. Qualitative data from survivors of wealthy and/or affluent
batterers defined as (upper middle class or upper class) examines perspectives of victims of
Perspectives of Women Victims of
Interpersonal Victimization (Domestic Violence, Child Abuse, wealthy batterers to investigate if and how such victims face injustices due to the batterer’s wealth
Wealthy Batterers: Is Justice Served?
Stalking, Infanticide)
and prominence in the communities in which they live.
Recently media and academic attention has converged regarding the concept of hookups ” or
casual sexual encounters between two strangers or acquaintances. Popular books and multiple
research articles on hookups have focused on traditional college settings where students live on
Hookups" and violence: A descriptive
campus and have fairly unregulated access to alcohol. The present descriptive study examines a
examination of an urban university
nontraditional urban university sample concerning experiences with (a) hookups (b) sexual
sample"
Research and Pictorial Showcase
violence
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Many students who begin a full-time degree program do not complete it. These students get jobs
in the criminal justice field and discover years later that without a bachelor's degree their
promotion prospects are limited. Fresno Pacific University created an intensive degree completion
program in criminology and restorative justice studies which has proven to meet the needs of
prospective students while keeping us true to our mission of broadly sharing restorative justice.
This presentation uses open-ended responses from a survey of battered immigrant women to
understand their experiences in accessing and dealing with U.S. courts. Using textual analysis
techniques, with the aide of IN Vivo, the qualitative analytical package, we describe these groups’
experiences with courts generally. We also compare differences within the group in terms of levels
of cultural acculturation and immigration status. Implications for court use by this group of
victims, policy recommendations and future research will also be discussed.
In Canada the murder of Aqsa Parvez ( in 2007) has drawn increased attention from the media,
academics and the public about honor-killings. The online debates from two Canadian Internet
forum discussions of the case are explored using textual and content analysis. The focus of the
analysis is on the members' viewpoints of the perpetrators and the victim including issues of
“othering” and “Islampophobia” as a context of inquiry. The implications of the content on the
discourse of honour killings, immigration and orientalism within the Canadian context are
discussed. Additionally, future directions for research are suggested.

The juvenile justice system is premised on the notion of rehabilitation because adolescents are
still developing cognitively, emotionally, and physically, meaning they are less able to discern
right from wrong and more malleable to rehabilitation (Roper v. Simmons, 2005). Although most
juvenile courts aim for fair and equitable court outcomes, decisions are not always equally
distributed across social statuses, especially as it relates to race, gender, and age. Using a
random sample of youth processed in Phoenix, Arizona from 2008-2010, the current study
investigates these differences by testing for interactions between race, gender, and age at various
stages in the juvenile justice system. The theoretical, socio-political, and public policy
implications are explored.
This presentation discusses the processing and outcomes of child sexual abuse cases occurring
in a Southern community. Comparisons are made between African-American and Anglo suspects
at several stages in the criminal justice system, from investigation to sentencing decisions. The
research controls for several suspect characteristics beyond race, and for other important victim,
family and offense case factors. Cases involving African-American suspects were less likely to
result in referral and acceptance for prosecution, but if accepted, were more likely to result in
conviction and harsh sentencing. Factors influencing these decision points are discussed, and
findings are related to other research.
The proposed study will examine influential factors of rape myth acceptance among college
students. Research suggests that the rate for sexual assault in the United States can range from
5% to 22% of the female population (Fisher, Cullen, & Turner, 2000; Kilpatrick, Best, Veronen,
Amick, Villeponteaux, & Ruff, 1985; Mustaine & Tewksbury, 2002; Russell, 1984; Sorenson, Stein,
Siegel, Golding, & Burnam, 1987; Tjaden & Thoennes, 1998; 2006). Historically, the sexual
assault rates for college women are three times greater than women in the general population
(Koss & Gidycz, 1985). A common method for rape prevention, especially on college campuses,
is to dispel rape myths that individuals hold about rape victims, rapists, and situations
surrounding rape. The current study attempts to identify which factors are the most influential in
rape myth acceptance among a sample of college students. Based on the findings,
recommendations for prevention programs and policies will be discussed. The results of the
study can inform future research and add to the current literature.
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Tests of general strain theory to date have yielded mixed results with respect to explaining drug
and alcohol abuse. This paper uses a nationally representative sample to test the role of how the
attractions of alcohol use and abuse interact with general strain, negative affect, and coping
mechanisms to explain binge drinking among college-aged students. Theoretical and policy
implications are discussed.
In spite of overwhelming evidence of the negative consequences of untreated police stress, stress
intervention services remain under-utilized by police officers. Researchers often attribute officer
unwillingness to use services to issues of confidentiality and stigma. One factor that has received
scant attention in the literature on police stress is perceived organizational support (POS). Indepth interviews were conducted with 46 police officers to explore their views of organizational
support and organizational support of stress intervention services. The results indicate that the
officers’ perspectives of the supportiveness of the organization influence officer willingness to use
services (both positively and negatively).
This talk focuses on roles that psychopathy and hypersexuality play in etiological and typological
models of rapists and child molesters, and in the differential predictions of recidivism for each.
Data from a 25-year follow-up study of 550 sex offenders (Knight & Thornton, 2007) and from a 5to 10-year follow-up of 2500 convicted sex offenders from Florida, New Jersey, Minnesota,
Massachusetts, and South Carolina will be analyzed. In general, it will be demonstrated that
rapists are more likely to be criminal generalists, to score higher in measures of psychopathy, and
to have measures of criminality important in predicting sexual recidivism.
Current empirical research has emphasized the presence of both continuity and discontinuity in
sex offending over time. The current study examined the empirical evidence supporting the
presence of offending trajectories in juvenile sex offenders from late childhood to adulthood. Using
semi-parametric group based modeling, the findings revealed the presence of two main sexual
offending trajectories. These two trajectories showed distinctive patterns in terms of onset, shape,
and rate of offending over time. Most importantly, both trajectories desisted from sex offending,
but at a much different rate. Implications for theory, research, and interventions will be outlined.
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Although research now explains the onset, causes, and maintenance of sexual offending, we
know very little about how sexual offending careers wind down and terminate. The present study
examines the relevance to sexual offenders of various indicators of desistance that have been
identified in general criminals. These variables include marriage, career, military involvement,
personal agency, and aging out (Laub & Sampson, 2003). Preliminary results from interviews with
21 recently released offenders will be presented. Life History Plots (Harris, 2010) were created for
each participant and demonstrate the impact of various life circumstances on onset, recidivism
and desistance.

Laws that apply sex offender registration and community notification to juveniles represent an
important public policy trend in the management of juvenile sexual offenders. At least 33 states
specifically require juveniles to be included in sex offender registries after a juvenile adjudication
or conviction in criminal court. This presentation will review the research into the potential
efficacy of sex offender registration and notification statutes as applied to juvenile sex offenders.
This presentation is on overview of some of the benefits and issues encountered by community
colleges when working with 4 year schools. In particular it will look at midwestern schools and
focus on the current co-location arrangement that Northeast Community College and Wayne
State College have in South Sioux City, Nebraska.
This study examines the invariance of low self-control on offending among people in the later
stages of the life course. Using a sample of 2,000 elderly people (60 years of age and older) this
study explores whether the effect of low self-control on criminal activity is invariant across age,
gender, and racial categories. This study advances the self-control literature by examining one the
of central propositions of the framework among a group of individuals largely ignored by
criminological research. The results speak to the generality of self-control theory and its ability to
explain crime in later life.
The Police Assisted Referral Program creates a conduit for housing authority police to connect
violence-exposed youths/families to violence-prevention services and mental health
screening/treatment.
Examining mental health provider data (257 police calls resulting in 460 referrals), the study
analyzes client demographics, police service call designations, service utilization, and referrals to
on-going mental health services.
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Findings indicate children in public housing are largely unseen by mental health and other social
service supports. The high number of service referrals demonstrates police willingness and ability
to be 1st social responders and residents’ acceptance of this role, with almost 20% of referrals
engaging in services.
With the advent and increase in technology throughout the world, terrorists have quickly
embraced a new channel to facilitate the radicalization and recruitment process. This
development is provided by the thousands of networks on the internet that provide users across
the globe the nearly unlimited and unrestricted access to an immeasurable amount of information
on the World Wide Web. Specifically, this project seeks to gain a more in-depth understanding of
the nexus between social media and the radicalization and recruitment process of terrorists,
particularly as it pertains to Islamic fundamentalism.
Alcohol abuse and drunk driving present specific challenges for the criminal justice system in
terms of maintaining public safety, delivering rehabilitative services, and managing the size of
offender populations. While treatment for illicit drug abuse in correctional settings has
substantially increased throughout the United States, alcohol-specific recovery programs are far
less common. In-prison alcohol treatment for felony DWI offenders has been identified as a
promising opportunity to rehabilitate serial inebriates through cognitive restructuring oriented
toward behavioral change. This study describes findings derived from multi-state process
evaluation of alcohol-specific rehabilitation services in correctional settings. Results inform
understanding of program fidelity and best-practices adherence for alcohol-specific recovery
programs with a particular focus on policy implications.
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Sexual assault continues to be an issue on college campuses. Some recent research has
focused on changing attitudes toward sexual assault to encourage bystander intervention, in order
to prevent sexual victimization from occurring. This research surveyed 651 college students to
determine the victimization rate, and assessed their attitudes concerning bystander intervention.
The rate of victimization was about 5%, indicating that sexual assault was an issue. There was
Attitudes of college students toward
considerable variability concerning willingness to intervene in situations where a college student
Bystander Intervention for Sexual Assault Interpersonal Victimization (Domestic Violence, Child Abuse, appeared to be at risk, and there were gender differences. Motivations for intervention were
Incidents: Implications for Prevention
Stalking, Infanticide)
noted, with implications for prevention.
In societies faced with the transition from politically repressive regimes to democratic forms of
government, a major challenge is how to address convictions that were based solely on political
repression. Although not technically wrongful" in a legal sense since they may have been based
on legally proscribed behavior such convictions may be viewed nonetheless as wrongful from a
justice perspective and represent "crimes" that would not be regarded as criminal in democratic
Wrongful Conviction and Political
societies. This paper will address the challenges faced by transitional democracies in addressing
Repression: Transitional Justice
Comparative/International Law, Courts and Corrections
such injustices that preceded the transition to democracy."
Focus of Community College Criminal
Community College Issues
Justice Education: Career or Transfer?
Using survey data of local and state law enforcement personnel, we will attempt to better
understand psychological responses of officers in the aftermath of their using deadly force.
Additionally, no prior research on this topic has utilized a control group composed of officers who
have never been involved in a deadly force encounter. We intend to examine how officers who
Post-Traumatic and Psychological
have not been involved in deadly force encounters anticipate they will react to such an event and
Responses to Police Officer-Involved
compare them to officers who have had that experience. We will also evaluate officers'
Shooting Incidents
Police Behavior and Decision Making
perceptions of current training and treatment options.
Despite research on disorder in prison, knowledge is limited regarding keeping order within the
correctional environment. A sector of this research delves into how the uses of correctional officer
power influence inmate compliance and support the goals of the institution, but no research has
A preliminary investigation into
examined how officers rely on different power bases because of their own fear and risk of
correctional officer’s fear and risk among
victimization. Using the results of a statewide survey of correctional officers, the current study
as a predictor of the officer’s favored base Correctional Personnel and Staff
preliminarily explores this issue.
Intervention Response Team (CIRT) comprised of members of the Seattle Police Crisis
Intervention Team partnered with licensed mental health professionals (MHPs) trained in crisis
assessment, intervention, and resource referral. The goal of the pilot program is to improve police
response in situations involving mentally ill and chemically dependent individuals through
specialized mental health provider response in the field. To date, few jurisdictions have
implemented programs involving law enforcement/mental health provider partnerships and most
of what is known about these initiatives is anecdotal. This paper presents results from an incidentbased descriptive evaluation of the CIRT pilot involving analysis of incident and supplemental
reports for an 18month segment of the program from January 2011 to January 2012. The purpose
of the evaluation is to measure the value added by the MHP in cases involving mentally ill
individuals and effectiveness of the CIRT with specific focus on the role and function of the MHP.
Descriptive Evaluation of the Seattle
Development and implementation of the pilot program and results of analysis of incident and
Police Crisis Intervention Response
supplemental reports will be presented and implications discussed.
Team/Mental Health Partnership Pilot
Project
Evaluation of Policing Strategies
Police are increasingly encountering domestic minor sex trafficking (DMST) cases. Offenders can
be hard to identify and harder still to convict when cases rest on abuse disclosures from reluctant
and vulnerable witnesses beset with credibility issues. Based on police and court data, this
presentation will argue that covert investigative strategies are preferable to overt approaches
when dealing with these complex child sex crimes. It will explore ethical issues for and against
covert operations, demonstrating their value to victims, police and prosecutors. In particular,
Biding your time: can covert operations
pressure on victims can be alleviated and cases strengthened through corroborative evidence
work when children are involved?
Ethical Issues in Criminal Justice
from diverse forensic sources.
47 million American jobs are expected to be created by 2018. The vast majority of these jobs will
require some education beyond high school; but only one-third of these jobs will require a
bachelor’s degree. Seventy percent of US high school students do not graduate on time. The
author stresses the need to prepare college bound and noncollege bound students for the jobs of
the future, because of the changes in the minimum qualifications for various occupations, and
the emergence of new occupations. Data is presented and policy implications for higher education
The Changing Job Market and Student
and criminal justice education and training are discussed.
Preparedness for College and Work
Other Issues in Criminal Justice Education
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Other Issues Related to Gender and Criminal Justice
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Ethnographic Understanding of
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The use of mediation in policing

Often misunderstood or miscategorized, transgenderism is an overlooked phenomenon in crime
and justice research. Through an explorative ethnography of a transgender support group based
out of a large Kentucky city, as well as socialization with its members and extensive interviewing,
the researcher was able to uncover a mass of oft-ignored issues within the subjects' community,
including harrassment by law enforcement, crime victimization, and housing and employment
discrimination. Utilizing feminist methodology, this paper explains and analyzes the problems
facing transgender individuals in Kentucky and propose ways in which the community, the
criminal justice system, and academics can best cope with these gender issues.
Integral to a basic understanding of the criminal organization of illicit markets is the concept of
social networks. Those networks are usually conceived of as interactions between people which
form identifiable nodes. This research seeks to extend the conceptualization of criminal networks
to include Rodney Stark called “kinds of places.” For two years, this research involved extensive
observation and informal interviewing of employees and customers at several businesses in a
rural Kentucky community. It was found that those places" created physical nodes for an intricate
network of underground criminality involving prostitution, drug trade, and gambling in which the
various actors aided and protected one another."
Whether dealing with neighbor disputes or community issues of a more exigent nature, police
often face problems that are intractable using normal, reactive policing methodologies. Whether
mediation services are supplied by trained members of police agencies or by external mediation
practitioners, this area of restorative justice has the potential to lend great legitimacy to
community problems that often are not easily solved by using traditional policing methods. The
Branford, CT Police Department and Community Mediation, Inc. have teamed to conduct an
empirical study on this topic. The efficacy of this technique will be the central topic of this
roundtable
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Moore

Building on our previous research, this paper investigates whether discrepancies between official
and self-reported measures of arrests as an adult can be predicted from such discrepancies as an
adolescent. We use longitudinal data from the Rochester Youth Development Study to assess
whether the processes evident in adolescent under- and over-reporting of arrests can continue to
explain the same behaviors in adult self-reporting of arrests. Our findings support the continued
use of self-report measures as a valid indicator of delinquency.
A study was designed to determine whether or not prospective jurors could identify critical aspects
of an event. A 2x2x2 factorial, between persons, non-repeated measures design was constructed
to examine the independent variables of juror race, juror gender and “offender” race. A test of
eyewitness accuracy was constructed, as was an assessment measure for the “offender’s” threat
level. The results were compelling and brought new evidence of cross racial eyewitness
testimony.
We present the results of a systematic literature review of the police and business/administration
literature devoted to executive leadership. While police organizations strive to attain a
professional model, research related to police executives is less defined than that of
business/administrative leadership. The business leadership literature is vast, while the police
executive leadership literature is limited. Therefore, the study of police leadership could benefit
from the business literature. We compare and contrast the current state of the art of each
literature to highlight areas in which the business administration literature may be applied to
advance our understanding of police executive leadership.
Juvenile Deliquency and Juvenile Justice

Sexual abuse by juveniles is a significant problem in modern day society and is leading to
increasingly severe responses from the juvenile justice system. An exploratory qualitative study
was conducted to investigate the management and intervention of juvenile sexual offenders in a
community setting in the UK. Interviews with a range of practitioners in this area were
thematically analysed and suggest support for the notion of ‘justice by geography’ where
sentencing and intervention outcomes are largely dependent on where they take place. Potential
problems with this approach and suggestions for improvements, as perceived by practitioners are
discussed and recommendations for future studies are made.
This research examines the effectiveness of social learning theory in explaining teen sexting.
Sexting, which is the act of sending, receiving, or forwarding nude or sexually explicit photographs
or messages using a cell phone or other electronic device, has recently generated a great deal of
media attention. Despite this increase in attention, there is a lack of scholarly research on the
prevalence and nature of sexting and the correlates of sexting. The current research attempts to
add to this scant body of knowledge by examining the ability of social learning theory to explain
teen sexting.
There is some evidence that ineffective parenting may lead to crime
and delinquency (Glueck & Glueck, 1950; Gottfredson & Hirschi, 1990).
Studies of this link have helped in the development of more appropriate
parenting programs to prevent delinquency (Piquero, Farrington, Welsh,
Tremblay, & Jennings, 2009). However, few criminological studies focus on
the effect teenage parents may have on their children's delinquency. This
paper examines the current literature on teenage parents and their children and existing parenting
programs. The author will discuss the specific problems teenage parents and their children
confront, identify effective programs that focus on teenage parents, and make recommendations
for future policy initiatives.

Research and Pictorial Showcase

Panel Problems: Results of the 2010
ACJS Panel Chair Survey

Robert

This paper summarizes the findings of a meta-analysis of more than 40 years of literature (19692011) on access to justice and disproportionate minority contact within juvenile transfers to the
adult court. There are two major assumptions: #1 Access to justice (or the sixth amendment right
to counsel) and disproportionate minority contact, can be measured simultaneously and #2 racebased disparities in legal representation are most evident at the juvenile justice transfer stage.
This examination expands upon previous meta-analyses by focusing the analysis on the final
contact point within the juvenile justice process (juvenile transfers), while exploring disparity in
access to justice.
State violence against political activists will be examined as an act of sustainable justice. This
paper examines the treatment of four political activists: Angela Y. Davis, Assata Shakur, Elaine
Brown, and Ericka Huggins and the physical brutality received as a result of the covert actions
sanctioned by J. Edgar Hoover’s COINTELPRO. The violence used against these activists
represents the framework of this paper. Furthermore, the exploration of the historical, social, and
economic conditions of the 1960’s-1970’s leading to the quest of sustainable justice for these
women juxtaposed to the State’s definition is established in this paper.

This roundtable will discuss the results of the 2010 ACJS Panel Chair regarding conference panel
presentation issues. Respondents expressed concern about panelists who failed to present and
the quality of paper presentations. An ad hoc committee was formed to explore possible solutions
to these problems. Committee members will discuss the results of their investigation
Closing prisons is a sign of improved penal system, and that of a safer society. However closing
prisons also means major blow to some communities that rely on the prison industry. Three
governors of New York (i.e. Spitzer, Paterson and Cuomo) have recommended that NYS close
prisons as our state has the unique problem of a considerable vacancy rate. While this seems
like a good social development, such decisions must take into consideration other economical
aspects, chief of which is the monetary hardship faced by the state of New York, and the potential
harmful impact that can consequence from that. In this round table we aim to discuss the
possibility of importing and transferring inmates from neighboring states characterized by
overcrowded facilities to NYS prisons instead of closing such facilities. The discussion is aimed to
revolve around the advantages and disadvantages of such practice, and lessons learned from
other places.
The proliferation of online education has created new opportunities and new challenges for
university faculty and administration. The current study will examine the positive outcomes that
can come from offering online graduate education in criminal justice and criminology, while
acknowledging the negative issues associated with such offerings. The current study will seek to
open dialog between academics and professionals in order to re-evaluate the means by which
graduate courses and degrees in criminal justice and criminology are provided to online students.
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Our research addresses effectiveness in investigating the crime of greatest concern to most
Americans, murder. Examined organizational structure, procedures, practices of homicide units in
U.S. The ten agencies who handled the greatest number of homicides in 2010 were examined
along with a sampling of agencies with a smaller caseload of homicide. The structure of
investigative units, the use of technology, coordination with prosecutors, medical examiners and
the community, comprise the methods employed by agencies forced to handle a high volume of
homicides. Results include best practices and frequent practices. Recommendations regarding
organizational practices that increase the effectiveness of homicide investigations.
Propensity perspectives, both criminological and alcohol-specific, have gathered empirical
support for self-control, family history of abuse, and early onset as predictors of alcohol problems
in early to middle adulthood. Criminologists have begun to combine dynamic social ties with
propensity perspectives (e.g., self-control) to better explain delinquent behavior (e.g., Wright et al,
2001), though such interactions have yet to receive much attention in the area of substance abuse
research. The primary goal of the current study is to explore the relationships between alcohol
propensity, self-control, social ties, and problematic drinking among college students at a
Midwestern University.
I present a theoretical framework for understanding the precinct level behavior of police that
draws on human territoriality, political mandates, and institutional literature. Complex
organizations may adopt means of acquiring legitimacy that are non-rational, and the police are
no exception. Institutional theory can provide a framework for better understanding how the police
acquire and retain legitimacy in the face of nebulous, non-rational goals. Due to the territorial
nature of the police, hypotheses drawn from this theory can be tested using existing spatial
analytic techniques. In addition to outlining the theory, I also present ways of empirically testing
its main arguments.
Recent literature on human evil has focused on two key components: (1) lack of empathy, and (2)
moral disengagement. Arguably, torturing a person implies a lack of empathy, and in the case of
morally good people torturing, moral disengagement. Now if torturing encourages moral
disengagement, this will lead to a disintegration of a good person’s character over time. If
torturing requires lack of empathy, the torturer has either already lost the ability to empathize or
(s)he will inevitably lose it over time. Thus, torturers lose both empathy and the ability to avoid
moral disengagement. Implications for the morality of torture are discussed.
The study examines what happens to Menacing by Stalking (MBS) cases in Cleveland once the
Cleveland Police Department (CPD) has listed this offense on a police report. We track all 182
cases in 2010 that listed Menacing by Stalking as an offense by CPD as they go through the City
Prosecutor’s office and then to Cleveland Municipal Court or to the County Court to determine
whether and how they fell out of the system as they moved through the criminal justice process.
Among the questions we seek to answer are why so few Menacing by Stalking (MBS) cases in
Cleveland make it into the court system.
The increasing trend of female juvenile delinquency requires the evaluation of experiential
differences between boys and girls that lead them to delinquent behavior and entering the juvenile
justice system. While many of the risk factors contributing to juvenile delinquency are similar for
boys and girls, it is imperative that we examine a comprehensive approach rooted specifically in
the victimization experiences of girls. This research will explore the relationship between
victimization and delinquency in female juvenile offenders. Discussion will focus on gender
differences in exposure to risk factors, coping strategies for victimization, and the disparity in
providing quality gender-specific interventions.
Some regions of Ivy Tech Community College have been administering the major field test from
ETS. (an assessment tool for 4 year institutions) This test was given over the past 3 years in
order to see how Community College Criminal Justice students are doing compared to the results
of the 4 year colleges and universities. Results have been surprisingly good and have improved
every semester. This round table will discuss the work being done at Ivy Tech on this test and
seek input from other community colleges as to what assessment they are using and what results
they are getting.
Substance abusers have a tendency to blame others for their addiction, and empirical evidence
indicates that this is one of the main obstacles to their recovery. Based on the central theme of
reality therapy, that if action is a matter of choice, then individuals should be responsible for it;
this study had a twofold implementation: first, a twelve-week reality drug treatment program was
developed; secondly, an evaluation was conducted to assess the effectiveness of this program for
female drug offenders in Taiwan. In this presentation, we will introduce our program, share our
findings, and discuss potential future implementation.
Research has shown that children reared in homes where parental drug use is evident have a
higher risk of exhibiting maladaptive social behaviors encompassing deviance and criminality
(Keller, Catalano, Haggerty, & Fleming, 2002). The current study will explore the impact of family
background; particularly the prevalence of parental drug use on youth self-reported victimization,
criminality, and deviance, (i.e. early sexual experiences, poor academic performance, truancy).
Additionally, this work will consider the broad implications of mandatory minimum drug
sentencing and its impact on the children affected by the overzealous nature of these policies.

Law enforcement agencies often turn to criminal justice departments at colleges and universities
for assistance with measuring community satisfaction with police services. This agency need can
provide valuable research opportunities for faculty and practical experience for students. This
presentation outlines our university’s role in assisting local police departments and includes
results from recent surveys of citizens and business owners in two Rhode Island communities.
Future directions for survey development, as well as suggestions for creating meaningful
collaborations between police agencies and universities are also discussed.
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Citizen Satisfaction with the Police and
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A Continuum of Care for Returning
Offenders: Challenges and Issues

Police-Community Interactions
Using data from evaluations of four community based reentry programs for female offenders, this
paper identifies some of the challenges and issues with providing a continuum of care to
offenders once they leave prison. The paper focuses on the importance of having diverse
program models to meet the different needs of offenders at different stages of their reentry
process. Special attention is paid to some of the difficulties with connecting services and dealing
with conflicting approaches of reentry programs. Suggestions for incorporating a gender-specific
approach in the continuum of care are also discussed.
Community Justice Theory, Practice and Evaluation
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Sexual harassment, either “quid pro quo” demands or the creation of a hostile environment,
harms both work success and social confidence (Welsh, 1999). The definition of sexual
harassment in an overtly sexual environment like Las Vegas has not yet been explored. The
current study analyzed responses from UNLV students who work in Las Vegas. Their definitions
of sexual harassment were compared to prior research in other cities. The study polled over 500
students, 55% of which were female. Responses were collected from an ethnically diverse student
population (under 50% of respondents described themselves as white).
Numerous laws have been passed intended to control sex offenders who have been released from
prison. Whether they are residency restrictions, GPS monitoring, registration or notification, newly
released sex offenders have numerous laws that they must abide by. These laws also do not
apply to non-sexual offenders, some of whom will have been convicted of violent crimes. For
example, released prisoners who were convicted of aggravated assault or attempted murder, do
not have to comply with sexual offender laws. This undergraduate directed study assesses the
effects of community-based treatment, reentry issues and parole supervision for both types of
offenders.

To Wikipedia or not to Wikipedia:
Teaching library research to criminal
justice majors

Many faculty have experienced difficulties when assigning students research papers. Students
often have difficulty using citations and understanding what “good” sources are. After seeing
anecdotal evidence that 1-hour presentations by a librarian correlated with an increase in the
quality of student papers, it was decided that Criminal Justice majors at the University of Northern
Colorado would be required to take a 1-credit library research course. This paper discusses the
evolution of LIB 160: Criminal Justice Library Research, modifications that have been made to the
course based on student and faculty feedback, and results of evaluations of student skills.
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Lack of empathy and aggression are characteristics that are common among criminals, but the
underlying causes of psychopathic tendencies are underrepresented in criminological research.
Preliminary research shows that there is a significant relationship between empathy, as described
by the psychopathic checklist, and violent and aggressive acts based upon the MacArthur
Violence Risk Assessment Study (t(88)= -2.525, p = 0.013). One explanation for the onset of
neurological dysfunction is the physical impact of external stimuli. Further research of the causes
that prompt psychopathic characteristics in criminals can prove to be vital in policy implications.
Emerging from discussions during the 2011 annual meeting of the Academy of Criminal Justice
Science (ACJS) in Toronto, ON, students at the Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT) and
Mount Royal University (MRU) now engage in collaborative scholarship thanks to virtual
classroom technology. Every few weeks, students and faculty at RIT and MRU share their
scholarship interests and discuss criminal justice issues through the use of a virtual classroom
platform. Resulting from these collaborative online exchanges, students and faculty are able to
gain an international perspective of criminal justice issues that typically are viewed from a
regional or national perspective.
Empirical studies indicate that blaming and holding others responsible for their addiction is a
common cognitive error of drug offenders that leads to difficulty in recovery. Therefore,
empowering and monitoring the substance abuser’s sense of self-control should be considered
important during the treatment, and using a reliable assessment tool to evaluate progress in this
aspect would be essential. The aim of this study is to develop and validate an Index of Sense of
Self-Control based on reality therapy. This presentation will introduce the developmental
framework and application of this instrument in drug treatment program evaluation and further
research.
This study examined whether common myths related to juvenile delinquency and adolescent
psychological development are correlated with the consumption of crime-related/themed
television programs. Freshman and senior criminal justice and psychological sciences students
served as the research subjects. Data are examined along demographic characteristics of
students, class rank and major.
Cyberspace has altered the organizational dynamics of crime and criminals. This paper develops
an integrated theoretical framework to understand virtual crimes. It examines how crime is
conceived and organized in cyberspace around six dimensions: space, time, speed and direction,
scope, structure, and survival. Using cases of cybercrimes at gambling sites, we argue that an
integrated theory is most useful in understanding crimes that occur exclusively in cyberspace. It
requires modification, however, to explain crimes occurring in both virtual space and real space
simultaneously and/or sequentially. We therefore introduce the concepts of hybrid space, hybrid
time, hybrid assemblage, and hybriminals.
Prior to 9/11 the airline industry provided security to passengers, but since 9/11 passengers
security is now national security and measures to make an aircraft safe has become increasingly
stringent. Although some passengers have little choice in their method of travel, others do have
options. Therefore, the demand schedule of airline travel can be altered despite the relative
inelastisity of this good. This study is an effort to quantify the externality of security on the airline
market while controlling for outside forces. Time-series analysis using data from RITA reveals
valuable information regarding passenger behavior.

Research has largely treated juvenile offenders as a homogeneous group. However, recent
findings suggest considerably greater heterogeneity than previously believed. This study
compared mixture regression to standard regression to further explore the heterogeneity of
individual features related to drug use among juvenile offenders. Researchers recruited 728
juvenile offenders from Missouri. Primary outcome variables were associated with demographic
characteristics and mental illness symptoms. Results indicated that both regression approaches
identified significant predictors of past-year substance use; however, mixture regression methods
provided substantially greater specificity in results. Mixture regression analysis may aid in
improved intervention with the substance-related trajectories of juvenile offenders.
Prior research has indicated a lack of consensus regarding how rurality should be operationalized
in criminal justice research. This paper is an empirical examination of whether the definition of
rurality employed in tests of hypotheses could have an impact on test outcomes. Specifically,
data from the UCR, Economic Research Service and census are analyzed to determine whether
several different operationalizations of rurality affect test results regarding the inequality
hypothesis.
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The local Walmart is the leading location for 911 calls for service in Rochester, New York. This
analysis examines patterns in the volume and nature of those calls in 2010. Half of the over 1000
calls were for shoplifting cases and half of those resulted in arrests, half of which led to issuance
of appearance tickets. In the end, 75% of all the arrests resulted in cases being sealed. If it
weren’t for the impact of these cases on the retail outlet, the criminal justice system and the
Retail Policing: Criminal Justice and
community, the research might best be summarized with the words of the Bard-“ Much Ado About
Rochester Institute of Technology
Shoplifting at Walmart
Police Behavior and Decision Making
Nothing.
This paper presents an evaluation of the Linkage program – a culture-based reintegration
program for Aboriginal male offenders. Aboriginal offenders continue to be overrepresented in the
correctional system and it has only been recently that their unique needs for reintegration into the
community have been considered. This paper examines a six phase program framework used to
evaluate the needs of the offenders, and the subsequent development, implementation, and
A Program Evaluation of a Communitydelivery of essential cultural and non-cultural services and skills identified to facilitate their
Psychology Department, Thompson Rivers
Based Halfway House for Aboriginal Male
successful reintegration. In addition, outcome measures designed to assess participant progress
University
Offenders
Probation and Community Corrections
through the program and long-term follow-up are discussed.
The proposed research project will attempt to address three major points. The researcher will
determine the demographic characteristics of those caught committing theft in the chosen
specialty retailer. The motivations of these individuals, as provided in confessional statements,
will also be examined by the researcher. Finally, the researcher will determine the opportunity that
Who is taking the shirt off your back? A
exists for theft within this specialty retailer by examining the type of prevention techniques utilized.
multi-method analysis of Employee Theft
The study of these three main points will allow the researcher to gather data on who is committing
Indiana University of Pennsylvania
in Specialty Retail
Crime Prevention
theft, why and what actions may be taken to reduce the opportunity for it.
Using data from all four waves of the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescence Health (Add
Health), the present papers attempts to evaluate the effects of self-reported child maltreatment
Effects of Child Maltreatment on
(i.e., physical, sexual and emotional abuse or neglect) on delinquency and subsequent adult
Delinquency and Subsequent Adult
Interpersonal Victimization (Domestic Violence, Child Abuse, criminality. To assess the changes in offending outcomes, growth curves are created for each
University of Texas at Dallas
Criminality: A Growth Curve Analysis
Stalking, Infanticide)
child maltreatment category and compared to the overall growth curve for offending behaviors.
The phrase “homeland security” has found its way into common political parlance. Under the
umbrella of “homeland security” law enforcement’s responsibilities changed from a passive to a
more active and engaged role in the collective war on terror. Less noticeable have been the
subtle accretions of government authority lent to law enforcement’s ability to inquire. This
expansion has been accomplished by way of post-9/11 Supreme Court decisions wherein there
THE IMPLIED TERROR EXCEPTION TO
has been created a subtle exception to 4th Amendment requirements by way of the Court’s
THE 4TH AMENDMENT AND THE RIGHT
acknowledgement that the spectre of terrorism favors different solutions and treatment under the
WESTERN CONNECTICUT STATE UNIVERSITY TO INQUIRE
Legal Issues in Policing, Courts, and Corrections
4th Amendment.
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Two facets of the debate surrounding self-control theory are the relative lack of international
scholarship testing the perspective and whether or not parenting, as a cause of self-control, has a
different impact for males and females. By utilizing quantitative data collected at a Chinese high
school, this paper both adds to the international body of scholarship examining the theory while
simultaneously exploring the impact that parenting might have on the development of low selfcontrol for Chinese females.
Information technology has the potential to enhance all areas of police work. However, there are
several factors that present a challenge to the effective usage of the technology. Extensive review
of the literature revealed that there is a paucity of research in this area. As a result, this study
seeks to contribute to the body of knowledge on policing by exploring the knowledge, attitudes
and perceptions among police officers. Preliminary findings suggested that the majority of police
officers were knowledgeable about technology usage; however, perceptions were based on the
officer’s level of training and the availability of technology.

Technology and Policing

The prevalence of violent crimes among male youth constitutes one of greatest social problems
and a major challenge to society. The high rates of crime also threaten to compromise the health
and well-being of Jamaican people. Review of literature revealed a paucity of published data on
violent crimes. This research seeks to investigate the factors associated with violent crimes
among male youths over a 9-year period. The findings revealed different patterns based on the
location of the crimes. Recommendations were made for a holistic intervention program involving
the agents of social control such as parents, church and the educational system.
Research and Pictorial Showcase
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White Collar/Corporate Crime

We here present some of the principal dimensions of white collar and corporate crime in China
today, and some of the issues with which criminological students of such crime should concern
themselves. How is white collar and corporate crime defined and perceived n China? What are
some of the principal factors explaining such crime in China? What are some of the principal
cases that have emerged in the recent era? What is the current nature of the regulation and
justice system response to white collar and corporate crime cases? We conclude by offering a
hypothetical agenda for the study of such crime and its control in China.
This paper examines the gender differences between students enrolled in and awarded degrees
from ABA-approved laws schools and active membership in the ABA. For the past thirty years,
females have enrolled in and been awarded Juris Doctor (JD) degrees from ABA-approved law
schools at or above their current rate of active Bar membership. In contrast, males have enrolled
in and been awarded JD degrees from ABA-approved law schools at or below their current active
Bar membership rate. The author explores this phenomenon using relevant literature and
professional data sources to enhance understanding and to offer some directions for future
research.
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As the International Criminal Justice system embarks on the task to adjudicate on crimes
committed in post-conflict societies, there are some serious questions as to how this framework
of justice addresses the root causes of violence that results to genocide and crimes against
humanity in society. For over a decade now, the international criminal justice system has
adjudicated on crimes in the former Yugoslavia, through the International Criminal Tribunal for the
Former Yugoslavia (ICTY), in Rwanda through the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda
(ICTR), and now the International Criminal Court (ICC), in cases from Uganda, the Democratic
Republic of the Congo (DRC), Central African Republic (CAR), Sudan (Darfur), and Kenya. It is
thus imperative to ask the question in these cases how law addresses history and memory of
mass atrocity as a way of bringing peace and reconciliation and what the victims of mass atrocity
want as a form of dispute settlement. By analyzing the northern Uganda case study, this research
examines whether the indigenous justice system of the Acholi “mato Oput” could be an alternative
to the international criminal trial in the Uganda situation, which is before the ICC.
This study will examine religious persons’ opinions on capital punishment to gage the malleability
of their political views. Past research has found that religious fundamentalists are likely to ascribe
to punitive and conservative values, in spite of the compassionate tenants promoted by the
religious institutions with which they associate. This study hypothesizes that priming
compassionate values will encourage a shift toward less support for the death penalty, while
priming retributive values will strengthen pro-capital punishment sentiments. Effects are expected
to be strongest among fundamentalists and weaker among other religious persons, while no effect
is expected among the non-religious.
During the past several decades the NOPD has been plagued with corruption and misconduct.
Subsequent to the hurricane numerous officers have been convicted of crimes such as murder,
negligent homicide, sexual assault and corruption.
As a result of this continual criminal pattern, the mayor requested the DOJ to intervene and assist
in the reorganization of the NOPD.This is a qualitative/exploratory study that will analyze the
police behavior that led to being placed under the control of the DOJ.
key words: corruption, misconduct, consent decree
In an era of increasingly adversarialness and procedural parity has the orientation of the juvenile
justice system gone too far from the original intent encompassed in its origins? As various states
have implemented procedural initiatives to assure “fundamental fairness” in the adjudication of
delinquency and status offense petitions one questions whether this new orientation is having the
purpose intended by those that have articulated the necessity to implement these policies. This
paper seeks to explore whether the introduction of increased adversarialness has had an
empirical and qualitative effect on the adjudication of delinquency and status offense petitions.
The current research will explore the mechanisms by which religious commitment reduces
juvenile delinquency and will look at whether religion mediates the affect of other social factors on
delinquency. Specifically, this research will explore whether religion has the potential to provide
protection from risk factors such as poor family relations, delinquent peers, poor health and
academic deficiency that have been demonstrated in the literature to increase juvenile
delinquency.
This study, through use of questionnaires distributed throughout Los Angeles's Chinese
community, examines factors that affect the community’s perceptions of their city police. Also,
surveys conducted with Chinese residents in different areas of Los Angeles were utilized to
investigate how neighborhood characteristics, fear of crime, police recruitment, experience of
direct contact with the police, and perceptions of their social network (family, friends, and
community members) affect the Chinese community’s evaluations of the police (in the dimensions
of police efficiency, competency, accessibility, and fairness). Delineating the correlates of
perceptions of the police can stimulate efforts by the police administration itself to develop
procedures and policies to improve the Chinese community’s satisfaction of the police. Policy
implications and directions for future research are discussed.
From April 2006 through late October 2006, there was an epidemic of fatal (150 persons) and nonfatal (300+) overdoses attributed to fentanyl-laced heroin in the Philadelphia, Camden, and
Delaware regions. The Delaware Information Analysis Center (DIAC), a state fusion center,
implemented intelligence-led policing practices to address the threat. This paper offers a case
study analysis of intelligence-led policing and describes the value added benefit of formalized
information gathering and sharing channels within the context of the fusion center environment.
Adopting the methodology of network analysis, the author contributes to a growing body of
research on fusion centers.
The participants in this roundtable will discuss their experiences with bridging the gap between the
mental health system and police, the courts, and corrections agencies. The deinstitutionalization
movement of the 1960s and 1970s led to increased contact between people with serious mental
illnesses and the criminal justice system. The discussants will talk about some promising
partnerships that aim to link persons with mental illness with treatment and prepare criminal
justice personal to work with mentally ill offenders.
The illegal cigarette trade is generally an understudied phenomenon that has implications for
criminal justice scholars, economists and public health officials. We review quantitative methods
employed by social scientists including litter packs surveys and public health tobacco surveys.
We also review qualitative methods including ethnographies, focus groups and interviews. We
present: (1) the successes and limitations of each approach; (2) propose novel qualitative and
quantitative methods; and (3) the advantages of triangulation.
Many factors can affect adolescents’ respect for authority, which in turn can determine their
perceptions of police work. The independent variables in this study are one’s peer association,
interaction with police, and mass media. 223 New Jersey public high school seniors participated
in the survey and 170 valid cases were analyzed with ANOVA and Chi-square procedures. The
findings suggest that through the intervening variable respect for authority, 1) negative traits of
peer association result in negative perception of police work; 2) with the exception of video games
and music, negative mass media depictions negatively affect the perception of police work; 3) a
negative experience with the police lead to negative perception of police work; and 4) there is a
correlation between the intervening variable respect for authority and perception of police work.
Parental guidance, as an antecedent variable, is positively associated to peer association.
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This study examines the relationship between wrongful conviction compensation and post-release
offending in exonerees. This study tracks a cohort of wrongfully convicted individuals obtained
through the Center on Wrongful Convictions. It is part of a larger investigation using public
records and criminal background checks to determine the offending patterns of exonerees from
New York, Illinois, Texas, and Florida. The authors hypothesize that those who received
compensation were less likely to commit crime than those who did not. The results of this study
may have policy implications for legislative treatment of the wrongfully convicted.
To protect innocence persons from conviction, this paper urges that the American justice system
adopt truth as its goal and move from an adversarial to inquisitorial model. According to the
Supreme Court, it is an open question as to whether actual innocence is even a federal right in the
current aversarial system. In essence, the current focus is on determining whether evidence is
sufficient to support a conviction rather than on discovering truth. Where an accused person
credibly asserts innocence, this paper proposes systemic change—the adoption of an inquisitorial
model in American law.
Veterans Treatment Courts hold great promise for helping non-violent
offenders. This paper will discuss the development and establishment of
a court for the culturally-specific population of veterans who have
served our nation. Topics discussed will include why veterans need a
specialized treatment court, the modification of key components of Drug
Courts and Mental Health Courts, and the particular resources available
to veterans.
This study examines a program evaluation of three Domestic Violence
Courts in the state of Missouri. Each court has its own unique processes
which blend local innovation with current national best practices. The
study examines the history, objectives, and processes as applied to both
felony and misdemeanor domestic violence cases, and cases with domestic
violence as a significant element. Additionally, an analysis of the
population, success rates, and future trends for these courts will be
discussed.
Veterans issues are becoming more salient with the current and
anticipated return of recent war veterans. Since the creation of the
first VTC in January of 2008, 74 have been established nationally, and 68
are currently in the planning stages (Baldwin, Forthcoming). This rapid
diffusion has taken place in the absence of any systematic examination of
the VTC as a whole. This evaluation is the first to examine this new
specialized court in its entirety. With the identification of
implementation issues, participant and personnel perceptions,
intermediate outcomes, and unintended consequences, we will provide
recommendations for effective VTC programs, policies, training, and
partnering.
In an effort to rehabilitate youthful substance abusers, juvenile drug
courts were created in the mid 1990s. These courts provide the juvenile
offender the opportunity for rehabilitation and treatment through
therapeutic jurisprudence. This paper will explore some of the issues
the Juvenile Drug Courts have confronted with a specific focus on the
courtroom work group and its role and relationship with offenders; the
structures and strategies employed within the courts, and goals for
offenders. The author will present research on both the challenges and
successes within these courts, and recommend areas for future research.
This study examined the attitudes of heterosexual police officers in five police agencies located in
the Midwestern United States. This research was conducted in response to the Lawrence v. Texas
U.S. Supreme Court decision effectively decriminalizing sodomy statutes. The Court’s ruling
therefore allowed officers to serve their community openly without the fear of discrimination from
heterosexual officers due to their categorization as a sexual minority. Through this study, the
principal investigators were seeking to determine if a criminal statute being ruled unconstitutional
had any impact of the attitudes of those designated to enforce it.
Excelsior College has seen substantial grown its online criminal justice program and currently has
537 enrolled students. The panel members will share our strategies for ensuring quality. With a
focus on curricular rigor and currency, the ECCJ Programs have expanded the use of multimedia,
curriculum mapping and backward design to link quality standards to course content through the
use of assessment results. We have also implemented techniques to improve quality of
instruction, via regular auditing of courses, improved instructor support and training, hiring more
instructors with terminal degrees, and implementing standards for course interaction between
instructors and students
This presentation will address how we can reduce recidivism through the use of restorative justice
practices within the correctional environment to allow the offenders an opportunity to see the
faces of those they have victimized through programming that allows victims and offenders to
interact. This presentation is supported by research conducted at the University of Texas Austin
and continues to show strong evidence of substantial decrease in the recidivism rates.
One of the major goals of criminal justice research is to inform public policy. Despite this focus,
commonly used statistical tools are not well suited to the task and can create misleading
impressions in policy makers. This paper specifically focuses on the inability of our standard
statistical tools to take prior information on base rates into account and argues that Bayes’
Theorem can be utilized to address the issue. A variety of examples from actual data are
presented.
This research involves a legal impact study of the State College Nuisance Property Ordinance.
The Ordinance was enacted to reduce crime and disorder in rental properties. The impact of the
Ordinance was assessed by employing an interrupted time series design which examined five
years of pre-Ordinance violations against five years of post-Ordinance violations. In addition to
examining violations in rental properties, the research examined and compared crime trends
outside of the rental setting and therefore not covered by the Ordinance. The data suggest that
the Ordinance was successful in reducing violations in nuisance rental units.
Law enforcement and faith both share intense, intricate, and possibly entwined backgrounds. Did
faith spawn what we have come to recognize as law enforcement, or did primitive law
enforcement need a guiding principle--one that we now recognize as faith? Furthermore, do law
enforcement officers today feel that faith is an integral part of their careers? The relationship
between law enforcement and faith is one that requires more in-depth examination.
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Research (Home, 1994; Clements, Brannen, Kirkley, Gordon, & Church II, 2006; Baker, O’Brien,
& Salahuddin, 2007) has shown that personal biases and attitudes concerning domestic violence
have impeded services provided to victims. The purpose of this study is to explore advocates’
lived experiences about their personal biases and attitudes regarding domestic violence and their
Interpersonal Victimization (Domestic Violence, Child Abuse, effect on the services they provide. An examination of these areas may lend an understanding of
Stalking, Infanticide)
what additional training and support is needed for advocates to be successful.
The purpose of this qualitative study is to explore convicted youths’ experiences and the life
course events that lead them to prison. The research focused on a purposively selected group of
thirty juveniles in Ankara youth prison in Turkey who have been convicted. To address existing
Assessing an Age-Graded Theory of
issues and contribute to the discourses about convicted juveniles and juvenile delinquency, this
Informal Social Control: Qualitative Study
study will develop an understanding of how and why juveniles end up in juvenile prison. The study
of Pathways to Juvenile Incarceration in
findings can be used to recommend policies for prevention and treatment of juvenile delinquency
Tu
Life Course Theories and Criminal Careers
in Turkey. I will present my initial finding
Often misunderstood and miscategorized, transgenderism is an overlooked phenomenon in
crime and justice research. Through an explorative ethnography of a transgender support group
based out of a large Kentucky city, the researcher was able to extensively interviews the group
members one-on-one and uncovered cycles of abuse in these individuals’ lives. The abuse had
manifested in multiple forms, including violence and harsh verbal abuse, and with various
perpetrators, including parents and spouses. This paper offers an assessment of how the
experiences of approximately thirty transgender individuals living in the Bluegrass region of
The Forgotten Victims: A Qualitative
Kentucky substantiate or differ from current theoretical perspectives about familial and intimate
Study of Familial and Intimate Partner
partner abuse.
Abuse of Transgender Individuals
Gender and Victimization
The purpose of this study is to qualitatively evaluate the prison experience for inmates serving life
or life without parole Arkansas. It will use the theoretical framework, concepts, and
operationalization of life course theory as it applies to prison society. This paper utilizes ongoing
correspondence with a group of male offenders at one Arkansas prison. This correspondence will
support the development of questionnaires for a larger sample in a future study. This project
seeks to show the thinking, philosophies, and intelligence level of prisoners serving life in prison in
Lifers and Life Course Theory
Other Correctional Issues
an effort to provide a more accurate understanding of prisoners.
Panelists include: David A. Makin, a specialist in the analytical disciples of the profession
including technology, crime, and public policy, who is currently studying property crime scene
evidence; Jeremy G. Carter, co-principal investigator on a START project and currently working
on two NIJ funded projects evaluating law enforcement technology; Rick Parent, a former police
officer who currently researches police accountability and training as well as the use of social
media; Eric L. Piza, GIS specialist for the Newark, NJ PD who is currently conducting a multi-level
Sustainable Technology
Technology and Policing
analysis of Newark's Video Surveillance System, also funded by NIJ.
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The Victim Awareness Program is a community-based correctional program in Ohio. Using
interviews of victim and offender participants, this study seeks to determine if restorative justice
goals are being met.

“Bad Girls: Understanding the Needs of
Delinquent Girls in Juvenile Detention."

Other Correctional Issues

The Girls Advocacy Project (GAP) is a distinctive agency providing group and one-on-one
counseling services to delinquent girls in the Miami-Dade Detention Center. Through interviews,
observations and document review, researchers developed a data collection strategy to articulate
and present GAPs unique work to funders. Researchers created a Logic Model that identified
quantitative and qualitative outcomes, the programmatic phases in which these occur, and how
precise actions lead to designated outcomes. Next, researchers developed instruments to capture
salient quantitative and qualitative aspects of GAPs work. Finally, researchers offered a quasiexperimental research design within a methodologically sound and rigorous evaluation strategy.
Juvenile Corrections (Institutional or Community)

Psychiatric status, problem behaviors and
mental health care utilization in canadian
offenders
Mental Health and Other Special Needs Offenders

Popular Punitivism: A New Era of Dutch
Criminal Policy

The mass rate at which the correctional population has exploded has created a myriad of
problems in the United States, both in society at large and within the microcosms that are prisons
and jails. One of these notable consequences is the emergence of prison gangs, which have
become increasingly prevalent in recent years and pose stark challenges to prison staff,
administrators, and fellow inmates due to their disruptive and violent nature, as they are the
source of various crimes and serious prison misconduct. As there is a distinct lack of information
regarding these dangerous groups, this paper will serve as a review of the recent literature in this
area. The definition of prison gangs, their organization and structure, and features of the behavior
that gang members display while incarcerated will be discussed. In the following section, the five
major prison gangs that are found in prisons and other groups (i.e., hate groups and terrorist
organizations) and their characteristics will be briefly discussed. Finally, an overview of the
classification processes and management strategies used to deal with members of prison gangs
will be presented.
This study examines the practices and attitudes of people who illegally read or watch fantranslated manga and anime rather than pay for the official products. The study draws upon semistructured interviews of subjects drawn from online forums. Unlike music and software piracy, the
manga and anime piracy is largely unexplored. While it is hypothesized the manga and anime
piracy will somewhat be similar to music piracy, the sub-culture's distinctive roots may lead to
significant differences. Manga and anime growth outside of Japan was only possible through
piracy.

Critics have asserted that measures to address the needs of mentally –disordered offenders are
used on a selective basis and for the purpose of managing behavior within the institution rather
than for the well-being of the recipients. The interactions between past psychiatric diagnosis,
current mental status and problem behaviors in the institution were examined as they relate to
mental health care utilization in 506 adult offenders. Results suggest that mental health treatment
may be provided in a selective manner, with individuals showing behavior problems more likely to
be treated using pharmacological agents compared to their non-disruptive peers.
An aggressive political push has influenced a shift of punitiveness in the practice and policies of
European criminal justice. Popular punitivism has become common place among political rhetoric
across European countries. Most notably, perhaps, is the recent surge found in the Netherlands, a
country renowned for restorative and reintegrative philosophy. This paper identifies the increase in
punitive rhetoric used in Dutch politics and connects its use to empty practice and characteristics
of popular punitivism rather than systematic action to combat crime.
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The risk-need-responsivity (RNR) model of offender assessment and rehabilitation has been an
icon in developing individually-based rehabilitation for offenders since the 1980s. Thus far, the
model has been localized to adult offenders; however, with proper modifications, the model could
prove to be an invaluable resource in rehabilitating juvenile drug offenders. By implementing the
fundamental principles of RNR, treatment is attainable during incarceration and while in
community-based supervision. Because juveniles often lack the responsibilities and financial
capabilities that adult offenders possess, their needs differ substantially. Thus, the RNR model
must be modified to suit juvenile offenders and their unique needs.
The relationship between peer and individual delinquency is a recurring finding in delinquency
research. The mechanism by which that effect occurs is still something of an unsettled question,
however. With few exceptions, investigation of this question does not include appropriate controls
for shared effects from residential choices, rival variables that may impact both youth and peer
behavior concurrently, and difficulties in estimating social interaction effects. This paper uses
multilevel data from the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health to specify the effect of
proximal and distal peer behavior on individual choices and assess mechanisms underlying the
relationship.
Attitudes toward police (ATP) were measured among three hundred college undergraduates, as
were attitudes toward crime, just world beliefs, and a number of other attitudes. Just world beliefs,
legal authoritarianism, participant race, and belief in vengeance were the only significant
predictors of ATP. Notably, number of interactions with law enforcement officers and other factors
(e.g., fear of crime, political conservatism) were not significantly related to ATP. Implications for
improving attitudes toward police are discussed, as ATP may relate more strongly to individual
and demographic characteristics rather than situational or experiential factors.
Trafficking of women is one of the fastest growing businesses and crime both domestically and
internationally. At the end of this criminal spectrum women get arrested and are treated as
criminals of the prostitution business. This paper will analyze the role of policing in controlling
and preventing trafficking of women as well as provide some framework on effective immigration
policies. The current literature expresses a need for police training and more collaboration of law
enforcement. Using police as an important tool, as a guardian, to serve justice and protect
women will help in controlling and preventing this horrendous criminal activity.
Academic criminologists, politicians and police practitioners have often taken divergent views on
how best to best explain community effects of different policing methodologies. In addition to
policy makers and academics, popular opinion is also confused on the issue. The current study
reports the results of splitting a city into five different districts for a year and using a different
policing style in each of the districts. There was a statistically significant difference between each
policing style and its effect on crime rate in each district.
Prior research has revealed an association between trauma and outcomes including obesity, illicit
drug use, and increased frequency of arrest. The current study examined the relationship between
specific domains of trauma (emotional abuse, witnessing violence, and household dysfunction)
and delinquency outcome variables: self-reported earliest age of arrest and placement,
interpersonal trust, locus of control, and hostility towards women in adjudicated male youth.
Results indicate that the earliest age of arrest and placement was significantly predicted by
several domains of trauma, especially household dysfunction. Domains of trauma also marginally
predicted interpersonal trust, locus of control, and hostility towards women.

Law enforcement officers are often the first responders to children and youth in situations of
abuse, neglect, domestic and community violence, and delinquency. Nevertheless, law
enforcement academy recruits receive a median of only 8 hours of instruction in juvenile justice
law, while states offer no similar in-service training. This roundtable will address the importance of
and models for integrating a developmental competency approach within law enforcement
training, at both the recruit and in-service levels, to improve officers’ interactions with juveniles
and police departments' legitimacy within communities.
Police officers are not only responsible for administering lineups and interviews where citizens’
eyewitness memories are tested, they are also called upon to make arrests, write reports, prepare
warrants and testify in court based on their own memories. Do police make better eyewitnesses
than citizens? This study tests eyewitness memory. Two groups, police officers and citizens,
were tested and compared. The results showed that police officers tested lower on certain factors
associated with stress and arousal than citizens but both police and citizens made more errors
when a weapon was inferred or present.
Recently several states have repealed the use of the death penalty and other states are
considering adopting such policies. Using a revised version of a national poll, this study
examines the attitudes of police chiefs and sheriffs (N=122). Respondents with direct experience
were more likely to disagree with abolishment of the death penalty for economic reasons and
provided greater support for capital punishment even when alternatives were introduced.
Additionally, this study provides a comprehensive understanding of law enforcement's perceptions
with regards to retribution, deterrence, and the roles of victims, while also examining policy
implications and making suggestions for future research.
Many Criminal Justice programs actively encourage and facilitate student participation in
internships and other types of field learning activities. Internships are often highly individualized
arrangements between the student and a criminal justice agency. This results in a wide range of
outcomes. While anecdotal evidence indicates that successful internships benefit students in
many ways, surprisingly few studies have explored the differences between those students who
realize these benefits and those who don’t. Through the use of surveys administered to student
interns and their agency supervisors, this study aims to identify some of the things student interns
and their faculty supervisors can do to increase their prospects for success.
Human trafficking has only recently emerged at the forefront of policy reform, even in developed
nations. Yet, heightened awareness of the issue has not translated into effective policy as the
majority of nations have ineffective anti-trafficking practices; many countries have failed to
criminalize human trafficking, while others do not actively enforce statutes in place. By applying
Black’s theory of law, this study offers a preliminary understanding into the variation of global
prosecutorial efforts in human trafficking and adequacy of anti-trafficking law. To isolate this
relationship, the effects of trafficking markets are controlled.
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Focusing on business leaders of Fortune 500 companies, this study examines the social structure
and potential interlock among CEOs with SEC violations and CEOs without. Using affiliation
networks built from publicly available information, the structure of corporate relations was
analyzed for cohesiveness, betweenness centrality and degree centrality. Findings show that
SEC violators are more socially isolated and a substantial degree of cohesiveness exists among
executives (they belong to distinct social circles). With only a few organizations linking the
offending and comparison group, it is likely that two separate factions exist, supporting the
argument that distinct cultural norms may exist.

Over the last 30 years, the Texas Department of Criminal Justice (TDCJ) has undergone
significant organizational changes as a result of court or legislative mandate, demographics of the
offender population, changes in technology, and the resources available to the organization.
Evaluations of the changes that have been made in the studied time period indicate both gradual
and radical changes, with the majority explained by contingency theory. While the resources
available are an important factor in the organizational structure chosen, by far the organizational
structure of TDCJ has been influenced to change as a result of outside environmental factors.
The notion that the use of situational counterterrorism measures inevitably result in the shift of
terrorist attacks elsewhere has dominated the thinking in terrorism research. Perhaps the most
widely regarded form of terror displacement is the shift to unprotected targets. Underlying this
speculation is the assumption that the hardening of targets simply result in terrorists substituting a
less guarded target in place of the more protected one. This study examines whether the
situational prevention of a terrorist attack results in this change of terrorists’ target choice.
Findings suggest that terrorism prevention through situational measures do not always lead to
displacement.
Traditional discussions in the classroom typically involve students answering questions posed by
the instructor; however, they often fall short of the instructor’s expectations for participation and
interaction among students. Seminars, which require previous preparation by students, promote
more active interaction and participation by and between students in the classroom. This paper
presents observational and survey results that examine the effectiveness of the use of seminars
with regard to student participation and student comprehension and learning of course materials.
This study examines the role that media plays in constructing images of crime in a southern city;
particularly in areas of the community that are hard hit by crime, poverty, and incarceration rates.
Through a discourse analysis of the city’s mainstream newspaper, this study contributes to the
understanding of the media role in affecting local public opinion about areas portrayed as ‘crime
ridden’ and how these constructed images affect collective efficacy. Using official crime statistics
and historical accounts of the area, the researcher compares the reality of crime in that area to
the images portrayed in the media.
India is reeling under invigorated Naxalite attacks and hundreds of lives are lost. The Centre and
State has employed repressive means to handle the rising trend of violence. Special Forces have
been deployed and regular search, arrest and shootings are taking place. A unique force, in
coordination with the local people as Special Police Offices, has also been constituted, known as
Salwa Judum. However, the initiative has not attained much success, since retaliation attacks
have increased manifold and human rights has taken a backseat. The present article visits the
human rights crisis in the wake of Naxalite and State criminality.
The ideology behind Juvenile Justice System (JJS) is to ensure care, protection and justice to all
children residing in the country through a socio legal approach. 'Justice' here, connotes, social
and legal justice. Presently, the ‘socio-legal’ approach within JJS is vague and ambiguous term
interpreted differently by those interfacing with it. This article discusses findings of the research
study conducted on Juveniles in Conflict with Law in Maharashtra (India), and projects how these
varied understandings reflect in the implementation pattern impacting the juvenile and raises
questions on the notion of justice.

Other Juvenile Justice Issues

Criminal Justice Policy and Legislation

Most states have adopted a zero-tolerance domestic violence law enforcement paradigm that is
based on simplistic and overly broad assumptions regarding domestic violence, and maintained
through state and federal laws, protocols and policies. The paradigm leaves criminal justice
professionals little discretion when responding to such cases and leads to the imposition of unjust
and counterproductive bail orders and sentences. This in turn causes a loss of respect for the
criminal justice system among defendants and victims, and may discourage some victims from
reporting offenses and seeking help. The author argues for a return to greater discretion in limited
cases.
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This research will examine two questions. First, we explore the pattern of medical marijuana
legalization across U.S. states since 1996. Socio-legal theory and analysis will be used to predict
adoption of medical marijuana legislation. Second, we will examine changes in drug related
crimes across jurisdictions prior to and subsequent to the adoption of these laws. Implications for
broader adoption of these policies will be considered within the scope of these findings.
The landscape of mediation literature has no agreed upon topological structure, though no lack of
topologies exists. In order to compare and contrast transformational mediation and transactional
mediation, an ability to recognize, define and agree upon the nomenclature of each is important. I
seek to discover and create a standardized framework for the understanding of mediation style
that is applicable for academia, practitioner and participant context in international and domestic
settings.
Recent research indicates there may be differences between the risk/needs of male and offenders,
indicating the potential utility of gender specific criminal risk/need assessment instruments. The
present study examined differences on the Level of Service Inventory-Revised (LSI-R; a risk/need
instrument validated with male offenders) and the Service Planning Instrument for Women (SPINW; a gender specific risk/need instrument) between female offenders who successfully completed
a transitional housing program and those who failed to complete the program. Successful
completers differed significantly from noncompleters on the SPIN-W but not on the LSI-R,
providing support for the validity of the SPIN-W.

Teaching Pedagogy

Policy Proposals on the Go! There is a need for more juvenile justice and criminal justice public
policy and internal policy proposal development. Pragmatic professionals and legislators are
eager to review and analyze the next brilliant idea. However, policy formation and creation can be
long and arduous. This presentation will share a more efficient, expedient, and effective method of
developing, revamping, and amending policy proposals in all areas and genres of the field. This
presentation will also include an online/hybrid technique for distance education courses.
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Familicide refers to the killing of multiple family members, most commonly the homicide of the
intimate partner and at least one child. This study examines the relationship between the
prevalence of familicide and the prevalence of financial problems. In the period 2000-2009
familicide occurred approximately 23 times per year. Familicides involving spouse and child(ren)
with financial motives alone occurred 4 to 5 times per year. The association between familicide
and financial problems is not straightforward. Even though correlational analyses suggest a
relationship between the two, the prevalence of familicide motivated by financial problems was
unrelated to periods of financial downfall.
Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) has been implemented rapidly since the end of 1990s,
especially to complement the insufficient police force. The open-street CCTV has drawn great
popularity around the world. While various studies have discussed CCTV’s crime prevention
effects, any study on the different effects of CCTV between day and night is rare to find. With the
data of seventeen CCTVs in five places throughout the City of Cincinnati and crime data spanning
from 1997 and 2010, current study analyzed different effects of the CCTVs on serious crime and
disorder during day and night hours using hierarchical linear modeling (HLM).
For the second year in a row (and four of the last five years), the television program CSI: Crime
Scene Investigation has been the world’s most-watched TV crime drama series. Through content
analysis of four seasons, this study explores how this wildly popular show portrays the crime of
murder, and assesses how well this depiction squares (or doesn’t square) with official information
and relevant research literature. Specific factors examined include murder type, murder context,
victim and offender personal characteristics, victim-offender relationship, killing method, and
offender motive.

DOES EARNING A COLLEGE DEGREE
IN PRISON REDUCE RECIDIVISM?

This study examines the causal relationship between education programs in prison and
recidivism. Based on administrative data on inmates in New York State, I investigate the impact
of college education in prison. Since motivation is confounded with voluntary participation in a
college education program as well as rehabilitation, it is critical to account for the non-random
selection into treatment. This study uses a propensity score matching approach to constructing an
equivalent comparison group. Those who completed college education while in prison will be
compared to otherwise similar prisoners who did not participate in college education.
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Trademark infringement (i.e., counterfeit goods) has shifted from being understood as a private,
commercial dispute to a serious, transnational crime, at least according to pro-intellectual
property organizations. In line with this ‘rebranding’ as a serious crime, the enforcement of
trademark infringement is undertaken by a transnational private regulatory regime comprised of
brand-owners, industry associations, private security companies, law firms, and law enforcement
agencies. This paper presents a novel examination of how private security companies investigate
trademark infringement and explores this regime’s morphology and the nature of its regulatory
actions against this crime, a critically under-examined area in the literature.

Social media and networking describe online technologies that people use to share content,
opinions, insights, experiences and perspectives. Social media has tremendous potential to
impact public opinion, and given the speed at which information is shared, it can affect
perceptions and outcomes in the criminal justice system. I will review the social media use in
cases like Troy Davis and others, and research whether Twitter and Facebook actually alter public
perception of events and longer term public opinion on crime and capital punishment.
The modern era of our capital system has seen countless individuals sentenced to die for their
crimes, but as technology and psychology advance, we are confronted with discovery of critical
errors in the process and outcome of those cases. The cases tell a frightening tale of a broken
capital system in which finality of judgment is often meaningless. I will review recent exonerations
and suspected wrongful executions and discuss the primary causes of wrongful conviction in
these cases. I will also discuss the ever changing process for ensuring that justice is delivered in
a deeply flawed system.
Political elections have always been based on a number of key issues: social rights, policies on
warfare, economic issues, the list is applicable through history and modern times. One of the
pertinent issues in the current political climate and race for president is a “tough on crime” stance
and unwavering views of the death penalty. I will conduct research to analyze the
interconnectedness of American political views and social policies, then discuss the effect of
modern media on those viewpoints, policy development, and public interest in the issue of capital
punishment.
While there are many differences in the administration of capital punishment in various American
jurisdictions, the custom of a last meal and the condemned's final statement have prevailed until
Texas eliminated last meals in September, 2011. We will explore both media and pop culture
fascination with these elements of the final hours in a condemned prisoner's life, and we will
discuss the historical development of these customs, and their significance in the culture of
American death row.
Research of law enforcement stress within rural departments is virtually non-existent, even though
the majority of police agencies in America serve towns and areas under 50,000 residents. To this
extent, there is a gap in the literature on police stress that must be filled to better understand the
nature of the stress, stressors and coping strategies used by the men and women who police rural
communities and small towns in the United States. The purpose of this study is to examine the
specific stressors affecting rural law enforcement officers, as well as their strategies to cope with
work-related stress.
During the past few decades, the number of people returning to society after imprisonment has
reached unprecedented proportions. While academic and government attention has been directed
at finding ways to improve the prison-to-community transition process, little research has explored
how the public feels toward policies and practices related to prisoner reentry. This study examines
whether public support for various types of reentry programs (e.g., employment, housing, and
drug programs) varies by differences in neighborhood context, fear of crime, exposure to
prisoners, and religious beliefs. Our data comes from a random sample of Missouri residents
surveyed in 2008.
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When drinking is used to cope with or conquer an activity-limiting stressor, in the absence of
health services, such use may be considered self-medication. Limited research has tended to
produce empirical evidence supporting a self-medication hypothesis, whereby alcohol use may
compensate for the denial of access to mental health services. The present study tested the selfmedication hypothesis using data from the 2009 National Health Interview Survey, derived from
1,556 Asian American adults, many of whom had recently immigrated. Quantity of alcohol
consumed and binging frequency were examined. We found that the low level of problem drinking
observed reflects both the norm of moderation endemic to native Asian cultures and this group’s
experience with American mental health services. In addition, there was a tendency among Asian
Americans with mental health problems to engage in heavy drinking when denied access to
prescription medication and related services.
This study compared links between problem drinking and social structural and mental
health–related factors between four race–nativity groups. Using data from the 2009 National
Health Interview Survey, the sample comprised four gropus: U.S.–born Whites and Blacks and
foreign-born Whites and Blacks. Investigated were the social structural variables of age and
gender, measures of socioeconomic status, and several social integration factors. Mental
health–related variables included chronic mental illness and access to and use of mental health
services. Overall, both types of variables were associated with large quantity drinking and
frequent binging, with the strength of association varying—for some factors—by race and/or
nativity. Further, the findings indicated that, in the presence of chronic mental illness, both U.S.and foreign-born Black Americans engaged in relatively frequent binge-drinking when health-care
variables were controlled.
This study examines courts treatment of forensic anthropological evidence under the Daubert and
Frye standards. All state and federal decisions are collected, tabulated, and the content of the
judges’ opinions analyzed for thematic patterns. These patterns are critically assessed with
respect to the forensic anthropological community. Forensic anthropology is still in development,
and hence these findings may have potentially far-reaching policy implications.
This study examined the impact of four categories of variables (demographics, neighborhood
context variables, contact with the police, and vicarious influence variables) on juvenile
perceptions of the police and police services. Data analyzed in this study were collected as part
of a larger research evaluation that assessed the impact of law enforcement efforts in relation to
violent crime. Survey data from students of one middle school were analyzed and found
significant results for both dependent variables within all four categories of independent variables.
Policy implications and suggestions for further research are discussed.
Prior research on capital punishment has shown evidence of the concentration of capital
sentencing in particular states and locations within states (Poveda 2006; Paternoster, 2003).
However, the concentration of death sentencing in particular places may not be an indication of
spatial dependence (Anslin, 2003). We examine spatial concentration and spatial dependency in
capital sentencing. We test a spatial “lag,” spatial “effects,” diffusion process, where death
sentencing in one county predicts an increased or a decreased likelihood of a death sentence in
adjoining counties, net the influence of a vector of covariates. We also test spatial dependency,
spatial error or a spatial disturbance model, which indicates omitted spatially-correlated
covariates. Research and policy implications are discussed.
This paper is concerned with the intersection of cultural diversity and pedagogy in criminal justice.
Students are becoming increasingly diverse, which presents a host of challenges for criminal
justice instructors with regard to written and oral communication. Furthermore, as instructors
prepare criminal justice students for careers in law enforcement, the courts, and corrections, they
must consider what it means for all students to serve culturally diverse populations in the
community. The author hopes to begin a discussion of best teaching practices in a culturally
diverse world.
This group is on distance education in criminal justice programs at the community college level.
The use of video conferencing through the computer to enhance the student and instructor
experience is a new tool. Using these techniques the student can see and hear the instructor while
the lesson is presented on a white board. Students are reacting FAVORABLY to this technique
saying the class is more “connected.” Issues persist such as should the presentation be
asynchronous or synchronous? Should students have an assigned time for the class or a
recording of the instructor which can be downloaded at anytime?

Most criminal victimization research has occurred in Western countries, and in particular we are
not aware of prior research examining the impact of individual and community factors on the
variation of criminal victimization in Turkey. In order to fill this void, we present an integrated
model of criminal victimization for a randomly selected sample of 1,800 individuals nested in 60
neighborhoods in Istanbul, Turkey. Specifically, guided by existing victimization theories and
related empirical research, seven models (demographic, routine activity, self-control, social
disorganization, disorder, informal control and public control model) of criminal victimization are
to be examined in the Turkish context.
The theft of cell phones on public transportation is a growing concern. With the increase in
smartphones as both suitable targets and hot" products – coupled with lack of supervision and
overcrowding – motivated offenders have ample opportunities to steal popular and often
expensive phones. As crime pattern theory suggests offenders and victims converge in space
and time along nodes paths and edges – with crimes occurring in activity spaces (Brantingham
and Brantingham 1981). The research extends this approach to analyze cell phone thefts within
the Boston subway system using 2005-2010 incident reports provided by the Massachusetts Bay
Transportation Authority (MBTA)."
Based on a random sample of 200 missing-persons reports that were filed between 1991 and
2004, this study tests the null hypothesis that race or ethnicity is not related to being an
endangered runaway. Significant racial and ethnic differences were found among children and
adolescents who ran away from home (Chi-Square= 27.07, df= 6, p<.000). African American
youth were almost twice as likely to run away from home than white youth (36.1% vs. 18.4%). A
substantial percentage of Hispanics also ran away from home (29.38%). These results remained
statistically significant after controlling for possible intervening factors.

Having a criminal history may increase the risk of youth running away from home. Based on a
random sample of 200 missing-persons reports that were filed between 1991 and 2004, this study
tests the null hypothesis that an initial criminal history is not related to being an endangered
runaway. Each missing-person report was coded using a 228-item protocol. The coded data were
entered into a data file and Chi-Square and correlational analysis was then performed. The null
hypothesis was rejected. A very small percentage of endangered runaways (2%) had an initial
criminal history.
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The Texas Youth Commission (TYC) in 2008 implemented the Positive Achievement Change
Tool (PACT). The assessment tool has been validated to be a reliable predictor in juvenile
recidivism. This study validates the assertion, and examines whether the PACT can be a useful
predictor of juvenile problem behaviors within an institution. Juveniles who begin processing at
TYC are initially administered the PACT. Based on the assessment the juveniles are placed into
programs suited to their specific needs. The tool can be utilized with both females and males.
The PACT data was compared with individual incident reports throughout the juveniles stay.
Correlational relationships were analyzed to determine if the PACT data could be a predictive
assessment tool.

Community engaged learning is an integral and integrated way of teaching and learning about
crime and criminal justice. Based on research with undergraduates from my 1st and 4th year
sociology courses, and our community partners, this paper highlights the opportunities &
challenges of curriculum-embedded experiential learning. Results of student surveys, student
reflection papers, and qualitative interviews with community partners reveal that community
engaged learning deepens student involvement & engagement, fosters personal and professional
growth, increases an appreciation of the connection between theory, research, policy and action
and can help to build and sustain reciprocity between students, faculty and community partners.
Recent scholarship identifies and analyzes the phenomenon of SCADS (State Crimes Against
Democracy). These crimes include inter alia, election fraud, political assassinations, rendition
and torture. This paper addresses the current unabashed use of torture by the U.S. government
and its threat to democracy.
The 1967 President's Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administration of Justice called
for the use of social science to assist law enforcement agencies in their efforts to better
understand and address the problems in their jurisdictions. Contemporary efforts have included
partnerships between police practitioners and researchers that have garnered support from both
communities. Despite this backing, there has been little empirical examination of the factors
associated with successful partnerships. The present study therefore assessed barriers and
facilitators to the development and sustainability of police practitioner-researcher partnerships
using in-depth interviews conducted with practitioners and researchers from 100 separate
partnerships.
While a relatively recent issue in the realm of drugs and crime, prescription drug abuse has
become a rapidly growing problem in the United States. Despite increases in abuse, deaths and
diversion, many law enforcement agencies have limited strategies in combating the problem.
Prescription drug abuse presents unique issues to police agencies which many are just beginning
to understand. This paper examines the issue of prescription drug abuse in the United States
today and utilizes a small case study as an example of how prescription drug abuse appears in
drug arrest data.
The delay in the rendering of judicial decisions became enormous problem and different
experiments were carried out to overcome this issue. One simple way for early disposal of cases
was to try for a settlement at the pre-trial stage itself. Plea bargaining is an obvious tool that has
been put into use in the process of settling dispute at the pre-trial stage. Initially, the concept was
evolved and adopted by United States. In Brady v. United States, 297 U.S. 742(1970), the United
States Supreme Court upheld the validity of plea bargaining. The Court opined that it is not
unconstitutional for the state to extend a benefit to an accused that in turn extends a substantial
benefit to the state. In the similar approach, concept of plea bargaining is adopted and developed
in India and has now been brought into the statute book. The paper examines the concept of plea
bargaining in India
This paper compares the methods used in Austria and the United States to prevent and control
financial crimes. The concept of financial crime is defined and the various types of financial crime
are identified and described. The prevention initiatives considered include legislation, procedures
followed by law enforcement agencies to detect, control and prevent criminal activites, and
specialized programs developed by financial institutions. Finally, the effectiveness of each of
these initiatives will be considered.
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The initial goals of this study include locating and identifying the taxonomic groups mentioned in
Moffitt’s (1993) (i.e. life-course persistent offenders, adolescent-limited offenders) using data from
the National Longitudinal Survey 1997 (NLSY97). Further, this study compares the social
demographics with the predictions of Moffitt (1993, 1994) as her theory describes race,
particularity those of African-American offenders. This study also examines the role of parental
and peer relationships and their effect on the offender disparity among the typologies defined by
Moffitt (1993). This study explores one hypothesis: there is a relationship between social bonds,
particularly peer association and admittance into Moffitt’s (1993) trajectory groups. The results of
this study find that of the variables tested, peer relationships are particularly influential in
predicting criminality. These findings support prior research on delinquent peer group association
and criminality (Bjerregard & Lizotte, 1995; Dishion, Patterson, & Griesler, 1994; Patterson, 1993;
Patterson, Dishion & Yoerger, 2000; Lacourse et al., 2003).
Course Redesign (CR) is the process of rethinking how information is delivered to our students.
According to the National Center for Academic Transformation (NCAT), CR helps colleges and
universities learn how to use technology, alternative class organizations, and alternative staffing
patterns to improve student learning outcomes and reduce instructional costs. In Fall 2011,
Introduction to Criminal Justice was piloted as a large, blended and redesigned course at
Southeast Missouri State University. Results from pre/post-tests, surveys, focus groups and
other qualitative student feedback will be discussed. The authors will include lessons learned and
personal experiences from the project.
This session will be devoted to exploring the regional issues and resulting managerial and
administrative implications facing Sheriffs in the state of Georgia. The state of Georgia has
witnessed tremendous growth in its population within the past decade. With this growth, salient
issues related to institutional confinement and the management and administration of county jails
have also emerged. These issues and challenges, coupled with their resulting implications will be
“in focus” during this roundtable discussion.
In order to determine if social class affects attitudes towards driving, a convenience sample of
college students (N=404) at a Midwestern university were surveyed. There were no differences in
gender, age and employment between the four social class categories determined by parental
education levels. Differences in family income were in the expected direction. Findings indicate
that there may be some social class differences in attitudes towards driving. Future studies are
planned using a community college sample to provide more class variability and will include a
subjective measure of social class.
The findings of Lacks (Diehl) and Gordon (2004) may point to the conclusion that youth seem to
have a level of trust in the police that adults do not. Understanding how police trust manifests
differently in adults and adolescents is important in maintaining the trust which children feel. The
question becomes what does impact these levels of trust? By exploring the paradigm of chronic
violence exposure on children as a disease, the current study looks to expand on the work of
Lacks and Gordon (2004) to better understand the ways that social learning may impact youth’s
trust in police.

Sex Crimes and Offenders

Geographic Profiling is useful to criminal investigations when there is a series of crimes and
traditional investigative techniques are not successful. Its use is, however, subject to a number of
conditions: most importantly, it performs poorly on Poachers. The challenge for investigators lies
in the timely identification of reliable indicators of a Poacher. This case study aims at illustrating
the predatory behavior of a serial rapist who, by operating in several different, yet very small
areas, and alternating crime locations while maintaining the exact same modus operandi
throughout his series, presents some relevant challenges in the use of Geographic Profiling.
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Advances in technology are changing the way people communicate with each other and the way
organizations communicate with their target audience. In recent years, the new social media
tools such as Facebook, Twitter and YouTube offer numerous opportunities for public relations,
and are becoming among the most popular online tools. Social media platforms have also been
used effectively by police departments, especially in developed countries such as the US and the
UK. New technology has expanded the definition of society and social media is moving towards
becoming a 21st century version of the police patrol. According to the crime experts, because of
the easy instant information exchange they provide, these communication tools will be bring a
new era in the fight against crime and criminal. Social networking sites such as Facebook and
Twitter are the most common communication tools in the US. This automatically requires that
police departments must use these sites to communicate with the public. Turkey is one of the
biggest users of social media platforms. According to Facebook statistics, after the US, the UK,
and Indonesia Turkey is the country with the most Facebook users. Facebook is by far the most
popular tool among users, used by nearly 35 percent of the total population. Although social
media is being used more and more by people in Turkey, Turkish National Police (TNP) has not
Rural specific crimes such as illicit alcohol production in forests have been largely overlooked by
criminological research. This paper addresses this issue by analyzing qualitative interviews with
alcohol enforcement officers as well as participants who self-reported involvement in illicit alcohol
production, use and trafficking. The research indicates that despite being on opposite ends of the
law, and the occasional violent confrontation, participants from each side of the law have typically
held little animosity towards each other.
Over time, the relationship between gender, social structure, and homicide has seen substantial
change. What were once thought to be invariant predictors gleaned from Social Disorganization
Theory, in fact, may have varying explanatory power, not equally affecting both sexes. Thus, this
study posits a fluctuation in the strength of covariates of homicide to explain county-level rates of
killings disaggregated by gender. Using Supplementary Homicide Reports and U.S. census data,
negative binomial regression results reveal that measures of resource disadvantage have a
greater effect on female-perpetrated homicides, while measures of population structure have a
larger effect on male-perpetrated homicides.
Police officers’ perceptions of gender-motivated violence against women have been overlooked in
hate crime research. Accordingly, I examine how nine police officers understand gendermotivated violence in Canada. Results indicate that the majority of participants do not perceive
violence against women as hate crime, all of which is a product of: victim-perpetrator
relationships, ambiguous motives, and definitional constraints with legal terms. Equally,
conditions that influence officers’ perceptions relate to: the typical victims of hate notion, police
routine and experience with hate crime and gender-motivated violence, hate crime legislation,
hate crime policies and procedures, and hate crime training.
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To date, studies of stalking have generally focused almost exclusively on adult behaviour, and
studies of juveniles have been confined to relatively limited case studies. Analyzing the stalking
methods used, young perpetrators are by far the most involved in high risk communications
technologies, such that cyberspace appears the ideal medium for harassment (stalking, bullying)
by this type of author. An ongoing Italian survey aims to provide information on the prevalence of
the phenomenon of harassment in cyberspace among juveniles of a North Italy city (Modena). In
this way the researchers intend to improve awareness about these type of conducts, evidencing
victim prevalence, consequences and dangers.
This paper responds to Gayatri Spivak’s question whether the subaltern could speak in the
affirmative. Its focus is on life histories of female offenders incarcerated in South Africa who have
proven to be very articulate on their life prior to incarceration, how they ended up in prison, their
coping strategies inside the prison and their vision of post-prison life. The paper deploys subalternfeminist approaches and seeks to understand the dynamics of female criminality from the
perspective of female offenders themselves. The paper challenges the sterile establishment
criminology approaches in South Africa that do not fully reflect the voices of the incarcerated
female offenders. Throughout the discussion the voice of the incarcerated women will be
visibilised.
Using a virtual simulator training system 150 police officers participated in a randomized
experiment to measure the stress response on decision making when faced with a lethal force
situation. Officers were exposed to one of three scenarios and were harnessed with a wireless
device to track their physiological responses. Saliva biomarkers were monitored three times.
Officers reported their perceived stress and they were assessed against physiological responses,
biomarkers, and their recall was compared to their decision to shoot during various scenario
intervals. The findings and implications of lethal force decision making under stress are presented
as well as training implications.
Post conviction evidence reveal that a percentage of defendants processed in the criminal justice
system have been wrongfully convicted. Prosecutorial misconduct, police wrongdoing, and false
testimony have been cited as primary reasons for improper convictions. This featured round table
discussion will discuss the current state of research and technology to prevent wrongful
convictions. Some key issues that may be discussed are: (1) prosecutorial misconduct; (2)
indigent defense; (3) eyewitness identification reform; (4) false and coerced confessions; (5)
police lie detection research; (6) post-conviction access to DNA testing; (7) safeguards/criteria on
informant testimony; and (8) suppression of exculpatory evidence.
Abstract
Recent shootings by legal and illegal gun owners have forced lawmakers to create laws
preventing future criminal acts from being committed on campuses. Government officials (policy
makers) have a deep concern when it comes to who should be allowed to carry concealed
weapons outside of their homes. This research is guided by Dennis J. Baker (2009) argument
that recognizes the Second Amendment of the U.S. Constitution that allows us to bear arms
within our homes. The extent of this research is to examine the following concepts: the Second
Amendment, criminalization, remote harms, utilitarian goals, and gun culture is the state of
Texas.
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The purpose of this study was to examine the ability of a person to recognize and report insurance
fraud in comparison to property crimes. It was hypothesized that individuals are less likely to
recognize and report insurance fraud when compared to property crime. A cross-sectional survey
was administered to Criminology students of Central Connecticut State University (CCSU) via
classroom distribution. Respondents were asked to identify various scenarios as criminal or not
criminal. The study participants were asked whether or not they believed crime would be reported
to either the Police or someone else. Data was coded and analyzed using SPSS.
This study examined referrals to the Washoe County MHC to determine
characteristics associated with acceptance. Those with a thought or mood
disorder and a felony or misdemeanor index charge were more likely to be
accepted; those with a crime against a person or the community and males
were less likely to be accepted. Violent index crimes or criminal
histories were also associated with rejection. These results have
important policy implications for those referred to the court but who
receive another disposition of their case and for those with violent
crimes or criminal histories who are rejected by the MHC.
Drug courts have been touted as being therapeutic and holistic, which
represents a dramatic departure from the traditional criminal justice
system that can be characterized as legalistic and adversarial. In order
for drug courts to be truly therapeutic and holistic, the areas of focus
and concern must extend beyond criminal behavior and the use of drugs and
alcohol to include all aspects of participants¹ lives that contribute to
their addiction and criminality. This study focuses on the ways in which
one drug court program seeks to meet the basic human needs of its
participants.
The present study examines outcomes for a sample of participants in the
Washoe County MHC and suggest what occurs during MHC enrollment that is
associated with these outcomes. MHC participants served significantly
fewer jail days as compared to a nonparticipant group and as compared to
their own pre-MHC histories. Observations of the MHC sessions reveal a
nonadversarial atmosphere in which participants interact directly with
the judge and in which praise, encouragement and sanctions are issued far
more often than sanctions. These interactions with the judge are
associated with the positive outcomes and serve to contextualize them.
This study evaluates the relative effectiveness of a women-focused (WF)
re-entry court program with wrap-around services to promote positive
behaviors and well-being among female parolees and probationers diverted
from prison and into the Second Chance Re-entry Court Program. A total of
50 female probationers and parolees participating in the Second Chance
Re-entry Court Program were matched with a comparison group of female
prisoners from Valley State Prison for Women (VSPW). Preliminary findings
from this evaluation with regard to drug use, criminal justice outcomes
and psychological functioning will be presented.
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Circumstances surrounding homicide among young black males has long been said to differ from
those of males from other racial and ethnic groups. However, very little is known about how
incidences of homicide among young black males differ from those of other racial groups. The
main objective of this study is to explore whether there are situational differences in homicide
cases among racial categories. This study employed data from the Uniform Crime Reporting
Program Data: Supplementary Homicide Reports, 2009. Advanced statistical techniques
provided by SPSS were used in the completion of this study. The results will provide implications
for theory on violence among young black males as well as recommendations for future areas of
research.
Perhaps since the inception of security programs at higher education institutions, there has been
the debate if the security profession is the domain of the field of criminal justice or another
discipline, such as business. This roundtable discussion will debate and explore where security
education should be best located in the context of higher education, based on industry need, the
future of security, etc.
Gangs have become a topic of interest and concern in the past few decades. Several research
have focused on finding a relationship between gangs and criminal behavior, thus excluding the
possible relationship between gang membership and victimization. The purpose of this study is to
explore and analyze the effects of social risk factors on female gang victimization. Specifically,
this research study will examine if possible relationships exists between female gang victimization
and social risk factors. Specifically, data will consists of surveys administered to eight grade
students in 315 classrooms in 42 chosen public schools from 11 different cities and states.
Despite the importance of understanding the correlates of police use of force, contemporary
research reflects little agreement on the behaviors that constitute force. Extant research has
defined and measured force in a number of ways, though most recent research has used a
measure that reflects a force continuum. This measure includes non-violent acts of coercion
within outcome measures conceptualized as “force”. Using data collected through social
observations we examine the predictors of different conceptualizations of force to see if the
predictors are consistent or vary depending on the type of police force (i.e., non-violent physical
force, violent physical force) examined.
In an effort to protect the Trade Secrets of companies in the United States, the Economic
Espionage Act (EEA) was enacted by Congress in 1996. Since this time, the US Attorney’s Office
has prosecuted several cases under Sections 1831 and 1832 of the EEA. However, the research
is limited in the context of what offenses and offenders are prosecuted. To fill this void in the
academic literature, this study provides a comprehensive review of cases prosecuted over the 15
year history of the EEA.
The current study examined the 287(g) program in regards to civil liberties violation accusations
and ethnicity. The Office of Inspector General in the Department of Homeland Security
recommended that Task Force Officers in the program collect data of this nature. ICE did not
agree citing logistics problems. In order to further examine this problem, surveys were given to a
representative sample of active 287(g) program participants. Questions included topics on
ethnicity, threat level of offender, and officer experience level.

Most recent reform of Korea National Police Agency (KNPA) (termed as “the Grand Reform”) was
introduced in 1999. The primary goals of the Grand Reform was to promote professionalism and
officers’ self confidence in the application of law, higher salaries, better work environment, and
open lines of communication with citizens. In particular, consistent with the philosophy of
community policing, KNPA has been emphasized on citizen welfare and satisfaction with police
force. As shown in prior research, the positive relation between police and community and higher
level of public confidence in police are critical elements to improve the overall effectiveness of
police organizations (e.g., Jannetta & Pamela, 2011). Since the inception of the Grand Reform,
few studies have examined the efficacy of this reform in South Korea. Pyo (2003), for instance,
found the reform had a positive impact on citizen’s satisfaction with police services. However,
there is relative little research on long-term effects of the Grand reform, especially on public
confidence. Therefore, using multiple waves of the World Value survey (1996-2005), the current
study attempts to examine long- term effects of the Grand Reform on public confidence in South
Korea as a way to evaluate the overall efficacy of the Grand Reform of KNPA.
Since the April 20, 1999 shooting at Columbine High School, active shooter events have garnered
much media and national attention. Even with an increased interest in the events, there has been
little effort to catalog/analyze all the active shooter events. For this report it was accomplished by
obtaining/cataloging official police reports (N=97) for each active shooter event matching our
definition. The report shows visible patterns present in the events (e.g., age, sex, mobility,
weaponry, etc.). Also, the report presents the complexity of an active shooter event and provides
suggestions, based on the analysis, for future law enforcement training.
The movie, Kill the Irishman, was released in June, 211 and portraysthe events in the s in which
the Danny Greene organization bombed 6 members of the Cleveland mafia in an attempt to take
over Cleveland organized crime. The author liunknowingly lived downstairs of a hitman for the
Greene mob and later down the street in Erie, Pa. from Ray Ferrito, the hitman who was brought
in to kill Danny Greene. The aftermath of this war was the dismantling of the Cleveland
organization and ultimately the national organization.

Research suggests that religiosity both directly affects adolescent drinking and marijuana use,
and indirectly affects these forms of delinquency by affecting self control. In addition, there are
theoretical reasons to suspect that the interrelationship of religion and self control in connection
with delinquency may operate differently by gender. Using data from two waves of the National
Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health we examine: 1) the degree to which religiosity may affect
self control differently for males and females; 2) the degree to which the effects of both religiosity
and self control on adolescent drinking and marijuana use differ by gender.
This paper addresses one of the most important challenges of our times - the ethical response to
the abuse of fundamental rights and liberties which are per definition not susceptible to be
abused. The paper addresses the relevance of such ethics for global and homeland security
requirements, namely preventive war as a ethically relevant and geo-strategically realistic answer
to revolutionary processes with incertain outcome.
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The current wave of kidnappings and the threat of domestic terrorism in Nigeria demand
criminological inventiveness and explanations for control. In this roundtable, we will examine the
issues and suggest counter methods for controlling the menace of kidnappings and the threats to
domestic peacefulness in Africa’s largest population.
Recent deterrence research focusing on the certainty of punishment has shown that programs
designed to ensure apprehension followed by immediate but non-severe punishment can be
effective tools for maintaining offenders in the community. Drawing on this research, The
Delaware Department of Probation implemented the Decide Your Time program, designed to
frequently drug test probationers, and delivering short term jail stays and other non-severe
punishments. This presentation reports on early results from a randomized trial of the program,
and also utilizes qualitative interviews with participants to discuss how offenders responded to the
sanctions. Theoretical and policy implications are discussed.

Like their federal and state counterparts, county governments are increasingly facing financial
crises. Among the highest demands on county budgets are the costs incurred as a result of local
incarceration practices. This paper presents the results of a recently initiated action-research
project designed to take a system-wide team approach to monitoring and reforming those
practices at both policy and individual case levels.

Eyewitness identification is problematic in criminal trials because of suggestibility that may cause
misidentification. The United States Supreme Court addressed concerns about reliability and
created a standard for determining eyewitness testimony admissibility in United States v. Manson.
Some states have begun to strengthen rules and requirements in attempts to ensure credibility.
The New Jersey Supreme Court held in State v. Henderson and State v. Chen that these efforts,
as well as the current state of the law, were not enough to ensure the reliability of eyewitness
testimony. This paper addresses the impact of these changes on the criminal justice system in
terms of implementation, admissibility of evidence and law enforcement investigations.
Intergenerational Offending: An Analysis of High-Risk Families in Jail
Jennifer Smith, Danielle Boisvert, and Jennifer Sumner

The financial and social costs of incarceration are issues of concern, especially when multiple
family members are processed through the system. The current study seeks to identify and
describe low-risk, medium-risk, and high-risk families within a Pennsylvania County jail. To do so,
official incarceration data from July to December 2009 are used to determine the number of
family members who have been incarcerated within a 6 month period. Following this, we examine
the extent to which families of varying levels of risk are represented among jail admissions during
that time period. Specifically, we hypothesize that a small percentage of high-risk families will
account for a large percentage of all admissions during the study time period. Also, a comparison
of various factors (e.g., criminal history, mental health history, etc.) will be used to describe each
family risk group. A discussion of the financial and social costs of high-risk families to county
system resources and communities is provided.
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The term “organized crime” can apply to activities, groups, and a specific category of
criminological phenomenon. The imagines that the term invokes and definitions used to describe
it have changed over time as well. Accordingly, this paper will look at the previous literature on
organized crime and re-examine the common themes through the Crime-Terror Nexus. The paper
will conclude with a discussion as to whether the literature should be undated to account for illicit
organizations typically categorized as “terrorist” organizations, but commit stereotypical organized
crimes (drug trafficking, cigarette trafficking, counterfeiting, money laundering, etc.) or act like
organized crime.
This meta-analysis will compare the recidivism rates of work related re-entry programs in terms of
work release, work assignment, and vocational training. Rearrest, reconviction, and
reincarceration rates will be compared to determine which programs are the most effective in
preventing recidivism. Recidivism rates will also be compared by an array of variables including
program completion, follow-up time frame, and the type of recidivism reported. Differences
between program type, the amount of resources available, and follow-up time periods are only
some of the factors that explain the differences between effect sizes and the inclusion of these
details improve upon prior meta-analysis.
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This research focuses on the interaction between criminal justice system (CJS)agents and the
media. The research examines the perceived coverage of the Israeli CJS in the eye of its agents
and explores whether and in what way these perceptions influence the agents. Focus groups and
in-depth interviews were conducted with judges, prosecutors and police officers. It was found that
all agents perceived the media as negatively biased against them, and it affect them personally
and professionally. It was also found that coverage perceived as hostile increases the agents’
willingness to engage the news-making process. Social and legal implications are discussed.
This paper reviews the accumulated literature on the relationship of illiteracy to interpersonal
violence. Although a strong empirical association between the two factors is generally well
accepted, the nature of that relationship is found to be under-theorized. Illiteracy is normally
regarded as little more than an incidental corollary of other (most economic) factors considered
primary in the causation of violence. A few notable exceptions suggest a more direct relationship.
Among these, one potentially promising framework appears in the modernization scholarship.
Conceptual and methodological issues for adapting such historical explanation to the purposes of
positive research and hypothesis testing are explored.
Domestic child sex trafficking (DCST) is emerging in the UK as a conceptually-different crime
threat. Two factors mark DCST out as unusual. First, effective grooming underlies a cyclical
model of re-trafficking and re-abuse. Second, high levels of offender networking distinguish
DCST from typical child sex offending. Victims, too, can be heavily-networked. This presentation
will address grooming-type processes within and between victim and offender networks. It will
demonstrate how the group dynamics of co-offending and co-victimisation enable, sustain and
spread abuse. The work is based on a unique data source: police files from the UK’s earliest
DCST investigations.

21st Century education has to consider the very different students' audience. The rapid advents of
technology created a generation of consumers that is very savvy, critical and immediate stimulus
hungry. In redesigning Criminal Justice Bachelor of Science major we have considered many new
directions that represent a blend of the traditional with a futuristic outreach and orientation. This
round table will discuss the process the department of Law, Police Science and CJ Administration
engaged in by discussing the content and thematic matters that were part of the revision, and
highlight additional new topics that should be considered for future revisions.
This study examines current cultural configurations of rape/sexual assault, with particular focus
on areas that have seen recent changes in the law. The study utilizes vignette methodology to
systematically and comprehensively evaluate how individuals determine whether a sexual
encounter is a sexual assault based on degrees of consent and resistance, numerous
circumstantial factors, and the interactions among these factors. In addition, this study examines
variables that have not yet been extensively studied—for example, female sexual orientation and
drug or alcohol induced unconsciousness—to the discussion about cultural configurations of
rape/sexual assault.
Schools have become a target for disciplinary intervention using restorative justice. Many schools
expect that they can reduce suspensions and diminish the school-to-jail pipeline. However,
school-based restorative programs may receive referrals that would not otherwise result in
suspension. We suggest that restorative practices alone are unlikely to reduce suspensions or
expulsions. “No time to talk” illustrates the reality of schools wherein disciplinary decisions are
made instantaneously. Dialogue-driven restorative processes, implemented as whole-school
approaches grounded in routine activities and communal school theories, may create
opportunities for meaningful discourse that improves disciplinary decisionmaking and overall
safety, while supporting a culture of belonging.
Previous research generally suggests that fear of crime is associated with signs of social and
physical incivility as well as social disorganization indicators such as low socioeconomic status,
and residential instability. Although the signs of physical incivility and its association with
neighborhood composition are well established, there is relatively little research examining fear of
crime along the border with Mexico and whether proximal distance can explain apprehension
about violence and/or crime. This study assesses fear of crime in a southern border city in close
proximity to Mexico. It explores whether fear of crime is associated with one’s proximity to the
border. Using survey data (N=274), the study’s findings indicate that although there is
considerable amount of variation in fear of crime, the significant test fails to report significant
differences across communities within the border city. Implications for policy and the criminal
justice system are also discussed.
Police officers experience different stressors in their daily life that affect their personal
relationships, family, and social life. Upon entering the field of police work, families do not realize
the sacrifice that they make when their husband or wife police officer, works long hours, holidays,
and shift work. The overall research reflects that police officers have high rates of divorce and remarriage. This paper will discuss where the breakdown of relationship occurs, and if there is one
major event or the course of many events that lead to divorce in these families.
The fear of crime has been a significant issue among criminologists for over five decades. The
extant literature notes that women experience higher levels of fear of crime. Previous research
has espoused fear of rape as a predictor of the higher level of fear of general crime that females
experience. However, there is a paucity of research examining what impacts the fear of rape itself.
This paper is a cross-national examination of fear of rape among female college students.
Particular attention will be given to the impact of various forms of news media and online
activities such as social networking.
This paper provides an analysis of the fit between offender needs and treatment services at a
state prison housing short-sentence offenders (serving 24 months or less). Three interventions at
the prison (2 different substance abuse programs and a boot camp) are examined. We evaluate
program placement on several key characteristics. Treatment variables (e.g. treatment history,
drug of choice, drug use severity), criminogenic measures (risk/needs factors), and criminal
history measures are used to compare offenders across the three programs and to similarlysentenced offenders not at the prison. Policy implications in the era of evidenced-based practices
will be discussed.
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Sex Offender Registry is currently implemented in several countries. Despite the public awareness
of the whereabouts of convicted sex offenders, there has been no evidence that mandatory
registration has actually made society safer, and many believe that sex offender registration has
become a self-defeating process. This study analyses the perceptions and attitudes of a sample
of Portuguese law enforcement officers, regarding the usefulness, the implications and
consequences of a hypothetical implementation of the Sexual Offender Registry in Portugal.
Perceptions pertaining to the different types of sex offenders, their reintegration in the community
and their associated risk are also analysed.
This research explores the relationship between job attitudes among police officers in Illinois and
a variety of factors including gender, race, officer educational level, municipality size, job position,
department size, years of service, and other factors. In this study we seek to test the hypothesis
that a variety of common external factors significantly affect the attitude a police officer brings to
the job, and consequently the quality of police service provided to the community. In particular we
seek to test the influence of gender and race on the attitudes of police officers.
Debate over the strengths and weaknesses of quantitative and qualitative research in criminology
and criminal justice (CCJ) is well documented and longstanding (DiChristina, 1997; Higgins,
2009; Tewksbury, Dabney, & Copes, 2010). In response to this debate, several CCJ scholars
have examined the methodologies employed in research published in CCJ journals (Kleck, Tark,
& Bellows, 2006; Tewksbury, DeMichele, & Miller, 2005). Findings indicate that quantitative
methods predominate, but there are signs that articles reporting results of research using
qualitative methods, while still vastly outnumbered, are increasing. Recently, Brent and Kraska
(2010) argued that CCJ is beginning to embrace a “third way”: mixed methods research. The
current study examines this claim by examining the types of methodologies utilized in articles
appearing in a variety of CCJ journals in recent years. The authors also discuss several
characteristics of authors publishing quantitative, qualitative, and mixed methods research.
At this time, there is no conflicts but we may want to provide suggestions at a later date due to the
busy schedule of the Police Chief.

Please note this is a panel involving multiple partners from the same project. It is meant to
highlight the various view points of the partners and document the implementation of new policies
and procedures regarding the evidence collection, investigation, and prosecution of sexual assault
cases.
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Please contact the Chair if you have any questions or if this panel would be a better fit in a
different category (e.g. roundtable)
In 2011 NIJ funded the Wayne County Prosecutors Office in Detroit, Michigan to participate in an
action research project to find solutions to testing and prioritizing sexual assault evidence stored
within police property rooms. This project required extensive collaboration among the Detroit
Police Department, Wayne County Prosecutors Office, Wayne County SAFE, Michigan State
Police Forensic Sciences Division, and an evaluation team from Michigan State University. This
panel will highlight the collaborative process undertaken and how the early implications and
findings of this project are informing organizational policy, training, and protocols in the handling
of sexual assault cases.
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action research project to find solutions to testing and prioritizing sexual assault evidence stored
within police property rooms. This project required extensive collaboration among the Detroit
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Legal Issues in Policing, Courts, and Corrections

The effect of victimization, risk perception,
and fear of crime on residential mobility
Theories, Trends and Effects of Victimization

The democratization of social media usage affects both careers and hiring practices in criminal
justice. Public employees who rely solely on their off-duty status or the First Amendment’s right to
free speech for protection from employer control are at risk of damaging or ending their careers.
This research seeks to highlight the extent of social networking effects on public careers, explain
the legal limits on a public employee’s free speech, and establish best practices or policies to
protect employees from posting inappropriate or inadvertent gaffes detrimental to their public
agency.
A small body of research indicates that victims of personal and property crimes are more likely to
change residence. The tendency to move after being victimized is especially pronounced when
the crime occurs near the home. Scholars assume that the decision to move after suffering
victimization is driven by the increase in perceptions of risk and fear of subsequent victimization.
The current study examines the effect of victimization, perception of safety, and fear for oneself
and others on the decision to move. Using Matsueda’s Seattle Neighborhoods and Crime Survey,
we test the hypothesis that risk perception and fear of crime, especially changes due to
victimization, increase residential mobility. Implications for theory and policy are discussed.
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The Role of Emergency Management in Campus Safety Programs
As universities and college become more complex, the public safety mission has evolved from a
traditional law enforcement model to one that combines a number of different offices and
services. This paper examines changes that have taken place over the last several years with
special attention given to the role of emergency management.
Other Policing Issues
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Scholars have long asserted that environment may impact crime rates. Recent research has
introduced the notion of crime generators (e.g. malls, shopping districts, restaurants) and crime
attractors (e.g., bar districts, drug markets) as environmental explanations of street crimes.
However, few studies have examined the interaction between the level of social disorganization
and presence of crime attractors and generators. This study illustrates how social disorganization
can be used to further explain the specific locations of the attractors and generators within a
neighborhood. Block level analyses are used to spatially analyze the relationship between social
disorganization variables and crime generators and attractors.
Though an issue that often captures media and public attention, prison escapes have received
almost no attention from criminological research. As a result, scholars have limited information
regarding prison escapes, escapees, risk factors, and possible preventative techniques. The
current study offers a glimpse into the individual-level factors that may be related escape risk.
Because no research has considered these factors previously, our primary focus will center on
demographic characteristics, family-life factors, and measures of prior criminality. Findings could
pave the way for future scholars to develop risk assessment instruments that ultimately reduce
the frequency of and costs surrounding prison escapes.
This study involved a qualitative inquiry into the generational gaps of police officers. The impact
of the millennial generation on police management and the issues that police administrators and
supervisors face in integrating this new generation of police officer. The strengths and
weaknesses of the millennials as a whole were identified. Policy implications were explored and
evaluated.
Police are increasingly partnering with university researchers to evaluate hot spot policing
deployments in order to develop evidence-based policy. An important aspect of these evaluations
involves measuring possible spatial displacement and diffusion of benefits effects. Following
evaluation of the Philadelphia foot patrol experiment the foot patrol officers participated in focus
groups organized by Temple researchers and were questioned about and asked to draw the
boundaries that they actually patrolled, not just where they were assigned to patrol. This paper
reports on these data and discusses the complications boundary modification may cause for
researchers attempting to measure crime displacement.

The expansion of the prison system in recent decades has created renewed interest in
understanding the experiences of prisoners and the impact of these experiences on reentry.
Scholars and policymakers have suggested that one of these experiences, inmate visitation, is
particularly salient for inmates, because it provides a rare convergence between prison life and
the outside world. Previous assessments of visitation and recidivism have identified modest
reductions in recidivism for inmates who are visited while incarcerated. These studies, however,
have relied on limited conceptualization and measurement of visitation, and in particular, have not
accounted for the consistency and timing of inmate visitation experiences. The purpose of this
study is to advance visitation research, and research on prison experiences more broadly, by
examining the relative impact of various patterns of visitation on offenders' likelihood to reoffend
after release. Implications for theory, research, and policy are also discussed.
This study involved a qualitative exploratory inquiry into the evidence collection methods and the
changes that have taken place over the past 10 years at the Topeka, Kansas Police Department.
The impact of these collection methods as well as emerging investigative techniques and
technologies on clearance rates in Part I major crimes were explored.
This mixed method study involved inquiry into student’s perception of policing at college
campuses. The focus was on police powers of arrest, citation, and duties of campus police
officers. Examined in this research was the incidence of campus policing transferring crimes to
the city jurisdictions.
This qualitative study explored the impact of diversity training on white male police officers.
Interviews were conducted with police officers who have been through cultural diversity training.
The effectiveness of diversity training on the perceptions of minorities by these white officers was
examined. The curriculum of diversity courses was explored as well as outcomes analysis.
This study identified goals associated with the citizen’s police academy in Topeka, Kansas.
Citizen’s participants were interviewed with regards to the effectiveness of the goals of the
program. Citizen satisfaction with the program was assessed.
An increasing number of police departments are using social networking websites such as Twitter
and Facebook to communicate with the public. These sites have the potential to enhance
community policing through immediate and widespread interaction with the general public. Recent
research exploring police departments’ use of Facebook suggests that police departments are
using social media primarily for crime notification or public relations purposes.
The current study extends this line of research and explores the use of Facebook by university
and college police departments. Recommendations for increasing the effective use of Facebook
for campus police departments are discussed.
Many types of treatments are used today to combat the effects of withdrawal. Pharmacotherapy
maintenance has been used in the general public for many years but is relatively new to the
prison environment. There is a lack of research concerning the use of opiate replacement
therapies in prison. Many different types of drugs can be used to combat narcotic addictions
including methadone, buprenorphine-naloxone, and naltrexone. The use of opiate replacement
therapy should positively impact the prison population. The number of individuals dependent upon
narcotics in the prison population would decrease. Individuals would be released from prison drugfree and remain drug-free.
Mainstream media often emphasizes the foreignness of Latino offenders in a negative manner,
arguably, based on the perception that immigrant minorities display a higher level of criminal
behavior. This paper explores the issue of media reporting of Latino criminal offenders and the
ways in which media stress the offenders’ distance with the national community. Based on a
content analysis of media reports, an argument is made that there is a higher negative image of
Latino minorities and immigrants than majority members. The potential public and policy
influence that may result from this reporting bias is discussed.
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This paper applies the “Broken Windows” theory of public disorder and urban decline to the
pattern and problem of police officer fatalities in motor vehicle crashes. It integrates a timeline to
illustrate significant events over the past 45 years related to legislative efforts and traffic safety
behavioral safety programs in the United States. Particular attention is directed to states with the
highest percentages of law enforcement officer fatalities in motor vehicle crashes, primary and
secondary safety belt laws, laws banning cell phone use, and characteristics of police fatalities
reported in a January 2011 National Highway Traffic Safety Administration report.
Actuarial risk assessment tools are used to classify offenders for risk management purposes.
These instruments are composed of risk factors associated with sexual recidivism. These risk
factors, however, are mainly indicators of criminal activity using official data. The current study
examined the hypothesis that overreliance on official indicators of offending (e.g., number of
convictions) may create a selection process by which offenders who are less skilled at avoiding
detection are more likely to get higher-risk designation as opposed to the most prolific and skilled
offenders. Using a large sample of convicted sex offenders, the current study examines the link
between actuarial scores and measures of criminal performance.
Acceptance of myths related to drugs and their use influences decisions to use certain drugs.
However, the literature has only recently begun to address students' perceptions regarding
specific drug myths in the United States. This study furthers this research by examining the drug
myth acceptance of 294 college students enrolled at a southern university. Findings revealed little
variation in overall attitudes among the two study cohorts; however, college major emerged as a
significant predictor of more tolerant marijuana attitudes. Class ranking, attendance to religious
services, and the use of illegal drugs were also significantly related to drug myth acceptance.
This paper presentation highlights the constitutional issues arising from problem-solving court
practices including Due Process, Freedom of Association, Double Jeopardy, Right to Counsel,
and Equal Protection. This presentation will provide an overview of the cases emanating from
state drug courts, mental health courts and other problem solving courts and evaluate the legal
sustainability of these courts under their current judicial practices.

Comparative/International Policing and Security

This paper explores the role of classical Islamic law with respect to enhancing the cultural
competency of law enforcement personnel and highlights some human rights issues while
policing Muslim communities. The Shariati paradigm regards crimes and disorder as diseases
that disturb the optimal functioning of the social body. It eschews authoritarian solutions and
favors a resolution of conflicts through conciliation and the restoration of harmony.
While conceptualizing wrongful actions, many legal systems differentiate between categories such
as private versus public or civil versus criminal law. Classical Islamic law, however, starts from a
very different base. It distinguishes between Hadd and Taazir punishments, where mandatory
punishments are prescribed for the former, while the latter is relegated to the realm of judicial
discretion. Both types of punishments have significant procedural safeguards to ensure proper
classification. Once established, crimes have different socio-legal consequences. Hadd crimes
remove the offender from the ordinary modes of assessment, since reintegration is not possible.
Hadd punishments result in the withdrawal of sociality through depersonalization. On the other
hand, Taazir punishments focus on reintegration through a retention of the normal modes of
person perception. This pattern of compensatory and restorative justice will be examined to
discern the apparently inconsistent modes of causality and intentionality in Islamic law.
Comparative/International Policing and Security
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This paper explores the way Israel National Police (the INP) has been policing the Muslim
minorities. The “Minorities Unit” addresses law enforcement of all the minorities living in Israel.
However, Muslims constitute the biggest minority group in Israel, therefore, the bulk of activities
within this unit is focused on this group. In addition, the INP employs Muslims as sworn officers,
whose primary designation is to police the Muslims. The pros and cons of such a focused
deployment will be analyzed from the perspective of the “double-marginality” syndrome that some
African American police officers experienced ones deployed to minority neighborhood.

Research on the policing of minorities in the Arab world has been neglected. The current mixture
of legal traditions in the Arab world provides an interesting area of study in examining the oftentroubled relationship between police and minorities. With the exception of Lebanon, which has a
sizeable non-Muslim population and an arrangement of power sharing amongst the different
religious communities, all other Arab police forces comprise a vast majority of Muslims. Case
studies in Egypt and Lebanon will be presented to examine how minorities are handled by the
criminal justice system and police in these two particular Muslim dominated societies.
After 911, the policing of Muslim communities in western democracies have been a subject of
increasing interest. On one hand there have been growing allegations of profiling and targeting of
the Muslim youth by the security agencies. Intrusive surveillance, humiliating searches at the
airports and questionable stops on the roads have been reported by Muslims. On the other hand,
security agencies have attempted to work with the community and hired minority officers to build
bridges. This paper examines the experiences of Muslim groups and the successes and failures of
policing of their community in the western democracies.
In the past ten years, Functional Family Probation (FFP) is a rehabilitative program in where a
juvenile probation officer treats and counsels the juvenile and his or her family together in order to
reduce recidivism and improve public safety. Research supports that FFP in juvenile services is a
cost-effective practice and significantly reduces recidivism (Alexander et al, 1998; Aos, Barnoski,
& Lieb, 1998). As an intern for a year in the probation offices of Multnomah County’s Juvenile Sex
Offender and Gender Units, (a JDAI site) I have been trained, participated, researched, and have
observed numerous FFP sessions. My presentation will explain all the issues about FFP as a
policy and a program, as well as share my personal experiences.
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The present paper is part of a transnational comparative empirical research based on the
experiences and perceptions of Mexican and Mexican immigrant who suffered family violence and
looked for assistance in Mexico and United States. A transnational multi-method approach was
utilized in both countries over the course of three years including face to face interviews with
woman who suffered abuse by their partner, services providers, and family members in both
countries. In addition the author collected written materials such as pamphlets, reports,
newspapers, popular books and online materials. In this comparative presentation I will describe
different situations, barriers and/or challenges faced by these women in both countries when
seeking assistance. First, I will present a concise comparison of the U.S. and Mexican legal
systems concerning domestic violence laws and I will contrast the effectiveness of both legal
systems according to reports, news and other research sources and compare and contrast the
Interpersonal Victimization (Domestic Violence, Child Abuse, Critical-Route utilized by these women when seeking for assistance and the effectiveness of
Stalking, Infanticide)
domestic violence laws and services according to them.
In the past ten years, Functional Family Probation (FFP) is a rehabilitative program in where a
juvenile probation officer treats and counsels the juvenile and his or her family together in order to
reduce recidivism and improve public safety. Research supports that FFP in juvenile services is a
cost-effective practice and significantly reduces recidivism (Alexander et al, 1998; Aos, Barnoski,
& Lieb, 1998). As an intern for a year in the probation offices of Multnomah County’s Juvenile Sex
Offender and Gender Units, (a JDAI site) I have been trained, participated, researched, and have
observed numerous FFP sessions. My presentation will explain all the issues about FFP as a
policy and a program, as well as share my personal experiences.
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This paper looks at self-reported violent behavior among incarcerated females in two prison
systems. Using Miller’s six focal concerns of trouble, toughness, smartness, excitement, fate, and
autonomy this paper attempts to explain why incarcerated women engage in aggressive conduct.
The results will examine disciplinary infractions and altercations females experienced while
incarcerated, race, age, education, religion, and their participation in aggressive behaviors.
Advances in technology have created new ways for individuals to find partners through personal
ads for casual sex encounters. This paper examines personal ads found on a free non-sexual
large mainstream classified website from a city that has a strong religious heritage. 775
advertisements were analyzed to reveal patterns among advertisements including items such as
sexual act desired, sexual roles desired, race and age.
Forty-nine of the fifty states, plus the federal government and the military have created life without
parole sentences. Fifteen of the sixteen states without the death penalty use life without parole for
their “worst of the worst.” Many claim that life without parole is a humane alternative to the death
penalty. This paper explores that claim. Interview data with prisoners serving life without parole
suggests, at least from their perspective, this sentence is no better than capital punishment,
indeed, it is merely the death penalty in slow motion.
I voice a number of concerns regarding the application of the onus of proof and the weighing of
evidence in criminal courts under SA law. I ask inter alia whether a negative inference may be
drawn from the fact that an accused was unable to satisfactorily explain why the state witnesses
would want to implicate him and whether its fair to be dismissive of a witness where the witness is
related to the accused. I discuss whether only the evidence of the accused should not rather be
taken into account to determine whether the version of an accused is reasonably possibly true.
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This paper investigates the impact of sporting events on patterns of crime and incidents around
two stadiums on game and non-game days. The study employs six years of geo-coded arrest
data (2005-2010). Crime ratios are calculated by comparing match and non-match day’s arrest
counts by radiating non-overlapping 250 metre buffers that extend to three kilometres in all
directions from the stadium. Arrest counts for both sets of days are analysed using permutation
models and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov model is used to test whether there were differences in the
spatial and temporal distributions of arrests for the two sets of days.
Crime among K-12 students and crime in the ivory tower has long been the focus of a significant
amount of published research. More recently, theoretical and empirical advancements in lifecourse/developmental criminology and the criminal career paradigm have become infused into
criminological research. Yet, these perspectives have, to a lesser extent, been applied to
investigations of student crime. Acknowledging these research deficiencies, this roundtable
focuses its discussion on how investigations of student crime among K-12 students and crime in
the ivory tower can been carried out through a developmental/life-course and criminal career lens.
Research barriers and policy implications are also discussed.

Immigration, Crime and Justice

In recent decades, there has been a veritable explosion of research aimed at the immigrationcrime nexus. While the “emerging scholarly consensus” (Lee and Martinez 2009) coalesces
around the finding that immigrants are less crime prone than native born Americans, far less is
known about the specific causal mechanisms linking immigrant status and crime or the nature of
immigrant offending over the life course. A popular focus in contemporary immigration research
has been on the concepts of nuptiality and familism, which are believed to be more pronounced
among immigrant groups. Over this same period of time, the life course perspective has
increased in popularity with some arguing that this approach should become the organizing
paradigm for the future (Laub 2006; see also Elder, Johnson and Crosnoe 2004; Cullen 2011).
One key aspect of this perspective is the role of turning points—marriage in particular—in
promoting desistance from crime. Remarkably, these two bodies of research have developed
independently. The driving force behind this research is to unite these two important bodies of
literature. Specifically, we examine whether and to what immigration status conditions the
relationship between marriage and offending. Are immigrant’s low rates of offending a function of
their higher rates of nuptiality and familism? If so, is the immigrant marriage effect a result of
greater exposure (e.g. a mediating effect) or of great meaning (e.g. moderating effect)? To study
these questions, we use data from the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth and apply
hierarchical linear modeling to examine longitudinal patterns of offending among immigrants and
non-immigrants.
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This exploratory study examines the nature and extent of bullying and harassment against
teachers in a school district in the Midwestern United States. Specifically, it identifies those
avoidance techniques and security measures used by teachers on and off school property to
address both actual or perceived threats from former and current students.
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What responsibilities does the international community have in providing humanitarian relief to
disaster victims in developing nations? This question frames the author’s investigation of the
2010 Haiti earthquake, the collapse of the Haitian government, and the proliferation of foreign nongovernmental organizations in Haiti. The author examines the criminological implications of how
NGO relief efforts (e.g., via food distribution, shelter provision, and medical aid) aggravate
existing traumas for Haiti’s disaster victims while undermining its national institutions. Policies for
a criminal justice-based oversight body to police NGOs are discussed, thereby framing
sustainable justice in the context of state capacity-building and global development.
This paper focuses on the disconnect between first responders and their ability to properly record
identifying metadata in addition to standard pedigree information of victims. It shows a systemic
trend of reporting discrepancies and inaccuracy of metadata in report(s) utilized by forensic
scientist and investigators.
We have compared reports from agencies nationally and the disconnect is systemic. With
advances in technology using DNA, dental, physical anomalies such tools are only as efficient as
the accuracy and understanding of available information. There is a critical need to retrain first
responders to verify complete detail of identifying information.
In Texas, specifically Harris County is in the process of establishing an adult Felony Mental Health
Court; they were approved in 2009 to set forth on implementing one in Harris County. This
research is guided by Judge Krocker of the Harris County Criminal Justice Center and scholars.
Many concerns are about how a mentally ill person is processed into court system; for instance,
rehabilitation, sentencing, and whether those mentally ill should receive the same punishment as
those not mentally ill. This paper examines those involved in the mental health court more
specifically Judges, and how they deemed someone mentally ill.
The paper describes the locations of drug markets and whether their placement and the patterns
of crime that they might generate around them can be understood by studying the design of the
urban environment in a novel way, using analytic techniques developed in the discipline of
architecture collectively known as space syntax. Based on mathematical graph theory and
network models the technique allows systematic examination and identification of the spatial
differences between various street segments based on their topological characteristics. The
approach examines the question posed above in a different manner to more traditional
geographical and hot spot methods.
Postmodern society has become increasingly fixated with risk and its avoidance. Concurrently,
members of society feel a sense of betrayal as trusted social institutions fail to provide a risk-free
environment. The present research finds many of these processes evident in on-line survivalist
blogs. Survivalists are fixated on risk and its control. They consider themselves to be self-reliant
individualists who distrust social institutions. An examination of these writings provides numerous
opportunities to discuss individualistic responses to risk in a post-9/11, post-Katrina society and
differentiate the modern neo-survivalist movement from the more violent, bunker-building
mentality of the 20th century survivalist movement.
Sexting is a form of sexual communication prevalent among teenagers. Because of a disparity in
state and federal law, this particular mode of social interaction can result in serious legal
consequences for a teenager, including imprisonment and mandatory lifetime registration as a
sex offender. A few states have enacted specific sexting legislation; however, the rest sanction the
prosecution of minors under assorted pornography, obscenity or other outmoded statues. This
research examined the status of sexting-related legislation in the United States. Pertinent
legislation was examined both qualitatively and quantitatively in order to identify and evaluate
crucial elements, commonalities and dissimilarities.
Following the enactment of Megan’s Law (1994), New Jersey prosecutors began using the
Registrant Risk Assessment Scale (RRAS) to place sexual offenders into a Tier I (low), Tier II
(medium), or Tier III (high) risk designation. Concerns emerged after reports indicated
inconsistencies in the rates of the three tiers across counties. The present study identifies the
causes of such inconsistencies by surveying all NJ prosecutors (N=21) and public defenders
(N=4) who handle Megan’s Law cases. The results demonstrate that the RRAS is not being
uniformly implemented throughout NJ due to discrepancies with coding and scoring procedures.
Recommendations are discussed.
In 2001, the NJ Sex Offender Internet Registry (NJSOIR) was established. The NJSOIR provides
information about sex offenders in the community and places the burden on the public to check
the registry and take preventive measures. The present study examined the effectiveness of the
law by measuring public knowledge of and use of the NJSOIR through a random digit dialing
telephone survey (N=1016). Results indicate that most residents do not know about the existence
of the NJSOIR, and even residents who do know about it often fail to use it. The implications for
the use of such registries are discussed.
The Drug Court Research-to-Practice (R2P) project is designed to promote the timely
dissemination of useful information emerging from the growing body of research relevant to Adult
Drug Courts from fields such as addiction science, substance abuse treatment, and studies of
adult drug courts. Project products include webinars, live streaming events, as well as a variety
of printed products. R2P is a cooperative agreement awarded to the National Center for State
Courts with the School of Public Affairs at American University, co-funded by the Bureau of
Justice Assistance and the National Institute of Justice, Office of Justice Programs, U.S. DOJ.

Drug Courts and Other Specialty Courts

Violent Victimization (Homicide, Robbery, Assault, Sexual
Assault)

Explanations of variability in homicide have generally focused on the negative dimensions of the
social structure. This paper, in contrast, applies Welzel and Inglehart’s new human
development/modernization theory (2005) to explain variation of homicide in the world. It
hypothesizes that homicide is inversely related to the human development. Relying on data from
the United Nations’ Human Development Report, results from the multivariate analyses support
the hypothesis that the homicide rate is lower in nations with the higher level of human
development and is higher in nations with the lower level of human development, net of other
predictors, such as inequality.

Is there a place for punishment in restorative justice?
In his new book,Crime Punishment and Restorative Justice: From the Margins to the
Mainstream, Ross London argues that punishment is not at all the antithesis of restoration, but,
for many cases, is necessary to restore trust in society and trust in the offender.
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Furthermore, if placed within a context of personal encounter, truth-telling and acceptance of
personal responsibility, punishment may become a vehicle for atonement, thus helping repair the
emotional harm to the victim and aiding the offender’s social rehabilitation.
THE ‘CSI’ & OTHER MEDIA EFFECT ON JURORS
Popular television shows like ‘CSI’ and other crime dramas have had some apparent effect on a
juror’s expectation of criminal case presentation by a prosecutor. This study will examine the
challenges prosecutors and law enforcement personnel face on a daily basis in presenting the
best possible cases for prosecution. Remedies for overcoming such expectations will be more
closely examined, as well as the realities of resources available to investigators and the
prosecution team in building more solid cases and meeting the burden of proof.
In the United States, citizen participation on petit or trial juries is a cornerstone of our criminal
justice system. However, the extent and manner of citizen participation on juries has varied and
continues to evolve due to a myriad of social and legal developments. Both the evolution of
citizen participation in criminal jury trials, as well as, the pivotal cases which have shaped our
present day jury system will be explored and dissected. Finally, the functions and limitations of
juries in criminal trials today will also be analyzed, culminating in a discussion of future trends.
Violent offender reconciliation programs originate from the restorative justice paradigm and are
designed to assist victims of such crimes as murder, armed robbery, homicide, vehicular
homicide, and sexual assault. The American criminal justice system is rooted in adversarial
interactions. A victim of violent crime may have little or no control over judicial proceedings.
Rather, the state maintains the power position in the criminal justice system. More precisely, a
violent crime is viewed as a violation against the state and punitive measures are used to address
this violation.This conflict will be explored, as well as, the pragmatic ramifications resulting from
this conflict.
The responsibility for school administrators to create safe and secure schools is considerable.
Developing a comprehensive threat and emergency preparedness plan is an essential component
of fulfilling that duty. This paper examines various factors influencing the perceived need for and
effectiveness of emergency planning and practices in a large school district.
This study reviewed the findings of past content analyses on the text within criminal justice
textbooks and provided a new analysis of stereotypes within the images in criminal justice
textbooks. We examined the pictures in 12 criminal justice textbooks over a 20 year period to
determine the proportions of women, minorities and other groups that are illustrated in these
pictures. We found that minorities were still disproportionately portrayed as criminals and that
women were underrepresented in pictures of criminal justice personnel.
This article examines federal female offenders and sentencing outcomes in the United States.
The United States Sentencing Guidelines were created in an attempt to alleviate gender disparity
in sentencing. The data suggest that women continue to receive shorter sentences and that
women still benefit from judges’ paternalism. This study indicates that disparity in sentencing
length between male and female offenders is more likely to exist in the seriousness of the offense,
more specifically, drug offenses. Legal (downward departures) and extralegal variables (personal
offender characteristics) are examined.
Federal funding cuts generally negatively impact local law enforcement agencies. This policy
paper examines the scope of such cuts, and seeks real-world solutions for local law enforcement
agencies as they scramble to maintain services in light of lost revenues. A series of interviews
was conducted with police chiefs and citizens in the state of Maine to determine the anticipated
negative impacts on the delivery of public safety services.
Various fields of research have found evidence for the existence of the “Latino Paradox” and, as a
result, have extended the concept to the study of immigration and crime. Interestingly, past
research has indicated that foreign-born youth tend to fare better than native-born youth in
relation to various outcomes; however, these differences are not fully understood. For this reason,
this study seeks to examine the effect of various sociological influences on violent victimization.
More specifically, we want to determine whether different social influences aid in explaining
differences in violent victimization among foreign-born and native-born Hispanic youth.
Recent estimates from the NCVS demonstrate that individuals with disabilities experience a
significantly higher risk of victimization than those without disabilities. Additionally, past research
has established that college students are at an increased risk of victimization than other
populations due to their lifestyles and participation in risk-taking behaviors. This paper attempts
to bridge these two avenues of research by examining the relationship between risk-taking
behaviors and victimization among a national sample of college students with disabilities. I
hypothesize that risk-taking behaviors will have a larger impact on victimization risk for students
with disabilities than students without disabilities.
Recently, Sullivan (2011) explained that in order to better develop theory, we must examine
“deviant cases” – cases that do not fit more usual offending patterns. We know that certain
criminals commit a disproportionate amount of crime; often those who have been labeled “high
risk” offenders. The life histories of these offenders, as well as the interaction between specific life
events and criminal behavior, is considered in order to determine whether theoretically expected
patterns exist. This examination provides not only an opportunity for theoretical refinement but
also for more effective offender management.
The prevalence and reliance on social media and mobile technology has dramatically increased
the amount of personal data collected, stored, and disseminated. Furthermore, this vast amount
of volunteered information is routinely accessed by law enforcement without the need for a search
warrant. Whether in the public domain or in a private smartphone, this information has become
an integral part of evidence gathering. This presentation utilizes a qualitative analysis of federal
and state statutes, recent case law, user agreements, and law enforcement guidelines regarding
the search and seizure of such data.
The current study compared a series of linguistically significant markers from transcriptions of
statements made to law enforcement by violent and non-violent criminal offenders. Linguistics,
as a scientific study of Language structure, function and event, has had little literal application in
the field of Criminal Justice. Discourse Analysis, one popular use of Linguistics in Criminal
Justice, has traditionally been limited to testing for statement veracity; however, there exists the
potential for deeper analysis and a more efficient investigative tool.
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Research at various stages of the criminal justice system has suggested that despite what
criminal justice professionals report, empirical findings often reveal contradicting decision aims
(Gottfredson & Gottfredson, 1988). This research turns to corrections decisionmaking, perhaps a
lesser studied decisionmaking stage of the criminal justice system, and asks whether corrections
staff views of how they make decisions are consistent with what research tells us. This research
used interviews with and observations of correctional staff to explore to what extent lower level
corrections staff views’ of prison aims influence their decisions to recommend release of inmates.
This project utilizes survey data from two large police agencies to examine the influence of
experience on public perceptions of police services. Data was collected over the course of six
months utilizing a targeted telephone survey. Respondents were asked a number of questions
regarding their perceptions of police services in addition to their experiences with the police.
Results were compared against race, age, gender and experience. Implications for practice will
be drawn from the conlusions.
Behaviors that are considered fun are sought after in the fulfillment of one’s life; however, what is
fun is based on how the construction of the social. Some behaviors that are considered ‘fun’ and
determined by pleasure seeking are called deviant, but produce less harm than ‘fun’ behaviors
that are called legitimate. This theoretical analysis examines the differences and distinctions
made between what is considered legitimate fun and illegitimate fun. Focusing on how the idea of
legitimate fun is created through power relations, specifically investigating how the use of
dramaturgical stages allow some deviant acts to be perceived as legitimate, while other deviant
behaviors are labeled illegitimate.
One issue facing institutions of higher learning throughout the country is the problem of
classroom incivility. This problem has become particularly acute with the introduction of cell
phones, computers, and related technology into the classroom. Previous research has examined
students’ and faculty members’ definitions of incivility and their evaluation of the relative
seriousness of these behaviors. The current research adds to this body of knowledge by surveying
faculty at community and junior colleges in a Western state to learn more about types of behavior
they define as inappropriate. In addition, respondents reported on the methods used to deal with
such behavior.
This project will examine data from a small police agency in an effort to test the influence of timein-service on overall activity of police officers. Data collected and examined include summons,
arrest, and sick leave data. Implications for management of police organizations will be drawn
from the results.
This project will analyze the influence of police enforcement of DWI laws on fatal traffic accidents
in Nassau County, NY. Utilizing twelve years of data, the influence on police enforcement will be
tested. In addition, the influence of several other factors including more stringent laws will be
tested.
This project examines the influence of Project 21 enforcement in a medium sized Northeastern
city. Project 21 is a program that utilizes underage decoys to test merchants’ identification
practices for people attempting to purchase alcoholic beverages. The data presented will
demonstrate that police agencies utilizing Project 21 enforcement practices will see a dramatic
decrease in the availability of alcohol to underage populations in their jurisdictions.

3D printers allow the fabrication of virtually any computer-rendered model. Recent innovations
have simplified the design and print process and lowered the cost. Thus, there is increased use
and ownership by the general population. There are also websites that provide downloadable
schematics for 3D objects. Increasingly, schematics are available for weapons, from knives to
complex and illegal gun parts for the AR-15. As the printed weapons are made of plastic, they do
not set off metal detectors. This paper analyzes plastic weapon manufacturing capabilities using
3D printers, current available 3D weapon models, and the criminal justice policy response.
Current study aims to explain the effect of part-time employment on status offense among South
Korean adolescents. Application of routine activities and differential association theories to the
current topic produces the research hypothesis concerning the impact of unsupervised nonacademic association on adolescent’s behaviors. We use 5 waves of Korean Youth Panel Survey
data, which began in 2003 with 3,449 8th Grade cohorts. Data are analyzed, primarily using
hierarchical linear model for repeated-measures. The findings show that part-time employment
promotes involvement in delinquency. The limitations and policy implications are discussed.
The trial penalty has a serious impact on both the court and correctional systems of the United
States. However, many researchers believe the penalty is not uniformly applied across
jurisdictions in the United States. A number of possible explanations have been offered by
scholars for these differences, ranging from the political culture of the community, to the extent of
jail and prison overcrowding in a given jurisdiction. Using 2006 Bureau of Justice Statistics
sentencing data from large counties, this study assesses the relative validity of these claims.
The purpose of this study is to investigate organizational and operational factors that are
associated with correctional job stress. This study aimed for a sample of 75-100 participants who
were administered surveys in person. Job stress was measured with operational and
organizational job stress variables on a 5 point Likert scale. Results show that race, lack of sleep,
and no opportunities for professional growth were related to organizational job stress. A lack of
exercise was associated with high operational job stress. Additional organizational, operational,
and total stress variables that were significantly related are discussed.
Numerous studies have tested the effectiveness of vocational training in reducing recidivism.
An in depth review suggests that vocational training is successful in reducing recidivism and new
data are becoming recognized. Prison structures are programmed for retribution, incapacitation,
deterrence and rehabilitation. Literature review suggests that vocational training has a positive
correlative effect on reintegrating prisoners into society and lowering the recidivism rate.
Additional funding for Automotive Repair, Culinary, HVAC, Telephone and Cable Repair training
has been limited and therefore more thorough and consistent programs with adequate funding are
needed for better results.
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This study sought to extend the research on Ajzen’s (1985) theory of planned behavior (TPB),
which states that positive attitudes, subjective norms, and perception of control over behavior
form intentions to perform a behavior. The TPB was applied to student binge drinking in a random
sample of 149 college students. TPB variables accounted for 49% of the variance in intention to
binge drink. Intention and control variables accounted for 36% of the variance in frequency of
binging, yet intention was not significant. Results indicated that intention may be a weaker
predictor of behavior when behavior is less volitional.
Drugs, Alcohol, and Crime
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This study expands on Tucker-Gail’s seminal study into police fatalities resulting from criminal
acts. Tucker-Gail found that, for the time period 1995 to 1999, officers aged 30 to 35, with less
than 5 years of experience were at increased risk for death by criminal action. A noted limitation
of their study was a lack of other time periods for comparison. This study updates Tucker-Gail’s
study using data from the years 2000 to 2009 obtained from the Officer Down Memorial Page.
The goal of this study is to help keep police officers safe in an increasingly dangerous
environment.
According to a recent Pew Center report the American public appears to be less concerned about
the identification of gangs, organized crime, and terrorist groups on US soil. With the economic
woes of the last four years and high unemployment rates, perhaps Americans have turned their
attention inward and are less fearful of the local gang member or a terrorist neighbor. Another
possible explanation for reduced interest could result from citizen confusion over just who and
what constitutes a threat to their safety. A review of federal descriptions of US based threat
groups reveals that whether a group should be considered a threat seems to depend greatly on
which agency is doing the defining and who is doing the reporting. With this in mind, the current
research project explores how students’ enrolled in a military college define gang and terrorist
group membership and assesses whether such students are concerned about being a victim of a
terrorist or gang-related attack. The findings from this research project will be discussed in detail.
Turkish National Police (TNP), over the recent years, has embraced community policing principles
as the primary counterterrorism tool in the Southeastern part of Turkey plagued by the Kurdistan
Workers Party (PKK) terrorism for years. One of the strategies employed include youth outreach
programs involving local youth at risk for exposure to terrorist propaganda and participation in
terrorism. This study presents the findings from one such program exploring the effects of
participation in the program on attitudes towards and trust in police. Gender differences and
interaction effects of prior contact with police are also examined.
Tobago is part of the twin island Republic of Trinidad and Tobago (T&T). While the energy sector
plays a major role in the economy, Tobago’s economy is largely driven by the tourism sector
which accounts for 46% of the island’s GDP, 57% of its employment and 96% of its exports. Data
shows that violent crime has almost quintupled during the last two decades in T&T. In this paper,
the deterrent effects of crime on tourism in Tobago are investigated using annual data for a twodecade period. The findings suggest that violent crimes have a devastating effect on the tourism
sector.
According to a recent Pew Center report the American public appears to be less concerned about
the identification of gangs, organized crime, and terrorist groups on US soil. With the economic
woes of the last four years and high unemployment rates, perhaps Americans have turned their
attention inward and are less fearful of the local gang member or a terrorist neighbor. Another
possible explanation for reduced interest could result from citizen confusion over just who and
what constitutes a threat to their safety. A review of federal descriptions of US based threat
groups reveals that whether a group should be considered a threat seems to depend greatly on
which agency is doing the defining and who is doing the reporting. With this in mind, the current
research project explores how students’ enrolled in a military college define gang and terrorist
group membership and assesses whether such students are concerned about being a victim of a
terrorist or gang-related attack. The findings from this research project will be discussed in detail.
Gender-based violence (GBV) is a serious human rights violation and a global public health
concern. This essay reviews literature and uses feminist and queer theory to closely examine the
sociocultural and historical context of GBV against hijras in India due to their gender. Hijras or
eunuchs are a group of transgendered (male-to-female) - transsexual individuals located in India.
In this paper, I not only point out to the social, cultural and legal barriers and oppression faced by
the hijras in India, but also suggest solutions and recommendations for providing a safe space to
hijras.
For over twenty years, self-control has been central to a leading general theory of crime and has
been shown to be a strong correlate of crime. Much of the research testing this theory (and
others) has focused on more traditional crimes such as theft and assault and only a few studies
have looked at online crime such as digital piracy, fraud, or harassment. The current study uses
survey data from college students to examine the relationship between self-control and online
deviance, while controlling for opportunity. Results have implications for the general theory of
crime and cybercriminology.
This experimental study examines the effects of various types of information on the death penalty
attitudes of criminology and non-criminology students at a public university in the Northeast.
Using a stratified cluster sampling procedure, self-administered pre- and post-tests were
distributed to criminology and non-criminology students during February and March 2010.
Comparisons between the two groups will be made and educational and policy implications will be
discussed.
Due to several recent U.S. Supreme Court rulings, mitigation specialists play an increasingly
important role in capital cases. Some scholars believe that the decrease in capital defendants
sentenced to death is due to the work of mitigation specialists. Yet, in many states mitigation
specialists are in short supply. Based on the author's work on over a dozen capital cases, this
presentation will discuss the unique contribution that criminologists can make on capital cases
and effective ways to introduce evidence in the penalty phase that will result in a sentence of life
in prison instead of death.
The research is an exploratory analysis of the factors related to persistence of behaviors of sexual
abuse by Roman Catholic priests in the United States. Two groups are examined: those who
have been treated for the abuse of minors and those who have engaged in sexual misconduct
with adults. Factors to be compared include the priest’s age at the onset of deviant behavior,
characteristics of the abuse, duration of abuse and reasons for the end of the abusive behavior.
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While previous studies have found online deviance to be a specialized phenomenon among
college students, most literature on criminality indicates that criminal behavior over the life course
is of a general nature. The current study employs a college student survey with a broad definition
of online deviance and aims to determine the extent to which college students commit traditional
crime and deviance as compared with online crime and deviance. Results have implications for
criminal career research and the specialization debate.
Based on the author's work as a mitigation specialist/criminologist on over a dozen capital cases,
this presentation will discuss how life course and developmental theories can be used in capital
trials to explain the defendant's actions to the jury. Through the application of life course and
developmental theories to real cases, it will show how well the theories explain the criminal
trajectories of many capital defendants.
Courts are often faced with assessing the risk and treatment needs of families with neglect issues.
This study is an exploratory look at using the Parenting Stress Index (PSI) and the Stress Index
for Parents of Adolescents (SIPA) for this purpose. These measures will be used to provide a
descriptive look at this population through a sample of youth and parents involved in an intensive
neglect and family support services division of a midsized Midwestern juvenile and family court.
The potential for using these measures in predicting risk for future neglect petitions as well as
treatment needs will be discussed.
This paper extends our line of research on race, identity and policing. Empirically, we’ve used
traffic stop data, coupled with the theoretical framework of representative bureaucracy and identity
theory, to see how “institutional” identities intersect with other identities to shape bureaucratic
behavior. We found evidence of a powerful “blue effect,” where the racial/ethnic composition and
behavior of a troop significantly altered the behavior of an assigned officer, regardless of race.
This qualitative follow-up now explores how police officers, in general, and African-American
police officers, in particular, manage their personal and professional identities within the political
environment of American policing.

Antisocial attitudes and values are one of the most robust predictors of criminal behavior
(Andrews & Bonta, 2010). As such, correctional treatment programs have recently implemented
training initiatives to teach community supervision officers how to address antisocial attitudes
during contact sessions. This paper reports on data collected as part of the evaluation of the
Effective Practices in Community Supervision (EPICS) project, at the University of Cincinnati.
This paper employs a pre-test/post-test design by measuring offender attitudes near the onset of
community supervision and again at six months using the Criminal Sentiments Scale (CSS-M) to
determine the success of the EPICS model changing antisocial attitudes.
Male and female youth have different patterns of criminal behavior in terms of frequency, severity,
and type of behavior. This study utilizes data from the Youth Level of Service/Case Management
Inventory (YLS/CMI) to assess gender differences in risk and need profiles. Data amongst three
separate juvenile court divisions including an intake division, a truancy court, and a formal
delinquency division will be examined. Understanding risk profiles and patterns of need among
delinquent youth in terms of gender will aid juvenile justice researchers and practitioners in
developing gender-responsive programs and services.
Truancy is a juvenile conduct problem commonly seen among at-risk youth. An understanding of
the risk factors prevalent among truant youth is desired to assist educators and juvenile justice
practitioners in decreasing dropout rates and crime. Several factors have been identified as
putting select youth at greater risk of truancy involving family functioning, academic success, and
behavior. This study examines correlations between criminogenic risk assessment scores using
the Youth Level of Service/Case Management Inventory (YLS/CMI) and attendance of youth in a
midsize Midwestern city. Juvenile justice policy as well as educational policy implications will be
discussed.
This research examines factors that affect adjudication and sentencing in Cuyahoga County,
Ohio, capital cases. Specifically, the study analyzes crime, victim, and defendant characteristics;
the type of representation afforded the defendant; the adjudication method; and the severity of the
sentence. Using a mixed methods approach, this study provides both qualitative and quantitative
results.
The following paper examines citizens’ satisfaction with law enforcement using a statewide
random sample of 1,667 households. In particular, this research examines how citizen
perceptions and beliefs about the presence of racial profiling among local police officers can help
shape the general public's negative impressions of local law enforcement agencies. Results from
the study found that the most traditionally powerful indicator, citizen race, failed to attain
statistical significance. The findings from this study indicated that the most powerful predictors of
determining citizen satisfaction with local law enforcement were the perception of racial profiling
and personal experience with criminal victimization.

Police-Community Interactions
The police subculture, one that has its own customs, morals and taboos—continues to be
ostracized by many in society. Historically, and in the recent past, organizational problems which
negatively affect the relationship it has, or is able to develop with many communities were
identified by some criminal justice scholars as reasons for the ostracizing. Through training, new
recruits are socialized into an occupation where shared patterns of behavior, values, attitudes,
and beliefs are distinct.
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This reaearch examined the police subculture, emphasizing the socially defined role of the police
in Blacksburg, VA. The research also emphasizes the training and socialization process which
conceptualizes the life style or role of the police officer from their point of view, their definition of
reality, and the conditions that promote favorable relations within the community
VA""

This research project assessed police receptiveness to interdisciplinary training and programmatic
activities with non-criminal justice service providers and identified resultant procedural and
organizational culture changes. Data for this qualitative project were collected over twelve years
in two American states through observations of police interactions with non-criminal justice
professionals and individual interviews of supervisory and probationary police officers. Findings
suggest that since the advent of community policing initiatives, changing domestic violence and
elder abuse laws, and policies that have deinstitutionalized the mentally ill police departments
have become more receptive to learning through interdisciplinary training and willingly participate
in innovative interdisciplinary, interagency programs as a means to more efficiently and effectively
address these issues. Individual police officers are more likely to seek out training with noncriminal justice professionals and use these contacts as resources. Results suggest that crime
prevention strategies addressing domestic violence, elder abuse, and the mentally ill benefit when
law enforcement and victim services providers understand each others’ professional norms and
standards, allowing them to work together to increase safety and accountability.
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:
This research examines the police subculture, emphasizing the socially defined role of the police
in Blacksburg, VA., and includes their work and interactions with Virginia Tech Police. The
research also emphasizes the training and socialization process which conceptualizes the life
style or role of the police officer from their point of view, their definition of reality, and the
conditions that promote favorable relations within the community

There is a burgeoning interest in the mortality experience of offenders, but most studies have
used short term follow-ups, and focused mainly on suicide risk following conviction or release
from prison. Taking a 35 year follow up of a cohort of 340 middle class offenders in England and
Wales who were seeking white collar work in the early 1970s, we examine the long-term mortality
of this series, and compare it to the mortality rate of a control sample, matched on age, sex and
place of birth. We compare the survival rates and both short and long term hazard rates
This research used police and court records to compare cases of IRA and Islamist terrorism on
the British mainland from 1970-2010. It focused upon the tactics, methods and motivations of the
different groups, and how these differences are displayed in the evidence found and used in
prosecution. This study used the practical working models of the Metropolitan Police and Crown
Prosecution Service to bridge the potential communication gaps between them, and between
expectation and reality. It was discovered that significant differences were found in evidence for
IRA and Islamist suspects, reflecting their methods and motivations, alongside significant
changes over time.
Truancy is a juvenile conduct problem commonly seen among at-risk youth. An understanding of
the risk factors prevalent among truant youth is desired to assist educators and juvenile justice
practitioners in decreasing dropout rates and crime. Several factors have been identified as
putting select youth at greater risk of truancy involving family functioning, academic success, and
behavior. This study examines correlations between criminogenic risk assessment scores using
the Youth Level of Service/Case Management Inventory (YLS/CMI) and attendance of youth in a
midsize Midwestern city. Juvenile justice policy as well as educational policy implications will be
discussed.
Despite training to handle the operation of motor vehicles, a substantial proportion of police are
involved in on the job collisions. The current study analyzed 12 years of Royal Canadian Mounted
Police (RCMP) collision data (n = 7,000 collisions) to understand the nature and extent of RCMP
motor vehicle collisions across Canada. Very few collisions were associated with pursuits and
less than one-quarter of all collisions involved an officer speeding. However, police error was
recognized as the most common source of all collisions, which may reflect multitasking/distracted driving and driver fatigue. The results have implications for police officer driver
training.
Juvenile delinquency is a phenomenon that develops as a result of many influences and events in
a child’s life. On the postulation that delinquency is learned from other delinquents, a juvenile’s
learning environment—where exposure to other juveniles is potentially greatest—should be
analyzed a possible source of the behavioral influences that encourage delinquency. By
discussing the three most prominent types of formal education: public school, private school, and
home schooling, this research will examine the effects of social learning and differential
association as it relates to the onset or perpetuation of juvenile delinquency.

Many courts do not know how to appropriately handle juvenile sex offenders and are relying upon
professional opinion or sexual offense risk assessment protocols. Existing risk assessment
measures tend to focus on individual level factors or microsystem factors and fail to include larger
systemic factors. This study looks at risk assessments, socioeconomic status, and distance to
possible neighborhood protective and risk factors for 58 youth as they entered a county court
system after being adjudicated for a sex offense as related to risk for recidivism. One-year follow
up data was used to assess the incremental predictive validity of these factors.
Understanding neighborhoods provide a comprehensive perspective of the development and
experiences of juvenile offenders. Through the adoptions of tools like juvenile offender risk
assessment instruments, courts have the potential to capture how offender behaviors vary as a
function of their neighborhood context. This study explored differences of juvenile offenders time
to recidivism who lived in distressed, resilient, and benchmark/wealthy communities, while
controlling for individual level and proximal factors known to influence rates of recidivism (i.e.
race, gender, and risk type). This multilevel study was based on a Midwestern population of
offenders using survival analysis and concluded that neighborhood context matters.
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Girls are the fastest growing subpopulation of offenders in the United States. However, most risk
assessments are developed for boys, empirically validated on samples of all or majority boys, and
subsequently applied to girls with little regard to the appropriateness of the instrument for this
population. The gender-based performance of the Youth Level of Service/Case Management
Inventory (YLS/CMI) will be tested by assessing the moderating effect of gender on the riskrecidivism relationship, the criminogenic predictive validity of the instrument, and gendered
patterns of risk among 1100 probationers from a midsized Midwestern city. Gender-responsive
programming and policy implications will be discussed.
Many researchers use risk assessment measures to examine the likelihood that a juvenile
delinquent will reoffend; however, little is known about the differential predictive validity of these
assessment tools based race. This study examines the Youth Level of Service/Case Management
Inventory (YLS/CMI) from a juvenile delinquency division in a midsized Midwestern juvenile and
family court. Crimingenic risk is assessed across a two-year follow-up period for recidivism. Using
Receiver Operating Characteristics Area Under the Curve (ROC AUC) analyses, the predictive
validity of the instrument varies based on race/ethnicity. Policy and programming implications will
be discussed.
Our review of the current literature will be a comprehensive analysis of all literature up to date on
the Aging population in Prison. This review will focus on the policies in place in prison systems,
what accommodations are being made to support the elderly in prison, and what
accommodations are recommended to best foster the rehabilitation of this specific group of
inmates. This project represents an effort to share recommendations with government and not-forprofit agencies and to promote implementation of programs that will sustain healthier aging within
prisons, jails and community-based correctional facilities. Currently, Criminal Justice
policymakers lack a comprehensive understanding surrounding the needs of this growing subpopulation of inmates. The results of our study will inform policy makers further about this
population and offer a series of recommendations. We have been assured that the officials in the
Cook County Correctional System will review our recommendations in an effort to improve care of
this aging population.
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This study surveys state and federal laws governing the use of syndrome defenses, such as
battered woman syndrome and battered child syndrome, in criminal prosecutions. Applicable
statutes will be examined along with any relevant case law to highlight areas of inconsistency and
analyze major trends in the law. The paper will focus on the equal protection implications of
extending the defense only to particularly defined groups (e.g., women and children) and the law’s
response to other categories of victims.
This study presents a comparative analysis of domestic and international sex trafficking in two
jurisdictions. The study uses mixed methods in unraveling this phenomenon in these sites. Using
participant observation in the first site, the study investigates initiation and desistance of
commercial sex workers. The phenomenon in the second jurisdiction was investigated using
manifest and latent coding of research articles and reports that focus on the phenomenon. Points
of comparison include the market models, initiation processes, and desistance or intervention
strategies.
In order to find, detain, and effectively prosecute suspects in terrorism cases, evidence collection
is crucial. Location of explosive residue after a terrorist attack is currently based upon examiner
experience. Standardised practices based upon the most efficacious sample collection sites are
needed to ensure the best optimal recovery of evidence from a crime scene. This research, based
upon a series of unconfined detonations, identified a significant residue distribution pattern which
has set the necessary foundations upon which further experimental work can now be performed to
develop the knowledge accumulated here and produce a useful toolkit for bomb-scene
examination.

Sadly, citizen confidence in government is at a historic low point. So far, relatively little is known
about how citizen perceptions of procedural justice, fear of crime, and police legitimacy can
influence citizen confidence in government. The following study seeks to remedy that
discrepancy in the literature. Using a statewide random sample of 1,667, this study examines
whether perceptions of community safety, the perception of racial profiling, and citizen attributions
of police legitimacy influence citizen confidence in municipal, state, and federal government.
Results indicate police legitimacy, fear of criminal victimization, and procedural justice are
significant predictors of confidence in government.
This paper discusses successful European penal policies that could easily translate to the United
States. In an age of depleting resources in corrections, the US needs to reconsider penal policies.
After a brief comparative overview of crime rates and incarceration rates, this paper focuses on
the use of suspended sentences, conditional sentencing, and alternative to incarceration. Of
course, as with any comparative approach what works in one place may not work in another, but
we need to begin thinking of ways of reducing the negative impact of mass incarceration.
Risk Assessments are utilized as a strategy to predict recidivism. These instruments have been
found to predict recidivism for different racial groups. This research project examines differences
of recidivism across one of the most widely used risk assessments, The Youth Level of
Service/Case Management Inventory. This instrument examines 8 criminogenic risk factors which
predict the likelihood that a juvenile will reoffend. This descriptive study examines two year
recidivism trends of White and Non-White offenders who are a part of the formal probation
division. Implications will be discussed in this study.
Salvia, mephedrone, bath salts and K2/spice are considered new and emerging drugs, which
have been receiving media attention across the United States and in the UK. This has prompted
many states to criminalize these substances or ban their sales. Yet, few studies have
investigated the prevalence of their use or described the users. Drawing data from a survey of
approximately 500 undergraduate students and qualitative interviews of about 30 users, this paper
describes who is using these drugs, which drugs are most commonly used, and how often they
are used. Policy implications based on these data are provided.
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Rehabilitation programs provided by community agencies for released prisoners often include
other correctional clients with less serious criminal histories. This paper examines if, how, and
why former prisoners may differ from the other clients in terms of their demographic and
background characteristics, perceptions of stigma and discrimination, pro/antisocial attitudes and
beliefs, forecasts of rearrest, and psychological well-being. The sample consists of approximately
285 clients: 230 former state prisoners and 55 persons whose most severe sentence is to jail
and/or probation. Implications of the findings for prisoner reintegration policy and practice will be
discussed.
Prior research assessing career advancement has generally focused on salary and external
factors, while neglecting employee attitudes and perceptions. In policing, much of the literature
has also ignored personnel already in supervisory positions. The current study utilizes the
organizational equality concept of procedural justice to evaluate the extent to which perceptions of
procedural justice predict desire for career advancement, as measured by aspirations to seek
promotion. A sample of 453 police sergeants from the National Police Research Platform were
analyzed, and overall, the results indicate that procedural justice is positively related to ambitions
for further ascension in the policing ranks.
As with similar institutions, Lock Haven University created a program in Criminal Justice in 2001
which has grown to 405 degree seeking undergraduate students. Over time, institutional changes
and normative pressures transformed criminal justice education by calling attention to the need
for standardizing student learning objectives, student assessments, and program certification
activity. Seen as interconnected processes, we share our experiences and guiding principles for
modifying program structure and curriculum given both internal and external pressures and
expectations. Specific discussion of efforts to integrate Lock Haven University’s mission, the
Criminal Justice program’s outcomes and assessments with ACJS certification requirements is
emphasized.
Crowdsources justice and public shaming have emerged as key considerations for police tasked
with identifying those involved within both the June 2011 Vancouver Stanley Cup Riots and
August 2011 British Street Riots. With hundreds, if not thousands, of suspected rioters being
identified through crowdsourcing and social media sites, police on both sides of the Atlantic have
had to learn how these new technologies can best be utilised when investigating incidents of mass
social unrest. This paper discusses the issues surrounding crowdsourced justice and challenges
faced by when using social media as an investigative tool.
This study analyzes compensation claims submitted by sexual assault victims and hospitals to
determine what victims are seeking formal support and the type of services they are utilizing,
using demographics and crime victim narratives. As victims struggle with the effects of rape, they
may disclose their experiences to formal support sources, like the police or medical practitioners,
or informal support sources, like family or friends. The reaction of these support sources could be
beneficial or detrimental, with negative reactions leading the victim to question the effectiveness
of future disclosures, self-blaming, and uncertainty about whether the event was rape.
Diversity is a buzzword in most organizational systems today; criminal justice administration and
policing are no exceptions. Racial and ethnic minorities, as well as women, have made forays into
the policing profession. The current study seeks to examine the extent to which the concept of
inclusivity, rooted in multiculturalism and cultural competence, has been extend to lesbian women
and gay men who wish to pursue a career in law enforcement. Data for this study are qualitative
in nature and involve interviews and participant observations with lesbian and gay police officers.
This poster will examine the results from a study that investigated calls for service in Center
Court, a HOPE VI revitalization site located within the city of Niagara Falls, New York. Using data
secured from the Niagara Falls Police Department, this study will compare service calls for Part 1
criminal offenses from the years 2007 to 2011. Specifically, the examination will provide a
longitudinal analysis of the effect HOPE VI revitalization had on calls for service in the Center
Court community. Additionally, we will compare calls for service in Center Court to the city of
Niagara Falls as a whole.
Strategies such as police-led crackdowns and flooding officers into problem areas produce only
short-term reductions in crime and disorder. This project combines detailed crime data analysis
with extensive police strategies to test an innovative model of place-based police saturation. In
this project, we identify four area hot spots, or treatment areas, that will undergo a significant
program evaluation. We will utilize a pre – and posttest approach to measure the effect of police
saturation teams on crime in the treatment areas and their neighboring areas. Our focus on
duration of saturation, both major and minor offenses, geographic displacement of crime, and
resident perceptions of policing make this study unique and innovative.
The theory of fundamental causes isolates socioeconomic status as the distal “fundamental
cause” of racial disparities in mortality rates, because SES is posited to constitute the mechanism
through which racial differences in resources, money, beneficial social connections, and prestige
impact behavior and health. In the criminology literature, racial differences in violent crime
victimization has been empirically linked to racial/ethnic differences in lifestyles. The present
study tested these competing explanations in the context of homicide. Cross-sectional data were
derived from respondents of the 1993 National Mortality Followback Survey who provided data on
their family members (Blacks and Whites) who were 16-65 years of age when they were
murdered in 1992. A number of well-known covariates of homicide, SES, and risky lifestyles were
controlled. Introduced are the findings and consequent implications for theory and etiological
research.
In August 2011, the Government of Trinidad and Tobago declared a State of Emergency that was
supplemented by a curfew in alleged crime ‘hot spots’. In the interim, millions of dollars' worth of
drugs and illegal weapons were confiscated and alleged gang members were arrested. In the
ensuing days, the Director of Public Prosecutions dismissed charges brought against alleged
gang members and the confidence of the citizenry waned. This paper will trace the events that
culminated in the declaration of the State of Emergency in that country and assess its interim and
long-term effects on perceptions of justice and crime.
Within the literature generated on mass murder less attention has been paid to women who
commit this crime. Current literature suggests that female mass murderers commit acts that are
well planned and predisposing factors along with precipitating events have been noted. This study
seeks to explore the patterns of early and late mass child filicide with a victim pool aged 1-18,
committed by biological mothers, excluding acts of neonaticide and infanticide. The findings
suggest a clearer set of definitions around this crime pattern need to be adopted. Practical and
theoretical implications will be discussed.
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In a research study of 250 subjects, it was determined that people who are broke are much more
susceptible to commiting crimes than those who have adequate financial resources. Additionally,
people who are broke were much more stressed, had problems with romantic relationships, used
more corporal punishment on their children, and abused drugs and alcohol as a means to escape
their problems. This theory supports the hypothesis that when a person is broke they are subject
to doing anything for financial gain.
Recently, a few police stress studies have exclusively examined stressors unique to smalltown/rural police officers, finding evidence of different stressors from their urban counterparts.
These studies have included sheriffs in their samples of small-town and rural police officer stress.
To date, no study has analyzed the differences in stress experienced by sheriffs and police
officers. This study hypothesizes that sheriffs and small-town/rural police officers will experience
different stressors than municipal police agencies. The current study utilizes survey data collected
from 665 small-town/rural police officers and sheriffs in West Virginia to compare stressors
experienced by these law enforcement entities.
Access to justice is critical in creating a fair criminal justice system. Lack of access particularly
affects those living in poverty. Numerous problems arise beyond the loss of liberty while awaiting
trial or from wrongful convictions. Extended family members of breadwinners who are
incarcerated often experience an exacerbation of problems arising out of poverty, including
inadequate food, clothing and shelter. This paper will look at the causes and prevalence of
inadequate access to justice as well as the collateral problems it creates. It will also review some
of the strategies employed to provide better access to justice.
Technology is often perceived as the panacea of crime control. The extra “eyes” on the street via
GPS monitoring of offenders, for example, is thought to reduce the likelihood of crime through
either deterrence or immediate consequences for behavior. The “effectiveness” of specific
technologies, however, is influenced by the contexts in which technologies are applied. This paper
examines the context of Canadian applications of GPS electronic monitoring devices compared
with the contexts in which the United States’ currently uses these devices. We consider the
variable expectations of these technologies and the importance of the social, political and
economic contexts in which they are applied.
We examined the extent to which the Level of Service Inventory-Revised (LSI-R) predicted
institutional misconduct among inmates in Iowa. In addition, we assessed whether the
instrument's predictive validity differed for white, black, and Latino inmates. Our analyses
controlled for potentially important covariates, including an inmate's current offense, length of
incarceration, prior record, and socio-demographic characteristics.
A content analysis of several undergraduate organized crime textbooks was conducted to
determine most frequently cited material. The findings of the results are discussed. This
endeavor facilitates the development of a canon in organized crime.
In US v. Booker (2005) mandatory federal sentencing guidelines became advisory. Federal
judges may now exercise judicial discretion in providing a sentence to offenders whom they see
as less blameworthy or less dangerous or whose situations present special circumstances. These
“downward departures,” sentences are exercised by the sentencing judge, but subject to appellate
review. Federal Judges rely almost exclusivelyon the pre-sentence investigation report (PSR)
written by a federal probation officer. Examining which PSR factors and custodial services during
incerceration that are salient to desistence are the questions this study seeks to answer.
In U.S. v Booker (2005) mandatory federal sentencing guidelines were rendered advisory.
Federal judges may now exercise judicial discretion in providing a sentence to offenders whom
they see as less blameworthy or less dangerous or whose situations present special
circumstances. These “downward departures,” sentences are exercised by sentencing judges, but
subject to appellate review. Federal Judges rely to a large extent on the pre-sentence investigation
report (PSR) written by a federal probation officer. Examining which PSR factors and custodial
services that are are salient to desistence are the key research questions this study is designed to
answer.
Although demonstrated effective in reducing recidivism, NY State¹s system
of 163 drug courts lacks an evidence-based protocol for drug court
screening and treatment-matching. To address this, the Center for Court
Innovation has implemented a randomized controlled trial of a validated
assessment tool (the LSI-R) in three NYC drug courts. The research
examines the accuracy of the LSI-R in the court context, as well as the
feasibility of implementing a new protocol in a high-volume court
population. Researchers will present findings regarding the
implementation of the assessment, with a focus on the challenges of
conducting experimental research in an applied setting.
The treatment of immigrants--especially undocumented workers-- has been a topic of heated
debate since the tragic terrorist attacks of 9-11. Some assert that mounting political pressure to
criminalize undocumented immigrants serves to ensure a reservoir of cheap labor. Others
contend that family reunification policies serve as a loophole for perpetuating the flow of
undocumented populations. As these debates intensify, growing (mis)perceptions of criminal and
illegal activities among undocumented populations have not been adequately investigated or
analyzed. Nor has the abuse of civil rights among migrant populations.
Based on a non-systematic survey that was conducted through nonprofit social networks in the
Hudson Valley,this paper argues that undocumented migrants are unaware of their civil rights
under US law and are primarily concerned with their immigration status and perceived invisibility.
Thus, they rarely report being victims of crime or understand that they may have violated US
laws.
Since the late 1980s, gang violence has become a major problem in Nigerian tertiary institutions,
especially the universities. Studies document that these gangs developed during many years of
military dictatorships, and were fostered mostly by the military as tools against the perennial antimilitary political actions by students. Unlike street gangs in North America whose memberships
consist mostly of poor inner-city youths, many members of Nigerian campus gangs are from
upper and middle class families. This paper discusses the structure and activities of some of
these gangs in three universities in southern Nigeria, and documents the relationship between
campus gangs and national political actors in post-military Nigeria.
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Abstract
This Research and Pictorial Showcase will conduct a secondary data analysis on the study,
“Survey of Inmates in State and Federal Correctional Facilities” (2004) which includes 2,728
males and 958 females. Special attention will be focused on comparing particular variables that
include alcohol and drug use, mental health, criminal history, and socioeconomic factors. Other
factors to be considered involve analysis of sentencing structures with in America and how they
contrast to treatment programs and services with an examination of Oklahoma’s prison system.
The overall data will then be analyzed to depict how these particular issues affect America’s
prison population.
Research and Pictorial Showcase
The increasing number of women behind bars in recent years has contributed to greater interest
in the female prison population and the barriers they face as they reenter society. While research
has suggested that programs designed to assist female offenders with specific needs as they
return to the community are advantageous, few published works have examined the relationship
between various types of reentry programming and recidivism. The current study examines the
relationship between differential exit routes from prison and subsequent recidivism within a
sample of recently incarcerated females. Research findings, implications, and suggestions for
future research will be discussed.
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Addressing the issue of property crime against farms, this paper will assess the demographic
profile of both offenders and victims; examine the extent and location of farm crime in Victoria;
consider the effect of farm crime on the economic and social well-being of rural and regional
communities; outline existing policing practices to confront farm crime; analyse alternative
policing practices drawing upon research and procedures from other Australian and international
jurisdictions; and determine a suite of strategies for the prevention and control of property crime
against farms and for the improvement of service delivery.
SB1070 is considered the strictest immigration law at the state level whose purpose is to target
immigrants lacking legal status making it criminal to be in Arizona without documentation. By
qualitatively examining the content of messages posted in public news forums, we uncover an
exaggerated outcry as many suggested that Mexican’s were invading the US, stealing jobs, and
committing violent crimes. We discuss this within the context of hyperconsciousness and race
negation. This framework explains that while SB1070 is ‘law based,’ resulting discussions
represent a dialectic where Mexicans are depicted as wetbacks but through the guise of law and
order.
There appears to be a recent trend towards black and white colour schemes for police patrol
vehicles. The research literature suggests that size, shape, and contrasting colour patterns are
relevant to visibility, and that black and white schemes may not improve visibility. Despite this,
visibility is raised as the basis for changing police vehicles to black and white. This paper
discusses different police vehicle colour schemes and how departments decide the colour of their
police vehicles. We conclude that police vehicle colour selection appears to be the result of
preference, rather than visibility.
In the corrections system, staff who work daily with inmates on housing blocks have the ability to
significantly influence the liberty and life of inmates in various ways. This research looks
specifically at the decisions by corrections staff to recommend an inmate for release to the
community, a recommendation given to the parole board when deciding release. Drawing on both
qualitative and quantitative data, this research raises questions about the discretionary nature of
decisionmaking in prisons by using hierarchical linear modling to explore decisionmaking
schemes within and across prisons in one state.
It is often assumed that employment is a social institution that is integral in the transition from
adolescence to adulthood. As a result, part time employment has become a common
extracurricular activity among high school students. Research has consistently shown, however,
that adolescents who are employed in high school tend to drink more than their unemployed
peers. This study will seek to further isolate the effect of employment patterns on alcohol use
among high school students. Additonally, this study will attempt to determine racial disparities in
the effect of employment patterns on binge drinking.
There are two competing hypotheses relating to whether female offenders are sentenced more
leniently or more harshly than male offenders. One hypothesis asserts that female offenders are
given more lenient sentences than male offenders because of the paternalistic treatment of
women by sentencing judges. An alternate hypothesis is the notion that women who commit
more aggressive, “manly” crimes lose the advantage of paternalistic treatment and may actually
be sentenced more harshly than their male counterparts. Both of these hypotheses will be
reexamined, and their validity reconsidered, in light of more recent sentencing data and qualitative
analyses.
The socio-juridical analysis is focused on victim-oriented criminal justice policies according to an
international perspective, aiming to trace and identify their paradigms and within them possible
and concretely followed models. Assuming crime as a conflict two main paradigms are outlined
seeing at the role of the victim in the trial and sentencing: the conflict-based paradigm and the
conciliation-based one. Inside the conflict-based paradigm three main concretely followed models
are critically discussed and confronted: the “victim-in” or Continental European “civil party” model
(France, Italy and Germany); the “victim-out” common law model (US victim impact statement)
and the recent “hybrid” model (Japan)

Other Issues Related to Race and Ethnicity
This paper will review the factors associated with a sample of 33
African-Americans wrongly convicted of sexual assaults against whites.
The cases are drawn from review of media, web-based, social science, and legal sources during
the period of 1964 to the present. Twenty-one of the cases involve erroneous eye-witness
identification by the victim. Twelve cases are attributable to sources of error other than eyewitness identification. Virtually all of the cases involve multiple factors (eye witness error, false
confessions, all white jury, official misconduct, ineffective defense, faulty scientific testimony,
compensated witnesses, etc) contributing to potential error. Directions for further research and
reform are suggested.
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This paper will describe the findings from contrasting a sample of
cross-racial wrongful convictions in sexual assaults with cases of same race (Black defendant &
Black victim; White defendant & White victim) wrongful convictions in sexual assaults. The
wrongful conviction literature identifies several sources of error commonly found in wrongful
convictions such as eyewitness error - including cross-racial identification, false confessions,
official misconduct, ineffective defense, faulty scientific testimony, compensated witnesses,
discounted alibis, hue & cry circumstances, tunnel vision, etc. Drawing from archival sources,
this presentation will assess similarities and differences between the two samples and suggest
directions for further research.

We conducted research at the University of North Dakota to assess the institution’s climate for
employees. A survey gave employees across the campus a voice about their experiences in the
workplace, positive or negative. Comments, sanitized to protect confidentiality, are used not only
to help interpret the quantitative results of the survey but to see if qualitatively they can help us
with new insights. We hope to be able to bring light to issues that often are dismissed or denied.
We feel compelled and challenged to give a voice to those who entrusted us with their opinions,
experiences, and stories.
“This research project assessed police receptiveness to interdisciplinary training and
programmatic activities with non-criminal justice service providers and identified resultant
procedural and organizational culture changes. Data for this qualitative project were collected
over twelve years in two American states through observations of police interactions with noncriminal justice professionals and individual interviews of supervisory and probationary police
officers. Findings suggest that since the advent of community policing initiatives, changing
domestic violence and elder abuse laws, and policies that have deinstitutionalized the mentally ill
police departments have become more receptive to learning through interdisciplinary training and
willingly participate in innovative interdisciplinary, interagency programs as a means to more
efficiently and effectively address these issues.
This paper examines the influence of militarism and the military itself in modern video gaming.
The military's involvement includes developing its own, free of charge, video game title used as a
recruitment tool, and training games used to desensitize new soldiers. Surrounding this direct
involvement is a massive gaming industry that markets war and killing in the execution of war in a
realistic" yet intensely glorified manner. The macro-cultural and societal implications of this
phenomenon are explored.
This research assesses the willingness of law enforcement personnel to utilize academia
(students, student projects, and professors) to learn more about “what works” in law enforcement.
Data for the qualitative project were collected through interviews with law enforcement personnel
in a medium-sized American city. It examines the degree to which law enforcement personnel are
becoming more aware of, and interested in, evidence-based research in criminal justice practices
as a means to inform and guide their policies in areas such as efforts to interact more effectively
with persons who exhibit mental illness or to prevent instances of residential burglary and gang
violence. It also considers the degrees to which both police administrators and officers believe
there are benefits to using research to guide policies and allowing research, rather than “past
practices,” influence interactions and decision-making on the job.
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Assessing the Care and Custody of Older
Correctional Rehabilitation and Treatment
Inmates from Admission to Release

Correctional Rehabilitation and Treatment

While some prisons attempt to provide age-relevant programming for older inmates, little is
known about the provision of evidence-based programs that promote older prisoners’ desistance
from criminal activity. Thus, this paper explores options for applying Sampson and Laub’s agegraded theory of informal social control to correctional programs. More specifically, this paper
examines how pro-social bonds and structured routine activities can promote positive outcomes
for older inmates to include (a) the facilitation of desistance from criminal activity, and (b) the
transition from an offender-based identity to the adoption of age-appropriate roles and
responsibilities suitable for successful community re-entry.
Currently over 8,000 women are incarcerated, and many are serving life sentences. The
numerical growth of incarcerated women has resulted in a renewed interest in exploring the
consequences of imprisonment for these inmates, their families, and those responsible for
managing their unique problems. Using a comprehensive study of 327 older female inmates
residing in five southern states, this presentation will explore issues associated with growing old in
prison (i.e., aging identities, maintaining family and inmate relationships, declining health and
fears of dying in prison, and coping with end-of-life issues). Policy issues and future concerns will
also be addressed.

Correctional Rehabilitation and Treatment

Even though many academics have advocated for the use of age-segregated units and facilities to
improve older inmates’ access to medical and mental health care, few have looked carefully at
how constitutional rights, statutory rights, court cases, and federal regulations conjointly affect the
age-segregation debate. Thus, this paper examines how the Eighth Amendment, the Americans
with Disabilities Act of 1990, and recent federal regulations may affect the care and custody of
older prisoners in age-integrated and age-segregated settings. Moreover, this paper examines
potential legal challenges to the use of age-segregated units and prisons.
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Although evidence-based programs (EBPs) in prison settings have gained attention in the
academic literature, most EBPs are designed for younger inmates. Thus, this paper will examine
the need to develop EBPs for older federal and state inmates with a particular emphasis on
assessing the theoretical components of EBPs, the methodological rigor of their evaluation, and
the fit between current research regarding older inmates’ bio-psycho-social needs and correctional
programming for this population. Thereafter, this paper examines how future research on
programming for older inmates can be strengthened via better sampling methodologies,
experimental designs, and the inclusion of age-appropriate risk assessment protocols.
Man Portable Air Defense Systems represent a clear and present danger to commercial air traffic.
This risk has increased with the growth in size and capability of terrorist organizations and
proliferation of these weapon systems. This threat will be analyzed within the framework of
systematic analytical risk management and Ulrich Beck’s risk theory to determine the economic
and political effects of the employment of these weapons against commercial aviation. Policy
implications for homeland security and foreign intelligence agencies will be discussed and
defensive countermeasures evaluated to advance knowledge regarding the threat posed by these
weapons.

Currently older inmates are one of the fastest growing “special needs” populations in the
American correctional system. As the older inmate population grows, it is becoming increasingly
important that correctional officials reassess prison facility design and management. This
presentation examines the debate regarding whether older inmates should be segregated from or
consolidated into the general inmate population. Policy recommendations emphasize the
importance of utilizing multidisciplinary approaches that encourage collaboration and coordination
among correctional staff, community organizations, health care providers, and gerontologists.
While older prisoners (ages 50 and older) comprise an increasing proportion of offenders being
released back into the community, a majority of released elders have special needs that affect
their odds of successful reintegration. Oftentimes, elderly inmates are released without a clear
plan for effective re-entry. It cannot be assumed that they will be able to secure permanent
housing, work, medication, and health care outside of prison. This paper summarizes: (a)
vocational, safety, social, physical, and mental health challenges that many older offenders face;
and (b) effective strategies and prevention programs that can be implemented prior to release
from prisons.
The Correctional Investigator of Canada offers an international perspective on the challenges of
managing older inmates while meeting their diverse range of needs in both prison-based and
community settings. This presentation will describe key concerns and operational challenges in
responding to the special needs of Canada’s growing federal population of older offenders with a
specific focus on (1) the diverse experiences of aging offenders; and (2) correctional
accommodations within the context of physical facilities, programming, institutional routines, and
potential age-segregation. Policy recommendations will be provided to include the need to
develop a national strategy for older offenders in custody.
Older inmates comprise about one-tenth of the nation’s total prison population, and many of them
will eventually be released from prison. While there is little known about the life experiences of
older inmates prior to and during incarceration, there is even less empirical evidence that
examines the re-entry process for this group of offenders. As such, this research will examine the
challenges that older offenders face after release from prison and the bio-psycho-social factors
that are associated with successful reintegration. If available, results from a study of aging
parolees in a mid-Atlantic state will be discussed.
This paper explores academic intervention in higher education when Trice’s (1985) Academic
Locus of Control is used to identify whether a student has an internal or external LOC. The
students’ LOC is then compared to grade point average to determine if there is a positive impact.
This study will compare pre- semester against post-semester LOC and the students’ final GPA
for the semester in a state university. The authors then theorize that this method of identifying
LOC in law enforcement officers who have began the process of progressive discipline will have a
reduced reoccurrence of discipline when intervention sessions-are mandated.
Research comparing students at majority serving institutions to those at HBCUs suggests that the
latter receive an education which incorporates the “black experience” (see Gabbidon et al, 2003,
p. 241). This HBCU experience provides a “more culturally oriented education” that contextualizes
the subject matter with a more socio-historical focus (Gabbidon et al, 2003, p. 241). Interestingly,
research on undergraduate criminal justice students at HBCUs is close to nonexistent. This study
employs survey research in an effort to contribute to a virtually nonexistent literature base on
punishment attitudes of minority students while simultaneously adding to the dearth in the
literature related to HBCUs.
Sacramento, CA initiated a community partnership for intervening in the cycle of youth violence.
The success of the program includes participants’ desistance from violence and pursuit of
education while failures mirror the persistent return to violence, including death. The uniqueness
of the community program rests with the timeliness of the intervention. Unlike the juvenile justice
system, intervention and pursuit of change is tied to the experience of street violence and the
painful physical recovery from injury. The youth are often both victims and perpetrators of child
abuse, family violence, and street violence. Implications for replication of the program are
discussed.
Season of birth has been shown to influence a number of dimensions in human development.
Some have suggested there may be reason to believe that birth month may also influence risk of
delinquency. Findings to date have been mixed. The study that initially raised the hypothesis
failed to find confirmation in a sample of institutionalized Japanese delinquents (Ohtani et al.,
2007). A 2011 study by the present author found some support using self-report measures in a
sample of American undergraduates. This study seeks to replicate those findings in a secondary
analysis of the Delinquency in a Birth Cohort II data.
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Capital Punishment and Death Row

This paper suggests that a sequence of processes is responsible for false confessions in police
interrogation. [1]Some police organizations overly rely on confession to solve the crime.
[2]Investigators commit investigative bias in pre-interrogation stage, overemphasizing on “hits”
and underemphasizing on “misses”. [3]The investigative bias may lead to more pressure-filled
interrogations that make innocent suspects more defensive, eliciting more highly confrontational
interrogations. [4]Suspects with psychological vulnerabilities are susceptible to waiving their rights
and providing false confessions. [5]Investigators with bias cannot distinguish between
uncorroborated true and false confessions. The conceptual model is used to analysis a false
confession case in Taiwan.
There has been a decrease in the crime rates and yet an increase in the rates of imprisonment.
While the rates of incarceration for men have increased, the rates for women have increased at a
higher rate than men for drug offenses. In this article I will examine the rates of increase since
the imposition of the Rockefeller Drug Laws for women offenders and to see if there has been any
decrease in incarceration since the Reform Acts of 2009. Furthermore, I will examine what may
be the driving theories that have led to this increase in incarceration.
Government and general public pay more and more attention on school bullying in Taiwan. Since
July 2010, bullying was added as a new category in Campus Security Report System. The
purpose of this system is to allow Ministry of Education to monitor the campus security incidents
efficiently. However, teachers on the first line to handle the incidents may define school bullying
differently from Ministry of Education. In order to understand if school teachers overreacted to
school bullying and reported normal incidents as bullying, this study analyzed the campus
security cases reported as school bullying incidents in Campus Security Report System.
Innovations in education are beginning to blur the traditional lines between high school and
college. The purpose of this paper is to explore this trend, examine and compare some of the
challenges faced by criminal justice faculty and students on both sides, and discuss implications
of these changes for the future of criminal justice education and training.
The nonmedical use of prescription drugs by undergraduates is prevalent across college
campuses nationwide. The current study uses General Strain Theory to examine what strains
influence the choice of prescription medication used illicitly to ameliorate such stresses. Analysis
will specifically examine stimulants, sedatives, and pain medications and include variation by
gender. Policy implications will be discussed.

Despite the growing public concern about cybercrime and its consequences for internet users,
only scant attention has been given in the criminological literature to an investigation of
cybercriminals. Moreover, relatively little is known about the role played by the environment of the
attacked computer in shaping the development of an online computer attack. Using a large set of
target computers built for the sole purpose of being attacked, we draw on the deterrence
perspective to design a randomized experiment and examine the effects of warning banners on
the development of real time computer attacks. Three research questions are addressed through
this experiment. First, does displaying a warning banner prevent intruders from taking any action
on the system? Second, does the deterrent effect of warnings hold across English and NonEnglish speaking countries? Lastly, does a consistent warning have a greater deterrent effect than
an inconsistent warning? Results indicate a strong deterrent effect resulting from the warning
banner. This effect persists under a wide range of conditions. Implications for security policies
and future research are discussed.
This paper summarizes what is known about capital punishment in North Carolina based on
available empirical data as well as studies of the state's death penalty system. The goal is to
establish the realities of the state's capital punishment system for the purpose of providing
important information to policy-makers. The five major findings of the paper are that capital
punishment is: 1. Extremely rare. 2. Not a greater deterrent to murder than alternative sanctions.
3. More expensive than alternative sanctions. 4. Characterized by serious disparities based on
extra-legal factors such as race and gender. 5. Used against the innocent
This paper examines national drug control policy under President Barack Obama. The author
identifies changes that have occurred in the nation’s drug policies under Obama and also
illustrates what has not changed. The paper assesses both the 2010 and 2011 versions of the
National Drug Control Strategy produced by the Office of National Drug Control Policy (ONDCP),
the lead federal agency responsible for national drug control policy, and compares and contrasts
them with multiple years of past data.
According to this research, nature and nuture has a lot to do with a person's propensity to commit
crime. Enviroecogenetics suggest that people commit crimes because of their exposure to their
environment, economic conditions and their genetics. This theory explores the heighten
propensity to commit crimes based on environment, economics and genetics.
In this paper, I introduce and then compare and contrast well-known theories of justice. Then, I
introduce realities of capital punishment practice in the United States using both descriptive
empirical data and summaries of recent studies of the death penalty. Finally, I assess capital
punishment in terms of ways in which it is consistent and inconsistent with the major theories of
justice. The primary goal of the paper is to answer the question of whether capital punishment in
the United States is just or not, and why.
Many academics rarely have time to stop and reflect about their experiences both leading up to
and then beyond their being granted the distinct title of PhD. By reflecting on those experiences,
this panel hopes to deconstruct both the positives and negatives of each of their individual
journeys. More importantly, the panel will be able to reflect on both the positives and negatives of
their pre-doctoral, doctoral and post-doctoral experiences in the hopes of assisting future PhD
candidates to mentally prepare for what inevitably lies ahead.

Attempts at abolition of capital punishment have recognized the need for law enforcement support
but this support has often been compromised by legislative sub-plot and agenda when it comes to
key votes to abolish a state's death penalty statute. Law enforcement outreach in this area needs
to recognize the Dickensian dilemma confronted by most officers and the political cache of
aggravating factors for those who support the death penalty. This paper, the second part to an
analysis of law enforcement outreach, explores the underlying issues with a view to addressing
the most stringent arguments made by capital punishm'ents political supporters.
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This roundtable will focus on the incorporation of a field experience component (i.e., practicum or
internship) in the undergraduate criminal justice curriculum. The discussion will address the
development, evolution, maintenance, and assessment of such programs. Assessment outcomes
and assessment-based program modifications will be highlighted. Suggestions for creating and
maintaining a rigorous practicum program will be provided.
The Fourteenth Amendment of the Constitution grants equal protection to the citizens of the
Country. However, the scope of other Constitutional provisions has varied according to the
immigration status of individuals. While freedom of speech is protected for anybody in the
country, regardless of immigration status, other amendments offer citizens specific rights that are
not granted to others. Such is the case of the 2nd Amendment and the right to bear arms. The
objective of this project is to analyze the meaning of “the people” as stated in the 2nd Amendment
and to evaluate its application to different immigration categories.
The intention of this paper is to provide sound academic support for the use of qualitative
interview techniques when studying occupational white collar offenders. Since a great percentage
of corporate criminals opt for a plea bargain rather than risking a public trial that may result a
lengthy prison stay, we as practitioners, academics, and taxpayers are never truly given a detailed
understanding of why individuals in corporate America commit these types of offenses. Thus, the
ultimate intention of this paper will be to offer insight into the difficult, yet empirically rewarding
process of interviewing incarcerated occupational white collar offenders.
What is the meaning of drug-related violence for perpetrators, victims, and society? As with
prisoners and hostages, human remains can be used for negotiating purposes, power dynamics,
and symbols of terror (Bunch 1998). Are the escalating drug-related killings instances of murder
“for the message”? Alternative explanations may include “copy cat” situations with the
proliferation of video and images readily available on the internet (global terror [Rotman 2000]), or
a “CSI-effect”, with practical attempts to discourage identification, sidetrack investigation, and
hinder the process of justice. How should this violence be interpreted? What are the implications
for the criminal justice professional?

Other Policing Issues

With the growing presence of criminal street gang members in the United States, communities
everywhere are experiencing the damaging impact of their criminal behavior. A 2009 report by the
National Gang Intelligence Center reported the number of gang members in the United States was
conservatively estimated at 1,000,000 as of September 2008. As these gang members evolve, are
they using our nation’s colleges and universities to educate themselves? How will that affect our
communities? This paper reports results of a survey of college students and campus police
regarding their perception of the presence of gang members on their campus.
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Based on assessment and program evaluation data collected during three academic years in a
predominantly black urban university, this exploratory paper attempts to address three questions
in criminal justice education: a) Why are African-American students more likely than their nonHispanic white counterparts to be interested in juvenile justice? b) How do family background,
economic status, and personal experience of African-American students affect their choice in the
marketplace of learning? c) Are African-American students more interested in social justice than
criminal justice? The paper offers insight into the learning process/experience of African-American
students with implications for research in criminal justice education.
Identifying probationers who continue to offend while under supervision is a challenging task.
Using semiparametric group-based mixture modeling (SPGM), the current study estimates
trajectories of self-reported substance use and offending in a sample of 251 drug-involved
probationers to assess the impact of probation on continued involvement in illegal behavior. The
study finds heterogeneity in patterns of both substance use and offending over a 12 month followup period. Specifically, 5 trajectories of substance use and 3 trajectories of offending are
identified. A majority of the sample continued to use illegal drugs during probation while most
refrained from offending. Patterns of both stability and change are identified. The ability of risk
factors to distinguish offending trajectories is explored and the implications of these findings for
offender drug treatment and directions for future research are discussed.
The U.S. still has it's share of racial issues and segregation, but some may believe that a good
proportion of this segregation is self-inflected". The African American community continues to
label some of their clubs with the words "Black" or "Negro" in the title exempting other races.
Some examples include; Black United Students, Black Entertainment Television, National Black
Society of Black Engineers, and National Association of Black Workers. The research presented
will discuss how Tiffin University would react to a club labeled "White United Students" and other
self-inflicted racial issues. "
Defense-Initiated Victim Outreach (DIVO) was used in the trial of Zacharias Moussaoui following
the terrorist attacks of 9.11. A bourgeoning practice at the state level, DIVO has become
standard practice in federal capital prosecutions since the prosecution of Tim McVeigh for the
Oklahoma City bombing. This roundtable will discuss the utilization of DIVO in the Moussaoui
case, some of the outcomes, lessons learned and current and future application of DIVO.
Discussants include DIVO practitioners in that case, one of Moussaoui’s defense attorneys, victim
survivors of 9.11 who had contact with the defense and the state DIVO coordinator for Texas.
This paper presents the results of a study of the relationship between patrol officer deployment
and response to call time. Using a year-long time frame, calls for service data, officer assignment
data, and a mid-size city police department as a study site, the analysis gave attention to the
actual number of officers on each day and night shift involved, call volume, priority level, time at
call, calls not dispatched, and geography. The results show the extent to which response time is
improved incrementally with the addition of more officers on duty, increased call priority, and
geography.
This paper presents the results of a study on the physiological stress response of officers in high
threat/use of force training scenarios. The objective of the study was to establish the extent to
which physiological stress affects officer ability to accurately recall details from use of force
encounters. The results of the study demonstrate that officers’ memory recall is affected by the
levels of physiological stress arising from such encounters. The study also provided confirmation
of the realistic nature of RCMP use of force training scenarios, and insight into why officers have
difficulty recalling specific information under elevated stress situations.
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Analyses of crime and social control in the late modern context have become increasingly plentiful
in recent years. Some analysts have described a phenomenon that might be termed “cultural
regression“ (loosely defined as momentum backward toward ostensibly bygone, even draconian
policies and practices targeting deviance), but few have treated regression as a distinct theoretical
construct with explanatory prospect. Drawing on developments like re-fusion of church and state
and expanded use of prisoner segregation, this paper argues that, conceptualizing regression as a
feature of late modern culture can advance understanding of contemporary trends in social
Theories on Criminal Justice Legislation, Policy and Practice control.
Other Policing Issues
Criminologists have become increasingly aware of the importance of geography in explaining
crimes. From hot spots to geographic profiling, the environment has been shown to play a role in
the selection of targets as well as the identification of offenders. Research has shown that
predictive technologies might assist in controlling crime. By using successively sophisticated
levels of analysis, it is possible to visually overlay the geographic locations of criminals in time
and space over the locations of crimes. This study tracks and reports the progress of field
Other Policing Issues
research being done in this area of inquiry. Report of a field study.
Since 1987 The Bureau of Justice Statistics Law Enforcement Management and Administrative
Statistics (LEMAS) survey has queried a nationally representative sample state and local law
enforcement agencies in the United States regarding their organization and administration,
including agency responsibilities, demographic characteristics of officers, weapons and armor
policies, education and training requirements, computers and information systems, vehicles,
special units, and community policing activities, from a nationally. The present study assesses the
LEMAS survey as means of tracking changes and innovations in policing, including the
Other Policing Issues
proliferation of community policing, and the adoption and deployment of weapons.
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Police and security personnel often tout the benefits of video surveillance in public places. Efforts
to install crime cameras in public, however, are sometimes met with a degree of resistance from
segments of the community who raise concerns over personal privacy. Drawing on case studies
from Los Angeles and Las Vegas, this paper examines community comfort levels with video
surveillance in public. In doing so, the paper identifies specific privacy concerns raised by camera
opponents and methods that police have used to address those concerns.
There are many methods for formally training police leaders and an abundance of studies calling
for police training as an antidote to any number of police shortcomings. Few studies thoroughly
consider the training methodologies for police leaders or the effects of such training on police
leader (or organizational) behavior. This paper examines the offerings of leadership training for
senior police leaders, explores the purposes of specific training (e.g. the FBI’s National Academy
and PERF’s Senior Management Institute for Police), determines effective practices, and suggests
improvements to training police leaders, given communities’ current economic situations and their
expectations of police leaders.
Mentally ill offenders arrested today are in court tomorrow and receive representation at public
expense. If counsel is not trained in mental health issues, the defendant will likely receive
Constitutionally defective representation. This ineffective representation directly wastes judicial
resources, triggers harmful legal and personal consequences for the defendant, and impairs
public safety while increasing costs in all components of the justice system. While there are
systemic, economic, and practical obstacles to effective representation of these defendants,
inadequate training of counsel is the first element to a broad solution.
Brazil is one of the most violent countries in the world. But this violence is not evenly distributed
across the country and there are significant regional variations. This article attempts to explain the
spatial and temporal patterns of homicide rates in Brazil between 1996 and 2011 and critically
evaluate the types of policies adopted to reduce intentional violent deaths.
Human smuggling has been an issue of much concern over the past few decades especially along
the southern border. This paper will discuss human smuggling along the South Texas border. It
will look at unintended consequences of immigration policies such as pushing victims to search
for alternative entry routes which can have detrimental health consequences including death. It
can lead to an increase in the use of a coyote" which has been linked to other consequences such
as sexual assault. This paper will further discuss why human smuggling is prevalent at certain
border crossings and implications for the justice system. "
The South African security police, who appeared before the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission, have offered some new perspectives on the nature of conflict between the state and
political opposition during apartheid. Based on the TRC transcripts and testimonies from the
security police, this paper in an attempt to understand the country's violent past from competing
perspectives where the SAP and the elite cops" do not appear to have performed mutually
dependent or functionally indistinguishable roles in maintaining the apartheid regime. The findings
contradict the popular notion that the SAP and the security police were the two sides of the same
coin for the former were largely unaware of the activities of the latter."
High public approval of the police can assist them in apprehending offenders, providing better
services to residents, and promoting trust, and respect for the law. Historically, however, many
police departments have had troubled relationships with racial and ethnic minority communities,
particularly within Hispanic/Latino neighborhoods. The current study seeks to build on these
observations by using survey data collected by the authors on Hispanic/Latino views in order to
better understand how important factors such as police-citizen contacts, personal and vicarious
experiences, officer demeanor, and residential crime rates, help shape their views about and trust
in the police.
Following the use of research in Furman v. Georgia, numerous studies have examined the factors
affecting support for the death penalty. While we know that the death penalty continues to have
strong support in the United States, it remains unclear how the rise in media coverage of wrongful
convictions and the increasing number of Hispanics in the United States will effect opinions of and
support for the death penalty. Using a sample of first year students at a predominantly Hispanic
university, this study explores the effect of exposure to information on wrongful convictions on
opinions about the death penalty.

Incarcerated women in international prisons are often faced with inadequate health care. While
forced abortions are not common, they continue to be performed in some international prisons.
Restrictive religious, legal and familial cultures within the international community assists women
in protecting themselves and their unborn children. Some of the past misrepresents potential
health concerns facing incarcerated women where termination procedures are banned. This paper
will reveal that the procedures are instead harming women. This paper also identifies the need for
additional research and data to provide constitutional protections for unborn children.
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Crime Prevention

This study is conducted to describe knife crime in the city of Sivas, Turkey to develop an action
plan to counter and to reduce violent events involving knives. The city of Sivas is a higher knife
crime rate compared to the other major cities in Turkey. The fact that in most cases juveniles are
involved either as offender or as victim demand that a special attention must be given to knife
crime in the city. However, law enforcement agencies lack a true description of the problem which
would help them design a proper action plan. The study attempts to picture the true nature of the
problem analyzing the knife crimes by their locations, times, reported causes and whether alcohol
is involved as well as the characteristics of offenders and victims by their age, gender and
motives. This study is the first step of a series of other studies to understand the underlying
factors of high knife crime rate in the city of Sivas. In the second step, researchers will
qualitatively study motivations of the youth in carrying knives. In the final step, a literature review
will be conducted to find the best practices around the world in reducing the knife crime.
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This presentation will highlight the findings from a research project examining death investigation,
domestic violence and sexual assault cases in Indian Country opened by the Federal Bureau of
Investigation in 2008. This joint project, conducted by that National Institute of Justice and the
Federal Bureau of Investigation, analyzed the sample to gather baseline information on case
processing and outcomes of FBI cases involving violence against Indian women living in Indian
Country.
This presentation will highlight findings from a recent pilot test to develop appropriate
methodology, including sampling strategies and data collection approaches, to collect valid,
reliable data on the nature and extent of intimate partner violence, sexual violence and stalking
committed against American Indian and Alaska Native women living in Indian Country and Alaska
Native communities.
For too long, domestic violence and sexual assault have been endemic problems in Alaska. The
“Choose Respect” Initiative by Governor Sean Parnell seeks to end this epidemic and to make
Alaska a leader in fighting these scourges. The goals of the “Choose Respect” initiative include
prevention and education, strengthening law enforcement and enforcing tougher prosecution,
protecting survivors and helping them heal. The initiative’s successes are assessed through
victimization surveys, a data scorecard, and local evaluations. This presentation will highlight the
use of these data to inform the initiative, to monitor the initiative’s successes, and to sustain
prevention and intervention efforts.
This presentation will focus on two recent Initiatives by the FBI’s Indian Country Crimes Unit: a
domestic violence initiative conducted in partnership with six FBI Safe Trails Task Forces, and a
sex offender strategy initiative currently in progress with the FBI’s Behavioral Science Unit and the
Florida Institute of Technology. Both initiatives were started with the goal of improving federal
responses to violence against women and children in Indian Country. Results from the domestic
violence initiative will be presented, and a methodological discussion and preliminary results will
be presented for the ongoing sex offender strategy.

Live Trial Blogging: More Informed
Consumers or More Fuel for the Fire?

Mark Becker’s trial for the murder of his former coach received extensive media coverage
regionally and nationally. Online media coverage allowed individuals to not only consume
information about the trial but also served as an outlet for individuals’ frustration, as seen in
comments on stories related to the trial. It is unclear, however, to what extent information about
the trial affected the nature and temperament of the comments. This study answers this question
by comparing comments on stories from a television station providing occasional trial updates to
comments on an interactive, live blog, which gave ‘play-by-play’ coverage of the trial.
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National statistics estimate nearly 67% of offenders return to prison within 3 years (Langan &
Levin, 2002). Many of those who return to prison have violated the conditions of probation. In
2008, close to 17% of probationers were incarcerated during their term (Glaze & Bonczar, 2009).
Opportunity in Probation with Enforcement in Nevada (O.P.E.N.) was created to minimize
probation violations by ensuring mandatory drug testing and immediate sanctions for those not in
compliance. This program attempts to replicate project H.O.P.E. in Hawaii. The current study will
conduct a process and outcome evaluation as required by Nevada Department of Corrections.
Research and Pictorial Showcase
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Assessment and Evaluation

There has been a proliferation of experimental schemes designed to prevent burglaries and other
street crimes by altering the situations in which they occur. But many crime prevention
approaches are derived from law enforcement practitioners and arm-chaired academics, which in
many cases are not effective to reduce criminal incidents in local communities. Little is known or
outdated about the way in which burglars think and act in potentially criminal situation. This
research is a study of burglars and property crimes, focusing on how offenders go about their
target selection. Data analysis is from the 150 surveys collected from state’ prisons.
This study evaluates the outcomes of a basic police training program specifically developed
Afghanistan National Police in Sivas Police Training School in Sivas, Turkey. The program has
been designed in a way to meet the specific needs of Afghan police both theoretically and
practically. It also differs both from the usual police training curricula in Turkey and Afghanistan in
scope and subject matters included. A modular police training system is adopted for the first time
in Turkey to attract the best practitioners as trainers. The study is undertaken to assess whether
the program works and gives a hope for the future.
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The current study is a follow-up investigation of the well-researched relationship between the
onset age of antisocial conduct and subsequent offending. The objective is to re-examine the
unexpected finding made by Bacon et al. (2009) where late onset, as opposed to early onset, of
delinquency is associated with subsequent offending. Applying Growth Curve Modeling (GCM)
techniques to data from the Philadelphia Birth Cohort 2, trajectory profiles are analyzed to
determine the relationship between onset age and future offending patterns, the nature of the
offending (violent vs. non-violent), and chronicity.
The goal of this project is to determine what role, if any should innocence or the possibility of
innocence play in the granting of habeas corpus relief in death penalty cases. If a parole board
can decide on its own accord not to examine facts that may tend to prove that a previously
convicted person is not guilty of a crime, can the ultimate penalty of death be said to be fairly
applied? In as much as justice demands fairness, then should not habeas corpus relief dictate
that new evidence be heard by a magistrate?
Scientific literature indicates that first-time DWI offenders are at risk of recidivating regardless of
the type of sanction imposed. This paper attempts to bring a new perspective on this issue by
presenting results of the outcome evaluation of a 12-months pre-trial intervention for first time
DWI offender in a Southern state. This intervention targets defendants with no significant prior
criminal history, low levels needs and minimal risk, and high motivation at intake. The treatment
group is compared to multiple control groups in terms of rapid recidivism (i.e., within 12 months).
Suggestions for policy and practice are discussed.
The CSI effect holds that advances in forensic technology, most often popularized in the media,
television and movie crime dramas, influences jury decision making by creating a false sense of
infallibility about forensic evidence in legal proceedings. Although media accounts of the effect are
plenty, a review of the criminological and legal literatures revealed a relative dearth in empirical
substantiation. In this study, we review the current state of the CSI Effect literature in addition to
reporting findings from a data set of juror surveys to examine the influence of television and news
accounts on jury decision-making.
Routine activity explanations have contributed to current understandings of repeat victimization,
yet it remains unclear why only some individuals continue to engage in risky behaviors after being
victimized. In particular, those with low self-control may be unable to modify their fun"—but
problematic—risky behaviors (e.g. drinking, drug use, unstructured socializing) after being
victimized which may increase their likelihood of violent victimization in the future. Using three
waves of panel data from the G.R.E.A.T. program this study examines: whether self-control
predicts whether victims are able to alter their routine activities post-victimization; and whether
low self-control and unconventional routine activities predict revictimization."
Police departments continue to evolve as educational levels rise, racial/ethnic diversity of officers
expand and increasing numbers of women enter the policing fields. A plethora of studies have
proven contradictory concerning the relationship between higher education and police
performance. However, few studies have examined whether race/ethnicity and gender in addition
to the presence or absence of a college degree have differential effects upon an officer’s decision
to arrest and use force in arrest situations. Over 500 officers were surveyed to measure the
relationship between levels of education, officer age, race/ethnicity and incidents of use of force
and number of arrests.
This roundtable discussion will examine Latinos’ experiences, culturally, and how it has affected
their perspective within the Criminology and Criminal Justice field. The main goal is to discuss
past experiences of growing up Latino in the United States, which in turn influences their
perception of the discipline. These past experiences help guide and direct present and future
researchers amongst Latinos in Criminology and Criminal Justice.

“Abstract”
Education versus Incarceration
America has the highest incarceration rates of any developed nation. There are approximately
170,000 persons incarcerated in California alone. It is conceivable that at this rate the level of
incarceration will overtake the level of High School graduation. The writer will critically explore the
dynamics that hold these outcomes in such a considerable comparison. The hypothesis held
herein suggests that there is a direct correlation between education outcomes and criminalistic
behavior and that strenuous intervention early in the life at risk students will reduce criminality.
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Public Policy and Medical Issues of Aging
Prisoners
Issues in Institutional Confinement

Previous research has examined how television news coverage shapes our conceptions of justice,
indicating racial minorities are viewed overwhelmingly as criminals and Whites are viewed
overwhelmingly as guardians of the law (Dixon and Linz, 2000). This research argues that
because long-format news programs invest more time in gathering information about criminal
cases and have more time to select which crime stories to broadcast, there will be more longformat news programs devoted to White victims because they are valued more than Black victims
in society and are thus deemed more newsworthy. Furthermore, this research will discuss the
impact long-format news programs have on typescripts of victims.
Abstract
Public Policy and Medical Issues of Aging Prisoners
American‘s consider themselves tuff on crime; as a result we have the highest number of inmates
incarcerated of any nation. Their average age is 54 years, and because they are incarcerated
they must be afforded some quality of life, including medical treatment. This paper will critically
examine cost effectiveness and policy related to this issue. If economically the cost can’t be
absorbed then the policy must be amended. The hypothesis of the writer is that American policies
will relax substantially because the economics of continuing as is will force them to.
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Contextual Factors and Polyvictimization

Polyvictimization is emerging as particularly devastating experience, increasing the chances of
experiencing traumatic symptoms and distress (Finkelhor et al., 2007; Finkelhor et al., 2009).
Research on the contextual factors surrounding polyvictimization are lacking. This project makes
Interpersonal Victimization (Domestic Violence, Child Abuse, use of a large scale, nationally representative sample to examine contextual factors that surround
Stalking, Infanticide)
polyvictimization.
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The Effects of Education on Juvenile
Recidivism Rates

Abstract
Public Policy and Medical Issues of Aging Prisoners
American‘s consider themselves tuff on crime; as a result we have the highest number of inmates
incarcerated of any nation. Their average age is 54 years, and because they are incarcerated
they must be afforded some quality of life, including medical treatment. This paper will critically
examine cost effectiveness and policy related to this issue. If economically the cost can’t be
absorbed then the policy must be amended. The hypothesis of the writer is that American policies
will relax substantially because the economics of continuing as is will force them to.

Since the first juvenile court opened in 1899, there has been a balance between dispensing
justice and ensuring rehabilitation. A juvenile court’s central aim is to do what is in the “best
interest of the child.” In contrast, the goals of most adult proceedings are concerned with
dispensing punishment, leaving little to actual rehabilitation. This paper examines each of these
justice systems in light of their ultimate aspiration, highlighting similarities as well as differences.
More important to the criminal justice system as a whole, is perhaps providing potential solutions
for achieving realistic goals for each system’s success.
While a substantial amount of research has examined police perceptions of integrity across the
world, very little is known about how Chinese police understand the concept and its application to
their work. Using survey data collection and individual interviews, this study attempts to answer
the following two questions: (1) In China, what are the most frequent and high profile forms of
police misconduct that may be impacted on by an individual officer’s sense of integrity; and (2)
How do Chinese police understand integrity—what do they think it means, and how do they think
it should impact on their police work?
On a sunny afternoon in 1952, Mrs. Ruby McCollum walked into her physicians' office. An
argument followed. McCollum pulled a handgun from her pocketbook. She killed him, in cold
blood, in front of witnesses.The McCollum trial was followed nationwide. Ruby McCollum was
Black. Her doctor, C. Leroy Adams, a newly elected Florida State senator, was White, and
married. Was it a lovers' quarrel? Did Adams force McCollum to bear his child? Did her husband
consent? The trial judge would do everything within his power to prevent Ruby McCollum from
testifying about an open secret of the segregated South - miscegenation.
This paper presentation highlights the constitutional issues arising from
problem-solving court practices including Due Process, Freedom of
Association, Double Jeopardy, Right to Counsel, and Equal Protection.
This presentation will provide an overview of the cases emanating from
state drug courts, mental health courts and other problem solving courts
and evaluate the legal sustainability of these courts under their current
judicial practices.
The Drug Court Research-to-Practice (R2P) project is designed to promote
the timely dissemination of useful information emerging from the growing
body of research relevant to Adult Drug Courts from fields such as
addiction science, substance abuse treatment, and studies of adult drug
courts. Project products include webinars, live streaming events, as
well as a variety of printed products. R2P is a cooperative agreement
awarded to the National Center for State Courts with the School of Public
Affairs at American University, co-funded by the Bureau of Justice
Assistance and the National Institute of Justice, Office of Justice
Programs, U.S. DOJ.
Academic meets Practitioner: GEMS (Girls Education and Mentoring Services)
From 1945 to 1946, Herman Goering an others were prosecuted for crimes against humanity
under Article 6(c) of the Charter of the International Military Tribunal, which covered crimes
committed by Nazis against civilians, including German nationals, during the Second World War.
Since crimes against humanity were limited to the War, the United Nations adopted the Genocide
Convention on December 9, 1948, which stated that genocide could occur during peace. Since
1994, crimes against humanity can also occur during peace. This paper examines the value of
the Genocide Convention in contemporary international criminal justice.
This study uses data from the Fragile Families and Child Wellbeing Study to examine how the
effect of a father’s incarceration on the behavioral problems of preschool-age children differs by
race/ethnicity. The model examines both internalizing behaviors as characterized by anxiety and
depression as well as externalizing behaviors as characterized by aggression and violence. The
study finds that paternal incarceration exacerbates externalizing behavioral problems in children
regardless of gender and particularly for Blacks and Hispanics. The study finds no concrete
evidence that paternal incarceration significantly influences internalizing behavioral problems in
children.
In recent years there has been a renewed interest nationwide in developing critical thinking in
police officers. The Public Safety Leadership Development Consortium (PSLDC) has created a
study group to study how to develop critical thinking in police officers nationwide. This paper will
examine the issues and challenges of developing a strategy to improve critical thinking in police
officers. Emphasis will be placed on understanding critical thinking as a process in the context of
policing. The paper will conclude with a discussion on possible strategies to develop critical
thinking in police officers nationwide.
There are a number of factors that have been found to be associated with juvenile re-offending.
According to Barrett, Katsiyannis, and Zhang (2010), one of the strongest predictors of recidivism
is age at first arrest; in addition, it was found that the younger the juvenile was at first arrest, the
more likely they are predicted to recidivate.This study attempts to fill a gap in the literature by
examining academic growth as a predictor of future recidivism. Particularly, this study examines
various education statuses to determine if education has an effect on juvenile recidivism rates.
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Latino police officers’ self-reported
policing styles

Rogue officers within the Trinidad and Tobago Police Service who exercise extra-judicial authority
in the apprehension of suspected criminals have brought the service into further disrepute. As a
consequence, public support and morale among officers has considerably dwindled. Successive
governments have also encountered numerous challenges in attracting and securing the best
candidates for the service. This paper will outline and discuss the effectiveness and adequacy of
the operational framework, policies and procedures of policing in Trinidad and Tobago over the
past decade in furtherance of the ongoing war on crime in that country.

A current department chair will discuss the importance of search committees being educated
about hiring practices that facilitate diversity in departments.
As Criminology/Criminal Justice faculties have become more diverse, there is evidence that
women and minority faculty members may feel isolated within their departments, even in the
absence of intentional bias, discrimination or individual's personal bigotry. This paper explores
institutional failure to include various faculty members because they are not part of traditional old
boy/girl" networks."
This paper presents the findings of cross referencing the membership list from the Minorities and
Women’s Section and other diversity sections of ACJS with citation databases to get a sense of
how often their work is being cited in Criminology and Criminal Justice publications that are not
specifically focused on diversity issues.

Other Issues Related to Race and Ethnicity

Immigrants and the Criminal Justice
System

Dawn

Peacemaking criminology has evolved significantly since its introduction in the late 1980s. The
pioneering work of Pepinsky and Quinney, among others, has resulted in a greater understanding
of how communities can deal with the impact of crime. In addition, restorative justice evolves
from the central principles of bringing citizens together through a cohesive healing process. This
paper addresses the interdependence between peacemaking and restorative justice through a
consideration of how citizens can work with each other and offenders in dealing with conditions
that cause crime. The potential of community organizations in subsequently preventing violent
criminal behavior is explored.

Police and Diversity

Children of the deported: A case for future
studies.
Immigration, Crime and Justice

This presentation traces the history of the ACJS national award recipients along demographic
variables such as gender, race/ethnicity, and region of the country and suggest approaches for
increasing the diversity among award recipients.
Using both adaption and creation of two survey instruments: 1) the Societal Perspectives Scale
and 2) the Female Offenders Perspectives Scale to measure views on feminism and female
offenders, this study examined college students’ perceptions of feminism and female offenders
(N=218). Analysis of the multivariate OLS regression determined that the societal scale was
predictive of the female offender scale. These findings provide a better understanding of female
offenders and may enable policy makers and professionals to create new laws and make
sentencing decisions that can better assist female offenders in the system.
Illegal immigration is an issue of much concern over the past few decades but little is known
about attitudes among Hispanics regarding this issue. This paper will examine attitudes toward
illegal immigration among a sample of Hispanic college students. In particular, it will look at
whether students believe current immigration policies are effective and/or whether more stringent
policies should be implemented. The paper will also discuss future directions of immigration
policy including recent state attempts to stem the flow of illegal immigrants. Finally, the paper will
examine the legal issues surrounding state immigration policies and implications for the justice
system.
Recent research on social construction of crime reveals patterns in the manufacturing of the
media version of crime and justice. Much of this research concerning the representation of crime
by the media relies on content analysis to decode and deconstruct the popular images of crime.
This preliminary study on the media representations of crime utilizes a content analysis of feature
newspaper articles on crime appearing in several major United States newspapers. The content of
violence within featured crime articles was examined. The review of these crime articles analyzes
the trends associated with the representation of violence by the news media.
In this roundtable, the treatment of immigrants across the stages of the criminal justice system
will be explored. Topics includes immigrants' attitudes toward police, refugees and policing, as
well as immigrants and criminal sentencing.
Restorative justice may present the best opportunity for sustainable justice; justice that is not
merely punishment and a revolving door of crime, victimization, and social injustice, but justice
that restores and uplifts people and communities. Yet RJ programs remain on the periphery of the
justice system, subject to economic pressures or changing fads. Thus, does sustainability require
institutionalization and is that possible? But that raises competing questions. Can
institutionalization bring RJ processes to scale while remaining true to theory and best practice
standards which make the RJ approach powerful and effective? This roundtable will explore both
aspects of sustainability.

Latinos are the largest racial/ethnic minority group in the U.S. and the number Latino police
officers is increasing. Yet, research on Latino officers in general, and their policing styles in
particular, is virtually nonexistent. This study is based on research conducted with 100% of
Latino officers (N=34) all employed in a department with approximately 800 sworn officers in an
urban, Midwestern city. Self-report data from in-depth interviews with each of the officers
indicates variation in policing style. Patterns of policing styles are described and key factors
associated with each policing style are identified and discussed.

While there is much research on the impact of having an incarcerated parent(s) on children, there
remains a dearth of such works as it relates to children of deported aliens. Of interest to this
exploratory work/research is unearthing the particular impact--if any, tied to the label of criminal
alien parents. In a large number of cases, the children remain in the U.S. with their American born
mothers. This study seeks to determine if there are noteworthy differences among children of
absent/incarcerated parents and their counterparts--deported parents, criminal and other.
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This paper is a critical inquiry into capital punishment to examine why prosecute or persue capital
punishmnet upon individuals when evidence can not be proven beyond a reasonable doubt. With
a focus on cases in the state of Georgia as well as Louisiana, will be used in this critical inquiry.
There have been growing concerns about rising juvenile delinquencies in many countries. South
Korea is one of such countries. As schools are closely related to most juveniles' everyday lives,
each school's or regionally collective school area's educational policies may affect each student's
or student group's life style with regard to their involvements in crime. In this regard, this paper
will examine the relationships between specific educational policy and juveniles' participation in
delinquencies.
We report on exploratory research that assesses the manner in which course format can affect
student learning outcomes. Focusing on two subjects (research methods and statistics), we
examine student performance and how it varies across different delivery methods. The courses
vary in length (16 week, 5 week, and 3 week) as well as location (online versus on-campus). Our
findings should provide suggestions about how each format can affect student learning.
Based on 15 years of graduate-level criminal justice policy coursework teaching, the paper and
presentation will focus on the development of applied policy cases for graduate-level courses.
Even upper-level students may lack 'real world' knowledge of criminal justice policy processes and
law making. Drawing on Pennsylvania criminal justice policy issues and legislation, the cases
were developed to link theory, research, and policy and engage students in understanding state
government, the interplay of the governor's office and legislature in developing legislation, the
budget process, and the role of stakeholders. Two actual classroom cases will be reviewed.
The recent shift toward the ‘medical model’ in drug abuse policy has brought about a de-emphasis
on enforcement, and a concomitant reduction in federal funding for local drug enforcement
initiatives. Marijuana is available in several states for medical use, and has been decriminalized
in Massachusetts by statute-rendering enforcement tactics obsolete, even in public spaces. In
New York City, police have recently been subject to a variety of legal actions that have resulted in
a reduced capacity to enforce marijuana ‘public possession’ laws. This roundtable seeks opinions
and observations from practioners and criminal justice scholars regarding the implications for
policing nationwide.
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Research generally indicates that some individuals account for a disproportionate number of
victimizations. The present study examines the proportion of adolescents who suffered repeat
sexual victimization at school during an academic year using data collected from 7th through 10th
graders in Kentucky schools. In addition, we estimate multilevel models to determine whether an
opportunity framework that includes measures of attachment, target characteristics, and risky
activities is useful for distinguishing between one-time and recurrent victims of school-based
sexual assault and harassment. Findings indicate that parental attachment, impulsivity, and
delinquent peers are significantly related to repeat sexual assault and harassment victimization.
The purpose of this presentation is to discuss the experience of course development using the
MarylandOnline Quality Matters Standards. Specifically, a fully on-line special topics
undergraduate course titled Introduction to GIS for Criminal Justice" was developed using the
Quality Matters rubric. Underlying principles of the QM standards are discussed as well as
challenges for successful implementation. "
This paper will analyze DAVIS v. UNITED STATES, decided 6/16/2011 where the U.S. Supreme
Court established another important exception to the exclusionary rule of the Fourth Amendment.
In DAVIS, the Court permitted evidence seized by police in a search of an automobile and its
occupants to be admissible in a criminal trial when the search and seizure carried out by the
police was in compliance with a decision of the U. S. Eleventh Circuit even though this decision
was subsequently reversed by the U.S. Supreme Court, which established a new rule regarding
the scope of automobile searches and seizures.
Plagiarism is one of the most prolific academic problems on college campuses today and has
become increasingly difficulty for faculty to combat. This seminar will provide some practical
exercises faculty can use in the classroom that will enable their students a) to accurately define
and recognize plagiarism; and b) to utilize specific note-taking strategies that will not only help the
student avoid plagiarizing but will also help to improve the student's critical thinking skills. In
addition, the seminar will review a number of resources and strategies faculty can use to more
effectively monitor the incidence of plagiarism in their courses.
School bullying has been grabbing national attention in the past few months. Sadly, this attention
was a result of several suicides committed by the teens that fell victims of school bullying
physically, psychologically, and/or on cyber space. The purpose of this study is to examine the
prevalence, frequencies, and effects of school bullying cross different cultures and societies. A
comparative study will be conducted in Taiwan and United States by surveying students from
three colleges. Findings will be used for recommendation to school administration and parents
for prevention and intervention.
School bullying has been grabbing national attention in the past few months. Sadly, this attention
was a result of several suicides committed by the teens that fell victims of school bullying
physically, psychologically, and/or on cyber space. The purpose of this study is to examine the
prevalence, frequencies, and effects of school bullying cross different cultures and societies. A
comparative study will be conducted in Taiwan and United States by surveying students at three
colleges. Findings will then be used for recommendation to school administration and parents for
prevention and intervention.

Mental Health and Other Special Needs Offenders

This dissertation research study is the first step in developing a comparative understanding of the
role of correctional philosophies in the treatment and supervision of persons with mental illness
inside the prisons of Finland and the United States. A large body of international empirical
research exists regarding persons with mental illness in prisons, but responses by individual
countries vary greatly. Furthermore, the large body of international empirical research on persons
with mental illness in prisons indicates that individual countries vary greatly in their treatment,
management, and supervision of this population. In order to understand this variance, this study
employs a qualitative cross-national data collection strategy to investigate the role of correctional
philosophies in the treatment, management, and supervision of persons with mental illness in
prisons in Finland and the United States. Of particular interest is how such people obtain and
receive treatment, in addition to their levels of satisfaction with that treatment, in each national
context. In adopting a comparative approach, this qualitative research attempts to discern
common trends in mental health treatment, identify the most effective, proficient, and resultsoriented of these treatments, and set a cross-national agenda for future collaboration on similar
projects with prisons in different parts of the world.
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Bright Lines and No lines in Criminal Law:
Balancing the Rule of Law on the Scales
of Justice

Eyewitness testimony has a powerful impact in court. Unfortunately, a growing body of evidence
suggests that some commonly used police procedures increase the likelihood of faulty eyewitness
identifications. Because many criminal convictions are based upon eyewitness testimony, the
impact of such faulty identifications could be severe. To remedy this, a number of state and local
jurisdictions, including New Jersey, Ohio, and Dallas, Texas, are currently revamping the methods
that police must use to obtain eyewitness identifications. This poster compares and contrasts
some of the different methods being adopted and discusses issues related to their
implementation.
Research and Pictorial Showcase
Exposure to violence among youth detrimentally affects their emotional, behavioral, and cognitive
outcomes (Ho & Cheung, 2010; Herrenkohl et al., 2008). Rarely, however, has research examined
the confluence of exposure to violence in both the home (i.e., child abuse, exposure to intimate
partner violence) and the community (e.g., exposure to neighborhood violence). Using data from
the Project on Human Development in Chicago Neighborhoods, this study examines the overlap
Interpersonal Victimization (Domestic Violence, Child Abuse, of these forms of victimization, as well as their unique and combined effects on youth alcohol use
Stalking, Infanticide)
and binge drinking. Differential effects by race, gender, and age will also be discussed.
Although the world has borne witness to an increase in the use of universal jurisdiction over the
past ten years for crimes of genocide, its use remains a fairly rare event in the context of
international justice. This paper analyzes interview data from key informants with respect to the
prosecution and conviction of Rwandan ex-patriot Désiré Munyaneza for genocide in Canada
under the Crimes Against Humanity and War Crimes Act (SC 2000, c24). Using Attride-Sterling’s
thematic network analysis, the paper examines some of the key issues respondents identified in
Genocide and Other International Crimes
pursuing international justice for genocide through a third-party trial.
This capital punishment session is an annual fixture at ACJS meetings. Panelists will make short
Capital Punishment and Death Row
presentations followed by discussion. Audience participation is encouraged.
This panel is co-chaired by Cassia Spohn, editor of Justice Quarterly, and Alex Piquero, co-editor
of Journal of Quantitative Criminology. The panelists will discuss aspects of the publication
Funding Opportunities and Research Partnerships
process and take questions from the audience about all aspects of the process.
Through verbal and non verbal behavior, reinforcements, punishments, and judgments of
approval or disapproval, teachers reflect onto their students messages concerning their skills,
capabilities, and future potential for success, adequacy, and self-worth. Based on in-depth
interviews with 232 Israeli sixth grade students, this study found teachers did not hesitate to taunt,
torment, and ridicule students, giving rise to feelings of injustice. This research raises
consciousness of the grave consequences of teachers' verbal abuse concerning students'
intellectual abilities, competence, character, and upbringing . Practical implications address the
Comparative/International Youth Crime and Justice
need for a code of ethicis and policies to foster a positive learning culture.
The International Criminal Court (“ICC”) case in Kenya represents the first time the ICC has
exercised its jurisdiction over international crimes as a result of the ICC Prosecutor’s initiation of
an investigation into those crimes (an investigation initiated proprio motu"). This paper will
discuss the multiple evolving standards formed by the ICC in the Kenyan case to evaluate
whether to authorize the Prosecutor’s investigation initiated proprio motu. These standards are
critical for the development and evolution of future ICC cases involving investigations initiated
proprio motu and for providing any necessary “checks and balances” on the investigatory powers
Comparative/International Law, Courts and Corrections
of the Prosecutor. "
This paper looks at Merton’s classic strain theory and how it relates to binge drinking. Agnew et
al. have advanced a measure of strain, dissatisfaction of one’s financial situation, which has
received more support than the previous measures of classic strain. Incorporating this measure
with a lack of hope scale creates an interaction term which should improve the explained variance
and provide more support for the direct measure of strain. This is important to be able to
understand more fully what causes people to retreat into alcohol and drugs, thus providing
Strain and Anomie Theories
knowledge to create prevention policies in the future.
An examination of recent American criminal case law suggests a continuing movement toward the
balancing of individual rights against the law and order needs of society. This judicial balancing
eliminates the application of set rules and is in direct opposition to the concept of a Rule of Law.
In essence, the balancing brings into question the very nature of criminal law and the concept of
criminal liability. My research suggests that now is a good time to pause and reconsider Bright
Other Issues Related to Courts
Lines, No Lines, and the Rule of Law.

The purpose of this study is to examine crime victims in the Arab Society through the dimensions
of the experience of victims and perceived potential for being a victim of crimes in the Arab
Society. The study will examine the main crimes suffered by victims in the Arab Society e.g.
robbery, assault, sexual assault . The point of departure to explain crime victims in the Arab
Society is the General Theory of Crime.
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Police Training from the Comparative
Perspective
Police Administration and Management
Ethical Issues in Qualitative Reseaerch on
Qualitative Methods: Ethnography and Field Research
Crime and Justice

Unmasking the Ice Man: Exploring
Sociopathy in Introductory Criminal
Justice Courses

Other Issues in Criminal Justice Education

This roundtable highlights the insights and experiences of police training practitioners, academics
and policy makers from the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, Germany, USA, Canada and other
international experts. We will discuss the feasibility of implementation of such innovations by
police forces around the world. Key themes that will be explored and touched upon are the
investigative training and standards, competency based curriculum, recruit training models,
training governance, training related liability, academic/police collaboration, adult learning,
leadership and the alignment of training to performance measures.
This roundtable will address many of the ethical issues that arise when conducting qualitative
research on offenders and criminal justice practitioners.

Reputed to be violent, cold, cunning, deceitful, and lacking in compassion and remorse, some
sociopaths flaunt norms, values, and laws of conventional society without conscience or emotion.
As a consequence, their contact with criminal justice personnel is high. Nonetheless, despite a
tendency to avoid truth-telling, while posing a potential risk of danger to unsuspecting law
enforcement officers, valuable information on sociopathy in basic and in-service training
programs often is lacking. The author discusses his efforts to heighten awareness of sociopathy (antisocial personality disorder) - in his introductory criminal justice courses.
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This paper will discuss the use of forensic evidence found at homicide scenes as related to
subsequent investigations and prosecutions. It will discuss how investigators use evidence
analyzed by the crime laboratory as well as unanalyzed evidence. The presentation is based on
data collected on homicides in Phoenix, Arizona; San Diego, California; and Denver, Colorado.

Gottfredson and Hirschi’s self-control theory has been rigorously tested and received consistent
support for strong low self-control-deviance relationship, while one of the fundamental premises of
the theory, stability of self-control, has not been fully investigated. Using Hirschi’s (2004)
redefinition of self-control, this study examines the stability thesis. Correlation analysis reveals
moderate relationships among self-controls for five years. Gender differences in self-control are
significant and consistent, while the differences in self-control between offender and nonoffender
vary across different time points. Finally, the results of growth mixture modeling show that group
differences in self-control change rather than being stable.
Outcomes assessment of criminal justice programs has become a major activity across the field
and throughout the nation. This panel will address the challenges faced by community college
criminal justice programs as they work to establish effective outcomes assessment activities.
Successes and failures will be presented and a variety of issues will be identified including, but
not limited to: size of the institution; working within limited resources; dealing with small v. large
numbers of faculty, majors, and campus sites; regional differences in assessment; and
consistency across programs. The panel will encourage questions and answers among panelists
and audience members.
The drug court was developed as a response to the ineffectiveness of the traditional criminal
justice response to addiction. Drug courts are limited in resources and placement opportunities for
offenders. Accordingly, the issue of who is placed in the drug court program and why they do so
is a critical factor in the effective utilization of scarce drug court resources. This paper is a
qualitative study of the perceptions of the drug court offenders related to their reasons for entering
the program and whether this was the proper program for the needs of the offender and the
community.
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The contemporary world is undergoing major changes in the set of activities that we call policing.
This paper aims to discuss the impact that the expansion of private security services has caused
on the activities of policing, especially in relation to the interrelationship with the police, in its
crime and violence prevention tasks. The specific study concerning this interrelation is achieved
through the analysis of three specific spaces, located in São Paulo and surrounding areas, the
policing of which is undertaken by private forces: a shopping-mall, a public university and a
residential condominium (gated-community).
In the 10 years since the attacks in 2001, there have been no incidents of terrorism in the United
States with equally catastrophic consequences. Ascribing credit for this success is difficult, yet it
may be that strategies involving police-community interactions have contributed. Many of these
strategies, though not all, appear consistent with the principles of community policing. One such
principle is the engagement of the community in preventing crime. The purpose of the roundtable
is to discuss/debate those preventative strategies, both those that support and potentially
challenge the community policing model.
While much of the literature dealing with online education has focused on the development and
implementation of strategies and techniques for improving learner outcomes or how courses
delivered in traditional classrooms can be modified for online delivery, little research has
examined how teaching online can inform traditional classroom pedagogy. This paper identifies
the pedagogical and practical benefits of teaching online, and makes specific suggestions for how
instructors can use these benefits to improve their traditional classroom pedagogy.

This paper will examine the impacts of pre-sentence investigations, sentencing decisions,
correctional assessment, correctional techniques and transitioning programs upon offender
recidivism.
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This paper will look at the various theoretical explanations of rehabilitation in regard to repeat
offenders and high recidivism rates.
This paper will review the impacts of parental offenders’ conviction and incarceration upon their
dependent children.
This paper will explore the influence of drugs upon offender decision-making. The impacts of drug
addiction in creating a need for crime, their effects upon the decisions to carry out crimes, and the
aftermaths of drug influenced crimes.
This paper will examine the credibility of eye witnesses in criminal prosecutions. The need for
eyewitness testimony will be contrasted with the potential for mistaken identifications and the
subsequent harm that may occur to defendents.
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The panel will discuss the impacts, both positve and negative, that non-lethal weapons
technologies have made upon the behaviors and decision making of law enforcment officers
within hazardous situations.
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This review entails over twenty-five qualitative studies involving the interpersonal-relationships of
women in the American prison sub-culture system. These perceptions have created misinformed
observations of the social standings of these women. This study examines the living situations
and everyday identity of imprisoned women. It includes references, interviews, case studies,
surveys, hierarchies of power, and educational backgrounds with personal and criminal histories.
It also contrasts and compares the differences between incarcerated men and women and the
functions and assignments of each member of this society
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Findings from state corporate crime studies evince the severity of crimes perpetrated via collusion
between private industry and government. This paper contributes to the literature by presenting a
case study of prior complicity between Bethlehem Steel and the Department of Energy. Reports
from the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health are used to illustrate the
repercussions of this state-corporate collusion on former employees and surrounding
communities. Furthermore, the history of Bethlehem Steel and Western New York is presented to
contextualize this offense, and illuminate other social harms imposed by Bethlehem Steel’s
operations, both before and after the plant’s closing.
Educational programs are constructed around specific outcomes, focused on acquisition of
knowledge and skills: What should graduates know and be able to do? Curriculum mapping
serves as the foundation for alignment between assignments, objectives, and outcomes. One
powerful strategy for building, assessing, and improving academic programs is the inclusion of a
capstone course reflecting incorporation and demonstration of program outcomes. Use of the
integrated capstone facilitates both formative and summative evaluation at the course and
program levels. This approach is discussed in the context of the Bachelor of Science in
Organizational Management and Security offered by the University of Phoenix.
Due to recent cases such as Michael Vick’s dogfighting conviction along with popular television
shows focusing on animal abuse and neglect (i.e., “Animal Cops,” “Confessions: Animal
Hoarding”), incorporating animal cruelty into the criminal justice curriculum appears to be a
logical step. This paper will present pedagogical information regarding the process of developing
and implementing an undergraduate animal cruelty course in a criminal justice program at a
university in southeastern Pennsylvania, which could be utilized in other academic settings. It also
will provide methods to encourage student learning both inside and outside of the traditional
classroom.
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The use of dynamic risk factors to predict recidivism is important because it is argued that static
factors cannot adequately account for changes in that occur in risk over time. This research tests
this argument by examining the improvement in predictive accuracy when dynamic risk factors
are added to the criminal history scale in the ORAS community supervision tool. Results and
implications will be discussed.
As the use of third and fourth-generation risk/need assessments continues to rise, so does the
need for research investigating both reliability and validity. At the core of needed analyses lies the
following question: Are these assessments doing what the field of correctional intervention needs
them to do? This paper investigates the static and dynamic predictors contained on the YLS/CMI.
While disaggregating the domains of the YLS/CMI goes against recommended use of the tool in
the field, a comparison of the predictive validity of both the static and dynamic predictors will
illuminate questions regarding the utility of each.
Despite the accumulated evidence supporting the predictive validity of criminogenic needs with
recidivism, a recent critique challenges their ability to improve prediction models beyond static
risk factors alone and accurately discriminate between risk levels. The argument relies, in part,
upon the assertion that criminogenic needs have not been reliably measured because the
analytical strategy most commonly used in prior studies (i.e., internal consistency using
Cronbach’s alpha) is an inappropriate technique for correctional risk assessment. Using data
from the National Institute of Corrections-University of Cincinnati Women’s Risk Needs
Assessment study, these concerns are addressed.
An important concern with risk assessment instruments is that the individual risk items can be
reliably gathered. This concern is especially relevant when gathering dynamic risk factors that are
considered to be more subjective than static criminal history items. This research will examine
the inter-rater reliability of individuals who were certified the Ohio Youth Risk Assessment
System. Results and conclusions will be discussed.

Turnover intent among correctional officers has become an important issue following the recent
“being tough on crime policy” that was implemented in Taiwanese correctional system after July
2006. While a large body of research has been conducted in correctional facilities across the
United States, this issue has been largely overlooked in Taiwan. In addition, previous work on
this issue has neglected the effect of the ratio of custody staff to inmates. This study advanced
the literature by examining the influences of both the individual-level and institutional level
variables on the turnover intent. Using data collected by a self-reported survey of 676 Taiwanese
correctional officers from 22 facilities in spring 2011, hierarchical linear modeling (HLM) approach
was appropriately employed in this study. Results indicate that, among those institutional-level
variables, staff/inmate ratio has a great impact on outcome measure, suggesting that those
officers who take more inmates in custody report higher levels of perceived turnover intent. In
terms of individual-level variables, age, job dangerousness, hygiene, organizational climate,
commitment, and royalty consistently demonstrate most robust impact on correctional officers’
turnover intent across facilities. Policy implications are addressed in conclusion section.
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Revolutionary Movements and Crime

The events grounding and surrounding the revolution in the Muslim world have rapidly come to
the fore of the public and criminal justice debate. The conflict between sovereignity and human
rights is central to that debate.
This paper revisits the literature deling with the relationship between crime and revolutions. It
addresses guidelines for appropriate international, legal and intellectual reaction regarding the
matter central to the dilemma of such reactions: The conflict between absolute and inalienable
rights and liberties, the sovereign as the guarentee of their protection, and the misuse of that
Theories on Criminal Justice Legislation, Policy and Practice rights and liberties precluding limits and misuse.
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Research and Pictorial Showcase

This paper addresses the new paradigm of Counterterrorism, national and global security for the
21 century.
Classical paradigms in terrorism policing, immigration, accultaration, organized crime and
communication are critically discussed and confronted with recent developpments in regards to
terrorism and major problems of out time. The challenge lies in building up a policing network
that the various interactions between these topis. In this respect, chimera policing'" is at issue. "
The Inside-Out (I/O) Prison Exchange Program brings ‘outside’ students – college undergraduates
- together with ‘inside’ students – incarcerated men and women – to study as peers inside prisons
and jails. Following 60 hours of intensive training, faculty members are prepared to deliver a
class, but they must then work with their academic institution and secure access to a correctional
facility in order to teach a course. Despite a number of hurdles that faculty must cross,
information from an online survey administered to I/O instructors suggests that there are many
benefits, as well.
This presentation is explores integration of community policing, compstat and intelligence-led
policing in theory and practice. Key aspects of community policing, compstat and intelligence-led
policing theories are examined and assessed with regard their compatibility. Implementation
and attempted integration of these strategies in a variety of jurisdictions is explored and factors
that appear facilitate or hinder successful integration are identified and discussed. Police agency
adoption, implementation and integration of these strategies is analyzed from an an open systems
perspective and the impacts of the political, legal, social-cultural, economic and technological
environments are considered.

What purpose might attending the execution of an offender on death row serve for the families of
those murdered by the offender? This research examined the public statements made by these covictims in order to learn more about why they chose to attend the execution and how it made
them feel. Generally, results indicated that victims’ family members sometimes mentioned a hope
for closure in the future, but rarely felt that the execution itself resulted in closure. Other common
themes were the notion of justice being served, dissatisfaction with the process, and
disappointment with the offender’s final words.
Previous research has tested the Marshall hypotheses which suggest that 1.) support for the
death penalty is inversely related to knowledge about it; 2.) increased knowledge regarding the
death penalty would lead to less support for capital punishment; and 3.) exposure to information
about the death penalty will not impact the level of support among those who support it for
retributive reasons. This study tested the Marshall hypotheses on a small, homogenous, private,
rural university setting to see how results from previous studies completed in large, urban areas
with varying levels of racial diversity would compare.
This paper examines the experiences of those being exonerated due to innocence, from death
rows across America. Their exoneration is just the beginning, as they work to clear their names,
rebuild and maintain healthy relationships, find work and housing, and especially try to make
sense of what has happened in their lives. Exonerees face difficult challenges in a changing
world. This paper also evaluates the resources available in the community to help exonerees
make the difficult transition from death row inmate to free person.
This paper examines the superstitious origins and contemporary tradition of providing a special
last meal before an execution. The wide range of meals requested by those about to be executed
is reviewed, as well as trends in this area, and differences in practice between states and the
federal government. Interviews with correctional administrators will reveal their view of this ageold practice.
Evidence-based strategies aim to improve outcomes of justice systems by adopting programs
and practices supported by empirical evidence and, in the case of evidence-based programs,
moving resources and clients from ineffective to effective programs. This view implies that policy
makers must decide must decide which programs to eliminate, scale back, or re-design. Such
decisions would benefit from evidence regarding programs and practices that produce adverse
effects with respect to system goals and objectives. This paper demonstrates the value of
expanding the evidence-based perspective from an effective-ineffective dichotomy to a continuum
of program effects that includes evidence of harm.
Few evaluations have been conducted on programs for clients who present with mental illness
and housing needs (Urban Insitute, 2006). This study evaluates a transitional and supportive
housing program for parolees with serious mental illness. Given the number of offenders in
prison who are released with mental health deficits, a program that integrates ACT with housing is
unique and merits consideration. Specifically, this study will evaluate recidivistic outcomes and
other benchmarks related to acute hospitalization, medical care, and housing. Program
outcomes and policy implications will be discussed.
Early evaluations on the effectiveness of foot patrol demonstrated that while citizens supported
such programs, they ultimately produced little-to-modest actual crime prevention benefits. But
recent research conducted by Ratcliffe et al. (2011) demonstrated that proactive foot patrol in
micro-level places can yield measurable reductions in violent crime. The current research
examines preliminary results on a similar foot patrol experiment conducted in Kansas City,
Missouri between August 2011 and November 2011. This research evaluates the process of
program implementation and examines objective outcome measures across treatment and control
areas.

Police training underwent tremendous changes in the past two decades. Innovations in technology
paired with demands for more accountability from outside and within police organizations,
generated new instructional modules and pedagogical approaches. This round table will discuss a
number of such innovations in training with emphasis on what additional topics need to be
considered in the future. Topics like shift management, hostage negotiations, counter-terrorism,
intelligence gathering and analysis and leadership development will constitute some of the themes
introduced and discussed by the members of this panel.
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In the wake of hundreds of DNA exonerations, social science researchers are beginning to
examine critical errors in the Criminal Justice system process. Many of those errors reside in the
“watchdogs” of our system: Police. The top three causes of wrongful convictions are mistaken
eyewitness identification, lab errors and false confessions – all of which increase in risk when
appropriate procedures do not exist or are not followed by law enforcement. This research uses a
statewide survey of police agencies to determine both their existence of and adherence to policies
regarding suspect identification procedures, evidence procedures and interrogation procedures.
This presentation explores the current police role as community mediators in Roma-related
conflicts in Slovenia, a post-socialist in Central Europe. Recently, there has been a rise in antiRoma public sentiment which has led to conflicts and even hate crimes. Although the problem is
much broader than law enforcement, the police find themselves managing such community
conflicts. Through focus groups, interviews and observations with police and Roma, we explore
the contours of police mediation in Slovenia and evaluate its strengths and weaknesses.

Teaching restorative justice is different from teaching other academic courses. Effective teaching
in this subject requires engaging students in participatory restorative dialogue. However, the
power differential between instructor and student can reproduce educational harms through
irrelevant curriculum, stifled student interest, unanswered questions and unaddressed or
disrespected curiosity. Teaching restorative justice demands that instructors redefine the context
of “education” moving away from distant, “objective” pedagogy to more personal, experiential
styles that are typically misunderstood in the academic environment. This presentation focuses
on teaching restorative justice in a traditional classroom setting by engaging students using
underlying values and principles of restorative justice.

When taught in the context of an academic criminal justice program, restorative justice tends to
replicate the societal structural inequalities it is attempting to overcome. Effectively teaching this
subject requires participatory restorative student dialogue, but the power differential between
instructor and student can produce educational harms through irrelevant curriculum, stifled
student interest, unanswered questions and curiosity that remains unaddressed or disrespected.
Teaching restorative justice online demands that instructors develop community and shared
power in a very personal style that is typically misunderstood, and often maligned, in the
academic environment. This presentation focuses on the unique aspects of teaching RJ online.
Effectively teaching RJ requires engaging students in participatory dialogue, which is particularly
complicated in an online environment. Generally, restorative justice courses tend to summarize
principles, formats, objectives and outcomes, but these alone cannot convey the essence of
restorative justice. Moreover, the power differential between instructor and student can reproduce
a variety of unacknowledged educational harms. Teaching RJ demands a redefinition of
traditional education from something distant and “objective” event to something personal and
experiential that is uncommon in the academic environment. This presentation addresses the
benefits and drawbacks of teaching RJ in a hybrid" environment incorporating classroom and
online mediums. "
Teaching restorative justice is different from teaching other academic courses. Effective teaching
in this subject requires engaging students in participatory restorative dialogue. However, the
power differential between instructor and student can reproduce educational harms through
irrelevant curriculum, stifled student interest, unanswered questions and unaddressed or
disrespected curiosity. Teaching restorative justice demands that instructors redefine the context
of “education” moving away from distant, “objective” pedagogy to more personal, experiential
styles that are typically misunderstood in the academic environment. This presentation focuses
on teaching restorative justice in a traditional, hybrid and fully online settings using underlying
values and principles of restorative justice.
Given the global context of criminal justice issues, incorporating a study abroad experience into
the curriculum creates opportunities for students to expand their knowledge about criminal justice
and to think critical about the United States in comparison to other world cultures. In addition, it
creates valuable opportunities for personal and educational growth, both for the student and
faculty. Based on my experience in developing and carrying out a study abroad program in
Summer 2011 in Florence, Italy, this roundtable will discuss some of the triumphs and tragedies
of study abroad programming within criminal justice education.
This paper discusses cosmopolitanism and local resistance as conflicting powers shaping law
reform. It concentrates on legislation recently introduced in France giving suspects the right to be
assisted by an attorney throughout police interrogation. The paper sheds light on the reasons that
explain why, in the current cosmopolitan legal environment, France has for a very long time
maintained an idiosyncratic position on this issue. French law was effectively barring attorneys'
presence in police interrogations, thus diverging from the solutions adopted by most legal
systems in the Western world, including those advocated by the US Supreme Court in Miranda v.
Arizona.
Thrrough its partnership with the National Child Protection Training Center, NorthWest Arkansas
Community College will begin offering students a certificate of proficiency in Child Advocacy
Studines (CAST). This program is expanding to offer an A.A.S. for students in Criminal Justice
and others who will be involved in the investigation of child maltreatment cases. These courses
address the desperate need for training for these future professionals that begins sooner than on
the job." Key courses include perspectives on abuse and neglect and best practice responses by
multi-disciplinary teams of law enforcement prosecutors social services and other key
professionals."
There has been a large increase in the number of police officers murdered in the line of duty in
2011 compared to 2010. The authors examine the backgrounds of those who murdered police
officers in order to discover commonalities among the offenders.
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The effect of institutional and demographic characteristics on male prison misconduct has
generated research interest, yet the female prison population remains comparatively underresearched. Dissimilarities may exist between both the general dispositions and inmate
subcultures of each gender, in turn affecting misconduct. This paper will seek to examine this
issue by utilizing 5 years of data with both male and female offenders in the custody of the Texas
Department of Criminal Justice. Results and policy implications will be discussed.
The issue of ethics in criminal justice is readily incorporated in most programs through specific
courses, or as a topical area in a range of courses. A review of curricula finds that ethical
concepts are often presented in making right choices from the view of the individual practitioner.
The purpose of this workshop will be to review current instructional strategies on this topic and
exploring ethical perspectives from an administrative viewpoint, and the impact of agency culture
based on formal and informal organizational structure. Issues to be reviewed include the role of
leadership, hiring practices, subculture, ethical audits, and training.
This study examined the often neglected linkage of deviant activities to personal victimization.
Lifestyle theories proposed that individuals engaged in deviant lifestyles elevated their likelihood
of victimization, for they tended to be associated with, or contacting among those also involved in
similar deviant lifestyles. That is, close proximity to deviance might place individuals at risk of
victimization. This study utilized the 2000 Taiwan Victimization Survey to test the proposition.
Findings and limitations were discussed, and suggestions were provided for future research.
The overall crime rate in the twin-island Republic of Trinidad and Tobago has been escalating at a
phenomenal rate. There is no doubt that this continuously increasing level of crime comes at a
high cost to the society. This study assesses the annual cost of crime for various serious criminal
acts for the period 2000–2010. Crime is caused by a multiplicity of reasons and it is expected that
these cost estimates of crime would assist governmental agencies in achieving superior policy
implementation of not just a single policy but a policy package that considers both economic and
social policy.
While variation in the formal structure of schools predicts juvenile offending, exposure to peers
and networks that condone delinquency also plays a significant part. Typically investigators focus
on peer effects at the individual level, but the influence of peers also occurs at the
contextual/school level. In this paper, we investigate school social structures by creating
aggregate variables that represent the degree to which various individual behaviors are rewarded
in informal school contexts (such as by popularity). Drawing on individual and school level data
for 9,200 students across two waves the Add-Health study and HLM analyses, we report
preliminary findings showing that reward structures vary a great deal by school and that these
may play some part in continuance of delinquency.
At Missouri State University, students are encouraged to develop an understanding of its public
affairs mission, which includes community engagement as one of its pillars. Students learn about
criminal justice related topics in the classroom and those desiring to apply their education have
opportunities to become civically engaged within the community. Faculty guide these students on
projects to serve the community in a variety of capacities, including fund-raising, volunteering,
and providing a local conference for those involved or interested in the areas of criminology and
criminal justice. Faculty and students will discuss the personal and professional impacts of these
projects.

The number of convicted sex offenders on probation has grown over the last decade, yet few
distinctions are made between different types of sex offenders. This study examined revocation
rates and group differences of 168 adult sex offenders whose probation had been revoked over a
two year period in one urban county. Results showed no significant differences between incest
offenders and other sex offenders in new crimes committed while on probation. The two groups
differed according to whether they admitted guilt and how they presented themselves. Preferences
for particular victims’ by age and gender are also discussed for each group.
Research has suggested that the environment delinquent youth are exposed to may contribute to
their antisocial behaviors. Issues such as socioeconomic status, parental controls (or lack
thereof), and decrepit neighborhoods are all circumstances in which some juveniles who become
delinquent may experience (Welsh & Farrington, 2006; Leventhal & Brooks-Gunn, 2000; Pratt,
Turner, & Piquero, 2004; Gibson, Sullivan, Jones, & Piquero, 2010). Therefore, this manuscript
will investigate several aspects, including, the agents of socialization, neighborhoods-community
(environment), and the effects of family based programs towards juvenile delinquency.
Drug courts have been touted as being therapeutic and holistic, which represents a dramatic
departure from the traditional criminal justice system that can be characterized as legalistic and
adversarial. In order for drug courts to be truly therapeutic and holistic, the areas of focus and
concern must extend beyond criminal behavior and the use of drugs and alcohol to include all
aspects of participants’ lives that contribute to their addiction and criminality. This study focuses
on the ways in which one drug court program seeks to meet the basic human needs of its
participants.
Criminal justice education is re-framed through a liberating and consequential pedagogy based on
post-modern philosophy. Post-modernist educators will; (a) focus on local narratives as useful
sources of information about crime and criminal behavior, (b) encourage thoughtful hesitation as
purposeful and ethical, (c) examine justice as seeking, loyalty, and a shift in consciousness from
hierarchical to lateral relationships, (d) employ narratives to supply context and
(inter)connections, and (e) denote pragmatism as a requirement for democratic citizenship. A postmodernist approach to pedagogy is advanced as an opportunity for resolution of an educator’s
choice over an emphasis on practical or theoretical knowledge and content in criminal justice
programs.
Existing research has identified that sex offenders are a heterogeneous group of offenders.
Uniform Crime Report data indicates that slightly less than 10% of sex offenders are female.
Although this is a relatively small portion, it still warrants further inquiry. Only a few studies have
been conducted on the recidivism rates of females. Existing research shows female sex offenders
have very low rates of recidivism; however, the studies are limited by small sample sizes. This
study examines the recidivism patterns of a cohort of 2001 registered female sex offenders from
the time of arrest that led to their offense to 2009. The results and implications of this study are
presented.
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Policing provides opportunity for deviant behavior. The purpose of this study was to determine
correlations between the Police Deviance Index (PDI), the Police Deviance Scale (PDS) and the
Sanction Index (SI) constructs relative to police occupational deviance (POD). A convenience
sample of 160 rookie police officers within one large police department were administered
Barker's POD survey instrument via the Internet. Quantitative analysis determined that PDI varied
inversely with PDS and SI for 15 deviant behaviors associated with POD and quantitative analysis
determined that correlations exist between PDI, PDS, SI, and length of service for eight deviant
behaviors associated with POD.
Every one of the estimated 1.5 million gang members in America were recruited into their
respective gangs, some of which are now being recruited into terrorist groups. Identifying and
addressing this jihadization process is critical if law enforcement hopes to hinder a terrorist
group’s ability to recruit members. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the San Diego
County jail population, and to calculate the number of gang affiliated inmates, inmates displaying
indicators of terrorist affiliation, and the process used by terrorists to recruit gang members into a
jihadist organization in hopes of impacting their ability to recruit future members.
The policies supporting mixed-income housing developments are based on multiple assumptions,
including the premise that high-income individuals, living in close proximity, positively influence
low-income individuals. However, this assumption has little support in the literature. Labeling
theory suggests that labeled individuals often fulfill the roles implied by their given label. Mixedincome housing developments are characterized by heterogeneous populations, which increase
the likelihood of low-income individuals being negatively labeled. This study considers mixedincome housing developments in the Washington DC metropolitan area and their potential impact
on low-income residents.
This Roundtable will share the experiences of various Post Secondary institutions in the
development of their degree programs in Criminal Justice. Presenters will discuss their overall
approachs, domains of focus and give an outline of their curriculum. Issues and concerns during
the development of the programs will be explored. In addition the approaches used in reviewing
Criminal Justice programs will be discussed.
A number of years ago the author examined the use of Federal Statute Section 1983 as a
mechanism for constraining prosecutorial misconduct. The conclusion at the time was that the
impact of this law was minimal, at best. This paper examines caed law developed that first paper
was delivered in order to deterime if there have been any significant changes.
In this paper, we use data from Massachusetts State Parole, the Boston Police Department, the
Suffolk County House of Correction, and the Massachusetts Department of Correction to examine
the spatial distribution of crime and incarceration among offenders admitted to and released from
correctional facilities to communities in Boston.

How can exploring issues surrounding emotional labor when interacting with coworkers in juvenile
justice agency increase staff effectiveness in meeting the social developmental needs of youth
offenders? And to what extent do agencies’ rules, policies and procedures acknowledge and
minimize the emotional labor required of juvenile justice workers? Emotional labor refers to the
emotional effort – labor - it takes to display emotions sanctioned in the workplace even if workers
do not feel that way. The purpose of this paper is: (1) to examine the expectations of juvenile
justice workers interactions with coworkers and clients or, more simply, what the organization
says workers have to do; (2) to look at workplace rules, policies and procedures to determine the
extent to which they contribute to or minimize the emotional labor required when interacting with
coworkers; (3) to measure the emotional labor of front line juvenile justice workers. Literature on
emotional labor and on staff effectiveness will be reviewed. Then a mixed methods research
design will be employed to examine the three points outlined above. Analysis of both quantitative
and qualitative data will inform the development of a program offering recommendations for
policies and procedures designed to minimize the amount of emotional labor required when
interacting with coworkers and to increase staff effectiveness.
Offenders are exposed to violence at higher rates than the general population. Whether exposure
to violence contributes to subsequent maladjustment once these individuals are incarcerated,
however, is unclear. Equally important could be whether the relationship between exposure to
violence and inmate maladjustment differs across confinement facilities, and whether particular
features of facility environments shape differences in the magnitude of this relationship.Using
nationally representative data from inmates housed within state confinement facilities.
Michael Lewis' book Moneyball demonstrates how Oakland A's General Manager Billy Bean used
research evidence to improve his team's performance in a cost-effective manner. This
presentation focuses upon the responses of police managers attending the Administrative
Officer's Course in the Southern Police Institute at the University of Louisville. The respondents
were asked to identify best and worst ideas presented in Moneyball as they relate to police
management. Our presentation will focus upon the findings of this research.

The convergence of crime and immigration control has fundamentally transformed the role and
function of the criminal justice system in post-9/11 America. This transformation, which is visible
in local, national and international contexts, has had far reaching consequences for individuals,
criminal justice actors, and for society in general. How has the criminal justice adapted to this
change? How does the system view immigrants in the new securitized" environment? And what
do the various emergent control strategies mean when assessed against the need for trust and
confidence in the system? This paper will explore these and other critical questions.
This paper aims to develop an existing typology of middle-class offenders to take account of all
their working life. It develops a typology using a latent class analysis based on their complete
criminal history (to the age of 65) and other variables. It is suggested that these groups will be
definitive in relation to the types of middle-class offenders around in the UK. A comparison with
the individual assignments made in an earlier typology is made and considers the dangers of
identifying groups at the early to mid-stage of criminal careers/working lives
The courtroom work group is characterized as a disparate group of individuals from different
agencies working together to accomplish conflicting goals. In order to fully appreciate the
dynamics of the courtroom work group is necessary to understand not only the social and
bureaucratic interactions to guide their behavior but also the legal imperatives that each individual
must represent. The interaction between legal theory and the social logical and organizational
demands of working within the courtroom work group are complex and confusing. This paper
attempts to shed light on how understanding the legal obligations of each actor guide their real-life
scenarios that require choices, decisions, and discretion.
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Using a virtual simulator training system 150 veteran police officers participated in a randomized
experiment to measure the stress response on decision making when faced with a lethal force
situation. Officers were exposed to one of three sceanrios and were harnessed with a wireless
device to track their physiological responses. Saliva biomarkers were monitored three times.
Officer reported and percieved stress were assesed against the physiological responses,
biomarkers, and recall were compared to their decision to shoot at various intervals in the
secenario. The findings are presented and training implications and decision making factors are
addressed which impact field performance.
The paper is an examination of the various categories of police lying that expands the categories
previously identified by Barker and Carter and others. The study examines news paper accounts
from Injustice Everywhere and Google Alerts since 2009. Of particular interest is the
phenomenon of Brady Cops" i.e. cops that are known as liars but are retained by the department
but do not have the power of arrest.
In addition to organizational and experiential stressors, research has recently identified social
factors as an additional area of stress reported by police officers. Two studies investigate social
stressors associated with working in law enforcement. The first study uses police officer
interviews (N=32) to identify specific social stressors of policing. The second study used online
surveys (N=750) to determine the prevalence and characteristics associated with these social
stressors. Results suggest officers’ characteristics including sex, race/ethnicity, and especially
relationship status affect the likelihood that they will report experiencing social stressors. The
implication of these results on policies designed to reduce officer stress will be discussed.
In the new era of homeland security local law enforcement agencies are expected to play an
integral role in protecting the United States. There is a growing body of empirical research that
indicates that terrorism response preparedness in state and local law enforcement agencies is
becoming increasingly prevalent; however, evidence concerning the progress that local police
agencies have made in adopting terrorism prevention measures is limited. This study seeks to
add value to the literature by examining local police department employments of terrorism
intelligence personnel, an important component of terrorism prevention, and the relationship that
these activities have with terrorism response preparedness. Results indicate that violent crime
rates, hierarchical differentiation, and terrorism response preparedness are significantly correlated
with agency employments of terrorism intelligence personnel, whereas community policing was
not significant.
Two year Criminal Justice programs are often faced with the dilemma of heading in two directions
at the same time. Some students are working toward four year schools as part of a transfer
program. Some students are in career oriented programs and are already practitioners in their
chosen field. How does having instructors who are both accomplished academicians as well as
experienced practitioners help two year Criminal Justice programs satisfy the needs of this
diverse student population? This roundtable discussion will explore the realities and debunk some
of the myths associated to Pracademics in Criminal Justice education.
Similar to trends across the nation, Missouri has experienced a proliferation of criminal justice or
criminology programs in higher education. This paper examines the state of affairs in criminal
justice education within the state of Missouri. Issues of examination may include the types and
extent of associates, bachelors and graduate degrees; scope of law schools; and the kinds of preservice criminal justice related training in the state.
Through the narrative of good versus evil the United States has been able to declare itself the
chosen state to intervene humanitarianly amongst matters involving other nation-states. Public
consent created as a result of the good versus evil narrative has led to the ability of the United
States to forcefully intervene throughout the world. An examination of the ties between news
media networks and government sources will be needed in order to determine how this narrative
of good versus evil has been created, and how this narrative is broadcast to the American people.
By acting out the good versus evil narrative through the media, the United States has been able to
expand its empire based on certain 'evils'.

Research and Pictorial Showcase

Traditionally, police educators focus on the process, objectives, aims, and outcomes of police
trainees’ learning. Author intends to give a different perspective of the role of police trainers.
Specifically, the role of police educators as first line psychological helpers of police trainees is
discussed. Author suggests various culturally relevant and short-term interventions that can be
applied by the police trainers in order for their trainees to feel supported. Even though police
trainers are not clinicians, they can contribute in supporting their trainees and helping them deal
with their psychological issues especially those related to police psychological trauma and stress.
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Community Policing and College Partnerships: Contemporary Issues
facing law enforcement agencies and colleges in the effort to maintain
excellence in community policing programs
Community policing programs are in a third generation of development.
The roundtable highlights two successful community policing programs
in the suburban New York metropolitan area and two academics who will discuss contemporary
issues in an era of budgetary concerns, manpower restrictions, a need for an educated police
force and the challenges of a multi-cultural community region. The participants will address
support
systems that agencies can provide in an era of self funded programs and shrinking budgets.
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Unpacking Risk Factors for Delinquency
for African American Males and Females:
Are African Americans a Monolith?
Race/Ethnicity, Crime and Victimization

The purpose of this research is to seek clarity on how known risk factors for delinquency explain
the behavior of Black males and females. Research in the area of race and delinquency is often
focused on differences between races related to offending. In addition, research that focus on
social factors related to offending, do a poor job explaining the differential impact of factors on the
delinquency of Whites and Blacks. Therefore, this paper unpacks socio-economic, individual,
family and community risk factors to understand their effects on the delinquency of Blacks using a
national data set. Recommendations on future research are offered.
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How far we’ve come? The current trends
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This paper will review the differences in teaching criminal justice students in three different
schools: an urban, and a suburban propriety college, and a traditional four year college. The
differences in types of students are but one of the teaching issues encountered; proprietary
schools place much more emphasis on the craft of teaching over the academic aspects of higher
education and teaching. Although these and other factors differentiate the teaching experience in
each school, these differences have less impact on teaching than they would indicate.

The number of women being incarcerated at the state and federal level continues to grow at a rate
disproportionate to that of male prisoners. Women face a number of unique issues while
incarcerated, including gender-specific health concerns, mental health issues, parenting issues,
and programming challenges. As the number of female offenders grows, so do questions
regarding the critical issues that will govern the direction that women’s corrections will take in the
coming years. Senior prison administrators from women’s facilities around the United States
were interviewed regarding their perceptions of the concerns they will face in the next decade.
Over the past 25 years, federal and local legislatures have created laws in an attempt to control
and manage sexual offenders in the community. Although these laws vary from state to state,
they often include registration and notification requirements along with residence and employment
restrictions. This paper discusses how these laws differ across the country, even in the shadow of
the federal Sex Offender Registration and Notification Act mandates. Further, we review current
laws and trends on both the local and federal level.

Sex Crimes and Offenders
Intimate partner violence is currently responsible for one-fifth of all violent crime in the United
States. This translates into the victimization of 22% of women by their intimate partners. Within
this category are women who reside in the country as an undocumented immigrant. Although
laws exist to aid the immigrant victim, many undocumented immigrants either don’t know their
available resources, don’t trust the legal system, or fail to meet the legal criteria. This essay
considers whether fear of deportation influences the undocumented battered Latina’s decision to
access help from friends, family, employers, police or other community agencies.
Interpersonal Victimization (Domestic Violence, Child Abuse,
Stalking, Infanticide)
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This study examined willingness to report sexual offenses among female citizens (N = 500) of the
Greater Accra region in Ghana in 2011. The study also investigated reasons of reporting as well
as barriers to reporting, dissatisfactions about reporting, and females’ alternative ways of
reporting procedures. The results indicated that victims are less likely to report sexual offenses to
the police due to reasons that the offender is known to them, the case is not too serious, and the
belief that their family will resolve the issue. The results also found that most sexual offenses that
occur in the region happen either in or near the victim’s home.
The presentation discusses the findings from a quantitative study that asked female Police
officers in Minnesota their options for parental leave. How their departments help or hinder female
police mothers. The study reflects female officers’ perceptions of department, city or state policies
on parenting and policing.
Research on juveniles’ attitudes toward the police was vibrant in the 1960s and 1970s, waned
during the 1980s, and since the 1990s has received renewed attention. Regardless of the time
period, this line of research has generally questioned youths about their “global” views of the
police (e.g., are the police fair?). But recent changes in how juveniles are policed, such as the
greater use of school resource officers and private security personnel, likely means that it is no
longer accurate to presume that juveniles answer such global questions with simply “street” or
“neighborhood” cops in mind.
Since the seminal work of Blau and Blau (1982), there has been a rich tradition of research that
explores the effects of racial inequality on criminal behavior. One strain of this research looks at
offender recidivism specifically and confirms that macrostructural indicators of Black-White
inequality are important for reoffending. What is largely unknown, however, is the extent to which
the relative deprivation experienced by other ethnic groups (especially Hispanics/Latinos) impacts
reoffending. We thus move beyond previous research by determining the impact of WhiteHispanic/Latino inequality on the reoffending behavior of juveniles previously arrested in the state
of Arizona.

Studies on repeat victimization have consistently revealed that aggregate-level distribution of
victimizations is significantly more dispersed than was expected from the Poisson distribution. In
this case, the variance remaining after fitting the Poisson distribution is called “over-dispersion,”
and one of the main issues in the studies of repeat victimization has been the examination of two
intertwined reasons of “over-dispersion”: (1) individual heterogeneity where there is enduring
uneven risk of victimization (flags), and (2) event dependence where the previous victimization
boosts the risk of future victimization.
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While previous studies achieved significant progress in the clarification of the influence of these
two factors on the over-dispersion of victimizations, one additional statistical reason was not
considered yet: immune group effect. Immune group effect indicates that there is a group of
people who are not vulnerable to a certain type of crime (i.e. no car owner for auto theft) and the
existence of this immune group artificially increase the amount of over-dispersion. This study
presents the statistical method which can identify the effect of immune group on over-dispersed
victimizations.
Quantitative Methods and Statistics

Other Correctional Issues

For decades, criminology has seen growing numbers of inmates incarcerated for long prison
terms. While much has been written about long-term incarceration, research has yet to explore
the onset of romantic relationships between these inmates and non-incarcerated partners
acquired during long prison terms. Technology has made it possible for long-term inmates to
establish romantic relationships with partners far removed from the prisoner’s pre-prison life. This
qualitative research explores the onset/maintenance of such relationships from the perspective of
non-incarcerated persons who begin romantic relationships with long-term inmates. Implications
of these arrangements are also explored.
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The question on appeal in 2011-12 for the U.S. Supreme Court in Perry v. New Hampshire, is
whether due process protections against unreliable identification evidence apply to all
identifications made under suggestive circumstances, or only when such circumstances were
orchestrated by police. This paper will conduct a legal analysis of the issues in this case,
examining the considerable number of wrongful convictions based upon eyewitness identifications
and the international legal requirement for nations to take affirmative steps to protect basic
human rights, which, if observed in the U.S., would provide clear direction to the U.S. Supreme
Court in this decision.
Everyone knows that we must have meat (protein) and vegetables to have a healthy, energetic
body. We can’t live on desserts alone. And this principle should be applied to institutions of
higher education.
This study explores the trend in higher education to offer “dessert” courses – a term coined
describing those courses of high student interest but with limited impact upon the knowledge and
skills coveted by the criminal justice professional community. This paper questions the reasons
behind curriculum offerings in relation to student interest and career preparedness and further
explores the obligation to require students to eat their vegetables.
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Sandra Lockett was tried for aggravated murder and sentenced to death in 1975. She was one of
the only women on death row in the United States at that time and one of the earliest defendants
sentenced under the Ohio post-Furman scheme. After a series of appeals, her case reached the
United States Supreme Court. The court in Lockett v. Ohio, 438 U.S. 586 (1978) found that the
Ohio death penalty statute did not provide the defendant with a full opportunity to present
mitigating factors. Lockett was subsequently sentenced to life imprisonment. After serving
eighteen years, Lockett was released from prison. She returned to Akron, Ohio, the community
where the murder was committed and resides there today. This paper will examine her life on
death row, in prison and her subsequent re-entry to the community. Personal correspondence,
interviews, newspaper articles and court proceedings will be used to tell the story of this young
woman's attempt to get off death row, out of prison and her life after incarceration.
The consent search is as controversial as it is ubiquitious. It is one of the most highly
discretionary decisions a police officer can make, and as such, a central controversy within the
racial profiling research agenda. Using data from several vehicle stop studies this research
identifies the environmental and behavioral factors that might correlate positively to either
productive or non-productive consent searches. Initially these findings will inform policing policy
makers and administrators on how to improve consent search productivity.

One form of femicides is multicidal femicide in which a female is murdered (because of her
gender) by a serial or a mass murderer. A 2010 FBI report indicates that since since 1985
women account for 70 percent of serial killer victims. It also stated that sex, anger, power, and
control can be motivation for the murders. This presentation will examine the nature, extent, and
circumstances surrounding the murders of females by serial killers.
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The goal of this panel is to provide an overview of NIJ funding opportunities available through
three specific programs. The first presenter, Nadine Frederique, Ph.D. will provide an overview of
the W.E.B. Du Bois Fellowship Program. The next presenter, Marie Garcia, Ph.D. will provide an
overview of the Graduate Research Fellowship Program. Finally, Bethany L. Backes, M.A. will
present on the Researcher Practitioner Partnership Program. Each presenter will discuss the
history of the funding program, the types of research that has been funded in the past and also an
overview of the future of each of these programs.
This presentation will focus on the formulation of a definition/theory of restorative justice. The
definition begins with the idea that crime creates broken relationships and ends with restoration.
Likewise, Zehr’s continuum of ‘restorativeness’ will be discussed in relation to the tentative
definition.
Considerable resources are devoted to various release mechanisms from jails, yet there is a
paucity of quality research that has focused on whether such mechanisms alone successfully
reduce the probability of recidivism and/or absconding from court. Understanding which
mechanisms impact public safety is critical in order for public officials to effectively guide criminal
justice policies aimed at enhancing public safety, without realigning or extending limited fiscal
resources. Relying on court and arrest records from Dallas County, Texas this study presents an
empirical assessment of whether public safety (recidivism and failure to appear) is mitigated
through different staple jail release mechanisms.

Correctional Personnel and Staff

Mental Health and Other Special Needs Offenders

Islamization of Death penalty Under
Shari'a Law and its Criminogenic Impacts
in Iran, 1979-2011
Capital Punishment and Death Row

As a virtual tsunami of baby-boom retirements is poised to strike, the nation’s jails will soon be
losing a significant percentage of their command staff. In an effort to proactively meet this
upcoming challenge and promote a smooth transition, the Bureau of Justice Assistance (U.S.
Dept. of Justice) has funded the National Jail Leadership Development and Succession Planning
Project. Following background information on the project, this presentation will discuss
methodology and findings related to identifying core competencies for jail leaders, as well as
designing both online succession planning guidelines for jail administrators and a leadership
development mentoring program for grooming the next generation of jail leaders.
The deinstitutionalization of juvenile sex offenders has shifted the responsibility of supervision and
treatment to probation departments and community based treatment providers. This research will
review the current best practices" in the probation management of juvenile sex offenders. This will
include a discussion of the collaborative efforts between corrections and the mental health field in
efforts to reduce the recidivism rate for this population of offenders."
At the Crossroads of Justice and Mental Illness a representative from the Council of State
Governments e-involved will be explored, as will means for keeping them from recycling through
the criminal justice system. Panelists will include authors of the Criminalization of Mental Illness"
a representative from the Council of State Governments, a Police Chief, and a Mental Health
Court Justice."
Abstract
Under Shari'a Law institutionalized in Iran since 1979, death penalty is retributive in nature meted
out in accordance with the Law's penal principles. Watch groups monitoring human rights
compliance have admonished Islamic republic against arbitrary application of the penalty
characterizing it as systemic violation of human rights. The government has defended it as
deterrent, just and mandated by law. This article posits that Islamized death penalty is in need of
moratorium as it has had no deterrent effect on crimes to which it applies, it also violates penal
conventions to which Iran is a signatory and has not rescinded.
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Evaluations of the effectiveness (i.e., recidivism or cost) of day reporting centers from the 1990s
to present have yielded mixed results. Given this reality, many directors of day reporting center
programs have had a difficult time “proving” to policymakers and the public that these programs
are worthy of continued funding. In Seattle/King County, the day reporting center program is
officially called the Community Center for Alternative Programs (CCAP). The King County CCAP
program has struggled to demonstrate its effectiveness without any empirical basis especially
since there have been no previous empirical evaluations of day reporting programs in the Pacific
Northwest. This research investigation attempts to fill this gap by examining a self-report survey
responses of a subset of clients entering and exiting the CCAP from 2009-2010. Results from the
survey responses, methodological limitations, and policy implications will be presented.
Earlier it was recommended that policing should adopt protracted war strategies. The nature of
crime lead to the conclusion that its control or prevention is a protracted struggle. Therefore,
policing can learn from and adopt the strategies of protracted war to approach crime. Evolving
police and prevention strategies are examined for how these conform to the strategies of
protracted war theoretically. Ten protracted war principles are compared to principles of
community and problem oriented policing, intelligence led policing, and crime prevention. A
sustainable police model that borrows compatible features from each appears is offered as a
protracted strategy against crime.
The goal of Critical Incident Stress Management (CISM) is to facilitate a normal recovery process
and to restore an individual’s level of adaptive functioning to their normal state of functioning after
experiencing a traumatic event. In order for CISM to be able to accomplish these goals, both the
individual experiencing that stressor and the agency of that individual must be aware of CISM, as
well as the role and function of CISM within the organization.
This roundtable will discuss methods for integrating CISM in the criminal justice agency, culture
and training.
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Sergeants are a critical level of supervision in police departments. One of their key roles is to
serve as mediators between top administrators and line officers with respect to policies and
practices. Little empirical research, however, has been conducted examining this supervisory role.
Using survey data from five municipal police agencies, this paper examines the nature of this role
in relation to less-lethal force policies. Specifically, we test the following research question: How
do sergeants’ attitudes toward less-lethal policies influence the attitudes of officers under their
command? Implications of these findings for policy and research are discussed.

In the United States, roughly one in every 100 adults is incarcerated. Ninety-three percent of this
population will return home. The majority of the approximately 750,000 individuals re-entering
society this year will be banned from most job opportunities and further restricted from applying
for welfare benefits, housing subsidies, and college educations. However, some cities are paving
the way for formerly incarcerated individuals through a campaign known as Ban the Box". This
presentation will review the campaign, its implications for reentry, and findings on formerly
incarcerated individuals residing in San Antonio Texas."
In J.D.B v. North Carolina the Supreme Court ruled that the police must take into account the fact
that children are different from adults when they are considering when to read Miranda warnings.
The decision was 5-4 sparking a vigorous dissent against the majority decision written by Justice
Sotomayer. Implicit within the decision is the recognition of human development and the
differences between children and adults. The court as of recently has been more willing to
recognize human development as a factor in sentencing as well. Will this trend continue? An
integral review of the case will be discussed.
This presentation will examine Circles of Support and Accountability (COSA), a community and
volunteer-based program for high-risk sex offenders by specifically outlining the components of
the program and the impact that it has on victims, offenders, recidivism, and the larger criminal
justice system. A law enforcement practitioner perspective will be used to guide a critical and
analytical discussion of this type of program, as well as the tools needed to reduce recidivism for
this population.
The study reviews the common problems facing police in China and the United States as well as
highlighting the differences between them.
Although the first criminal trial introducing mtDNA evidence occurred in 1996, its use in the
courtroom is not as well established as nDNA and concerns still exist regarding the use of a
limited mtDNA database to produce frequency estimates for criminal trials. Three key concerns
include: the small size of the database, the non-random collection of samples, and the lack of
information regarding ancestral clustering. This paper utilizes mock jury deliberations, in which
mtDNA testimony was introduced, to examine how jurors evaluate the mtDNA database, if they
are able to tease out database limitations and if this influences verdict preferences.
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The advances in communication technologies shifted methods of predators and made it easier to
victimize children. With the aim of contributing clarity to the issue, in this study, questions like
“who are those potential predators? Can we get a
profile of these predators through research?” are one of the few to be
answered. Similar questions aim to draw a profile of an average sexual
predator, who is doing online hunting and to seek correlations between the predator and his/her
prey. The data for this study consists of more than 200 sexual
predators, who were actually charged and convicted in the United States.
Despite numerous tests of the central tenet of Gottfredson and Hirschi’s general theory of crime,
limited attention has been paid to their stability thesis. Namely, they contend that individuals
exhibit considerable relative stability in their levels of self-control. Expanding upon the work of
Hay and Forrest (2006), we use group-based trajectory modeling to assess stability of self-control
into the mid-twenties. Further, we examine factors predictive of group membership and change.
Veterans issues are becoming more salient with the current and anticipated return of recent war
veterans. Since the creation of the first VTC in January of 2008, 74 have been established
nationally, and 68 are currently in the planning stages (Baldwin, Forthcoming). This rapid
diffusion has taken place in the absence of any systematic examination of the VTC as a whole.
This evaluation is the first to examine this new specialized court in its entirety. With the
identification of implementation issues, participant and personnel perceptions, intermediate
outcomes, and unintended consequences, we will provide recommendations for effective VTC
programs, policies, training, and partnering.
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In Apadoca v. Oregon, 406 U.S. 404 (1972), the U.S. Supreme Court held that jury verdicts in
state trials may be less than unanimous. Still, 40 years later, only Oregon and Louisiana allow for
non-unanimous jury verdicts. In 2010 the Courts signaled its willingness to revisit Apadoca and
reconsider whether the 6th Amendment should be interpreted to require unanimous verdicts. This
paper examines recent cases on jury unanimity reaching the Court and their associated legal
briefs and arguments. The author speculates on what the Court will ultimately decide and why
and the implications for the criminal justice system.
Incarceration of offenders has goal of protecting society from the criminally convicted, and
sometimes violent and dangerous. Once offenders are under the supervision and care of a prison
facility, it is the responsibility of the state to keep them safe and secure during their period of
incarceration. Unfortunately, prisons are notoriously known as prime settings of victimization for
those who live and work there. This purpose of this study is to explore sexual victimization of
inmates by other inmates, as well correctional institution staff, in United States jails and prisons.
Specifically, we will explore the significant predictors of a few different forms of sexual
victimization of inmates.
People across the country have been affected by the terrorist attacks on September 11.
Researchers from Tiffin University explored geographic differences in post-traumatic reactions to
the attacks, as well as trust in the government and confidence in security practices from people in
New York City, Chicago, and Cleveland. The present study analyzes longitudinal effects from
data collected in 2001, 2002 and 2010. Gender differences will also be explored.
Universities across the country are steadily increasing their use of online courses. Students are
very attracted to these courses because they don’t require classroom presence and students can
create their schedule for completing assignments on the due date. On paper this seems like a
very efficient way to complete a degree. The problem is not all students complete their
assignments and, therefore, do not complete the course successfully. What can we do to make
these courses and the students who take them successful? This paper will examine some
methods of improving online instruction within universities that also offer on ground courses.
My paper will examine some of the characteristics associated with chronic youthful offenders. I
will review some of the literature that deals with the relationship between gang association and
recidivism. I will explore some of the programs that have been created to reduce recidivism
among gang members. I will discuss the success or failure of such programs in the fight to reduce
violence in our society. I will also indicate what the future holds for reducing crime among young
in society.
Problem-Based Learning seeks to involve students directly in their own acquisition of knowledge
through class exercises requiring the resolution of a real or hypothetical problem. A strategy with
many pedagogical benefits, Problem-Based Learning can enhance student understanding and
appreciation of course material. After providing an introduction to, and example of, problembased learning, this roundtable session will challenge faculty to consider how to incorporate it into
their own classes.
Washington State implemented the Re-entry Housing Pilot Project to provide safe housing and
wrap-around services to high risk and high need offenders being released from prison without a
place to live. This study presents the outcome evaluation for the third year follow-up period. The
findings show that provision of housing and wrap-around services to high risk and high need
offenders successfully reduced recidivism and returns to prison across most of the research sites.
Recommendations for future policy and research are provided.
Much of the current literature on community corrections officers (CCO; probation and parole)
focuses on whether officers are more or less oriented toward law enforcement or social work in
managing offenders. This paper will consider CCO roles and then move beyond this narrow
conceptualization to provide an understanding of CCO’s perceptions of their work, attitudes
toward offenders, and whether they perceive a need to build relationships with offenders over
time. Policy recommendations will be presented about tying this broader conceptualization of
officer’s work to offender outcomes and the future of community corrections.
The prison expansion of the eighties and nineties resulted in a record number of incarcerated
offenders. Many returning citizens face overwhelming odds in attempting successful re-entry into
society. Approximately 40 percent of returning citizens are revoked from parole within three years
of their release from incarceration. This study examines the barriers to a successful re-entry for
returning citizens. We administered the survey to a sample of returning citizens in a medium sized
Northeastern city. The initial results demonstrate that returning citizens’ needs are not being met
and the stigma of being an ex-offender is a challenging.

In the United States the rates of children with incarcerated parents have shown a steady increase
over the last decade. According to the Bureau of Justice (2008), over 1.7 million children under
the age of 18 have incarcerated parents. Despite this percentage, children with incarcerated
parents exemplify behaviors that contribute to resiliency. This research focuses on understanding
the factors that influence resiliency amongst children with incarcerated parents and how these
factors impact their development and involvement. In addition this research will highlight the
effectiveness of mentoring on these children by the Durham Mentors for youth Inc.
Using data from the PHDCN, we examine the effects of witnessing violence on fear of violence, as
well as the ability of collective efficacy to moderate this relationship. Based on the social
disorganization perspective and prior research, it is hypothesized that (1) witnessing violence will
increase respondents’ fear of violence and that (2) neighborhood collective efficacy will moderate
this relationship—i.e., the effects of witnessing violence on fear of violence will be stronger for
those residing in neighborhoods with low levels of collective efficacy than for those residing in
neighborhoods with high levels of collective efficacy.
One of the biggest challenges in an on-line degree program is certifying the authenticity of
distance students’ assessments. Having a live proctor at an exam site would be the best scenario,
but that is not always practical. Even having students sign into an on-line education delivery
system like Blackboard or WebCT may not be enough. Using the Remote Proctor is a viable
option when looking for a way to verify the assessments of distance education students.
In this study we will be examining the prevalence of workplace bullying among a sample of
college professors and graduate teaching assistants. Professors and graduate teaching
assistants will be given a survey that contains questions on demographics, how long they have
been in their current position, questions on the general strain theory and questions that will
address different types of bullying situations that they may have come into contact with in their
work environments. The results of this study are still pending.
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This research proposes that participation in acts defined as “terrorism” is strongly correlated to an
individual’s cultural orientation to collective values. Drawing upon Geehrt Hofstede’s extensive
work on culture, collectivism describes integration into strong, cohesive in-groups which offer
protection in exchange for unquestioning loyalty. Considering the overlap between this cultural
perspective and the motivations for participation in terrorism, we hypothesize that acts of
terrorism will be more prevalent in cultures Hofstede identifies as highly collective. Utilizing the
Worldwide Incidents Tracking System (WITS), we identified events where the nationality of
perpetrators was known. A correlation analysis with Hofstede’s measure of national collective
culture was conducted. Given the inconsistent results generated by militaristic and invasive
counter-terrorism strategies, an emphasis on creating programs for collective cultures that are
locally appropriate is suggested.
Racial Profiling and Bias-based Policing are not new topics in the law enforcement environment.
The issue is a serious one that too often focuses on the community view of racial profiling without
assessing the police perspective. In this study the authors focused on the police and their view of
Racial Profiling and Bias-based policing in their community. This paper presents the findings of a
study of a major Alabama police department that serves a city that has been at the heart of
serious racial issues since the Civil War. This paper presents these significant findings.
Escalation in the armed conflicts between Mexican-based drug trafficking groups has pushed the
country closer to anarchy. The adversaries are employing a range of terrorism tactics on a scale
rarely seen with transnational organized crime organizations. First, this paper examines the
Mexican narco-terrorism phenomenon regarding its method, objective, and effect to discover if it’s
a harbinger of mutations in the strategies and tactics used by transnational organized crime
groups. Second, it investigates whether the phenomenon is instructive in understanding changes
in the operational practices of transnational organized crime groups. Third, security force
countermeasures to the phenomenon are discussed.
I explore the relationship between state instability and terrorism from 1970-2005 in 148 countries
around the world. While controlling for basic social, economic, and governance control variables,
I establish that instability matters with respect to terrorism in a fixed-effects negative binomial
regression analysis. Instability predicts more terrorism incidents when it is occurring. Type of
instability also matters with the most terrorism resulting from the revolutionary war instability type.
Further, the most unstable states are not at the most risk of terrorism. Conclusions will be drawn.
While the discussion of delinquency often includes topics such as gangs, female delinquents, and
drug abuse, there are other special populations of offenders that are often overlooked in the
literature. These include juvenile sex offenders, fire starters, and juvenile prostitutes. This paper
will explore the current literature on these types of offenders, the challenges they pose to
communities, and the treatment programs available.
abstract
Papers in this panel will assess and discuss strategic counter terrorism measures for Nigerian
security and the protection and defense of the Nigerian homeland and the DRC. Recently, Nigeria
and the DRC, uncharacteristically, have witnessed the scourge of domestic terror and the
affliction of international terrorism. Therefore, it is important to evaluate the genesis of the
problems, strategic security matters, and counter terrorism measures, such as the application of
community policing principles and GIS practices that will aid security operatives in curbing and
effectively countering terrorism in both countries. The papers will also examine the implications of
these measures for other African nations.
The Democratic Republic of the Congo, the second largest Sub-Saharan African country after
Nigeria in terms of population, has been plunged in an unending troubles, political turmoil and
wars since its independence in 1960. The vast mineral rich country is believed to possess diverse
and rare mineral resources that, if unchecked, may fall under the hands of terrorism-prone
groups. The present paper examines the consequences for the international community to ignore
the ravaging war in the Congo and the potential dislocation that may lead the country to become
an easy target, or safe heaven and sure source of supply in strategic mineral, such as uranium,
cobalt, coltan, just to name a few, for those international terrorists. The paper also discusses
some of the measures that need to be put in place by the Congolese government and the
international community to prevent further deterioration of the security conditions in the
Democratic Republic of Congo.
This paper examines the historical perspectives of terrorism and other religious and ethnic
upheavals in Nigeria since independence in 1960. Arguably, the devastating effects of these
violent acts on the nation’s psyche and sense of security, catalyzed by other factors, threaten its
national polity and territorial cohesion. Moreover, the economic and geopolitical eminence of
Nigeria in Africa and beyond dictate that continued instability and chaos will negatively impact the
peace and security of the world
This paper traces the origins of terrorism in Nigeria, offers strategic counterterrorism measures,
and applies community policing practices that have been successful in controlling terrorism and
kidnapping. Additionally, it evaluates the significance and general use of technology in terrorist
activities, and offers suggestions on the implications and use of the organization and data
management modules of GIS mapping and spatial analysis portfolio to address the current
scourge of terrorism in Nigeria.
As in many parts of the world, the Nigerian police have had to be creative in meeting the
challenges of terrorism in the twenty-first century. An example of police creativity includes antiterrorism training against the backdrop of professional in general and information technology in
particular. This paper examines this development and trend.
This phenomenon is due to an active campaign, primarily by gang members, urging criminal
informants to stop snitching or cooperating with police. These informants are threatened with
violence if they provide police with information about crimes. This phenomenon has eroded trust
between police and the community and the police agencies’ abilities to solve and prevent crimes.
This presentation discusses the nature and effects of the “stop snitching” phenomenon and the
community programs that have been implemented to address this problem.
Geographic profiling is an information management system used in the investigation of serial
crime. These cases are difficult to solve and pose significant challenges for police agencies.
Their stranger nature results in an investigative process that has to consider large numbers of
suspects, resulting in information overload. One of the tactics that can be employed by police
detectives in such instances is geographic profiling, a criminal investigative methodology that
analyzes an offender’s hunting behavior and target selection. This process uses the locations of a
connected series of crimes to determine the most probable area of offender residence.
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With roots in Scottish and English folklore, song lyrics featuring violent acts have become integral
to American musical history. Known as “murder ballads,” these songs typically originated in the
Appalachian region of the United States. While documented to some degree in the humanities
literature, no empirical examination exists of the manifestation of crime and justice in these
musical works. This study is based on a content analysis of popular murder ballads with the
purpose of documenting common themes and elements representative of the criminal justice
system. Particular attention is given to gender roles and other evidence of marginalization.
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In his clasic work, White Collar Crime Crime, and in his path breaking text, Principles of
Criminology, E.H. Sutherland compares the characteristics of professional thieves and white
collar thieves.While both thieves are hoping to maximize profit,the major differences are in their
respecitve harm to society, legal status, stigma, social psychological character, and efforts at
criminalization. It is argued here that a similar comparison can be made beween homicide
committed by the state or corporation and traditional street homicide.Such a comparison
highlights the relative harm of each, and our potential to address each type of homicide.
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This paper investigates the expanding role of the urban jail system and the qualitative change in
the conditions of life for those exposed. Examination of the changes in the construction of
meaning surrounding local incarceration and its connections and disconnection with the
community is investigated in relation to the cultural criminological literature. Arguments positing
the unique analytical, cultural, political and practical relationship between the jail and the city are
explored.
Shoplifters present unique challenges for society, victims, and law enforcement agencies. It is a
troubling and widespread aspect of consumer behavior. This study reports and interprets findings
on the demographics of shoplifters from one large retail store. The purpose of this study is to
examine the influence of target characteristics and offender characteristics on shoplifting
behavior. Knowledge will contribute to efforts to minimize loss prevention in retail environments.
Research has consistently supported the link between Gottfredson and Hirschi’s self-control
theory and crime. A growing body of research using latent class or trajectory analysis has
demonstrated self-control is a relatively stable construct over time. Little is known, however, of
how trajectories of self-control relate to trajectories of crime/delinquency. The purpose of this
study is to explore the self-control theory’s stability hypothesis in relation to the stability of
delinquency.
The Milwaukee Police Department (MPD), District Five Community Prosecution Unit, created
Students Talking it Over with Police (STOP) to address the growing concern over increasingly
volatile interactions with inner-city youth. MPD data indicated a need to address juveniles’
perceptions of the police, knowledge of the police role and appropriate conduct in police-juvenile
encounters. Utilizing a randomized experimental design with multiple control groups we
assessed the effectiveness of STOP. Results of the project indicate the program was successful
in improving youths’ perceptions of the police and increasing youths’ knowledge of the police.
Teaching Justice explores the role that teaching and learning can play in solving social justice
problems. Examining a range of approaches to education, it considers the challenges that exist
in teaching about justice, drawing on empirical data gathered amongst college lecturers and
professors, as well as the author's own experience. With an analysis of the strategies commonly
used, this book will shed light on the manner in which students can be engaged in activism and
concerned with social injustice. By overcoming apathy, education can address matters of
injustice, particularly through community engagement and service learning outside the
classroom.

This presentation will focus on a unique situation that is taking part in Alberta, Canada. Alberta
has led the way on a number of levels of putting crime prevention at the forefront of the CJS
agenda. The presentation will provide an overview of the mandate and directive of the province as
well as focus on a number of projects that will serve to illustrate the value and merit for such an
initiative. The presentation will also discuss the unique element of employing a SROI (social
return on investment) component when assessing such initiatives. Comparative lessons will also
be made.
Fish and wildlife law enforcement (FWLE) remains a relatively understudied aspect of American
policing . Past research has examined a number of issues related to the work of game wardens
and conservation officers, including job satisfaction, use of force, the community policing, the
nature conservation policing, discretion, among others. Evidence suggests that the role of
conservation officers is expanding to include more traditional policing duties. Despite these
advances in knowledge, there is little systematic understanding of the organization, focus, and
personnel within state-level FWLE. The current paper provides an analysis of state-level agencies
charged with FWLE.
What is the responsibility of the police for serving as warriors against terrorism? The police are
the largest component of the network of homeland security guardians, serving not only as first
responders, but also as agents of surveillance and bridge-building to communities suspected of
contributing disproportionately to terrorism. But terrorism is not the predominant problem
confronting the police in jurisdictions throughout the land, even New York and Washington, DC,
where the problem is especially acute. What are the principles that can help embed the
responsibilities of local police for counterterrorism within the larger mandate of police in most
jurisdictions?
“Each year U. S. prisons release more than 400,000 criminal offenders to their communities.
Within three years of release, 40% will return to jail or prison. Experts agree that the lack of
adequate job training and work opportunities is a critical factor.” (Abadinsky, 2009, p.298). How
can we break this cycle of recidivism and continuous negativity within the communities’ offenders
are released? The criminal justice system has the responsibility to provide offenders supervision,
rehabilitation and treatment while in custody, in prison, on parole and probation. However, with
the staggering return rate, the system has come under scrutiny for its release process and
transition of offenders, especially convicted felons, back into society.
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Fifty years ago, little attention was paid to the female offender. This neglect was due in part to the
low numbers and the assumptions that most female offending was sexual in nature, or committed
in relation to a male offender. Over these decades, our understanding of female offenders has
gone through several developmental stages, empirically, theoretically and politically. In this
panel, criminologists who have contributed to this development will discuss these stages,
reflecting on the evolution of the study of female offenders, its current state and the way forward.
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Terrorism, Human Trafficking, and Other Transnational
Gender Inequality and Human Trafficking Crimes

Although school resource officers (SROs) have become a relatively permanent fixture in schools,
relatively little is known about how many SROs are currently operating in the United States, how
those SROs are trained, and how they spend their time. Using data collected from throughout the
United States, we determine that the prevalence, training, and ways SROs do their jobs vary
widely by state. Implications for policy and future research are also addressed.
In U.S. v. Jones, the U.S. Supreme Court will address the Fourth Amendment issue of
warrantless use of GPS technology by police in surveillance activities. The case against Antoine
Jones originated as a DC District Court conviction that was reversed by the DC Circuit Court of
Appeals. This paper will address the significant legal analysis of the issues raised by U.S. v.
Jones and the law enforcement policy ramifications of the impending U.S. Supreme Court
decision.
In times of constant change the role of flexible leaders is even more important. In this
presentation the relationship between leadership competencies and change management in police
agencies in the European Union is explored. Through comparative analysis this research
preliminarily suggests a competency model for successful change management. Taking into
account various antecedents of competency development and several dimensions (cognitive,
functional, and social) of competencies, the importance of leadership competencies for successful
change management is further explored. Change management is measured through possible
cultural conversion in the police as a public administration-type agency.
Crime and violence tremendously impact the way of life of people. The World Bank and other
agencies report that Jamaica has one of the highest rates of violent crime in the world. This study
examined official data on violent crimes for the period 2002-2010 to determine the patterns of
violent crime and the possible social implications. Preliminary analysis suggests that in keeping
with other research, the perpetrators are predominantly male between the ages of 14-30 years
using the firearm as the weapon of choice. Recommendations include the adoption of public
education campaigns, crime preventive strategies with continued police intervention.

This paper provides an in-depth exploration of the relation between the police code of silence and
perceptions of disciplinary fairness. In late 2008-early 2009, a stratified representative sample of
1,130 Croatian police officers evaluated hypothetical scenarios describing a range of various
forms of police misconduct. The questions contained in the questionnaire explored their
perceptions of appropriate discipline and discipline they expected their police agency to mete out,
as well as the respondents’ willingness to report misconduct. We first analyze the respondents’
perceptions of discipline (un)fairness and then proceed to study whether the respondents’
perceptions of discipline fairness are related to their expressed willingness to report misconduct.
In spring 2011, the police integrity study was conducted on a representative sample of 572
Slovenian police officers. The measurement of police integrity was carried out using the
organizational/occupational theory of police integrity, developed by Klockars, Kutnjak Ivkovich,
and colleagues. The questionnaire consisted of 14 hypothetical case scenarios. A part of the
survey included two questions related to severity of discipline – one addressing the discipline the
respondent felt the described behavior should receive and the other one addressing the discipline
the officer felt it would receive. Based on these two questions, a measure of discipline fairness
was created. Using perceptions of discipline fairness, the respondents can be classified into three
groups – those who perceive discipline to be fair, too lenient, or too harsh.
This paper explores the contours of police integrity—one of the key elements of democratic
policing—within the South African national policing agencies. During July 2010 to August 2011,
questionnaires containing hypothetical cases of police corruption were collected from 800 SAPS,
Metro, and Traffic police officers (commissioned and non-commissioned) from seven South
African provinces. A substantial proportion of our respondents expected relatively mild discipline
to be meted out by their policing agency’s management for some of the most severe violations of
official rules. The empirical evidence further indicates that some respondents would protect many
forms of police corruption from exposure. Finally, we explore the degree to which their views of
discipline fairness are related to their views about the code of silence.
Although South Korea is a highly developed Asian democracy, its police have not had a
reputation of a democratic police agency supportive of human rights and free of political
pressures. The purpose of this study is to examine the contours of police integrity—in particular
perceptions of disciplinary fairness and willingness to report—among Korean police officers a
decade after the police reform has started. The data were collected in 2009 at the Korean National
Police University (KNPU) and the Police Comprehensive Academy (PCA). The questionnaires
distributed to police officers contained 14 vignettes describing various forms of police misconduct.
The sample consists of 329 police officers, mostly non-supervisors, attending courses at the
KNPU and PCA.
This paper outlines what we know about sexual victimization in childhood. Studies exploring the
effects of childhood sexual abuse are most often specific to the experiences of girls. What do we
know about the impacts of these experiences on boys?
Gender Inequality and Human Trafficking
Research has suggested that two of the more common risk factors for human trafficking are
poverty and inequality; however, most of the research involving the use of country demographics
has focused on poverty and its relationship to the prevalence of human trafficking. This study
focuses on inequality and, in particular, gender inequality in addition to poverty. Specifically,
through the use of the State Department’s tier classification system, inequality will be examined
as related to human trafficking.
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Research has suggested that emotional abuse is the most common form of child abuse.
However, identifying cases of emotional abuse independent of physical or sexual abuse is difficult.
In the family court system, a judge may perceive a child as a victim of emotional abuse but
without some sort of screening instrument there is no justification for the referral of the child to
counseling. This project is intended to address that need. Specifically, an instrument has been
The Emotional Abuse of Children: Testing Interpersonal Victimization (Domestic Violence, Child Abuse, designed (and continues to be tested) to assist in the identification of child victims of emotional
a Screening Instrument
Stalking, Infanticide)
abuse.

Lynchburg College

Throughout the last three decades, the criminal justice major has been designed and redesigned
to meet the changing needs of society. In the last decade, the introduction of the more theoretical
criminology discipline has also influenced the major. This presentation is focused upon a new
type of major with the experiential aspects of criminal justice as well as the interdisciplinary
influences to address our global society. Finally, a brief discussion will be presented on student
evaluations of instructors or, as referred to by these presenters, student opinion surveys.
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Problems associated with violent crime as present within community settings has generated much
public debate. Although crime has remained relatively steady, the vision of potential criminal
victimization remains a serious issue. This paper focuses upon the potential for restorative justice
in dealing with recidivism through successful community reentry and the reintegration of juvenile
offenders. Theories implicit within restorative justice and approaches maintained by specialty
courts and measures incorporated by prosecutors are explored. The overall possibility for
applying restorative justice in alleviating community crime apprehension is assessed.
Undergraduate students benefit greatly from being involved in prison programs. They often
express how the real life experience changed their lives in a way that the classroom experience
did not. This presentation will discuss the experiences of Bridgewater State University students in
the Inside-Out program, the Alternatives to Violence Project, and service learning projects with
lifers.
This large-scale investigation of violence and conflict in women’s correctional facilities was
designed to validate a series of scales that measure women’s perceptions of inmate/inmate and
staff inmate issues. Over four thousand women inmates, housed in 15 facilities, were asked to
rate the kinds of problems they felt existed in their housing unit, in terms of inmate and staff
issues across several dimensions, including verbal, economic, physical and sexual conflict and
violence. As the first of series, this paper reports inmate perceptions of staff related issues,
focusing on their rating of problem levels of staff sexual misconduct in their housing units.
Drawing from the focal concerns perspective (Steffensmeier et al., 1998), the current study
examines whether the pretrial detention status of federal defendants reflects the structural and
social contexts of the jurisdiction where the defendant was adjudicated. More specifically, the
study investigates whether pretrial custody is conditioned by a district’s level of minority
representation, disadvantage and immigration. Using sentencing data from the U.S. Sentencing
Commission, FY 2003 to 2008, plus contextual measures from the U.S. Census and the Federal
Judicial Center, a series of multilevel analyses are employed to test for contextual variation in
pretrial detention status across ninety federal districts.
Death penalty cases often contain mental health mitigating factors. Theresa Lewis was a death
penalty case where the aforementioned forensic mental health factors were relevant. Lewis was
the 12th woman to be executed in the United States since capital punishment was reinstated in
1976. She was convicted in a murder for hire incident but the two male co-conspirators received
life sentences. The Theresa Lewis case and other death penalty cases involving women offer a
useful training framework. This presentation examines the forensic mental health issues related to
death penalty cases involving women.
A roundtable that looks at the issues that arise in teaching capital punishment to criminal justice
students; both in stand alone courses and as a subject embedded in a more general courses.
Best teaching practices will be compared among both presenters and attendees. This is a
continuation of a roundtable first started at the meeting in Toronto.
Note: We would like to go either Thursday or Friday either in the late morning or early afternoon.
Also, please list Dr. Allan Patenaude as Moderator. He served in this role last time, but I
volunteered this time to be the main contact and coordination person.
The SJSU-RCP assists people who have overcome past mistakes and demonstrated their
commitment to rehabilitation to regain the opportunities of full participation in society by having
their records expunged. The present study explores the nature and extent of desistance from
offending in a sample of 56 former clients of the SJSU-RCP. A Life History Plot was created for
each participant. Preliminary qualitative analyses indicate that a number of themes are apparent
in the desistance narratives of the sample. Recovery from addiction and having a family emerged
as two important correlates of desistance. The policy implications of these findings are discussed.
Although there is considerable agreement about the minority overrepresentation, particularly of
Moroccan boys, in the Dutch juvenile justice system, researchers have not reached agreement
about the validity of several competing explanations for that disparity.
A comprehensive literature search was conducted. This yielded a vast literature, that can be
classified into three general categories; individual, structural or cultural explanations.
To allow ourselves to examine the interplay between different set of explanations and as such,
explore some of the ways these factors influence and combine to influence delinquent behavior,
individual, structural, and cultural considerations must be integrated into one model.

Race/Ethnicity, Crime and Victimization

Probation and Community Corrections

One of the primary presenting challenges facing community corrections is how best to provide
services to offenders with Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder (FASD). Utilizing case study
methodology, this research explores the intersection of present day service delivery practice and
proposed future practices as demonstrated by the Strategic Training Initiative in Community
Supervision (STICS); attempting to reconcile this method of proposed service delivery with
specific aspects of ‘what works’ with FASD offenders. Using a thematic network as a thematic
analysis tool for qualitative data, this research identified limitations within community corrections
and the STICS project in providing services to FASD offenders.
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This paper investigates sentencing patterns to juvenile corrections across the state of Colorado. A
data analysis (2008-2010) show a decline in the number of juveniles committed to the Division of
Youth Corrections in the state of Colorado. However, a closer look at these numbers indicates
several troubling patterns including: different commitment standards depending on gender, county
in which the offense was committed, availability of treatment options, and availability of funding
source. Theories about these patterns and solutions will be discussed.
The War on Drugs popularized a set of policies that dramatically increased the number of
Americans arrested for drug crimes. These tactics have affected Americans of every
race/ethnicity; however, minorities have been most dramatically affected. This research examines
the specific deterrent effect of drug arrest on future drug offending and the collateral
consequences of a drug arrest on the strength of bonds to key institutions of social control.
Further, given the stark racial disparities in drug arrests and minorities’ more tenuous bonds to
key institutions of social control, this research examines whether these effects vary by
race/ethnicity.
The evolution of the internet and social media has created an information-sharing environment
that is high speed, highly interactive and decentralized. The police and the public can share
information and work together in a collaborative approach in solving crimes, maintaining public
safety and resolving community concerns.
This paper examines the evolution of the internet and social media sources in the context of
community policing in Canada. In particular, this paper will examine the aftermath of the Stanley
Cup riot that occurred in Vancouver in June 2011 and how social media shaped police
investigations and community involvement in solving crimes.
This research is focused on an investigation into the possible correlation among physical fitness,
diet, and lifestyle on the reduction of police officer on-duty injuries and lost time to sick and injury
leave.The methodology used was a questionnaire distributed to selected California law
enforcement agencies and the Charlotte-Mecklenberg Police Department where the three
researchers had connections to allow them to distribute the questionnaire and collect it at the
agency locations. The agencies that participated were the Sacramento Police and Sheriff
Departments, the Los Angeles Police Department, the San Diego Police and Sheriff Departments,
the Chula Vista Police Department, the National City Police Department, the El Cajon Police
Department, and the Charlotte-Mecklenberg Police Department. Over 200 questionnaires were
received.
Social problems including the tension between the public and the criminal justice system have
been an obstacle for the Chinese government to build a harmonious society. Using surveys of
citizens and criminal justice officials in three urban areas, this study examines the legitimacy of
the Chinese criminal justice system and explores the differences between the public perceptions
and the views of governmental officials. Analysis shows that there is a significant gap between the
public and criminal justice officials in their views about a number of issues in the system.
Reasons for the differences are explored.
There is a rapid growth of research on crime and criminal justice in China in recent years. The
penal will present and analyze the important findings of recent research. Further, it will discuss
the policy implications for achieving sustainable justice in China. Future research directions will
also be explored.
After trying and discarding a jury system during the early twentieth century, Japan initiated a new
form of lay participation in the first decade of the twenty-first century. The Saiban-in system was
envisioned by the 2004 Act Concerning Participation of Lay Assessors in Criminal Trials and,
after several years of preparation work, began operation in 2009. This paper reviews the context
in which the Saiban-in system was established, summarizes the efforts taken to prepare
Japanese citizens for their new role, describes how the system operates, and reports on its use to
date.
This exploratory study examines qualitative data from 80 female police chiefs to illuminate how
women can strategically prepare for leadership positions in policing. The purpose of this analysis
is directed towards identifying and exploring female police chiefs’ perspectives on a variety of
relevant issues including personal characteristics, educational backgrounds, leadership styles,
and common challenges/issues encountered by females in executive positions in criminal justice
agencies. Discussions include strategies for career preparation and overcoming obstacles, the
importance of higher education for police officers and the effects of gender on job satisfaction and
performance. Future trends regarding females in policing fields are explored.
		

Casey Anthony was arrested in 2008, after the disappearance of her two-year old daughter. She
was charged with first-degree murder, aggravated child abuse, aggravated manslaughter and four
counts of lying to investigators about the disappearance of her daughter. In 2011 this case
received noteworthy media attention, and was followed by millions. This research examines the
media’s representation of this case in the moral panic framework, and is applied to Cohen’s
stages of moral panic. Special attention is paid to the media’s depiction of the case, as well as
the social and legal responses and changes that occurred after the verdict.
As the Founding Editor-in-Chief of Police Practice and Research: An International Journal, PPR, I
am interested in encouraging practitioners to contribute to PPR as
authors. But these contributions are not plenty. Is it because police practitioners are
not willing to write for peer-reviewed journals? How do they compare with colleagues/
practitioners in other fields-Medicine, Law and so on? Where do the practitioners
write? How can we encourage writing by practitioners in policing?
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Islamophobic Violence in Canada:
Preliminary Findings

The media influences greatly what people pay attention to; the topics that newspapers, radio, and
television decide to discuss, especially in capital cases can ultimately lead to a presumption of
guilt. In the case of female defendants, this presumption of guilt is higher especially if the woman
fails to conform to the traditional idea of womanhood. This failure to conform to traditional norms
of womanhood may lead judges and prospective jurors to believe that she is more likely to have
committed the offense, thereby condemning her more harshly for the alleged criminal behavior
(Keitner, 2002).
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There have been a small number of studies investigating the connections between ethnicity and
crime in Canada. However, few studies have examined hate crime in any systematic way, and to
my knowledge, none have systematically examined the plight of Canadian Muslims in this
context. This is troubling in that hate crimes are a direct threat to the basic principles of Canadian
multiculturalism. They represent significant obstacles to the ability or willingness of affected
communities to engage in civic culture. The paper will present preliminary findings from an
ongoing pilot study of anti-Muslim discrimination and hate crime in two Ontario cities.

Prisoners of international criminal tribunals are housed in a wide network of different national
prison systems. This paper examines differences between European prison regimes holding
prisoners convicted by the Yugoslavia and Rwanda war crimes tribunals. Differences include the
level of security, the scope and quality of professional services, the extent of family visitation
(including conjugal visits), inmate employment opportunities, and services to facilitate community
reintegration. These are matters that beg for greater standardization as national correctional
agencies and international courts access how to appropriately balance human rights, retribution
for genocide, war crimes and crimes against humanity, and modern correctional practice.
This paper grew out of working twice at the University of Sierra Leone as a visiting professor. The
focal concern of both visits centered on the concept of egalitarian human dignity that was
entrenched in the UN Charter (1945). This pivotal concept is transforming the traditional
international law ideas of absolute state sovereignty and state/elite dignity. A neo-Kuhnian thesis
frames human dignity as a prototype of moral, legal, and political personhood that is changing the
meaning of concepts such as a “person before the law” and “effective remedies” and is
legitimating an evolving concept of human rights justice.
This research seeks to understand what promotes desistance among a sample of violent
offenders at the Louisiana State Penitentiary by examining the role of human capital, social
capital, punishment (attitude and adjustment) for those serving a natural life sentence. More
specifically, the study provides an opportunity to analyze long-term imprisonment and desistance
pathways among a sample of aged-delinquents serving life without parole in an adult prison.
Primary data was collected at the Louisiana State Penitentiary using self-reported, face-to-face
interviews. This study was conducted in two phases, a before and after. The strongest predictor of
desistance in this study was the punishment adjustment variable, in particular psychological
coping. When comparing the desisters among the aged delinquents, juvenile lifers (younger
group) desisted less than young adult lifers (older group). Overall however, no significant
differences were found in the desistance rate among the sampled aged-delinquents subgroups in
both the before and after phases.
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Underage drinking continues to be a serious social issue in the United States. States have
attempted to address the issue of underage drinking through a variety of programs and policies,
including arresting minor offenders and charging them criminally. Once convicted, underage
drinkers face a number of criminal penalties, including both fines and jail time. Recently, some
states have attempted to curb underage drinking through driver’s license suspension policies.
This presentation will focus on analyzing the impact of license suspension as an effective general
and specific deterrent to underage drinking.

With the proliferation of online and distance education, comes the need for faculty to adopt new
technologies to effectively manage their courses. Numerous resources are available that enable
faculty to create significant, engaging and collaborative learning experiences for students as well
as ensure assessment integrity. The online resources included in this discussion are Adobe
Connect (web conferencing), Camtasia (lecture capture) and Secure Exam Remote Proctor.
The 2002 Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX) intends to deter corporate crime through more rigorous
financial transparency and reporting. While some accounting studies have explored the
perceptions of financial executives regarding increased sanctions associated with SOX, little
research exists assessing the impacts of SOX in a criminological context. This study explores
the deterrent impact of SOX by measuring earnings management for companies in years prior to
and following the passage of SOX. If the Act is an effective deterrent, we expect to observe a
decline in earnings management beginning with the legislative genesis of SOX and through later
implementation and enforcement periods.
Criminology is a multi-disciplinary field that some view as an area within sociology. However,
criminology may actually embrace a fundamentally different goal than sociology. If criminologists
are interested in useful knowledge that can guide criminal justice policy, then the mission of
criminology is conceptually distinct. However, for research to guide public policy it must exhibit
pragmatic validity. To date, criminologists have relied upon tools adopted from other disciplines
that insure scientific validity while ignoring pragmatic validity. To enhance policy-relevance,
criminologist must incorporate methods that foster better communication with practitioners. The
Bayesian framework is presented as one such methodology.
Identical twins are the same in almost every way except fingerprints, but they could be similar.
The shape of fingerprints could be influenced by environmental factors during pregnancy, blood
pressure, nutrition, and the growth rate of the fingers while in the womb. Youngstown State
University graduate students and professors are conducting research on the fingerprints of
identical and fraternal twins to see how similar they are in comparison to one another. We are
also analyzing hundreds identical and fraternal twin fingerprints and comparing them to siblings,
parents, and strangers.
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This paper examines the current practices in the United States regarding the decertification
practices for police officers who have either left the field, have been convicted of a crime, or
participates in some action that compromises their ability to continue in the role of be a law
enforcement officer. The paper provides an overview of current practices, and will focus upon the
process of de-certification in Nebraska as compared to other states.
Prior research has suggested that there is a distinct juvenile sentencing penalty given to juveniles
who are transferred from the juvenile to the adult criminal justice system. However, states define
the age of adulthood differently meaning that while a 16 or 17 year-old might be defined as a
juvenile in one state, a similar youth in another state would be defined as an adult. This
research, funded through a grant from the National Science Foundation, analyzes data from 6
states to determine if and how the age of adulthood and/or mode of transfer to adult court might
contextualizes judicial decisions.
Using data from the Project on Human Development in Chicago Neighborhoods (PHDCN), this
research examines the relationship between neighborhood disorder, fear of victimization, and
collective efficacy among neighborhood adolescents. Children who report living in a neighborhood
characterized by crime, vandalism, drugs, graffiti, and other visual cues of disorder are known to
experience an increased perception of fear of crime. A strong social cohesion and a willingness to
intervene between neighbors and youth will result in the fear of crime being reduced. This study
also examines whether fear of crime and strong social cohesion among neighbors is moderated
by household characteristics.
Public safety plays an important role in determining overall community stability and a sense of
personal well-being. It can be described using an official measure of crime or as an artifact of
perceived individual crime risk. Either way, interpretation of crime risk and public safety are
relative to the context in which they are framed and can be examined at various levels, i.e., citywide, neighborhood, or individual, in an urban setting. This study investigates citizen perception
of crime risk and public safety in relation to 1) the resident’s neighborhood; 2) the city’s downtown
entertainment district; and 3) information source that contributed to individual perception. Using a
self-report survey, we collected data (n= ?400) from residents in a mid-size urban area. We
analyzed the extent to which citizen beliefs about personal crime risk affect community cohesion,
lifestyle choice, and attitude about public service quality in different social spaces.
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Decreased budgets have resulted in greater responsibilities for faith-based prison volunteers. As
traditional programs are reduced, or eliminated, faith-based volunteers play an increased role in
behavioral transformation. The purpose of this study was to examine whether servant-leadership
characteristics exists among faith-based volunteers in prisons and to discern the impact of the
volunteers in transmitting servant-leadership to prisoners. Participating volunteers facilitated
Robert Lewis’s Men’s Fraternity: The Quest for Authentic Manhood (2003) in a Midwestern prison.
Each volunteer completed the Self-Assessment of Servant Leadership questionnaire (Taylor,
2002) and participated in an interview to determine if they exhibit the characteristics of a servantleader.
This paper reports the results of an evaluation of a Family Group Conferencing initiative in a
juvenile probation department. Nearly 400 family group conferences were completed over a 5year period. The study compares the recidivism rates of those juveniles who completed a family
group conference with an individually matched sample of juveniles from the same department
who did not complete a conference. Cases were matched within years in order to account for the
influence of history on the outcome of interest.
“In That Moment” is a one act play written by Ross D. London, Ph.D. (a former municipal court
judge in New Jersey and currently a professor of criminal justice at Berkeley College in New
Jersey) and Jonathan Butler, a police officer employed by the Police Department of Hoboken,
New Jersey. The play concerns the struggles faced by a young African American police officer
involved in a fatal shooting. The play explores the problems faced by African American officers in
coping with the ingrained “police culture” and in confronting members of their own community.
For more information, please see: http://www.criminaljusticeoutreach.com/corp.html.
In the United State, between 60-85% of incarcerated women have at least one child under the age
of 18. Many of these families are active with the child welfare system and in most cases; the
mother will be discharged from prison before the child is 18 years of age. When mothers are
incarcerated, caseworkers need to be able to balance the rules and resources of the penal
institution with the needs of the parent and children. Female correctional facilities lacking strong
programs promoting a continued relationship between parent and child are likely to see a higher
recidivism rate. Furthermore, those same children are at a higher risk of entering the system
initially as a delinquent. Preliminary findings of relevant literature in addition to results obtained
from a survey of incarcerated mothers, prison officials and social welfare workers.
The decisions made by policymakers on how to address criminal justice issues, impact not only
those specific criminal justice issues, but have spillover into societal issues generally. This study
examines this duality of impact and discusses various criminal justice issues as examples using
Temporal Crime Theory. A case study is used to provide greater depth on policy duality and a
toolkit is offered to help address criminal justice decision making realities toward more realistic
policies.
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This presentation will provide an overview of the conceptual and theoretical frameworks used for
reentryBase, a web-based mapping application in support of efforts to improve the process of
prisoner reentry. The application better connects ex-offenders across neighborhoods to the social
and supportive services (e.g. employment, treatment, housing, etc.) they so desperately need. A
tool for researchers, correctional facilities, service providers and ex-offenders, reentryBase
provides a geographic distribution of returning ex-offenders and the resources available to them.
In addition, a core set of evaluation indicator results will be displayed visually, such as maps,
charts, tables, and reports, making the information easily and widely accessible.
This presentation reviews the conceptual and theoretical frameworks for reentryBase. It examines
the literature on what works and its connections to this provocative web-based reentry solution.
This presentation is the first of the four in the panel and will also provide the background research
conducted for the application.
The second paper in the panel, this presentation will present reentryBase. It will provide a
demonstration of the web-based application -- essentially presenting how it works as a resources
for improving the process of reentry outcomes and capacity building tool for researchers,
correctional facilities, government agencies and ex-offenders.
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This presentation will review the results of a focus group conducted to determine the outreach and
networking needs of correctional facilities and governments agencies, as well as the access needs
of ex-offenders. These data provide the framework for the phases of the design and development
of reentryBase web-based application.
The presentation will explore the next steps, future research, as well as policy and practice
implication of the reentryBase. The outlook for reentryBase as a tool for improving reentry
outcomes is promising, This presentation will the future of reentryBase.
This is a content analysis of the drug policies and other practices in the U.S. It involves a pictorial
critique of existing practices and policies in the fleld of criminal justice. The presentation explores
the extent to which practices are empirically based.
Prior research from Frenzel and Ball (2007) highlighted the need for research to focus on case
processing decisions, and specifically plea negotiations. The authors concluded that demographic
characteristics were predictors of the decision to negotiate a guilty plea compared to the
bench/jury trial conviction. The current research will expand on this finding by separating the
bench and jury trial convictions as well as the negotiated and non-negotiated plea convictions.
Using five years of data from the sentencing guideline state (2004-2008), the current study will
examine what individual characteristics impact these decisions.
Juvenile sex offenders are increasingly identified in sex offender registration and notification laws.
The inclusion of juvenile sex offenders in sex offender registration and notification policies is
based partly on the contention that this group poses a significant risk for sexual reoffending in the
future. Thus, registration and notification are believed to reduce recidivism among juvenile sex
offenders. However, research has demonstrated that registration and notification are not effective
in reducing the risk for future sexual offending. Researchers suggest that cognitive distortions,
poor social skills, and learning problems among other factors are linked to sexual offending and
reoffending among juvenile offenders. Treatment has been found to mitigate the effects of these
factors. This paper discusses the findings and their implications for future policy.
The primary aim of CCTV is to deter potential offenders from committing crime in areas under
surveillance. The underlying premise is simple: people are less likely to offend if they believe they
will be observed and punished. However, empirical research has yet to test whether CCTV
actually increases the certainty of punishment. This study compares CCTV detections and citizen
calls-for-service on a number of factors pertaining to case closure by police enforcement. The
study measures whether CCTV produces a heightened certainty of punishment or if it fails to
improve upon traditional procedures of crime detection and police response.
The purpose of this study is to collect data on undocumented workers in Texas. This data will
include: demographics, personal characteristics, the experience of seeking employment, and any
involvement with the Mexican or American criminal justice system. This research will be
conducted on a convenience sample of about 200 Hispanic males throughout the four cities of:
San Antonio, Austin, Laredo, and Dallas. This project presents descriptive information of those
undocumented workers seeking employment along the Highway 35 corridor in Texas. This project
will also discuss future research regarding this matter.
Since Megan’s Law has applied in Ohio in 1997, over 30,000 sex offenders are subject to this law
for registration and public notification. Underlying this law is the perception that notifying the
public of the presence of sex offenders in their community allows citizens to take protective
measures against sex offenders who live nearby. But most research on this topic tends to focus
on the effectiveness of residency restriction policy. Few studies focus on spatial analysis of sex
offenders. With over 33,800 sex offenders’ dataset, this study focuses on spatial analyses of
offenders’ and offenses’ characteristics, using various spatial methods.
Criminal justice majors at four universities completed an on-line survey in Spring 2011 that
explored their career interests and orientations. The presentation summarizes the results of the
survey and discusses its implications for criminal justice curricula and programs, including
pressures to make the school-to-work transition more efficient.
Life-course criminology represents one of the most contemporary paradigms for understanding
delinquency and criminal behavior. Life-course span of inquiry extends from birth to death. But in
spite of this strength, life-course, and other delinquency theories has neglected to emphasize the
salient import of higher education in/to delinquency and crime. This paper relied on life-course
concepts to propose a new “higher educational level perspective” or HELP. Based, in part, on the
low educational levels of adjudicated delinquents, and their parents, HELP posits that any
contemporary criminological theory must account for the transformational power of higher
education to criminal trajectory and administration.
This study evaluated rates of domestic violence recorded by law enforcement, victim services,
and health personnel in North Carolina. Additionally, information was gleaned on what victim
services were available to victims of domestic violence and who used those services, to determine
if those in need were gaining access to the programs available. Results indicted that there was
no disparity across race/ethnicity when comparing who reported domestic violence, both officially
and unofficially, and who utilized services. However, there remains a severe lack of consistent
recording guidelines across criminal justice, health, and victim service agencies.
This presentation reports results of a two year study of Pennsylvania's Balanced and Restorative
Justice Initiative. Four model counties were selected and (n=401) closed cases were randomly
selected to examine the effects of restorative services on various measures of recidivism including
number of arrests, seriousness of offenses, convictions, and incarcerations at 6, 12,18, and 24
month intervals. Results indicate BARJ service effects with negligible recidivism rates reported at
6 months (10%) and 2 years (25%). Psychological, behavioral, and community risks along with
length of supervision and violation of probation were signifcant predictors of recidivism.
A review of modern SCOTUS rulings shows that crime victims have been considered in three
contexts: as potential litigants in their attempts to hold state entities responsible for protecting
victims; as potential witnesses when their voices have been stilled by violence, and as supplicants
disclosing the impact of crime as part of the sentencing process. The cases show that the courts
consistently protect the interests of the state and the defendants over the interests of victims.
This disregard is in contrast to the solicitousness of the Inter-American Commission on Human
Rights in the case of Jessica Gonzales., now Jessica Lenahan
The discussion focuses on responses from non-traditional transfer students' who have
participated in a Criminal Justice Learning Community Program over the past three years.
Results include reasons for continuing their education and stressors associated with their transfer
experience.
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Peacemaking, Cultural, and Critical Race Theories

This presentation analyzes the impact on recidivism rates of sentence reductions under the
retroactive application of the 2007 Crack Cocaine Amendment. In 2007, the United States
Sentencing Commission amended the guidelines for offenses involving crack cocaine, and made
the change retroactive for previously sentenced crack cocaine offenders. The recidivism analysis
showed no statistically significant difference in the recidivism rates between a group of crack
cocaine offenders whose sentences were modified retroactively and a comparison group of
offenders who would have been eligible for a reduced sentence but were released prior to the
effective date of that amendment after serving their full prison terms.
Amendment IV of the United States Constitution guarantees in part, The right of the people to be
secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects against unreasonable searches and seizures
shall not be violated." In the name of protecting us from acts of terrorism are United States
governmental agencies circumventing Amendment IV and infringing on the constitutionally
guaranteed rights of the citizens of this country via the Patriot Act all in the name of protecting
us against acts of terrorism?"
My research examines how the unique social context of small town communities influences how
prosecutors exercise professional judgements. Effective prosecution in small towns requires that
prosecutors tailor their decisions to the circumstances of social life in the local community, an
achievement that is largely informed by a high level of community involvement, and by artfully
negotiating the unique challenges and pressures which characterize social life in these
communities. In their efforts to fashion appropriate case outcomes, prosecutors seek to achieve
a measure of substantive justice, even when doing so violates the spirit, if not the letter, of
procedural law.
This paper will analyze concepts of jurisdiction and damages that need to be proven in modern
day statutory crimes.We will look at federal laws that states may model for various offenses
including computer crime and wire fraud.
This paper will examine in depth the meaning of love, examined from as many different vantages
as possible, and will advance the rudiments of a model of justice practice where love serves not
only as the organizing principle, but provides the evaluable benchmark for measuring the
success of organized responses to harms.

Internet/Cyber Victimization

Although traditional bullying remains a problem among students in our society, technological
advances have added a new dimension to the bullying problem. Technological innovation has
enabled cyberbullies to victimize their targets regardless of time and space. Research has
identified that victims of cyberbullying have experienced a number of psychological issues,
however, the consequences of such actions have not fully been addressed. Using self-report data
collected from three southern universities/colleges, this study will examine the past experiences of
college students regarding cyberbullying. This preliminary analysis will address the internalizing,
maladaptive, and aggressive behaviors experienced by victims as a result of cyberbullying.

Recidivism and Evidence-Based Outcomes

This preliminary evaluation (PE) of the Offender Reentry Programs (ORP) reviewed program
participants who were released from prison between May, 2009, and September, 2010. A
comparable control group was composed of offenders who successfully completed substance
abuse treatment while incarcerated at an Oregon DOC institution and were released to a program
county before the ORP was implemented. Both arrest and charge outcomes were analyzed for
this PE. The time from release for each offender is between four and 22 months, with an average
of about 14 months. This PE shows that the ORP is effective at reducing recidivism.
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Despite research indicating that sexual minorities are at an increased risk for suicide and nonsuicidal self-injury, few studies have examined the interaction between sexual orientation and the
causes of these behaviors. Using data from over 7,000 public high school students, this study
examines the causes and correlates of suicide ideation and self-injury with an emphasis on
differences by both gender and sexual orientation. Results indicate that the strength, and even the
direction, of the relationships in these models vary depending on the gender and orientation of the
youth.
Capital punishment has been a controversial punishment since its beginning. This paper
examines capital punishment sentencing patterns in Dallas during the pre-Furman era using data
from 1923-1972. Of interest is whether Supreme Court rulings that lead up to the Furman v.
Georgia (1972) decision were reflected in sentencing patterns throughout the decades as well as if
the issues that qualified the imposition of capital punishment as unconstitutional were also evident
in Dallas’ use of the ultimate punishment.

This round table is to explore what various Community Colleges are facing and how they are
focusing their measurements of success. Is their criminal justice program employment oriented?
Or is it focused on transfer to a four year university? Should it be mutually exclusive? What about
Universities? Are they being cooperative in interacting with community colleges in this endeavor?
As to careers, what careers can a 2 year graduate community college enter? Finally, what about
certificates? Is there a role for a one year program? This seems to be one of the new areas of
discussion in Kentucky and Indiana. Can we be focusing too much attention on the employability
of the 2-year graduate and not pushing them towards the 4-year institutions? This Round Table
will solicit opinions and information about what is occurring nationwide versus just in one area.
We would also be interested to learn if this was a geographical issue or an issue throughout the
community college system around the USA and Canada?

Recidivism Among Offenders with
Sentence Modifications Per Retroactive
Application of 2007 Crack Cocaine
Amendment

Tammy

This paper explores the concept of incorporating homeland security and emergency preparedness
education into traditional K-12 curricula. With Michigan as one of the first states to officially
integrate disaster preparedness and response into its curriculum, other states are sure to follow.
In anticipation of this systematic curriculum adjustment, several significant challenges must be
considered. What are the objectives of these programs? What are the benefits and detriments
associated with these programs? Should there be a national model of accepted subject-matter?
This paper attempts to address these concerns and provide a framework for proper program
vetting.
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Abstract

Leadership training, according to a survey of Massachusetts police chiefs, should commence at
the earliest stage of the law enforcement career, in the police academy. This follow-up research
presents in-depth interviews with leaders from various venues in law enforcement. These leaders
offer their candid assessments of executive training programs, business strategies and how the
traits of a leader were or were not fostered by mentoring, management programs and on the job
training. The goal of this research is to extrapolate viable suggestions from experienced leaders
on what it takes to create strong programs for the future.

Biosocial and Psychological Theories

Super-maximum security prisons have flourished within a political environment that endorses
tougher criminal sanctions. This punitive evolution has created new problems for correctional
agencies attempting to control the “worst of the worst” offenders. Federal courts and researchers
have examined the detrimental effects supermax isolation has on inmates. This analysis
examines forty-two state supermax policies to determine how correctional agencies proscribe the
management of inmates with mental illnesses. Guided by previous research on mentally ill
inmates in supermax control units, six variables are examined. Policy implications for establishing
more inclusive and thorough mental health procedures are discussed.
Police presence on the world wide web is becoming more evident. However, how this medium is
utilized by law enforcement is largely unknown. The following paper is an exploratory study of law
enforcement websites in India across three levels of government. The Website Information
Content Survey was adapted to reflect law enforcement oriented criteria, while at the same time
keeping items involving interactivity, ease of transaction and business/consumer relations.
Results of study will be presented.
Although psychopathy is a major area of research in psychology and criminology, much remains
unknown about its etiological underpinnings. First, four neuropsychological deficits measures
were consistently related to the measure of psychopathic personality traits both longitudinally and
cross-sectionally. Second, neuropsychological deficits measures predicted variation in
psychopathic personality traits for both males and females and the magnitude of the association
between neuropsychological deficits and psychopathic personality traits did not vary as a function
of gender. Third, parental socialization measures had relatively small
and inconsistent effects on psychopathic personality traits. Suggestions for future research are
offered.
The current article is a targeted review of two biosocial constructs, neuropsychological deficits
relating to self-control and temperament, which as demonstrated by prior researchers are
importantly related to antisocial behavior, importantly related to other constructs that influence
antisocial behavior, such as aggression, and importantly related to prevention efforts. We
explicate what is known about neuropsychological deficits relating to self-control and
temperament specifically vis-à-vis prevention and early intervention programs that seek to
preclude the development of costly antisocial careers.
The current work seeks to redress this by exploring the utility of self-control theory (Gottfredson &
Hirschi, 1990) as a conceptual vehicle to understand sexual homicide offending. Although these
offenders evince lifestyles that are consistent with the theory, their instrumental, methodical
approach to sexual homicide is also in many respects directly contrary to the tenets of the theory.
In addition, we suggest that forensic typologies that seek to characterize sexual homicide
offenders as organized or disorganized (Ressler, Burgress, & Douglas, 1988) can be fruitfully
understood within a self-control theoretical framework.

The impact of corrections officer (CO) discretion can be one that has proven to be very beneficial
or detrimental to the safety, order, and security. One particularly important yet neglected aspect is
that of inmate perceptions toward the CO as a single agent and as part of the institution. This
paper argues the importance of professionalism as it pertains to prisoner perceptions of fairness,
respect, and legitimacy. Taking a humanistic perspective of the inmate, the authors explicate that
the increased encouragement and enforcement of professionalism in CO discretion toward
Theories on Criminal Justice Legislation, Policy and Practice inmates has substantial implications for more effective corrections management.
The death penalty has received empirical support for some time. Studies have indicated that
support may be dependent on certain socio-demographic factors, including level of education.
This study examines attitudes toward the death penalty among a sample of Texas college
students. Specifically, the study examines such attitudes among Hispanic students of primarily
Mexican decent and whether socio-demographic factors such as age, sex, and level of education
are correlated with support for the death penalty. Other factors, including religiosity, are also
examined. Finally, the study explores policy implications and future directions of the death
Student Panels
penalty.
This paper explores the correctional literature noting the paucity of studies involving prison
leadership. It is also critical of the paramilitary bureaucratic structure and offers an alternative
approach grounded in complexity leadership theory (CLT). Early influences from the Industrial
Age dominate the landscape and it is perhaps time to consider breaking these chains. Two incustody prisoner deaths are used to highlight how bureaucratic organizational structures can kill.
The differences between management and leadership are presented and generational workforce
differences are examined with a focus on leading across generations. Finally, this paper is critical
Correctional Personnel and Staff
of how organizational success is currently measured.
Making effective policy in criminal justice is not easy. There are many influencing factors that
come into play, including public opinion, the media and legislative response to public concern.
This roundtable discusses a number of policy driven criminal justice issues including sex offender
legislation, mental health issues, the death penalty, sentencing, female offenders and juvenile
justice. These areas are discussed in terms of good versus flawed policy and will offer
suggestions for making effective policy which relies on evidence based research.
Criminal Justice Policy and Legislation
Sex offenses remain a pervasive problem in the United States. As a countermeasure, legislators
in several states have mandated required lifetime electronic monitoring of convicted sex
offenders. The impact of such legislation remains largely unexplored. Applying Routine Activities
Theory, this study utilizes series hazard modeling on monthly UCR reports of reported rape and
sexual assault for all states requiring lifetime electronic monitoring of convicted sex offenders
(n=10) between 2002-2009. This analysis will allow for conclusions regarding the viability of
lifetime electronic monitoring as a capable guardian in reducing the rate of reported rape and
Sex Crimes and Offenders
sexual assault.
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This paper is based on an NIJ-funded national study on law enforcement intelligence. Based on
recommendations from various initiatives, Intelligence-Led Policing (ILP) has been increasingly
embraced as an effective trans-jurisdictional approach to intervene in serious crime. There has
been limited conceptual and policy discussion of ILP. This paper examines the progress and
problems of state, local and tribal law enforcement agencies in their efforts to implement ILP.
Federalism as well as other political, technical, and communications issues can be significant
deterrents to cross-organizational information sharing within government, particularly surrounding
newly developed “intelligence fusion centers.” Individual silos of data are sporadically developed
with unique features that prohibit the organization, management and sustainability of joint
projects. This paper discusses these issues.
The Nationwide Suspicious Activity Reporting Initiative (NSI) has received significant funding from
the Department of Justice and Department of Homeland Security to develop a mechanism to
collect, assess and share suspicious behaviors that have a terrorism nexus. While there are
benefits for “connecting the dots” to make America safer, there are also challenges and criticisms
to this initiative. This paper examines the concept of the NSI, functional challenges of
implementation, concerns of the NSI by critics and the current state of implementation and
effectiveness.

Law enforcement intelligence systems are increasingly dependent on information from untrained
law enforcement officers and civilians. This trend represents a major shift from relying solely on
trained professionals to gather information. Such a wide net approach to information gathering
brings a set of problems and potential dangers that have received scant attention. This paper will
evaluate the potential problems inherent in an unrestricted approach to intelligence gathering.
Although DCRP data reveal that the mortality rate in the nation's jails has declined, the number of
deaths in local detention and correctional facilities has actually increased because of growth in the
average daily population in these institutions. Deaths attributed to natural illnesses have
surpasssed suicides, but jail health care has not kept pace. This paper examines the relationship
between sudden death and jail health care. It draws on research conducted on large urban jails.
Results indicate that timely medical screening, early treatment, and close observation by trained
staff prolongs, if not saves the lives of many seriously ill inmates.
The study of the effect of the Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000 on the awareness and
training procedures conducted by the administrators of sheriffs and municipal police departments
in Missouri will be presented. The study consists of sending a voluntary survey containing
questions about human trafficking and the department's training via e-mail to the Missouri law
enforcement population. Those that respond back to e-mail by completing the survey will be the
sample group. Interviews will be conducted with this sample group to obtain more in depth
information. The pictorial display and author will highlight the results of the study.
CERTIFICATION SESSION I: BEST PRACTICES FOR ACHIEVING CERTIFICATION: ADVICE
FROM PROGRAM CERTIFICATION COORDINATORS
Moderators: Mittie D. Southerland, Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences, ACJS Executive
Director; Gary Bayens, Washburn University, ACJS Academic Review Committee Chair
Discussants: Elizabeth Quinn, Fayetteville State University, Barbara Sims, Penn State,
Harrisburg
*Please schedule this session on Thursday after the ARC meeting. The ARC breakfast meeting is
typically 7:30- 9:15 am.*
ABSTRACT: The program coordinators responsible for shepherding their program through the
ACJS Certification Process will provide guidance for successfully pursuing ACJS Academic
Certification. Both baccalaureate and master’s level programs are represented and the
participants’ advice translates to associate programs. Participants will make recommendations
and provide guidance for conducting a pre-assessment, applying for certification, conducting the
program certification self-study, and preparing for the site visit by the team of certification
reviewers. There will be an opportunity for questions and answers.

Other Issues in Criminal Justice Education

Research and Pictorial Showcase

Rather than perpetuate the no-significant-difference stalemate by comparing online education as
a whole to traditional instruction, this study examined the efficacy of using specific delivery
features such as narrated PowerPoint presentations to bring about higher levels of learner
engagement and, ultimately, more effective criminal justice education in the online environment.
The results indicated that the use of narrated presentations brought about a statistically significant
increase in learning improvement compared to the use of static presentations. These online
modules also enhance and supplement traditional face-to-face delivery formats to provide a more
plenary educational approach.
Moderators: Mittie D. Southerland, Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences, ACJS Executive
Director; Gary Bayens, Washburn University, ACJS Academic Review Committee Chair
Discussants: Harry Dammer, The University of Scranton, Patricia Grant, Virginia Commonwealth
University
***Please schedule this workshop for Thursday after the Certification Session I Roundtable.

Gary

Bayens

Washburn University

CERTIFICATION SESSION II: BEST
PRACTICES FOR ACHIEVING
CERTIFICATION: ADVICE FROM
CERTIFICATION REVIEW TEAM
MEMBERS

ABSTRACT: In this roundtable session, individuals who have been involved as part of a team in
conducting certification reviews will provide guidance regarding the preparation of the self-study
and the site visit to meet reviewers’ expectations. Best practices and things to avoid will be
presented. The roundtable will provide an opportunity for those who have been involved in
conducting certification reviews to share what they have learned that would be useful to a
program considering or preparing for certification. Participants will provide a question and answer
period. Please be advised that due to the confidential nature of ACJS Certification reviews,
reviewers and ARC members cannot discuss or answer questions about specific programs that
have been reviewed.
Other Issues in Criminal Justice Education

ADVANCED TRAINING FOR ACADEMIC CERTIFICATION REVIEWERS: BY INVITATION
ONLY
***Please schedule this workshop for Thursday afternoon after the Certification Sessions I & II.
Facilitator: Mittie D. Southerland, Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences, ACJS Executive
Director; Gary Bayens, Washburn University, ACJS Academic Review Committee Chair
ABSTRACT: This workshop is the annual follow-up training for Academic Certification Reviewers.
Attendance is restricted to Trained Certified Reviewers by invitation and RSVP. The workshop
provides an opportunity for those who have been involved in conducting certification reviews to
share what they have learned and to answer questions. Please be advised that due to the
confidential nature of ACJS Certification reviews, reviewers and ARC members cannot discuss or
answer questions about specific programs that have been reviewed.
Please note: Pre-registration is required.

Gary

Bayens

Washburn University

ADVANCED TRAINING FOR ACADEMIC
CERTIFICATION REVIEWERS: BY
INVITATION ONLY
Other Issues in Criminal Justice Education

Please note: Invitation is required.
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ONLY
***Please schedule this workshop for Thursday afternoon after the Certification Sessions I & II.
Facilitator: Mittie D. Southerland, Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences, ACJS Executive
Director; Gary Bayens, Washburn University, ACJS Academic Review Committee Chair
ABSTRACT: This workshop is the annual follow-up training for Academic Certification Reviewers.
Attendance is restricted to Trained Certified Reviewers by invitation and RSVP. The workshop
provides an opportunity for those who have been involved in conducting certification reviews to
share what they have learned and to answer questions. Please be advised that due to the
confidential nature of ACJS Certification reviews, reviewers and ARC members cannot discuss or
answer questions about specific programs that have been reviewed.
Please note: Pre-registration is required.

Gary

Bayens

Washburn University

ADVANCED TRAINING FOR ACADEMIC
CERTIFICATION REVIEWERS: BY
INVITATION ONLY
Other Issues in Criminal Justice Education

Josh

Klein

Iona College

The Social Construction of StateCorporate Crime

Public Opinion and the Social Construction of Crime

Joongyeup

Lee

Sam Houston State University

Police Response to Domestic Violence:
Multilevel Factors of Arrest Decision

Police Behavior and Decision Making

Sara

Knox

University of Tennessee at Chattanooga

Ethics Pedegogy: Is the Truth Really Out
There?""

Ethical Issues in Criminal Justice

Carolyn

Hanes

Lebanon Valley College

Murder in the Schoolhouse: The Amish
School Shooting

Carter

Smith

Austin Peay State University

Security Administration in the classroom:
More challenging when it’s not as sexy as
policing.
Issues in Security and Private Policing

Sara

Buck Doude

Georgia College and State Univerisity

“Intimate Partner Violence on University
Campuses”

Schools and Crime

Schools and Crime

Please note: Invitation is required.
White collar and state-corporate crime are now center-stage in popular culture, media, and
mainstream politics. This presentation discusses recent public opinion on the topic of politicaleconomic crime in light of legitimation and ideology theory. What are the areas of awareness and
areas of mystification regarding state-corporate structures, interests, and behavior? I examine
available public opinion findings to explore developments in (de)legitimation, treating media
constructions and public perceptions as battlegrounds in which state-corporate and non-elite
interests clash.
The synthesis of the relativity in policing and the complexities in domestic violence increase
officers’ discretion for arrest decision making. Using hierarchical generalized linear modeling, over
9,000 domestic violence cases across 422 census tracts in Houston, Texas, were examined to
determine how situational and neighborhood extra-legal factors affected an officer’s decision to
arrest a person suspected of domestic violence. At neighborhood level, concentrated
disadvantage and immigration concentration had a positive effect on the odds of arrest. At the
situational level, the time of day, day of the week, premise type, and gender and racial matches
had a significant impact.
Teaching ethics can be a formidable task. However, as instructors, we must prepare our students
for an ethically unclear road ahead. Additionally, criminal justice has a unique ethical burden that
when critically explored can, not only equip our students with ethical tools they can use in their
chosen profession but also in day to day life. We cannot teach our students to be ethical, but we
can give them the means to make good ethical decisions. This discussion will explore how we can
provide the best ethical training for our students, and offer particle solutions to sometimes
“relative” situations.

The Amish school shooting is analyzed including an examination of this case study as an
example of mass murder. The West Nickel Mines Amish school shooting is compared to previous
attacks on elementary school students. Schoolhouse massacres victimizing elementary school
students are compared to high school and college shootings involving peer shooters. The impact
of the mass murder of Amish school children on both the Amish and English" communities is
explored as are the background and motivations of Charles Carl Roberts IV the shooter."
Gabbidon examined perceptions of criminal justice students in a security administration class,
asking reasons for taking the course, knowledge regarding the security field, their career
objective, and whether they considered working in the security field. He later asked whether their
interest in working in the security field had decreased, increased, or remained the same, whether
their respect for the field decreased, increased, or remained the same, and how they would rate
the course in comparison to other criminal justice courses they had taken. This research was
replicated to determine differences in perceptions of security administration by current criminal
justice students.
This presentation will cover methods in which university campuses handle intimate partner
violence and policies regarding intimate partner violence. Discussion will include same sex
intimate partner violence as well as heterosexual intimate partner violence. A comparison of
university policies will be utilized in order to assess the visibility of intimate partner violence.

